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This report is dedicated to the pilots and maintenance crews of these 
squadrons who flew the P-A7 to provide close air support for American 
soldiers after the Normandy invasion until V-E Day. Their accomplish- 
ments stand as the epitome of joint CAS efforts in American military 
history. 
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PREFACE 

"Fron ACTS to COBRA" is a historical aonograph about how the Aaerican 
ktmy developed its close air support doctrine during the Second World War. 
During my course on "World War II," nuaerous scholars requested infornation 
about the "araored coluan cover" tactics used by the Aaerican Ninth Air Force 
during OPERATION COBRA in 1944. They wished to know how these tactics evolved 
and were applied during the war. My research provided only sketchy details 
about these tactics and did not adequately answer their questions. Usually I 
had to refer these requests for inforaation to historians at Air University or 
the Aray War College. The Siapson Historical Center, here at Haxweil, was the 
only place with sufficient historical records to research these questions. 
The ayriad of unit and oral histories, and primary docuaents in the Center 
provide insights into how Lt Gen Quesada and his pilots becaae experts in 
close air support. It is froa those records that this report was written. 
This manuscript is not a complete report of how tactical air power was used 
during the Second World War, but is an indepth analysis of how the American 
Aray Air Force developed a concise, clear tactical doctrine for CAS. 

Before the war, ne 
use air power to support 
the Air Force to provide 
during the interwar yea 
implement that doctrine 
foread the Army and It 
communications equipment, 
team. Patton's race throu 

ither ground nor air commanders thought about how to 
land campaigns. Although Army doctrine called for 
air umbrellas" over ground forces, the Air Corps 
rs did not develop the equipment or procedures to 
The disastrous defeat at Kasserina Pass in 1943 

s Air Force to directly develop the aircraft, 
and tartlcal doctrines for an efficient air-ground 
gh France in 1944 resulted from those efforts. 

Between the wars, many Army officers did not study their profession. 
These officers became expert administrators who could adroitly handle the 
administrative and routine tasks required to command a peacetime Aray, but 
they did not develop the modern mechanized and air power doctrines required to 
win a aobile war. This professional aaialse, coupled with severe budget 
constraints and Aaerioan isolationist sentiments, created an American Army 
which entered the Second World War poorly prepared intellectually or 
organizationally for the rigors of modern combat. The Air Corps Tactical 
School (ACTS) stood as one exception to the anti-Intelleotuallsa of this 
period. ACTS developed a curriculum to study air power hiatory and to develop 
modern force structures to implement those fundamental air power principles 
discovered by its students and faculty. Yet this prestigious school failed to 
develop a broad-based air power doctrine or force structure. By the 
mid-1930s, ACTS became wedded to the strategic bombardment mission. The 
paucity of funds, coupled with an indifferent Aray leadership, caused the Air 
Corps to develop primarily a boaber force before the war began. 
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CONTINUED 

The Aaerican ■ilitary's CAS doctrine was developed during the war. Using 
the British experience after the Battle of Britain, Air Vice Marshal "Maori" 
Conninghaa and Field Marshal Montgonery created a basic CAS doctrine which 
becaae Allied doctrine after the Casablanca Conference in 1943. After the 
disastrous defeat at Kasserine Pass in 1943, Aaerican officers began to 
seriously develop procedures and doctrines to integrate air and land forces 
into an effective teaa. The Ninth Air Force, created to provide close air 
support for the Allied Invasion in Noraandy, trained the forces, equipped 
thea, and deployed thea to the continent in 1944. When the hedgerows 
restricted aoveaent of Allied forces Inland, air power becaae acre iaportant 
to Aaerican ground forces. The creation of araored coluan cover tactics by Lt 
Gen Quesada prior to OPERATION COBRA finally developed an effective CAS 
air-ground teaa. Gen Patton's liberation of France in 1944 resulted froa this 
new tactical concept and teaa. 

Close air support Is by its nature a difficult Joint activity. It 
requires that air and ground forces coaaunlcatc their requlreaents in a clear 
understandable language, understand how air power can best assist ground 
forces to gain their eaapaign objectives, and appreciate the unique principles 
which affect each service. An Aray or an Air Force aust train and prepare its 
forces for war during poacetiae. If this training is realistic and coaplete, 
pilots and ground coaaanders will understand their doctrines and know how to 
eaploy thea when the war begins. During the Interwar period, the Aray did a 
poor job Integrating air and ground forces and developing a CAS doctrine. 
Although they did not lose the war, these coaaanders had tlao to overooae 
their doctrinal and organizational deficiencies. In the next war, the 
aliltary will probably not be as fortunate. The air-ground teaawork required 
to win the AlrLand Battle aust be developed during peaoetlae through realistic 
exercises and an astlailatlon of the lessons learned during World War II. 

During the preparation of this report, aany colleagues, archivists, and 
key participants assisted ae. Lt Gen Elwood R. Quesada*s frank answers during 
our Interview gave ae insights Into how Ninth Air Force and our tactical 
forces evolved during the war. To aeet and work with this air power pioneer 
was an honor I will never forget. My close friend and colleague, Lt Col 
Philip S. Mel linger, Director of Military History at the Air Force Aeadeay, 
graciously read ay aanuscrlpt and offered valuable criticisas to laprove it. 
Ulth his deep understanding of air power history, his coaaents provided ae 
with additional sources and a sounding board for ay general conclusions. Lt 
Col David Maclsaac at the Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research, and 
Education (CADRE) helped ae to shape the project and to direct ay initial 
research efforts. I sincerely wish to thank both of these scholars for their 
support. 
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I also wish to thank Drs. Rob Johnson and Janes Kitchens at the Siapson 
Historical Center for their support during this project. They continually 
helped ne to find, use, and photograph docuaents and pictures froa the unit 
histories. Their concern for ay project was truly appreciated. Mrs. Ruth 
Griffin, the Air University Inter-Library Loan librarian, did a superb job 
ordering books and docuaents froa the Comaand and General Staff and Aray War 
Colleges. These naterials included iteas froa the Bradley and Gil lea Papers, 
and the Chester B. Hansen Diaries. Froa these ground coaaanders perspectives, 
ay research project becaae lore balanced. Dr. Richard H. Soaaers, at the 
Aray's Hilitary History Institute, graciously photocopied these aaterials for 
ae and proaptly responded to ay requests. To both of these profess: anals, I 
again express ay thanks. Finally, Naj Thoaas 0. Jahnke, ay adviser, 
continually read and coaaented on ay project. His coaaents iaproved this 
report.  I thank Tea for his support and friendship. 

The photographs in this paper caae froa two aain sources: the Slapson 
Historical Center and the Kuter Papers at the Air Force Acadeay. These 
pictures should give ay readers an appreciation of the procedures, equipaent, 
and lifestyles of Aaarican fighter pilots during the Second World War. Thay 
should also show the key role engineers and logisticlans played in creating a 
viable tactical air force. Without their herculean efforts, IX and XIX TACs 
could not have done their Jobs. These aen truly aade substantial 
contributions to how air power and Allied CAS doctrine evolved. 

This paper Includes nuaerous quotes froa reports, letters, and unit 
histories. In order to preserve the integrity of these docuaents, I have not 
atteaptcd to alter the language or tone of any quote. For ae to correct the 
graaaar, aisspellings, and erratic punctuation of these author's work would be 
an act of disrespect for the Integrity of the docuaents and the ultlaate 
expression of patronizatlon. I have Halted ay bracketed coaaents to only 
those areas absolutely necessary to enhance clarity of the quote. As a 
result, a few inconsistencies appear in the paper. The standard use of 
aircraft designation is one suoh area. The terns "Aray Air Corps" and "Aray 
Air Force" arc often used interchangeably. In this report, the foraer tare 
refers to the air power organization prior to the suaaar of 1941; and the 
latter refers to that period froa 1941 to the end of the war. 
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My bibliography does not totally confora tc standard acadeaic citations. 
The use of parenthetical numbers refer to ay sources. The first number 
reflects the book or document; and the second refers to the page citation. 
Additionally, my bibliography divides those sources used to prepare the report 
and additional sources which might assist future scholars at the Air 
University and other academic institutions to better understand Allied 
tactical air power during the Second World W?.r. 

Finally,  I gratefully acknowledge th; support and contributions of ay 
wife, Diane, and my daughter, Elizabeth, in the preparation of this paper. 
Without their loving support and patience, this manuscript would never have 
been completed. 
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ACTS 

AGCP 

Airdroas Parties 

Air Superiority 

Air Supraaacy 

Air Uabralla 

ALG 

ALO 

ASC 

CCS 

Cloia Air Support 

COC 

Araorad Coluan Covar Tactics 

Air Corps Tactical School 

Air Ground Coordination Party. Tha unit which coordinated 
CAS requests between land and air units. 

Those engineers and aaintenance personnel who construct 
and support aircraft free forward aircraft landing grounds 
prior to that field becoaing operational. 

That degree of air control wherein the opposing air 
forces cannot contest your coaaand of the air over a 
particular area at the crucial tiae in a battle. This 
control is liaited to only that location and that tiaei 
it is one step below air supraaacy. 

That degree of air superiority wherein the opposing air 
force is incapable of effective interference. (JCS Pub 1) 

Use of aircraft to fly continuous support over ground 
forces by the Aaerican Aray during TORCH. 

Aircraft Landing Ground. 

Air Liaison Officers. Pilots assigned to ground units to 
coordinate all CAS requests froa tha ground forces to 
operational flying units. 

Air Support Coaaand was the basic Aray Air Force organiza- 
tion prior to 1944. 

Coabinad Chiefs of Staff 

Air aotion against hostil« targets which are in close 
proiiaity to friendly forces and which require detailed 
integration of each air aission with the fire and aoveaent 
of those forces. (JCS Pub 1) 

Coabinad Operations Center. 
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COHTIiUB 

COAC 

COBRA 

CROSSBOW 

FOP 

PEBA 

PLOT 

PORTITUDE 

PSCL 

PSCL Oootrin« 

PUSA 

Chief of the Air Corps 

Tho Allltd brtakout fro« th« Noraandy beachhaad on 25 July 
1944. Patton's Aray than ooaaanctd Its drive through 
Northern Pranoe to Geraany. 

Codenaae for Allied interdiction of Geraan V-l and V-2 
rookets and launehing facilities. 

Forward Director Posts. These officers used BACU radars 
to control CAS and to vector pilots to araored ooluans or 
to eneay aircraft. 

Porward Edge of the Battle Area 

Porward Line of own troops. 

Churchill's deception plan to aake Hitler believe the aain 
Allied attack would coae at Calais, not Noraandy. 

Pi re Support Control Line 

Current AlrLand Battle concept. The ground coaaander 
oontrols all ground operations froa the PLOT to the PSCL. 
All firepower used to subdue eneay ground forces to include 
CAS will be identified and directed by the ground coaaander 
so he will be able to best shape and control the battle. 
Operations beyond the PSCL do not need to be coordinated 
between air and ground ooaponent coaaanders. Beyond the 
PSCL, the air ooaponent coaaander oan independently 
accoaplish interdiction of the eneay's lines of ooaaunlca- 
tlons and supply. 

Pirst United States Aray, ooaaanded by Lt Gen Oaar N. 
Bradley froa D-Day to 1 August 1944 an* Lt Gen Courtney 
Hodges froa i August to 8 Hay 1945.  It was teaaed up with 
IX TAC as an air-ground teaa. 
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coNTimn» 

FUSAG 

G-l 

G-2 

G-3 

G-4 

GLO 

Intardlotion 

Jabo 

JCS 

NATAF 

NUSA 

Pint Unitad Statt« Aray Group,  it was tha fiotltloui aray 
craatad by Churchill to daoaiv« Hitlar into baliaving tha 
■ain Alliad landing in 1944 would coaa at Calaia, not 
Noraandy. 

Adainiitrativa itaff within tha Unitad Stataa Aray. 

Intalligance itaff within tha Unitad Statai Aray. 

Oparations itaff mithin tha Unitad Statai Aray. 

Loglitici staff within tha Unitad Statai Aray. 

Ground Liaiion Offioan. Ground offioan froa infantry 
and araor uniti anignad to flying uniti in IX Fightar 
Coaaand. Thaia offioan provided axcallant oron ooaaun- 
ication of problaai and naadi for CAS by ground foroai. 

An action to divart, diirupt, dalay or daitroy tha anaay'i 
surfaca ailitary potantial bafora it can ba uiad affactive- 
ly agaimt friendly forcei. (JCS Pub 1) 

Jaegerboaben or "hunter/dive boaben." Tha Geraani gave 
thii nioknaaa to the Allied fighter-boaben during COBRA. 

Joint Chiefi of Staff. 

Northwait African Tactical Air Forcei. 

Ninth United States Aray coaaanded by Lt Gen Siapion. It 
wai paired with XXIX TAC ai an air-ground teaa. 

OVERLORD Alliad plan to invade Noraandy in 1944. 
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CONTINUED 

POiNTBLANK Allied air offensiv« to destroy the fighting capability of 
the Luftwaffe. Strategic and Tactical aircraft interdicted 
Geraan airfields, aircraft production facilities, and oil 
depots and refineries. Aaerican fighters also attacked 
railroad aarshalling areas, trains, and Geraan aircraft. 
The result was Allied air supreaaoy for OVERLORD. 

TAC Tactical Air Coaaand. These units, coaposed of fighters, 
flghter-boabers, and aediua boabers, provided close support 
for ground forces, and interdicted interdiction aissions to 
isolate the battlefield. TACs replaced air support 
coaaands in April 1944. 

TALO Tactical Air Liaison Officers. These pilots worked to 
coordinate ground requests for CAS. After araored coluan 
cover taotics were created, these officers were used in 
lead tsnka to coordinate application of air power against 
ground targets to support araored aobility during Patton's 
drive through France in 1944. 

TCC 

TORCH 

TUSA 

Tactical Control Center. 

The Aaerican invasion of Northern Africa in 1942. 

Third United States Aray coaaanded by Lt Gen George S. 
Patton, Jr. froa 1 August 1944 to 8 Nay 1945.  It was 
paired with Ueyland's XIX TAC as an air-ground teaa. 

Ultra Allied Codenaae for intelligence inforaation gained through 
the breaking of the Geraan code. 

UDFN War Oepartaent Field Manual 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Part of our College mission is distribution of the 
students'   problem   solving   products   to  DoD 
sponsors   and   other   interested   agencies  to 
enhance   insight   into   contemporary,   defence 

jri,   related issues. While the College has accepted this 
product as meeting academic requirements for 

v        graduation, the views and opinions expressed or        „ 
implied are solely those of the author and should       / / 
not be construed as carrying official sanction. 

 "insights into tomorrow' 
Z^ 

REPORT NUMBER se-zaoo 

AUTHOR(S)  MAJ0R MICHAEL L. WOLFERT 

TITLE    FR0M ACTS T0 COBRA:  EVOLUTION OF CLOSE AIR SUPPORT DOCTRINE IN 
WORLD WAR II 

When the United States entered the Second World War, its Army did not 
have a well-defined close air support doctrine. During the intsrwar years, 
budget constraints, isolationist sentiments, and professional apathy within 
the service caused the Amy to focus solely on peacetime administration. As a 
result, the war fighting skills of the American military atrophied during the 
interwar years. In the Air Corps, officers began in the 1920s to study how 
air power could best be employed in the next war. Historical experience 
during World War I highlighted four major air power missions: counter air, 
interdiction, close air support, and bombardment. The first three missions 
had been proven during the war, and the strategic ideas of Brig Gen William 
Mitchell, Air Marshal Guilio Douhet, and Air Marshal Hugh Trenchard supported 
an independent strategic bombardment mission for air power. 

During the interwar period, the Air Corps Tactical School would become 
the intellectual mecca for air power doctrinal development. From 1921 to 
1940, Air Corps officers would study tactics at ACTS. During this period, 
instructors studied the ideas of Brig Gen Billy Mitchell and Air Marshal 
Guilio Douhst. From their theoretical works, these officers began to see 
strategic bombardment as the primary mission of air forces. After 1935, when 
the B-17 and Norden bomb sight became available, these officers had a weapons 
system capable of accomplishing this doctrine. 
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CONTINUED 

The official War Department stand, noted in its field manuals, was that 
close air support was the primary mission of air power. War Department Field 
Manual 31-35 stated this doctrinal position clearly in 1942. Yet the Army had 
not pressed its Air Corps to develop and practice effective close air support 
between the wars. Further, the Army's inattention to and clear direction of 
its Air Corps permitted the latter organization to create strategic bombing as 
its primary mission. Given the paucity of funds available between the wars, 
the Army did not have sufficient funds to develop and practice modern theories 
of mechanized and air warfare prior to Hitler's invasion of Poland in 1939. 
As a result, the Army and its Air Corps were woefully unprepared for war. 

After the Americans invaded North Africa in 1942, the lack of training, 
poor communications between the Army and its Air Force, and lack of a CAS 
doctrine would influence how American troops fought. As a result of the 
problems noted during TORCH, the Allies would develop a combined CAS doctrine 
at the Casablanca Conference in 1943. This new doctrine, which reflected the 
British combat experience from 1939 to 1943, provided the Allies with an 
effective basic CAS doctrine which caused organizational reforms and created 
prioritized air power missions. Although the organizational changes and the 
new list of air power priorities solved most of the structural problems, theie 
two changes did not satisfactorily provide answers about how to develop 
operational and tactical CAS doctrines to better integrate air and ground 
forces. 

In late 1943, the American Joint Chiefs of Staff created the Ninth Air 
Force to organize, train, and equip air units to support Elsenhower's Normandy 
Invasion forces. Under the direction of Lt Gen Brereton and Brig Gen Pete 
Quesada, this new command created a training program to prepare tactical 
forces for all three tactical missions -- air supremacy, isolation of the 
battlefield, and close air support. This training profram assured each pilot 
was qualified to accomplish each mission correctly. Ninth Air Force 
operations during POINTBLANK (the air campaign to destroy the Luftwaffe prior 
to D-Day), gave these new aircrews combat experience and confidence. 
POINTBLANK also resulted in complete destruction of German transportation 
systems needed to sustain their forces In France} destruction of German 
aircraft and oil production facilities; and destruction of the Luftwaffe prior 
to D-Day. Therefore, the Allies had complete air supremacy f<om D-Day until 
the end of the war in Europe. 

xx 
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CONTINUED 

Since the Luftwaffe could not attack our ground forces and the Wehrmacht 
had been solated fron its supplies, Ninth Air Force aircrews could now focus 
on close air support for Aray ground forces. During their training period in 
England, these crew developed the basic principles for radar control and 
improved communications with ground forces. After COBRA, the breakout from 
the beachhead area, Gen Quesada and his crews began to use two new tactics: 
armored column cover and armed reconnaissance to provide more effective CAS. 
Armored column cover required four or eight ship formations to continuously 
fly over each Allied armor column as it advanced. This close cooperation 
worked because Quesada had put aircraft radios and tactical pilots in each 
lead tank. The constant communication created by this new tactic permitted 
Patton to accomplish his infamous dash through France in 1944. Armed 
reconnaissance permitted tactical pilots to destroy any enemy formations, 
tanks, or artillery in front of the armored column. By ranging forward about 
30 miles, these aircraft effectively interdicted each target. With the threat 
destroyed, Patten's tanks could continue their advance. Speed and mobility 
became the trademark of this effective air-ground teamwork. 

On 1 August 1944, the Third Army and its air counterpart, XIX Tactical 
Air Command, became operational. Their operations from inception through 
September rewrote tactical CAS doctrines. The effective integration of Brig 
Gen Ueyland's XIX TAC as the "airborne artillery," reconnaissance force, and 
"flank protector of the Third Army" proved how effective air and ground forces 
could be integrated. Their remarkable accomplishments during the battle for 
France highlight how efficiently and effectively Weyland and Patton were able 
to create the epitome of air-ground teamwork. Only at Khe Sanh during the 
Vietnam War, vould American air and ground forces duplicate this efficiency. 

The current AirLand Battle doctrine developed by the United States Army 
requires that our military effectively integrate air and ground forces during 
a future war. To accomplish this mission, our forces must be trained as a 
cohesive unit, have the ability to communicate with each other, and be 
dedicated to the Joint operations concepts effectively demonstrated by the XIX 
TAC/Third Army team during World War II. "From ACTS to COBRA" documents how 
this historical success was achieved and identifies lessons from World War II 
which can form the foundation for a new air-ground team required to win the 
AirLand Battle. 
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Victory sailas upon those who anticipat« tha ohanga« in the 
character of war, not upon those who wait to adapt theaselves after 
the changes occur. ... 

Guilio Douhet Coaaand of the Air (1U27) 

Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

The inage of close air support and its role In World War II has been one 
created by Hollywood in the eovie Patton. Aeericans perceive that air and 
ground forces cooperated and coordinated their activities in absolute 
precision cieated by total nental telepathy. Although XIX Tactice.1 Air 
Coeeand and Third Aray did become a superior air-ground teas, close air 
support doctrinal developeent and Air Corps-Aray cooperation before World War 
II did not predict that such close cooperation between the Arey and its Air 
Corps would ever evolve. In fact, the United States Arey entered tha Second 
World War without an effective close air support (CAS) doctrine, without the 
equlpaent to provide CAS for the Arey, and with dianetrlcally opposing views 
of airpower within the Arey and the Air Force. The American eilitary would 
have to create a close air support doctrine and to develop the aircraft, 
coBsunicatlon equipment and control agencies to iaplesent that doctrine during 
the war. Free the disaster at Kasserlne 
Patton across France in 194A, Aaerlcan close 
defined, developed and honed in the crucible 
that doctrine developed froa the initial 
docusents the superior air support given 
breakout free Saint Lo in 1944. 

Pass to Patten's drasatic dash of 
air support doctrine would be 
of war. This paper addresses how 
combat during OPERATION TORCH and 
Aaerlcan forces after the COBRA 

The airplane was first used in combat durl 
that war, certain roles and aisslons were eap 
Aaerlcan Aray believed the priaary role of the 
This philosophical approach would doalnate Aray 
period. Constrained by tight budgets, created 
Isolationisa and altruistic belief in eras 
shortsightedness would inhibit the creation of 
doctrine prior to OPERATION TORCH in 1941. 
explained this doctrinal deficiency 

ng the First World War. In 
ley 3d. When the war ended, the 
aircraft was pursuit aviation. 
thinking during the Interwa? 
by strong Aaerlcan feelings of 
control, the Aray's doctrinal 
an effective close air support 

Lt Gen Laurence S. Kuter best 

In World War II, battles were lost because of unsound organization, 
control and eaployaent of airpower. However, although aistakes were 
aade, tlae was on our side. In World War II there was tiae in which 
we could learn, tie* in which we could oorreot unsound doctrine -- 
and there was tlae to apply valid doctrine, tiae to win subsequent 
battles, and finally, tiae to win that war.  (53:1) 

To establish a baseline. Chapter Two defines how air power doctrine during 
the interwar period evolved. It will focus on the political legacies of the 
First World War -- isolationlsa, paclflcisa, and eras control -- to define how 
these three factors affected the force structure rnd doctrinal developeent 
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within the Aroy and Its Air Corps. This chapter also further reviews how 
close air support doctrine evolved. Through a thorough review of the various 
field manuals and docjuents, an individual can identify the emphasis placed on 
air power, especial 1/ close air support, and see weaknesses in our pre-war 
doctrine. This chapter will also trace the development of air power doctrine 
deveJojppiJ by the Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS). This school was tasked by 
the Chief of the Air Corps to create and to validate air power doctrine. The 
prejudice for strategic bombardment within this school would become an 
inhibiting factor in how close air support doctrine evolved and was 
responsible partially for our lack of a cohesive, comprehensive CAS doctrine 
in 1942. 

Chapter Three reviews the use and abuse of American air power during 
OPERATION TORCH. Without an adequate close air support doctrine, the Air 
Corps, particular!ly XII Air Support Command and later, Northwest African 
Tactical Air Command, would learn vital lessons and would create the 
foundations of American close air support doctrine which would be employed In 
Europe for the remainder of the war. This chapter addresses the 
organizational and doctrinal changes which occurred in the North African and 
Italian campaigns. With a common understanding of basic doctrine, the Army 
Air Force and the Army could .^ow create effective tactical doctrines to 
further Improve close air support efforts. 

Chapter Four describes how these tactical improvements, armored column 
cover, integration of excellent command and control, and creation of mutual 
trust and respect within both the Army and its Air Force created an 
environment for effective cooperation between air and ground forces after the 
Normandy invasion and Its subsequent breakout from Saint Lo (OPERATION COBRA) 
in July 1944. OPERATION COBRA has become the epitome of American close air 
support during war. Only at Khe Sanh and Pusan would American air power 
duplicate this effective cooperative experience. 

Chapter Five describes the Interrelationship between the Third Army and 
its air arm, XIX Tactical Air Command (TAG). Without XIX TAC protecting his 
flank. General Patton would not have been able to accomplish his dash across 
France In 1944. An Indepth study of this operation provides excellent 
examples of how effectively close air support can Integrate itself into the 
operations of an army. The lessons learned from this operation will stand in 
stark contrast to the Ineffectiveness of our CAS operations in North Africa. 

The Epilogue will define historical lesson« which can be used to Improve 
our Joint operations «1th the Army today and which can serve as a foundation 
for future doctrinal development. This chapter also serves as a reminder of 
the dynamic process by which doctrine evolves. We, as military officers, must 
realize that we are responsible for developing the doctrine, equipment and 
cooperation required to accomplish command of the air. Although our 
predecessors at the Air Corps Tactical School effectively developed strategic 
bombardment doctrine, they can be faulted for not creating a balanced air 
force doctrine which would includ .> the aircraft and the doctrine required to 
better Integrate our air power with lur land power. 
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The airplane is now the arbiter of the nation's destiny. . . . The 
airplane is the future arbiter of the world's destiny. 

. . . Brigadier General William Mitchell (1929) 

Chapter Two 

AVIATION BETUEEN THE WARS 

When the First World War ended, the United States was the leading 
economic, political and military power. However, she continued her historical 
precedent of .apid disarmament of her air, land and sea forces. It would be 
only a few months before she would enter into a period of self-imposed 
isolationism that would affect her foreign policy and the development of her 
military forces during the interwar period. When the Nye Commission 
publicized Its position that arms merchants who sold weapons to the 
belligerents in World War 1 had really brought us Into the war, the American 
public tended to believe this position, and to become more isolationist. The 
isolationist position of the America First Organization, led by Charles 
Lindbergh, further reinforced these American attitudes. As a result, the 
United States tended to rely upon her vast, broad oceans and her navy as the 
first line of her defense. Most people felt America would have plenty of time 
to mobilize if she were again threatened. Following the advice of the America 
First Organization and other isolationist groups, Americans believed the 
United States should have never been Involved in the First World War. They 
encouraged their Congressmen to follow George Washington's advice -- to avoid 
foreign entangling alliances. Upon this solid Isolationist foundation, the 
United States avoided future commitments to Europe and relied upon arms 
control, particular!ly naval controls, to eliminate threats to our navy and 
our nation. The three major treaties negotiated at the Washington Naval 
Conference in 1921-22 are the best example of this sentiment. It was in this 
Isolationist environment that our military would evolve during the 19208 and 
1930s. 

Whi\e the nation did not think about war, the Army, especially the Air 
Corps, debated and reviewed the lessons of the recent war. It was within this 
irtellectual context that air power doctrine evolved during the interwar 
period. In order to understand the problems of doctrinal development and the 
role of close air support doctrine, this chapter will review the lessons 
learned in the First World War, the role of the Air Corps Tactical School, and 
level of cooperation between the Army and it Air Corps from 1918 to 1942. 

AIR POWER LESSONS OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

Aviation was still in its infancy during the First World War. Although 
flimsy aircraft had captured everyone's attention, they truly had a minimal 
effect upon the conduct of that war. But the major roles and missions of the 
aircraft were defined during that conflict: pursuit, observation, attack and 
bombardment. Although we had experimented with each mission, only pursuit and 
attack were proven to be effective uses of air power. The inability of Brig 
Gen William Mitchell to employ strategic air power prior to the end of the war 
would be an influential weakness in the doctrinal development within the Army 
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until 1922. In short, pursuit aviation and observation/reconnaissance were the 
only effective air power missions demonstrated during the First World War. 
Therefore, every War Department Field Manual from 1918 to 1942 would stress 
the importance of pursuit aviation as the primary role of aviation within the 
Army. Every ground commander would begin the Second World War with the 
perspective that air power was an ancillary/auxiliary force to ground power. 
By 1917, war experience had proven certain principles about the proper way to 
apply air power.  These key principles were defined as: 

1. Aerial superiority was prerequisite to successful air 
operations. 

2. The only truly effective means of establishing and maintaining 
control of the air was through a determined offensive against the 
hostlle air force. 

3. When air attacks against both hostile air forces and vital rear 
areas were carried out in depth, enemy reconnaissance and pursuit 
action against friendly front lines decreased. 

4. By limiting the air service to reconnaissance and observation, 
the Army failed to take full advantage of military aircraft which 
could either bomb enemy economic resources or strafe his forces. 

5. In battle, the air arm was more effective if concentrated under 
a single command. (33:5) 

Both the ground and air officers developed different perspectives during 
the interwar period about how air power should be properly employed. Ground 
commanders, led by Lt Gen Lesley J. HcNalr, stressed that no technological 
breakthroughs had occurred to demand a change in air doctrine. The primary 
role of aviation, in their mind, was to win air superiority. But once air 
superiority was won, aircraft should focus on supporting ground forces and 
their operations. Further, they believed each ground commander should command 
his own air assets. These resources should be employed as an "air umbrella" 
over his forces to both assist ground operations and to Increase the morale of 
the groond forces. Therefore, each ground commander would employ his air 
power in "penny packets" which violated the principles of unity of command and 
economy of force. 

In contrast, air commanders believed that air power had a vital, more 
Important mission -- strategic bombardment. Following the ideas of Mitchell, 
Douhet, and Trenchard, these officers felt that air power could win a war 
without land or sea forces. By destroying the enemy's vital centers, 
strategic bombardment could decrease the morale of the civilian population and 
our adversary's economic capability to continue the war. These two factors 
would bring about the collapse of the enemy, and end the war. Therefore, most 
air commanders believed air forces were indmpandmnt and oomquml to land and 
sam forcms. Further, they advocated consolidation of all air resources Into 
one organization, commanded by an airman, who would decide how these air 
resources would be allocated. Any attempts to tie aviation to Ineffective 
"air umbrellas" which supported ground forces were a waste of effort doomed to 
fail, and would fritter away air resources which could be more effectively 
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utilized under a "unified air conaander." 

In short, we see that a philosophical difference existed between air and 
ground coananders during the interwar period. Each side further divided the 
battlefield environaent differently. The arny tended to believe air power 
should be employed as close to the front lines as possible so ground forces 
could be better protected. The Air Corps, however, believed close air support 
and interdiction missions started at the far range of indigenous artillery 
support within each ground organization. These organizational and 
philosophical differences created misunderstanding within the Army and its Air 
Corps that were not resolved prior to the North African campaign. In order to 
understand how air power doctrine evolved after First World War, we must study 
the curriculum and attitudes of the n jor doctrinal organization in the Air 
Corps, the Air Corps Tactical School. 
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Figure i: Air Corps Tactical School Building at Maxwell Field 
(USAF Photo) 
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ROLE OF THE AIR CORPS TACTICAL SCHOOL 

The Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS) was the Intellectual mecca for air 
power theory during the interwar period. It was formed in 1921 to educate air 
officers in tactics, strategy, and aeronautics. Officers attending this 
school had to have conpleted at least one year of service with an Air Service 
organization. It was not the intent of the school to produce specialists in 
these academic fields, but to provide a broad based education for future 
squadron and higher commanders. (34:5) In 1923, the Commander of the Air 
Corps expanded the role of the ACTS to include doctrinal development and 
validation for the Air Corps Board. (33:26) Officers were required to fly 
and to prove their ideas. Those ideas proven by the ACTS pilots would then 
become a basis for doctrinal change. (46:7-8) By 1930, the Air Corps Tactical 
School would openly preach the ascendency of strategic bombardment as the 
primary role of the Air Corps. (15:318) Following Mitchell's ideas, 
instructors trained their students to believe that strategic bombing had now 
eclipsed pursuit aviation in importance to the Air Corps. Within the 
intellectual discussions of the ACTS, the future leaders of the Army Air Corps 
during World War II debated and developed a well-defined, conceptually solid 
doctrine for strategic bombardment. 

While the strategic bombardment doctrine developed, pursuit and close air 
support doctrines were not defined nor tested by the Air Corps Tactical 
School. These doctrines failed to develop for three reasons: lack of 
available technology, tight budget constraints, and institutional weaknesses 
within the Air Corps Tactical School. Due to a lag in development of bomber 
aircraft, the Air Corps Tactical School could not attempt to test and validate 
their bombardment ideas until after 1926. (36:38-9, 44) During the 1930s, 
aviation technology continued to provide more reliable aircraft, engines and 
Instruments. Technological breakthroughs in the B-9, B-10, and Project A 
programs would provide the strategic bombing advocates a viable weapon system 
to fulfill their mission -- the B-17. This aircraft, when coupled with the 
Norden Hark XV bombslght, created a system capable of projecting air power 
over 2000 miles to a target with pinpoint accuracy. It was this system which 
evolved from the far-sighted doctrinal approach of the Air Corps Tactical 
School instructors, particularly Harold George, Laurence Kuter, Kenneth 
Walker, Donald Wilson, Haywood Harsell, and Robert Olds. These key bombing 
ideas had bean proposed by Brig Gen William Hitchell, and were honed by the 
Air Corps Tactical School instructors during their academic debates. The 
rapid increase in bomber technology allowed these officers to validate their 
theories and to build the B-17 fleet which would become the proposed backbone 
of our air fleet when World War II started in 1939. 

Pursuit and attack aviation were not as fortunate. During the early 
19308, American aircraft producers were unable to build a fighter aircraft 
capable of the speeds and altitudes attained by the B-9 or B-10. As a result, 
the pursuit pilots at the Air Corps Tactical School did not have an aircraft 
capable of disproving the crucial penetration ideas proposed by the bomber 
advocates. It was this weakness which would further impede the development of 
fighter tactics during the interwar period. Those tactics which were 
developed came from the work of Claire Chennault and his flying teams. The 
concepts of two ship formations, mutual support, and attack profiles for 
bomber formations were a result of his work. (15:319-22) Exercise scenarios 
developed by bomber pilots tended to reduce the effectiveness of pursuit 
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aviation. The rules of engagement for these exercises usually shielded the 
bombers from their weaknesses. During a 1931 exercise at Wright Field, the 
umpire concluded that "due to increased speeds and unlimited space it Is 
impossible for fighters to intercept bombers and therefore it is Inconsistent 
with the employment of [the! air force to develop fighters." (36:58-9) As a 
result, the air staff and the Office of the Chief of the Air Corps (OCAC) 
truly believed Douhet's assessment that "pursuit aviation was an auxiliary 
force." These attitudes would not be changed until the United States entered 
the Second World War. 

Figure 2: B-9 (USAF Photo) 

Figure 3: B-10 (USAF Photo) 
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Attack aviation became the orphan of air power. Although most of the War 
Department Field Manuals claimed that close air support was a primary mission 
for the Air Corps, attack aircraft and close air support doctrine were not 
sufficiently debated or developed by the Air Corps Tactical Schoo'. Even 
though most air officers were convinced that close air support doctrine was 
ineffective, few attempted to remedy this weakness or to develop attack 
aviation prior to World War 11. (36:67) Even though the ACTS had a mission to 
develop attack aviation and close air support doctrine, after George Kenney 
departed the school in 1935 no one fought for this crucial mission or 
attempted to push for better attack aircraft. (36:66) When the American Army 
commenced its close air support operations in North Africa in 1942, American 
pilots would fly Spitfires and Hurricanes provided by the British. The United 
States would not provide aircraft for these missions until late 1942. The 
Army Air Force would have to learn in combat and depend upon the British 
combat experience for a clearly defined close air support doctrine since it 
had not developed concepts and doctrines for these missions prior to the war. 

During the interwar years, the United States military experienced tight 
budget constraints. Often the American military had to depend upon aircraft 
developers to fund their own technological programs and then to peddle them to 
the War Department. Such was the case of the B-17, developed by Boeing in 
1935. By pooling all its assets, the Boeing Company gambled that the Air 
Corps would purchase its bomber. This hypothesis was a tremendous gamble for 
Boeing, given the austere budgets which constrained military procurement 
during the interwar period. If the government had decided to purchase a 
different aircraft, Boeing would have been bankrupt. Fortunately, the Air 
Corps had 1600,000 available from a cancelled sea plane program to purchase 13 
B-17s in 1936. (15:324) Although aircraft production assisted the bomber 
program, aircraft manufacturers did not attempt to risk their future on 
fighter or attack aircraft. This fact further restricted the Air Corps in its 
attempt to develop a balanced air force. 

Figure 4: B-17 (USAF Photo) 
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Perhaps this fortuitous production of the B-17 was not a coincidence, but 
a result of aircraft producers noting the emphasis placed by the Air Corps on 
the strategic boobardiaent mission. There existed two institutional flaws 
within the Air Corps Tactical School which would determine how our air force 
would develop prior to World War II. These two factors were the "group think" 
mentality which pervaded the student body of the ACTS, and the lack of 
eloquent defenders of pursuit aviation within the school and the air staff. 

Figure 5:  "Three men on a Flying Trapeze" 
The Air Corps' Flying Team at Haxwell Field (1934) 

From L to R: William McDonald (alternate), Haywood Hansel I, 
Claire Chennault (team leader), and Luke Willamson. 

[Photo from the Kuter Papers (USAF Academy, Colorado)] 

Although most of the instructors at the Air Corps Tactical School had 
been fighter pilots, most students and instructors became unquestioning 
supporters of strategic bombardment. Individuals, HkeHansell, Twining, 
Vandenberg, Partridge, and Eaker, had come to the ACTS as distinguished 
fighter pilots, but became key proponents of strategic bombardment after 
attending this school. Only Chennault, Quesada, and Weyland would escape this 
doctrinal change. These three officers would not only champion tactical air 
power, but would be the key leaders of our tactical forces during the Second 
World War. By 1926, bombardment had become the dominant air power mission. 
This Institutional position resulted from the doctrinal Ideas of Brig Gen 
William Mitchell. Many of his ideas came from the Italian Air Marshal Gullio 
Douhet, who had written his seminal work on alrpower. Command of the Air, in 
1921. The key concept Douhet proposed was that a nation must be able to gain 
and maintain command of the air. This concept meant that a nation must have 
sufficient power to operate uncontested in the skies over enemy territory, 
while denying this ability to his adversary. Further, Douhet proposed that 
the "battleplane" would be the offensive weapon of the future. It could 
strike deep into enemy territory to destroy the enemy's "vital centers" -- his 
industrial base and his cities, and to collapse the will of the civilian 
population to continue the war effort. Douhet also proposed that the 
battleplane would always get through. Pursuit aviation and anti-aircraft 
artillery would be unabln to stop it or to keep It from accomplishing its 
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assigned mission. Even though Douhet's works had been translated by Capt 
George Kenney and three copies of his work were placed in the ACTS library, 
these translations were never read by ACTS faculty or students. (34:51) 
Through Brig Gen Mitchell's writings and lectures which became the key 
doctrinal positions of the Air Corps, the ACTS would be influenced by Oounet's 
ideas. The function of the ACTS "was not only to develop new ideas, but to 
attempt to coordinate individual notions into a unified and consistent body of 
doctrine." (36:47) In 1928, Col C. C. Culver, Commandant of the Air Corps 
Tactical School, proposed in a paper titled, "The Doctrine of the Air Force," 
that the air arm was an auxiliary arm to ground forces. Haj Gen James E. 
Fechet, Chief of the Air Corps, replied in a letter to Culver that the ACTS 
position was too conservative and it must be rewritten. In the future, Culver 
was told to abide closer to the iddas specified by OCAC. (36:48) As a result 
of this command influence. Air Corps doctrine shifted dramatically away from 
Army sanctioned pursuit and attack missions, and towards unilateral acceptance 
of the strategic bombing concepts proposed by the Air Staff. This Influence 
would also permit Lt Col Donald L. Wilson, Deputy Commandant of the ACTS, to 
restructure tactical problems and exercises within the curriculum towards 
strategic bombardment questions and away from doctrinal issues pertaining to 
pursuit and attack missions. (36:31-2) Wilson perceived that pursuit aviation 
was solely defensive. "The net effect of his analysis was to restrict 
fighters to the interception of hostile bombers." He further 

saw air defense of vital centers as a continuous need in case of 
involvement in war no matter where the theater of operations might 
be. Not until adequate defense was provided for all key areas of 
the nation would It be safe or proper to employ pursuit In [an] 
"auxiliary mission." ... If that time was reached, a decision to 
use pursuit in such a fashion would have to be based upon 
demonstrated need and proof of effectiveness of fighters In 
auxiliary roles.  (36:84) 

In short, Wilson's perception of fighters and pursuit aviation closely 
resembled Douhet's stand In Command of the Air. (9:42-46) Even after 1935, 
when radar first appeared, Instructors at the Air Corps Tactical School 
continued to believe that their doctrine of strategic bombardment was correct 
and needed no revisions. (36:60) This "group think" attitude about air power 
doctrine would also isolate the Air Staff from the new technological changes 
which might destroy the myth of an Invincible bomber. Only after the initial 
sting of combat and our severe losses at Schweinfurt and Ploesti would we 
learn the value of fighter escort for our bomber formations; by then it would 
be too late to quickly develop these forces. 

A second institutional weakness of the ACTS was th?.t pursuit aviation did 
not have an eloquent spokesman to debate its role vis-a-vis bombardment. Kost 
of the fighter pilots who were the experts in tactical aviation were not 
intellectuals, but were practical men. Chennault, Kenney, Vandenberg, and 
Quesada were practical officers who could see better ways of employing 
tactical air power, but who were not prepared to debate Hansel I, Wilson, and 
the other bomber enthusiasts. Instead they attempted to improve tactics and 
work on coordination of small formations of tactical aircraft. Technology, as 
noted earlier, further undercut their ability to persuade the strategic 
bombardment school that fighter support was required for the bomber or that 
tactical air power must also be developed prior to the war.  It would take 
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Chennault's initial successes in China and the North African failures '-o 
demonstrate this doctrinal weakness. 

Figure 6: Donald Wilson, Chief, Air Force Section 1934-41; 
Director, Department of Air Tactics and Strategy 1936 -40; 

Air Corps Tactical School 
(USAF Photo) 

Air Corps officers were not encouraged to support the Army during the 
interwar period. Since the Air Corps was attempting to win its independence 
fron the Army, any tactical officer who called for better cooperation with the 
Army and/or for funds for attack or pursuit aviation was an institutional 
heretic. (63) Chennault's unceremonious retirement In 1935 left a void in 
the ACTS. After that date, the school's Institutional preference for 
strategic bombardment and a myopic view of how air power dominated debate 
until the Second World War commenced. 

In sum, the Air Corps Tactical School was the intellectual center for air 
power development during the interwar years. It was challenged to educate air 
officers in tactics, strategy, and air operations prior to their attendance of 
the Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth. Its' second 
mission was to debate, develop, and validate air power doctrine. During the 
1930s, the instructors and students of ACTS would effectively create a 
strategic bombing doctrine, and validate the effectiveness of the Norden bomb 
sight and the B-17. However, due to technological factors, budget 
constraints, and an institutional preference for bombers, the Army Air Force 
would enter the Second World War without a balanced doctrine to effectively 
employ bombers, fighters and attack aircraft. Our fighter doctrine would 
evolve from the combat experience of Chennault and the Flying Tigers; 
however, we would not enter OPERATION TORCH (invasion of North Africa) with a 
clearly defined, concise, and validated close air support doctrine. We would 
have to learn from our war experiences and develop that doctrine In the 
crucible of war. 

11 
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Figur« 7t Hajor General Clair« L. Channault 
Chiaf, Pursuit Saotion, £931-36, Tha Air Corpa Taotloal School 

Coaaandinf Ganaral, 14th Air Foroa, China 
(USAF Photo) 
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THE OFFICIAL VIEW OF AVIATION 

During the Interwar period, the War Departaent and the Any Staff defined 
how air power would be enployed. Even though the ACTS helped to develop that 
doctrine it did not determine how its aircraft would be used. The conflicting 
view of air power and its role becoaes evident after reviewing the field 
■anuals which governed how air power was to be eaployed. 

Throughout the interwar period, the Air Corps had atteapted to gain its 
independence. Froa the Aray Reorganization Act (1920) until 1942, nuaerous 
boards and Congressional acts eonfiraed that air power was an essential 
"coabatant ara of the Aray." This position was wholeheartedly endorsed by 
Henry Woodring, the Secretary of War, prior to the Second World War. 
Therefore, although the Air Corps believed it had a separate alsslon and was 
equal with land and sea forces, it was still an organizational part of the 
Aray, subservient to ground coaaanders, in 1941. This fact gives rise to two 
differing perspectives. The Air Corps belief is that it should be used to 
eaploy air power in deep, strategic boablng raids against the vital centers of 
its adversary. It further believed that these deep B-17 raids, eaploying 
pinpoint boablng, would destroy the will and the capability of the eneay to 
resist. The ground forces, however, believed that air power was solely a 
support force. They viewed pursuit and attack aviation as the proper roles 
for its Air Corps. The War Departaent guidance during the pre-World War II 
years would reflect this latter attitude. 

In War Departaent Field Manual (WDFH) 31-35, Air-Ground Operations, the 
tactical doctrine for air power was spelled out succinctly. Aray Air Corps 
aviation was divided Into a series of Air Support Coaaands. Each of these 
agencies was tied to a ground unit and would use fighter, observation, attack 
and boaber aircraft to support the ground forces. WDFH 31-35 clearly defined 
the role and relationship of air power to the aray.  It stated: 

1. Air support aviation was "noraally constituted into air support 
coaaands which ordinarily are parts of air forces.'* 

2. The air support coaaander, noraally functioning under the Aray, 
theater, or task force coaaander, was to act as the air adviser to 
the ground coaaander. 

3. Although no specific priorities were established, the aisslons 
of coabat support aviation were listed as being: reconnaissance 
boabardaent; attacks on defensive organizations; attacks on eneay 
reserves and rtinforceaents, especially those aoving toward the 
front since they were acre vulnerable than dispersed units; attacks 
on hostile aechanized forces before they aade contact with the force 
they were to support; attacks on hostile aviation; and support of 
parachute and other airborne troops. (32:17-8) 

These aisslons are not even reaotely what the ACTS believed to be the best use 
of air power. This philosophical difference between the ground and air forces 
would not be resolved until Aaerica entered the war. In short, the Air Force 
would be tied to ground forces as an auxiliary force when Aaerica entered the 
war.  This situation would not perait the Air Force to effectively eaploy its 
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forces because it violated the principles of unity of coanand, nass, and 
econony of force. As denonstrated in TORCH, the America military would have 
to change this relationship into one of equals if airpower was to effectively 
employ its flexibility and manedverability in combat. 

Further, WDFM 100-15, Larger Units,  dated 29 June 1942, laid down the 
principles of air power for the Army. The "Foreword" to WDFM 100-15 stated 

successful modern military operations demand air superiority, and 
prescribed that "the initial objective [of a campaign] must include 
attainment of air superiority." It further stated that in achieving 
air superiority, air forces had a broader mission than to create a 
condition essential to the success of ground forces. "Air Forces 
were to deny the establishment of and destroy existing hostile bases 
from which an enemy can conduct operations on the land, sea, or in 
the air} and they were to wage offensive air warfare against the 
sources of strength, military and economic, of the enemies of the 
United States in the furtherance of approved war policies." 
(35:1-2) 

This manual further defined "close air support" as one of the basic missions 
of air forces. However, the manual did not prioritize when close air support 
missions should ha flown, and failed to define where that support would begin. 
It was this problem which would provide an out for the Air Corps. 

Whereas the Army meant that close air support should commence at the 
battle line and extend forward into the battle zone; the Air Corps believed 
close air support should begin at the end of range of friendly artillery fire. 
Thus, there existed a gap where air power would not cover the ground forces. 
The Air Corps also believed Its proper mission priority was: 1) air 
superiority, 2) strategic bombardment 3) isolation of the battlefield and 4) 
close air support. (35:2-3) The inability of the Army and its Air Corps to 
resolve these philosophical differences prior to our oombat experience in 
North Africa would lead to mutual finger-polntlng and decreased mission 
effectiveness. This debate is one area where Joint exercises could have 
helped to improve cooperation between air and ground forces. 

JQIHT ARHT-AIR CORPS jXpqSE? Byilüfi TflS HiTffiV^ TMES 

During the interwar years, the ACTS students did not study and develop 
doctrine in isolation. At infrequent intervals, these students would engage 
in war game exercises with students at the Army War College, Command and 
General Staff College, or the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. These 
exercises would be used to validate and test tactical and doctrinal positions 
in a wartime scenario. Beginning in 1934, ACTS students participated in field 
exercises with the Infantry School at Fort Banning. During these exercises, 
ACTS students demonstrated attack aircraft techniques against ground forces. 
(34:19) After the 1933 Army War College exercise, Lt Col John F. Curry, 
Commandant of the Tactical School, threatened to discontinue ACTS 
participation if the prevalent army bias that air power was a subordinate arm 
to land power and prohibitive restrictions upon the use of strategic 
bombardment resources were not changed.   In 1934, the rules were relaxed 
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substantially. That exercise called for an attack on the rear lines of 
communications, accumulations of supplies and troops, and depots rather than 
targets in the immediate front lines. As noted by Haj Gen George S. Simonds, 
Commandant of the Army War College, the air phase of the maneuver that year 
resulted in more effective use of air power resources. (34:20) However, within 
a couple of years, austere budgets would cancel this program. Perhaps if this 
program had continued, better cooperation between air and ground commanders 
and their staffs would have resulted during the early campaigns in North 
Africa. 

Under the leadership of Lt Gen Lesley J. McNair, Chief of Staff, General 
Headquarters Army, the Army began to test its warfighting capability in joint 
exercises after July 1940. McNair felt the Army couM increase the experience 
of all combat arms, including the Air Corps, and improve cooperation between 
air and ground forces. During the late 19308, many ground commanders still 
viewed the Air Corps as an auxiliary support arm for the infantry. These 
commanders had witnessed the increasing emphasis on strategic bombardment with 
increasing anxiety and believed the Air Corps was not prepared to provide 
close air support for ground forces. They had noted that few attack resources 
or fighter aircraft had been produced. Their worst fears would be confirmed 
in the 1941 combined arms wartime exercises in Louisiana and the Carolinas. 
(35:6-7) 

In these exercises, McNair pitted two army-size teams, including air 
support, against each other. The objective was to increase the experience of 
our ground and air commanders, and to demonstrate the capability of new 
organizational reforms, new equipment, and the effects of Army training. The 
overall result of these exercises was that air-ground cooperation was 
non-existent and, according to McNair, the state of bombing was such that air 
powe. could not win a war by itself, as the ACTS initructori had promised. 
Therefore, McNair called for future exercises to improve cooperation between 
air and ground commanders. These exercises proved tnat the mechanized 
theories and new equipment in the Army were effective, but that air power had 
not yet proven itself to be a equal to ground and sea forces. (35:7-8). This 
conclusion would be used by McNair and other ground commanders to challenge 
funding for future bomber programs. 

In 1942, McNair wished to create a massive air-ground exercise program. 
The master training program, dated 23 April, called for "nine weeks of 
training in air-ground cooperation." (35:9) The first four weeks would be 
devoted to ground classes to educate air and ground commanders so they could 
batter integrate their resources with their counterparts. Two additional 
weeks would be devoted to improving air ground tactics and cooperation. The 
final three weeks would be corps-directed maneuvers to demonstrate actual 
air-ground operations and maneuvers. (35:9) Although his Joint program was 
ambitious, it would take a far sighted man, like McNair, to get the air and 
ground elements of the Army to exercise their doctrine. If the Air Force 
would provide an Air Support Command to participate in these exercises, 
perhaps the Army and its Air Force could develop an effective close air 
support doctrine before troops landed in North Africa in November. Arnold had 
promised to cooperate fully with McNair in these exercises "to the full extent 
of availability of equipment, personnel, and air support units." (35:10) 
Shortages of equipment and inexperience of aircrews would limit the 
effectiveness of the Air Corps during these exercises. As Greenfield notes, 
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each Air Support Conaand had an authorized strength of 150 aircraft, most of 
these connands only had 53 aircraft available. (35:13) The following table 
depicts the types of aircraft available versus authorized allocations to 
support each Army Corps during these exercises. 

AIRCRAFT AVAILABLE 

PURSUIT/ OBSERVATION/ 
CORPS ATTACK » LIAISON «» BOMBERS »»« TOTAL 

1 Required 60 45 54 159 
Assigned 12 48 27 87 
Actual 7 28 16 53 

IV Required 46 36 54 138 
Assigned -- 53 27 80 
Actual __ 40 16 56 

VI Required 60 45 54 159 
Assigned 26 26 63 115 
Actual 13 13 38 64 

I                 ^ Required 48 36 54 138 
Assigned 8 35 18 61 
Actual 7 22 12 41 

VIII Required 60 45 54 159 
Assigned 2 48 7 57 
Actual I 42 6 49 

• High perforaance observation planes, both pursuit and attack aircraft 

•• Observation and liaison planes, used priaarily as artillery spotters. 

••• Boabers, both light and dive boabera. 

SOURCE: Greenfield, Arav Ground Forces and the Air-Ground Battle Teaa. 
Aray Ground Forces Historical Study Nuaber 35, p. 14 

TABLE It AVIATION IN SUPPORT OF GROUND FORCES, CORPS HANEUVERS, 
12 JULY - S NOVEMBER 1842 
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Fro* these figures, it is evident that Gen HcNair was unable to effectively 
exercise and develop better coordination between our air and ground forces. 
One of the major reasons for the Air Corps inability to fully supply its Air 
Support Conmands with enough aircraft to do their nissions was our Lend Lease 
Progra«. As Brig Gen Kuter noted in the minutes of the War Department General 
Council on 7 September 1942, "The planes needed have been sent all over the 
world." The aircraft types, needed for effective air-ground training, "have 
been used as light or medium bombers," and no combat types of observation 
planes would be available for exercises with the ground forces until April 
1943. (35:15) Without the adequate resources to conduct Joint exercises, the 
Air Corps lost an excellent opportunity to improve relationships with its 
ground counterparts. Further, ground commanders would use this lack of 
support to reinforce their demands to control their own air assets when they 
engaged the German Army in North Africa. Therefore, we see that our lack of 
aircraft would support the "air umbrella" advocates within the Army. This 
attitude would lead to a complete breakdown of cooperation between our air and 
ground forces in OPERATION TORCH. It is also a paradox that Lt Gen McNair 
would be killed by a short bomb dropped during OPERATION COBRA in 1944. His 
efforts in 1941 and 1942, though commendable, would fail because of a lack of 
available aircraft and inexperienced Air Corps aircrews. Perhaps if the Army 
had paid more attention to its close air support mission during the early 
1930s the aircraft and a well-defined doctrine would have been available to 
employ during these exercises. 

SUHMABT 

Experience in the First World War had proven that pursuit and attack 
aviation had been effective mission* for an Air Force to perform. Yat during 
the interwar years, these missions would not be developed by the Air Corps. 
Although it stressed the importance of close air support as the primary air 
power mission and noted the importance of command of the air to controlling 
the battlefield, the Army and the War Department Ignored the Air Corps and 
permitted it to develop its force structures and our strategic bombing 
doctrine in isolation with little interference from the Secretary of War until 
1936. Although the First World War did not prove that strategic bombing could 
be an effective mission for air power, Hugh Trenchard, Billy Mitchell, and 
Guilio Douhet would propose how air power could win future wars. As a result, 
the Air Corps Tactical School, the intellectual center for air power doctrine, 
would stress the creation of a strategic bombing force capable of fulfilling 
Dc.^et's and Hitchell's air power concepts. During the interwar years, ACTS 

..ed, practiced, and developed a coherent strategic bombing doctrine. 
Bb.really stated, this doctrine proposed that unescorted, pin-point strategic 
bombardment could destroy the "vital centers" of the adversary and would crush 
the civilian morale. These two results would compel our adversary to end the 
war. When in 1935, technology was available to build the B-17 and the Norden 
bomb sight, these bomber advocates wuuld have developed a clear, concise 
theory of strategic bombing to effectively use this potent weapon system. The 
farsightedness of Hansel 1, George, Wilson, and Kuter remains the high tide of 
air power thought. However, these bomber advocates by stressing the role of 
the heavy bomber and strategic air power created an imbalanced force structure 
incapable of accomplishing every air power mission during the Second World 
War. What no one seemed to notice was how the Air Corps had thwarted the War 
Department's effort to develop a CAS force to support the ground forces. No 
procedures or common command relationships existed for large scale air-ground 
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operations. Both the Air Corps and the Amy are at fault for not developing 
and exercising the force structures necessary to fulfill the CAS nission. 

In sue, even though the ACTS was tasked to develop a balanced air force, 
it would not be able to do so because of four crucial factors: technological 
inadequacies in pursuit and attack aviation; austere budgets; institutional 
attitudes which reinforced their "group think" strategic bombing concepts; and 
finally, our lend lease connitments to England and our allies. As a result, 
the United States was not able to exercise nor to validate a clear, 
well-defined close air support doctrine. Therefore, we entered North Africa 
during OPERATION TORCH without the equipment and training to effectively 
employ a close air support doctrine, even if we had adequately developed such 
a doctrine. We would learn about close air support and develop our CAS 
doctrine in the crucible of war. 

Figure 6: A-20 Aircraft in North Africa (USAF Photo) 
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Valid Aaerican air doctrine—underitood, accepted, and followed—is 
one very iaportant aeans of iaproving the chances that our country 
will be right the first tine. And it is we Aaerican airaen, you and 
I who have the obligation of evolving and writing that doctrine. We 
have the obligation of guaranteeing that it is kept current and 
valid, and of doing our best to see that it is understood, accepted 
and followed. 

. . . Lt Gen Laurence S. Kuter, in a speech to the 
Air Command and Staff College on 9 November 1954 

Chapter Three 

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT IN OPERATION TORCH 

The United States was ill prepared for war in 1942. Even though she had 
been abie to mobilize her economy and to begin preparations for war prior to 
the Pearl Harbor disaster, the military was woefully inadequate to meet her 
needs. Lt Gen Brereton notes in his diary that at best America was "a third 
rate air power" when the war began. The entire Air Force on 1 October 1941 
had only 64 first pilots and 90 copilots qualified for four-engine bombers; 97 
first pilots and 108 copilots qualified for two-engine bombers; and 171 
Pursuit pilots, not one person was qualified as a dive bomber pilot. (4:7) 
Many American officers had become peacetime soldiers concerned acre with 
administration and drill than with "war fighting and war winning." When the 
American Army quickly expanded through conscription, these officers became the 
commanders and staff officers who directed America's military forces. 
Constrained by tight interwar budgets, the Army continually cut funds from its 
research and development programs. Consequently, the Army did not have modern 
tanks and aircraft; and it had not developed modern doctrines to employ these 
systems prior to the war. American combat units would feel the effects of 
this unpreparedness legacy until 1944. Finally, America did not have a well 
developed logistics base to produce modern weapons in 1939. It would take 
three years to develop the economic infrastructure to produce tanks, aircraft, 
and ships needed by the American military forces during the Second World War. 
Such was the situation when American forces were committed to OPERATION TORCH 
on 8 November 1942. 

Although the United States did not have a well defined CAS doctrine when 
it entered the war, it could have copied the German, British, or Japanese 
models. Although tactical air power was still in its embryonic stage, the 
Spanish Civil War and the initial campaigns of the Second World War proved 
that tactical air power, especially CAS, was essential to successfully conduct 
a ground campaign. Lt Gen Elwood R. Quesada proposed in 1947 that three such 
models existed: the German Blitzkrieg, British cooperative model, and the 
Japanese model. (28:37-40) The German blitzkrieg concept most closely related 
to the United States Army doctrine outlined in WDFH 31-35. Under this 
concept, the Germans tied their tactical air power as an auxiliary to ground 
forces. During the interwar year, the Germans developed an effective close 
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air support doctrine both in the Spanish Civil War and honed this doctrine 
during the Polish and French canpaigns. The one weakness of this doctrine was 
that it was a United doctrine--!inited in both space and time. The 
operational requirenent to support ground forces caused German Luftwaffe 
leadership to develop a short range fighter force. These aircraft, the 
He-109, He-ilO, and Ju-87, could attack targets only within a range of 
approximately 250 miles. The one true advantage the Germans did have, 
however, was that they had created an effective organization and fluid 
communications which could quickly respond to Wehrmacht requests for CAS. 
During the North African campaign, Ju-87s, Me-iOSs, FU-i90s, and Me-202s 
proved they could respond within five to ten minutes after receiving the CAS 
request. (47:32) However, the Luftwaffe's CAS doctrine placed primary 
emphasis on direct support for Wehrmacht ground forces within the battle zone; 
but ignored the effects of deep interdictioi. and Isolation of the battlefield 
as proper means to support ground forces. (28:38) In short, the German model 
quickly and precisely attacked targets Identified by the Wehrmacht. This 
narrow view of CAS assisted the ground forces, but ignored the proper missions 
of interdiction and Isolation of the battlefield which might have quickly 
attained and maintained air superiority for German land offensives. The 
American Army leadership envied this close teamwork and wished the Army Air 
Force would follow this model. 

The British experience in North Africa was entirely different. Having 
dlgeeted the lessons learned during the Battle of Britain, the RAF 
"constructed their philosophy on the foundation of air supremacy. They 
advanced the theory that air superiority must be established and maintained 
before a major ground campaign could be launched with reasonable assurance of 
success." (26:40) The RAF further espoused that tactical air power should 
"constitute a separate and distinct force, coequal but Independent of the 
surface force." (28:40) The British desert experience proved that only by 
operating air and land power as equals had air power been able to effectively 
accomplish its air supremacy and deep interdiction roles. This relationship 
created a satisfactory environment for successful air-ground cooperation 
necessary for victory. American strategic observers attached to Middle 
Eastern Air Force from January 1942 until TORCH would learn these lessons and 
would attempt to implement them into American CAS doctrine prior to TORCH. 

The Japanese model was an extremely effective example of how tactical air 
power could be employed. According to their doctrine, the Japanese gave 
preeminence to the air superiority and counter air functions. The Japanese 
had also noted the effectiveness of the RAF Fighter Command during the Battle 
of Britain, and attempted to create an air force capable of winning and 
maintaining air superiority before any land campaign commenced. (28:39) 
Although the Japanese had an effective doctrine for tactical air power, they 
did not correctly implement that doctrine during the Second World War. They 
continually violated the fundamentals of alrpower by defending low priority 
targets with an over abundance of aircraft and air power. As a result, they 
misapplied the bulk of their air forces, continually overestimated the worth 
of a target, and showed a lack of appreciation of the timely nature of 
tactical air power. (28:39-40) These three factors would cause the eventual 
demise of the Japanese Air Force, particular!ly after the American logistical 
base began to out produce Japan in 1943. 
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As noted, tactical air power theories and CAS doctrines had been 
perfected by the Germans, British, and Japanese prior to America's entrance 
into ehe viar; yet the United States military had not properly assessed this 
experience, nor changed its CAS doctrine prior to TORCH. The dull routine and 
the isolationist sentiments of the interwar years had created a group of Army 
officers who had not truly developed their professional expertise. These 
officers failed to study tactics, to note tactical developments, or to think 
about how the Army would be used in the next war. In short, these officers 
were intellectually unprepared for the staff and command responsibilities 
which they would assume after Pearl Harbor. Lt Gen Quesada paraphrased this 
situation: "We were terribly unprepared for war -- mentally and physically. 
American Airmen came to North Africa with poor equipment, little training, and 
an unsound tactical air power doctrine. . . . [but] we arrived in Africa with 
an abundance of ignorance." (63) In a true sense, these officers were no 
more prepared for command than the conscripts they would command. North 
Africa would be a true proving ground where these officers could develop their 
leadership and staff skills. As a group, American airmen were better prepared 
for the Second World War than were their other Army counterparts. The ACTS, 
although not perfect, had at least created an intellectual elite, schooled in 
the principles of air power, to lead the Air Corps. 
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Figure 9:  Western and Central Mediterranean (2:28) 
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America's involvenent in North Africa can be divided into three distinct 
phases: Middle Eastern Air Force (HEAP) from January to November 1942; from 
the initial invasion in November 1942 to the Kasserine Pass disaster in 
February 1943; and the reorganization phase from Kasserine Pass until the 
German withdrawal in May 1943. Each phase would have its own unique problems. 
During the first phase, Maj Gen Brereton, Commander of MEAF, and his forces 
would assist the RAF to support the British Eighth Army. These American 
airmen flew Spitfires and Hurricanes, since no American aircraft were yet 
available. It was during this period that the Array Air Corps would be exposed 
to the advantages and disadvantages of the British tactical air power 
doctrines. Under the guidance of Air Vice Marshal Arthur "Maori" Coninghara, 
the Americans would learn to accept the British three tiered priority system. 
Under this system, air superiority was the primary role of air power. Nothing 
else would be done until "command of the air" was won. After winning air 
superiority, air forces could then shift to deep interdiction campaigns to 
isolate the battlefield. During this phase, enemy lines of supply and 
communication were cut, and battle area interdiction would begin. Only after 
the first two phases had been successfully completed, would the RAF shift to 
close air support for the Army ground forces. Employing dive bombing and 
strafing attacks, aircraft would use radar and constant communications to 
effectively assist the ground forces as an air-ground team -- a team of equal 
and independent elements. It was from this experience that American air 
commanders drew their principles and concepts of air power prior to TORCH. 
During the second phase, operations would be conducted according to the 
doctrine outlined in WDFM 31-35 discussed in Chapter 2. However, before 
reviewing this phase, a discussion of American grand strategy and the decision 
to participate in TORCH is appropriate. 

Figure 10: American Troops Landing in North Africa  (USAF Photo) 
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UHY INVADE NORTH AFRICA? 

There were three major reasons for committing American forces to battle 
in North Africa, but RAINBOW 5 was the primary reason. This grand strategic 
statement clearly defined that America's primary objective in the Second World 
War was to destroy Geraan/ first. Since she was the strongest member of the 
Axis Alliance, American planners believed Germany's military and its 
industrial support base should be destroyed first. This policy statement also 
committed the United States to a strategic defensive posture in the Pacific. 
Yet the American military would not be ready to fight for many months after 
Pearl Harbor. 

It would take our military almost a year after Pearl Harbor before 
American forces landed in North Africa. When the Second World War began, the 
United States Army consisted of approximately 300,000 soldiers and airmen. 
This force would swell to over 7 million men by 1944. To mobilize and train 
this force would be an unparalleled task. During the interwar years, our Army 
had forgotten how to train, to mobilize, and to deploy troops. A year was 
needed to mobilize, train and deploy America's new conscript army to North 
Africa. (19:229) Since Admiral Nimltz was now ready to commence his assault 
across the Central Pacific towards Japan in November 1942, many Army planners 
believed if American ground forces were not quickly committed in Europe, 
President Roosevelt might shift his attention from Europe to the Pacific as 
the battle for Guadalcanal was at a critical stage. On 24 October 1942, 
President Roosevelt sent a Memo to Gen rlarshall and all the Joint Chiefs which 
asked for an increased priority for the Pacific War. (1:355) As a result. 
Army planners pushed for some action in Europe to show our support for 
Churchil1 and Stalin. 

Second, Stalin de^nded that the Anglo-American coalition open a second 
front. He hoped this threat would force the Germans move over 40 German 
divisions West. By August 1942, the German Sixth Army had advanced to 
Stalingrad; captured all of the Ukraine and most of the Caucasus; and 
destroyed most of Stalin's Army. Things were extreaely desperate for the Red 
Army on the Eastern Front. Therefore, any Anglo-American attempts to open a 
second front in the West would assist Stalin to stop the German onslaught. 
Additionally, there was the possibility Germany might win on the Eastern Front 
in 1942. If she was victorious, she could redeploy her forces to the Atlantic 
to stop any future American and British invasion. This second front pressure 
convinced many American and British planners to support OPERATION TORCH. 

Finally, although Gen Marshall and his planners favored a cross channel 
Invasion into Northwest Europe, the United States did not have the forces or 
equipment to accomplish this strategy in 1942. The lack of realistic 
exercises and insufficient efforts to develop mechanized and air power 
doctrines during the interwar years caused American military planners to 
support a smaller operation while America prepared for a cross-channel 
invasion in 1943. North Africa could be used as a proving ground for our 
equipment, as an area to develop confidence in our leadership, and as a 
laboratory to hone and perfect modern doctrines. In summary, the synerglstic 
effect of these three factors -- RAINBOW 5, the need for a second front, and a 
proving ground for our forces and equipment -- led Marshall to reluctantly 
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coanit Aaerican forces to OPERATION TORCH. 

IMPORTANCE OF OPERATION TORCH 

TORCH would set the tone for Anglo-American strategy for the remainder of 
the war. This campaign was the first attempt by the Anglo-American coalition 
to conduct combined strategy and operations. The lessons learned during TORCH 
would define Allied organization, operational procedures, and doctrine for the 
remainder of the war. Allied failures in North Africa would teach the 
Americans and British invaluable lessons about mechanized and air warfare. 
TORCH would also cause our leaders to develop more realistic training programs 
for our forces, to better forecast logistical support, and to test our weapon 
systems in actual combat. Drawing upon our wartime experiences during the 
Casablanca Conference in January 1943, American and British political and 
military leaders would create an effective combined staff to direct the war, 
would define our grand strategy, and would establish proven air power 
doctrines. As a result, the Combined Chiefs of Staff would have a 
well-define rand strategy, strong logistics base, and validated doctrines to 
employ its *ir, ground and sea forces in Europe from 1943 to V-E day. 

Yet,  OPERATION TORCH was a tremendous gamble.  How 
troops across the Atlantic Ocean without being noticed, 
German U-Boats? When these troops arrived, would the 
enough force to assault the beach, penetrate inland, 
campaign against Rommel's Africa Korps?   How would the 
her forces logistically after the invasion? What would 
conscript forces and peacetime soldiers in combat? (59: 
and others, plagued Marshall and his staff.   It 
questions that American planners were not confident the 
campaign; yet it was time to commit American forces to 

would America get her 
and possibly sunk, by 
American Army have 

and fight an offensive 
United States sustain 
be the quality of her 
21-2) These questions 
is apparent from these 
Al lies could win this 
battle in Europe. 

Figure 11: P-39 in North Africa (USAF Photo) 
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FOG AND FRICTION IN NORTH AFRICA 

Air-ground coordination during TORCH was further hampered by three 
prob lens: weather, poor communications, and inter-arm prejudice between 
ground and air units. Weather in North Africa in the Fall of 1942 was not 
conducive to flying. The tremendous amounts of rain in North Africa turned 
sand runways and roads into quagmires. Often pilots would be able to land 
their aircraft, but would be unable to taxi clear of the runway because of the 
deep mud. Eisenhower and his staff attempted to solve this problem by using 
metal matting which could stabilize the surface. After prolonged periods of 
rain, these types of runways would sink into the mud. Additionally, our 
logistics system could not provide enough metal matting to build sufficient 
runways close to the front. Therefore, Air Corps aircraft operated from 
airfields over 100 miles from the front. The Army Corps of Engineers would 
have to build all-weather runways before Allied air units could properly 
accomplish their missions along the front. Gen Arnold believed the battle for 
the airfields dictated the whole North African Campaign. The all-weather 
airfields were not to be destroyed, but to be captured by ground forces so the 
Air Force could better accomplish its CAS and counter air missions. (1:326) 
This lack of forward airfields further exacerbated the short-range, short 
loiter time fighters had available in North Africa, and dranatically decreased 
XII ASC's ability to provide close air support for our ground forces. (59:22) 
Flying from their primary airfield at Bone, Allied fighters flew 114 miles to 
the front, had a loiter time of ten to fifteen minutes, and then had to return 
to base to refuel. (47:23, 25) In sum, "General Hud" became a major 
impediment to employment of Air Corps assets from November 1942 to February 
1943. 

Poor comsunicat ions further eroded effective air-ground support efforts 
in North Africa. Communications between ground and air commanders were 
infrequent, primitive, and not time sensitive. Due to the organizational 
arrangement (see Diagram 1) used in North Africa, ground commanders directly 
communicated requests for close air support to the Air Liaison Officer (ALO) 
assigned to his headquarters. Because of overcrowded phone lines, these ALOs 
would often send a message, via motorcycle, to the pilots outlining the target 
and its location. (7:127) The fighter-bomber pilot would launch and then 
attempt to hit his target. In mid-December 1942, American air and ground 
units In North Africa possessed no Direction Finding, equipment, radio range, 
or beacon equipment to control or direct their aircraft. (7:127, 90) 
Additionally, aircraft sent out to attack CAS targets had no means of 
communicating with the ground forces. (25:173) Unable to accurately define 
battle lines, to correctly identify friendly forces, or to accurately attack 
their targets, Air Force aircraft would often bomb or strafe friendly forces. 
(35:45) As a result, many AA gunners would shoot down any aircraft in their 
area. No radar net had been established to assist pilots or gunners to 
discriminate their targets. (27:169) Since many of these gunners had 
received no aircraft identification training, they often could not dlstlnqulsh 
between friendly and enemy aircraft. The result was that many Allied fighters 
were shot down by their own ground forces. (35:69-70) This problem, directly 
attributable to lack of training and poor communications between ground and 
air forces, further Increased the mistrust which existed between air and 
ground forces. Lt Gen HcNair, Commander of Army Ground Forces Command, would 
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inpiement programs to improve aircraft identification and to improve 
air-ground cooperation during 1943, so that units arriving in the theater 
could avoid these problems. However, the real solution would not occur until 
the Air Staff permitted local units to schedule exercises and unscheduled 
training activity with ground forces after August 1943. (35:39) In sum, the 
lack of communications equipment and the inability to coordinate air-ground 
missions dramatically impacted upon the Air Force's ability to assist ground 
units during TORCH. 

Four major factors further complicated Marshall's decision to use 
American ground forces in North Africa: insufficient training, equipment 
shortages, invalidated/incomplete doctrinal development, and unfamiliar desert 
conditions. Over 75X of Air Corps personnel came to North Africa either 
untrained or partially trained. This sad legacy of American isolationism 
would limit the Air Corps capability throughout TORCH. (7:59) Ground 
commanders suffered the same training weaknesses. Over 30X of the soldiers 
assigned to the 168th Infantry Division were militia men from southwestern 
Iowa; 200 of these men were reported missing in action during the first day 
after Rommel attacked this unit at Kasserine Pass. (19:240) Senior American 
commanders had never commanded any unit larger than a battalion prior to 
TORCH. Therefore, the myriad of larger unit administrative and organizational 
problems created would have to be worked out during combat. Additionally, 
many aircraft, such as the P-39, had not undergone sufficient prototype 
testing prior to their use in combat. (7:141). Even those aircraft which had 
been sufficiently tested still remained question marks for American planners. 
How would the P-38 prove itself against the He-109? The military staffers and 
pilots truly did not know if our equipment could match the performance and 
maneuver standards of current European aircraft. In short, inexperienced 
aircrews and unproven American aircraft would have to prove themselves in 
North Africa. It was these factors which would cause many of America's 
Initial failures during TORCH. 

Equipment shortages continually affected cooperation of air and ground 
forces in North Africa. Maintenance officers soon found that the desert was 
inhospitable to aircraft. The blowing sand permeated every part of an 
aircraft and created unexpected maintenance problems which had not been 
forecast by the logisticians. (7:162) Combat damage, lack of spare parts, 
and desert conditions would quickly reduce operational readiness rates in Air 
Corps units to less than SOX. (7:36) For example, when Gen Arnold visited 
these units after the Casablanca Conference, only 90 aircraft were available 
to these three groups, even though each group was authorized 60 aircraft each. 
Arnold further made a note to improve and simplify our supply system when ho 
returned to Washington. (1:401) In his memoirs, Arnold stated that 
"logistics ware my biggest headache during the war." (1:328) Thefa eouipaent 
shortages would affect the Air Force's ability to project air power against 
the Germans. 

Additionally, America did not nave a system to resupply or to deploy 
additional aircraft to North Africa. Each fighter unit deployed to North 
Africa brought spare parts and additional support equipment for two months 
combat operation. (47:1) However, these units had difficulty replacing 
combat and training aircraft, and aircrew losses. Often parts were 
cannibalized off one aircraft to keep other fighters airworthy.  Since 
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American fighters had only a short-range capability of about 240 miles, these 
aircraft had to be delivered by ship or flown across the North Atlantic. 
Often, aircraft carriers, like the USS Ranger, were used to ferry P-40s and 
P-47s to a point off the Moroccan coast, where these aircraft would launch 
into the theater. General Arnold's staff also developed in 1942 contingency 
plans to use refitted cargo and tanker ships to carry aircraft to North 
Africa. (7:131; 1:401-2) An attempt to fly P-39s to Africa from England in 
January 1943 highlighted the short range of our fighters. Ten of the 28 
fighters were forced to land in Portugal due to insufficient fuel. These 
aircraft were grounded by the neutral Portugese until after the war. (1:396) 
Despite these efforts, air commanders in North Africa never had enough 
aircraft to sufficiently accomplish their objectives until after March 1943 
when an American logistical support system finally developed. This shortage 
of equipnent would force Air Force commanders to demand that air power 
resources be tightly controlled and used only against major targets. 

The American Army and 
weII-developed CAS doctrine, 
power was subordinate to 
supported this position.  It 

its Air Corps entered North Africa without a 
Ground commanders continually stressed that air 

ground power. UDFM 31-35, dated 9 April 1942, 
stressed that the Air Force was subordinate to 

the demands of the ground commander. It proposed that each Air Service 
Comiand (ASC) be attached to a ground unit, and that these air assets be 
allocated according to the will of the ground commander. As such, the air 
comiander became a staff member, rather than an equal adviser, to the ground 
commander.  (47:1) 

Figure 12: P-40 in North Africa (USAF Photo) 
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MISAPPLICATION OF AIR POWER IN NORTH AFRICA 

This doctrinal position, taken in WDFM 31-35, negated the two key 
advantages of airpower: flexibility and concentration. Ground commanders 
would often use scarce fighter and fighter-bomber assets in "air umbrellas" 
meant to cover ground movements and protect ground forces from enemy fighter 
activity. In practice, American experience with "air umbrellas" invalidated 
this WDFM 31-35 concept. To constantly provide cover over all Allied ground 
forces required Army Air Force pilots to continuously fly overhead each army 
formation in the theater. This practice diluted the concentrated firepower of 
Allied air power and gave the initiative to the Luftwaffe. So instead of 
protecting ground forces from German air attacks, "umbrellas" wasted vital air 
assets "waiting for something to happen." A report from Twelfth AF to General 
Arnold, dated 18 February 1943, highlights this problem. 

On the 2d, XII ASC suffered serious losses in attempting to cover 
the wide front. The 33rd Group was severely taxed to provide the 
umbrellas and at the same time escort the bombers of the 47th and 
the P-39s of the 68th Observation Group, one squadron of which had 
arrived at Thelepte late in January. The first cover mission, 6 
P-40s and 4 P-39s, encountered 20 to 30 Stukas escorted by 8 to 10 
ME-109s over Sened Station. Although one JU-87 was destroyed, five 
P-40s were lost. Another reconnaissance mission of six P-40s and 
four P-39s which went out to the Kairouan area met four to six 
FW-190s and destroyed two, but two P-40s crash-landed in enemy 
territory and a P-39 was reported missing. The 47th caused a large 
explosion in a bomb dump on one occasion and failed to find the 
target on another mission during which two P-408 were lost fighting 
off a half-dozen ME-109s.  (47:20) 

Gen Eisenhower's "Report to the Combined Chiefs of Staff on Operations in 
Northwest Africa" further noted other problems with the air umbrella concepts 
demanded by his field commanders. 

By late November it became evident that the enemy was present in 
Tunisia in considerable strength, and that he intended to stand and 
fight on the entire front. . . . British Spitfires could fly over 
the lines for not more than five to ten minutes, and the few P-38s 
available were insufficient to furnish continuous patrols. German 
Ju-87s were close to the front, and the extraordinary coordination 
of German air-ground communication made the enemy's air support 
available in the front lines within five to ten minutes of the 
demand. Under such conditions, German aircraft merely fled at the 
approach of Allied planes, and returned easily to the assault when 
the skies were clear.  (47:20) 

Brig Gen L. E. Oliver best summarized this situation on S February 1943. He 
told Army intelligence officers that "The air arm was unable either to protect 
allied ground troops from dive-bombers and strafing or to attack enemy ground 
troops holding up allied advance." (57:3) A breakdown of sorties flown by 
the XII ASC from 29 January to 4 February 1943 shows that 154 cover missions 
and 120 reconnaissance missions were flown, but no fighter sweeps were 
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atteapted. The results were that XIi ASC lost 24 aircraft in conbat, while 
destroying only 8 eneay aircraft. (47:26) In a letter to General Hap Arnold, 
dated 12 Hay 1943, Brig Gen Kuter noted 

Throughout the winter, the Allied strength in aircraft in Northwest 
Africa consistently exceeded that of the Axis. However, the 
superior air power inherent in our nuaerical advantage was never 
developed or exploited. The eneay was peraitted to aove, in lightly 
escorted and unaraed transports, as «any as 1000 aen per day froa 
Italy and Sicily to airdroaes in Tunisia which were only 80 ailes 
distant froa our own air bases. By air and by sea the eneay 
transported about 150,000 aen with their araor and equipaent and 
supported and then aaintained thee alaost wholly froa airdroaes and 
seaports within range of Allied air forces. At the saae tiae the 
eneay was steadily building up his air strength. During February it 
reached an average of 600 fighters, alaost equally divided between 
Tunisia . . . Sicily . . . and Sardinia, with a total force of 1300 
aircraft. During Harch this force rose to a total of 1375, 
Including 685 fighters. . . While the eneay buildup proceeded 
virtually unchecked, the sizeable forces of 242 Group and XII Air 
Support Coaaand were occupied aalnly with land targets In the battle 
area. Each ground coaaander naturally viewed the ground as well as 
air operations on his iaaediate front at of paraaount iaportance and 
insisted that the air forces in his area be eaployed alaost 
exclusively on his front. Each coaaander agreed that air 
superiority was necessary, but that the air war which could gain 
that superiority should be fought by toaeone else's air force. In 
contrast, the Axis air forces were aoved freely up and down the 
front and were ordinarily able to strike in force against only such 
opposition as the Allied local air units could auster. Froa the 
point of view of the ground coaaander, the condition was habitually 
too precarious on his iaaediate front to perait "the diversion of 
air units allocated to support his ground forces froa their direct 
support tasks to distant air force alsslons." . . . Because of such 
coaaitaents and restrictions, XII Air Support Coaaand was unable to 
develop anything reseabllng its offensive potential. Even the 
theoretically priaary alssion of direct attack in the battle area 
was Inadequately fulfilled because of the constant eaployaent of 
fighters in defensive tasks such as protective cover for the 
frontI Ines and escort. . . Froa 13 January, when the Coaaand 
becaae operational, through 14 February, nearly one-half of the 
total sorties flown by XII Air Support Coaaand (880 out of 1801) 
were flown in support of reconnaissance, boabardaent, or strafing 
alsslons. During this period, reconnaissance alsslons were nuaerous 
while only 18 alsslons of 172 flown were flown on fighter sweeps. 
(47:28A-28B) 

In short, the defensive nature of the air uabrella concept strapped air power 
of its flexibility and its ability to concentrate its power upon the crucial 
targets within the North African Theater. 
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Figure 13: Brigadier General Laurence S. Kuter, Deputy Conoander 
Northwest African Tactical Air Forces (USAF Photo) 

Yet Army ground comnanders were also disenchanted with the level of air 
support provided so far in North Africa. Many ground commanders believed that 
Air Corps officers were more interested in independence than in fulfilling 
their counter air and close air support missions for the Army. This key 
perception came »rom their experiences in the 1941 Joint-corps level exercises 
in Louisiana and the Carolinas and the Air Corps commitment of iti fundi to 
the strategic bombing mission. The inability of the Air Corps to effectively 
protect American ground forces during the Tunisian campaign would further 
reinforc* these fears within the Infantry. Further, although regulations 
stated that one Air Support Command would support one Army Corps, many ground 
commanders came to believe CAS aircraft would be more plentiful. During the 
1937 and 1938 exercises, the Air Corps sent an ASC to participate In a 
Division level war game, the key ground commanders, Bradley, Friedendall, and 
Fatten, would use this level of support as a benchmark by which to Judge air 
support in North Africa. However; by regulation, this one ASC would support 
four divisions during combat. In short, many ground commanders had 
unrealistic expectations about how much air support they would receive. Thus, 
when they received less support In North Africa, they began to question the 
sincerity of air commanders' support for ground operations. 
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DIFFERENT CAS PERSPECTIVES;  THE ARMY VIEW 

The entire American mobilization process was hasty, ill conceived, and 
haphazard. Not only did the United States enter the Second World War without 
a clearly defined CAS doctrine, but it had not developed through exercise or 
emulation, an organization capable of providing effective communications 
between the air and ground forces. Institutional biases within both branches, 
equipment shortages, inexerienced commanders and troops, and weather all 
combined to further cripple efforts to create an effective CAS team. These 
factors also reinforced the prejudices of the airmen and soldiers and caused 
each group to suspect the professional motivations of the other group. The 
entire experience from the initial landing at Casablanca and Oran in November 
until the Kasserine disaster in February 1943 was an antagonistic, adversarial 
relationship. The unsound organization, outlined in WDFM 31-35 (see Diagram 
1)} ill defined CAS drctrinal principles; and misapplication of air power 
principles, characteristic of this second phase, would demand that major 
organizational changes be implemented after the Casablanca Conference in 
January 1943. To understand the extent of uncooperation which existed during 
this second phase, both the Army and Army Air Forces viewpoints must be 
defined. 
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Figure 14: Area map of Tunis, Paid and Kasserine Passes (19:244) 
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Rather than understand the problems which plagued air missions, ground 
commanders used these problems as a means to justify their complaints about an 
Air Force bias for strategic bombardment instead of CAS. These commanders 
would quote UOFM 31-35 to show how the Air Force was not meeting its 
obligations. In a letter to Gen Marshall, Brig Gen Paul M. Robinett, 
Commanding General, Combat Command B of the 1st Armored Division, succinctly 
paraphrased tne views of his fellow ground officers: 

My regiment has fought well, has had rather severe losses, but can 
go on. i have talked with all ranks possible and am sure that men 
cannot stand the mental and physical strain of constant aerial 
bombing without feeling that all possible is being done to beat back 
the enemy air effort. News of bombed cities or ships or ports is 
not the answer they expect. They know what they see and at present 
there is little of our air to be seen.  (35:19) 

This statement highlights the perspective problem which existed among air and 
ground commanders in North Africa. The ground commanders viewed the campaign 
from a narrow perspective. They saw the enemy opposite their line, noted how 
his Ju-87s and Me-109s could respond quickly to assist ground operations, and 
questioned why they did not have their own air force to defend themselves from 
this menace. Falling to note the lack of equipment, poor bases, effect of bad 
weather, and the effect of insufficient spare parts upon the Air Force, they 
began to question the will of the Air Corps to provide adequate air cover for 
ground operations. Assistant Secretary of War, Mr McCloy summarized this 
attitude succinctly: 

It is my firm belief that the Air Forces are not interested in this 
type of work [CAS], think it is unsound, and are very much concerned 
lest it result in control of air units by ground forces. Their 
Interest, enthusiasm and energy is directed to different fields 
(strategic bombing]. . . . what I cannot see is why we do not 
develop this auxiliary to the Infantry attack even if it is of 
lesser importance ... It may be the wrong use of planes if you 
have to choose between the two but to say that air power is so 
impractical that it cannot be used for immediate help of the 
Infantry is nonsense and displays a failure to realize the Air's 
full possibilities. It is Just as bad as was the tendency of the 
Ground Forces, some time ago, to confine air operations to such 
work.  (35:50) 

These ground conmanders Ignored the lead time needed to produce the aircraft, 
train the crews, and deploy thee. The Army Air Force had not developed attack 
aviation to the same level as it had strategic bombing. Therefore, these 
aircraft would have to be designed, tested, and then sent to the front -- this 
was a very time consuming process. In sum, the grandiose plans described by 
these commanders were both unrealistic and infeaslble in 1942. The Air Force 
would not be able to provide this level of support until July 1944 after the 
aircraft production facilities were built, pilots were recruited and trained, 
and the base Infrastructures were prepared to house these forces. However, 
the demands for "air umbrellas" over ground advances would remain a constant 
cry throughout the war. 
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Figure 15: An inviting target: Ronnnel's aircraft around Tunis 
(USAF Photo) 
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THE AIRMAN'S PERSPECTIVE OF CAS DOCTRINE 

Air connanders had a broader view of the war. Instead of using aircraft 
in "penny packets" or "air umbrellas," air commanders demanded that air power 
be concentrated against major targets whose value dictated such an effort. In 
the early phases of the North African campaign, the Allied Air Forces did not 
have enough force to keep Nazi planes from attacking American troops. 
Although the Army Air Force enjoyed a two-to-one quantitative advantage over 
the Luftwaffe, it did not have enough aircraft to fight a defensive battle 
against the Germans. The front was too broad, all-weather runways too few, 
and communications too primitive to provide the "air umbrellas" required to 
intercept every German fighter. For example, at Paid Pass on 31 January 1943 
most of XII ASC's operations were tasked to provide "air umbrellas" for II 
Corps -- solely a defensive mission. During the air battle which occurred, 
XII ASC lost 2 planes for each enemy aircraft shot down. On 2 February while 
attempting to umbrella the whole front, XII ASC lost 10 P-40s while shooting 
down only 2 enemy planes. (47:25) These types of campaigns demonstrated that 
air power was not being effectively employed. However, XII ASC had enough 
aircraft to assault and to destroy the Germans if its resources were properly 
employed. Having seen the effects of deep interdiction and isolation of the 
battlefield while assigned to RAF units during the El Alamein Campaign, senior 
airmen believed air power should be used to sever the lifelines to Rommel's 
Africa Korps. Through the destruction of his capability, rather than his 
will, the American airmen believed they could best support ground forces. 
Given the availability of bomber aircraft and the shortage of fighter/bombers 
in the theater, this strategy was probably more realistic. 

Figure 16: North African Air Commanders (USAF Photo) 
From I to R:  AC Harry Broadhurst, AVM Sir Arthur "Maori" Coningham, 

AM Tedder, and Brig Gen Larry Kuter. 
(Photo from Kuter Papers, USAF Academy) 
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The British CAS strategy more effectively applied the principles of air 
power—flexibility, concentration, and offensive action. Trenchard, Mitchell, 
and Douhet's theories continually preached these key principles. To employ 
air power under the "air umbrella" concept noted in UDFH 31-35 violated the 
principles of flexibility and concentration -- crucial to successful air 
operations. Further, UDFH 31-35 directed that air support missions be 
directed offensively against enemy field fortifications, tanks and motor 
transport, but not against enemy airfields. Moreover, It directed that "enemy 
aircraft are not normally the object of attack by air support aviation." 
(Paragraph 26) Only "when other air forces are inadequate or not available 
[would] the destruction or neutralization of hostile aircraft and antiaircraft 
by support aviation ... be necessary." (47:19) Both the defensive doctrine 
of UDFH 31-35 and unsound organizational arrangements which were the doctrinal 
foundations of WDFM 31-35 caused Allied air power to be ineffectively used in 
North Africa. 

To be effective, the airmen stated, air power must gain and maintain 
command of the air. Then, and only then, could air power be shifted to its 
secondary and tertiary roles: interdiction and close air support. By 
destroying the ships supplying North Africa, by destroying the airfields, and 
by deep interdiction, the second level mission could be achieved. Only then 
could air assets be committed to support ground commanders and their 
operations. The experience of the Royal Air Force and the MEAF, prior to 
TORCH, proved that this strategy was the proper way to use air power. Thus, 
both air and ground commanders took Intractable doctinal positions either for 
or against the "air umbrella" concept noted in UDFH 31-35. Only after the 
disaster at Paid and Kasserlne Passes in February would true cooperation 
begin. 

In summary, neither the Army nor the Air Corps was happy with way air 
power had been applied during the second phase of American involvement in 
North Africa. Army ground commanders still felt they had received Inadequate 
cover from Stuka and German fighter attacks. Their preconceived belief that 
air commanders stressed strategic bombardment over CAS made it easy for ground 
commanders to question the sincerity of Air Force attempts to assist Army 
ground forces. As such, these infantry officers continually demanded more 
aircraft be used in "air umbrellas" to cover ground operations and to improve 
the morale of the soldier. The Air Force, on the otherhand, felt its 
resources were being frittered away "waiting for something to happen" in "air 
unbrellas" along the whole front. This defensive doctrine violated the 
principles of flexibility and concentration which permitted air power to 
accomplish its offensive thrust. Although the HEAP had been able to effective 
use tactical air power to gain control of the air and to interdict deep 
targets along the lines of supply and communication, the XII ASC felt it had 
been hampered in its role to best protect and assist American ground 
commanders by accomplishing these two roles. Even though the Allies had a 
two-to-one qualitative advantage over the Axis Air Forces, the Allies had 
suffered a two-to-one loss rate during the second phase -- unacceptable 
losses given the long logistical route from America to North Africa. 
Paradoxically, the Army and Its Air Force would have to divide their roles 
into Independent commands before true cooperation would exist between Allied 
air and ground forces. Each independent force would be led by an air or 
ground commander whose professional ^»iriing would permit him to properly 
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eaploy his forces In a CAS role. Only then would the Amy and the Aray Air 
Force establish an organizational system capable of providing joint planning 
and create an effective CAS doctrine. Through these two efforts, air and 
ground cooperation would improve. This radical reorganization would occur 

after the Casablanca Conference in January 1943. 

Figure 17: German Me-109 in North Africa (USAF Photo) 
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THE CASABLANCA CONFERENCE;  EVOLUTION OF A COMBINED CAS POLICY 

On 31 January 1943, President Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill, and 
their military staffs net at the Anfa Hotel for the Casablanca Conference, 
ccdenamed SYMBOL. It was here that Anglo-American leadership would define our 
grand strategy, hammer out organizational and military doctrines for strategic 
bombing and close air support, create the Combined Chiefs of Staff, and 
outline operations to be conducted in 1943. This Anglo-American Conference 
spelled out the organizational structures, grand strategic goals, and Joint 
doctrines for strategic and tactical air power for the rest of the Second 
World Uar. As such, Casablanca was the most important Allied conference 
during the war. 

At Casablanca, a unified CAS doctrine evolved. (2:30) Based upon the 
British experience in North Africa since 1940, this doctrine would be shaped 
by the thoughts of Air Vice Marshal Sir Arthur "Maori" Coningham and Field 
Marshal Bernard Montgomery. Employing the cooperation principles developed 
during the El Alamein Campaign, Montgomery and Coningham had become a very 
effective air-ground team. It was the principles of equality, flexibility, 
and concentration, proven by the Western Desert Air Force in 1942, which would 
become the foundation of Allied tactical air power. The key principles of air 
support defined by the Montgomery-Coningham team were: 

1. Air and ground commanders must have their headquarters alongside 
each other and must work to carefully coordinate common plans of 
action toward one goal -- winning the battle. 

2. The overall plan must conform to the air situation even if it 
Involves the postponement or curtailment of the ground plan. This 
philosophy will result in fewer casualties and economy of force 
within the theater. 

3. Once the Joint air-ground plan has been decided and coordinated, 
the air commander must do his best to implement by correctly 
applying his forces to the key objectives and within the principles 
of air war. 

4. The first aim of the Air Force Commander must be to gain the 
Initiative and, with it, air supremacy over the battlefield. When 
he has achieved this goal, he can go ahead with the more direct 
support for the Joint air-ground plan of operations. 

5. The whole of the ground forces must thoroughly understand what 
air support means. They must realize that "out of sight" of ground 
forces does not mean that the ground forces or their needs are "out 
of the minds" of the airman.  (47:49) 

Coningham and Montgomery brought these key concepts to the Casablanca 
Conference where they eloquently proposed the acceptance of the British model 
of CAS by the newly created Combined Chiefs of Staff. 
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Field Marshal Montgomery believed land and air power were separate arms 
which should be controlled by the unique principles of each arm. He stated 
that 

The soldier commands the land forces, the airman commands the air 
forces; both commanders work together and operate their respective 
forces in accordance with a combined Army-air plan, the whole 
operation being directed by the Army commander.  (32:1) 

He further defined the fundamental differences between Army and Air Forces 
which needed to be recognized by ground commanders. 

The Army fights on a front that may be divided into sectors, such as 
a Brigade, Division, Corps or an Army front. The Air front is 
indivisible. 

An Army has one battle to fight, the land battle. The Air 
Force has two. It has first of ail to beat the enemy air, so that 
it may go into the land battle against the enemy land forces with 
the maximum possible hitting power. We have not, as yet, secured 
sufficient superiority to finish the air-to-air battle off 
completely, but have been pretty near it and we have been able to 
concentrate up to 80% or 90X of our hitting power on the enemy land 
forces. 

The fighter governs the front, and this fact forces the 
centralization of air control into the hands of one air commander 
operating OTI that front, I think it is generally accepted that with 
adequate fighter superiority and bomber forces the air has a 
governing influence on what happens within reach on the ground and 
on the sea. 

And finally, there is no doubt that in this technical age it 
needs a life of study and specializing for a sailor, a soldier or an 
airman to learn his profession. He is never free from the problems 
of development, particular!ly in war, and I therefore cannot accept 
the possibility that any man, however competent, can do the work of 
the other service without proportionately neglecting his own. In 
plain language, no soldimr is ooapvtmnt to opormto tho Air, Just as 
no airaan is cospotsnt to oporats ths Amy. (emphasis added) (32:1) 
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ORGANIZATION OF AIR FORCES AND ALLIED COMMANDS IN THE 
NORTH AFRICAN THEATER 
FEBRUARY 18, 1943 
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The Combined Chiefs of Staff (CCS) would accept these doctrine? as the 
guiding organizational principles upon which to create a unified CAS doctrine 
in 1943. However, the equality of ground and air connander demanded that air 
and ground connanders be promoted to equal rank as their counterpart. This 
principle of coequality of land, air and sea power meant that three equal 
commanders would determine the military strategy of the Anglo-American forces. 
In practice, this equality assured that Gen Arnold would have to attain equal 
rank to his British counterparts. Further, the basic independent, but equal 
status afforded air power after Casablanca would establish a precedent for an 
independent Air Force in 1947. Diagram 2 depicts the organizational set up 
after Casablanca. Two key changes should be noted. Instead of separate 
British and American units, the CCS created the Mediterranean Air Command, led 
by Air Marshal Tedder. Under this organization was the Malta Air Force, 
Northwest African Air Forces, and Eastern Air Command. The Northwest Africa 
Tactical Air Forces was further split into functional air forces: Tactical 
Air Command, Coastal Command and Training Command. Finally, each agency of 
the Tactical Air Forces was married to an Army -- XII ASC to Second U.S. 
Corps; Western Desert Air Forces to the British Eighth Army; and RAF 242 Group 
to the British First Army. It was through these latter linkages the 
principles of cooperation would apply. These new organizations would be 
activated on 18 February 1943. 

On 19 February, Air Marshal Coningham enunciated the key doctrinal 
principles for the Northwest African Tactical Air Forces in his General 
Operational Directive, dated 16 February 1943. Coningham's directive renewed 
the offensive spirit in his tactical air forces. His doctrine would be a 
familiar one to those experienced in the Western Desert Air Force Operations: 

The attainnent of this objective [maximum air support for land 
operations] can only be achieved by fighting for and obtaining a 
high measure of air supremacy in the theater of operations. As a 
result of success in this air fighting over our land forces will be 
enabled to operate virtually unhindered by enemy air attack and our 
Air Forces be given increased freedom to assist in the actual battle 
area and in attacks against objectives in [the] rear [areas]. . . . 
The course of action I propose to adopt to achieve this object are: 

1. A continual offensive against the enemy in the air. 

2. Sustained attacks on enemy air fields.  <55:43;7-16B) 

With these pronouncements, Coningham abandoned the "air umbrella" desired by 
American ground commanders. He believed the only way to defeat air power was 
to destroy the aircraft available to the enemy. Rather than destroy these 
aircraft piecemeal, NATAF would assault supply lines from Italy and Sicily 
while simultaneously attacking enemy airfields by offensive fighter sweeps. 
Since the Germans did not make a provision for replacing their crews and 
planes in North Africa (1:370), this approach would erode German combat 
strength -- which would not be replenished. As a result. Allied quantitative 
advantage would quickly increase by this counter air strategy and our 
aggressive logistical resupply effort began in March. This approach also 
would maximize the potential of Allied limited tactical assets while forcing 
tha Germans onto the defensive.   In short, Coningham shifted the whole 
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emphasis of the air war from a defensive to an ofidnsive strategy. He further 
defined his air power priorities as three clearly defined phases of air power. 
Phase 1 would be to gain air superiority; Phase 11, to isolate the 
battlefield; and Phase III, to protect and aid ground forces in their land 
campaigns. Shortly after the reorganization, Rommel's Afrika Korps attacked 
II Corps at Kasserine Pass. This battle precipitated a crisis between air and 
ground commanders. 

Figure 18: Air Vice Marshal Sir Arthur "Maori" Coningham 
(Photo from Kuter Papers, USAF Academy) 

When Rommel attacked at Kasserine Pass on 17 February, he caught the 
American II Corps totally by surprise. The inexperienced American troops were 
almost routed by the Germans. The entire mobilization process, including the 
organization and training of the American Army has been hasty, largely 
improvised, and incomplete. Only HcNair's efforts to properly train and to 
identify weaknesses in Army doctrine saved the Americans from a major defeat 
at Kasserine. HcNair's large scale Corps-level exercises in 1942 had revealed 
many deficiencies in basic infantry skills and basic command and leadership 
skills within the officer corps. Shortages of equipment and weapons further 
hampered the proper preparation of the American Army for this battle. Host 
American units would arrive in North Africa with only 50* of the allowed 
equipment. Non-combat units were lucky to arrive in theater with 30« of their 
allocations. (47:75) The rapid mobilization process left "insufficient time 
to permit individuals and units to acquire and become proficient in the 
doctrine, weapons, and equipment, and Cto develop the] skills required" for 
modern warfare in 1942.  (t9s240) 

Yet many American soldiers entered North Africa overconfident in their 
ability and unprepared for the battle-hardened German Afrika Korps they would 
meet at Kasserine Pass. Over 30,000 Americans wert assigned to II Corps in 
the Kasserine area. During the battle, 300 died; almost 3000 were wounded; 
and nearly another 3000 were missing in action. It would take 7000 
replacements to bring II Corps up to its authorized strength.  (19:261) Yet 
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this significant defeat caused American Army leaders to reassess their 
mechanized and air power doctrines. In short, American soldiers at Kasserine 
paid with their lives the price of battlefield experience and insufficient 
training which became a legacy of our isolationist attitude during the 
interwar period. 

Kasserine Pass would sound the death knell for the "air umbrella" CAS 
doctrine identified in WDFM 31-35. American ideas of time and space -- the 
two key factors in the strategist's equation -- would have to change. The 
American Army still approached the Second World War with a limited perspective 

Without adequate training in modern air and mechanized 
commanders viewed time and space as they had in 1918. The 
modern tanks and aircraft, the failure to adequately 
and mechanized doctrines, the inability to exercise 
prior to 1941, and the lack of professional development of 

the Army officer corps virtually guaranteed that America would fail at 
Kasserine Pass. The Army would have to adjust to the increased tempo and 
breadth of the modern battlefield. American leadership and manpower had the 
potential to excel, but It would take the stark reality of the organizational 
and doctrinal weaknesses underscored by the Kasserine defeat to force needed 
reforms and modern doctrines upon the American Army. (19:240) The American 
Army quickly assimilated these key lessons and developed modern mechanized and 
CAS doctrines during Phase III of the North African Campaign. 

of modern warfare, 
doctrines, ground 
failure to develop 
develop modern CAS 
corps-level units 

The newly created NATAF was unable to fully use Its resources during the 
first two days of the Battle for Kasserine Pass. Plagued by unflyable 
weather, poor airfields, logistical constraints, and poor communications with 
II Corps, NATAF CAS efforts were inadequate to meet the German threat. When 
the weather cleared on 20 February, Coningham sent every fighter and 
fighter-bomber assigned to 242 Group, XIi ASC, Costal Command, and the Western 
Desert Air Force to attack Rommel's tanks in the Kasserine Pass. Assaulting 
the Germans from five different sectors simultaneously, the NATAF forced the 
Afrika Korps to retreat. (55:40) The Battles at Kasserine and Paid Passes 
substantially reduced the striking power of NATAF. As of 27 February, only 
352 fighter and figher-bomber aircraft were available to Coningham and NATAF. 
With an operational readiness rate of 35», NATAF could only use 123 aircraft 
for its early March operations against the Luftwaffe. (47:11-15) By 
mid-March, spare parts and new aircraft began to arrive in Africa to reinforce 
Coningham's command. Now he could take the offensive against the German air 
and ground forces during the Battle for Tunis. 
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THE BATTLE FOR TUNIS; END OF THE NORTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGN 

The final phase of the Allied Campaign in North Africa would be fought 
for the key ports of Bizerte and Tunis (see Figure 14). During this final 
phase, Allied air power would follow the Coninghao's directions. As long as 
air support units operated at the beck and call of ground commanders, air 
power was unable to shift and concentrate its effort from one area to another 
area, and from one target system to another target system according to an 
overall strategic plan. The reorganization after Casablanca on 18 February 
knit all the tactical air units in Africa into an operational chain of command 
with its own air commander-in-chief solely responsible to Gen Eisenhower, the 
Supreme Commander. The old "air umbrella" system had now been.replaced with a 
series of coordinated air strikes to destroy the Luftwaffe and then to support 
the Allied ground commanders. NATAF would now take the offensive. 

During the ini 
changes and the new 
flew 525 sorties, 
and medium bombers 
fighter aircraft fl 
Southern Tunisia 
bombing. While res 
better than 2 to 1 
successes further 
correct. 

tial drives for Tunis, NATAF proved the organizational 
strategic plan were correct. From 21 to 25 March, XII ASC 
approximately 1/3 of those flown by NATAF, to escort light 
in their attacks against enemy airfields. Additionally, 
ew fighter sweeps across the German landing grounds in 
to intercept and destroy enemy aircraft forced aloft by the 
istance was slight,  for the first time, XII ASC claimed a 
ratio of victories to losses.   (55:62)   These initial 
proved Coningham's three phase priority strategy was 

By the end of April, the Allies had total mastery of the air around Tunis 
and over the Mediterranean Sea. The constant assault by tactical 
fighter/bombers against Luftwaffe airfields and by strategic bombardment ut 
German shipping lanes from Italy and Sicily had emasculated the fighting 
capability of the Luftwaffe. During the first week of April, NATAF flew 1388 
sorties. Almost half of these missions were fighter sweeps which destroyed 60 
enemy aircraft, and probably destroyed 11 other aircraft. (55:64) Further, 
the Germans were forced to admit that the Stuka could not survive in this 
environment. (55:64) For all practical purposes, the Ju-87 Stuka was removed 
from North Africa.    This weapon system which so effectively terrorize' 
American ground forces in December and 
to Italy.  In short, the Allies in 

January, was now withdrawn from Africa 
April had won total air supremacy] 

destroyed all German depots, supply, and shipping; and attacked every German 
fighter base in Africa. During the final push for Tunis, NATAF would now 
concentrate on close support for Allied ground activity. 

During this final month, Allied air and ground forces would experiment 
with new procedures for identification and coordination of air-ground CAS 
efforts. The use of identification panels, radio nets, and Joint planning 
would improve cooperation between ground and air forces. However, this period 
was too short to further hone, define, and document effective CAS operational 
and tactical doctrines. These two levels of doctrine would be developed 
during the Italian and post-OVERLORD Campaigns. 
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WDFM 100-20; REVISED CAS DOCTRINE 

The CAS doctrine employed by Coninghan's NATAF became the official Army 
Air Force doctrine on 23 July 1943 when the War Department published WDFM 
100-20, "Command and Employment of Air Power." The first three paragraphs of 
this manual declared the independence of air power: 

LAND POWER AND AIR POWER ARE CO-EQUAL AND INTERDEPENDEN ' FORCES; 
NEITHER IS AN AUXILIARY OF THE OTHER. 

THE GAINING OF AIR SUPREMACY IS THE FIRST REQUIREMENT FOR THE 
SUCCESS OF ANY MAJOR LAND OPERATION . . . UND FORCES OPERATING 
WITHOUT AIR SUPERIORITY MUST TAKE SUCH EXTENSIVE SECURITY MEASURES 
AGAINST HOSTILE AIR ATTACK THAT THEIR MOBILITY AMD ABILITY TO DEFEAT 
THE ENEMY LAND FORCES ARE GREATLY REDUCED. THEREFORE, AIR FORCES 
MUST BE EMPLOYED PRIMARILY AGAINST THE ENEMY'S AIR FORCES UNTIL AIR 
SUPERIORITY IS OBTAINED. 

THE INHERENT FLEXIBILITY OF AIR POWER IS ITS GREATEST ASSET. THIS 
FLEXIBILITY MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO EMPLOY THE WHOLE WEIGHT OF THE 
AVAILABLE AIR POWER AGAINST SELECTED AREAS IN TURN. . . . CONTROL OF 
AVAILABLE AIR POWER MUST BE CENTRALIZED AND COMMAND MUST BE 
EXERCISED THROUGH THE AIR FORCES COMMANDER. ... THE SUPERIOR 
COMMANDER WILL NOT ATTACH ARMY AIR FORCES TO UNITS OF THE GROUND 
FORCES UNDER HIS COMMAND EXCEPT WHEN SUCH GROUND FORCE UNITS ARE 
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OR ARE ISOLATED BY DISTANCE OR LACK OF 
COMMUNICATION. 

These statements reflect the combat experience of NATAF during the Battle for 
Tunis. Further WDFM 100-20 accepted Coninghan's three phases of air warfare 
as the proper strategy. First priority must be given "to gain the necessary 
degree of air superiority. . . . The primary aim of the tactical air forces is 
to obtain and maintain air superiority in the theater. . . . Air superiority 
is best obtained by the attack on hostile airdromes, the destruction of 
aircraft at rest, and fighter action in the air. This strategy is much more 
effective than any attempt to furnish an umbrella of fighter aviation over our 
own troops. Conlnghaa's strategic decision to destroy the Luftwaffe in 
February was the key command decision of the air war in North Africa. Control 
of the air permitted the Allies to execute their plans and to extend their 
lines of communications during the North African Campaign. Moreover, it 
permitted the Allied air forces to provide close air support for the ground 
forces during the final assault on Tunis in May 1943. (25:166-7) Without air 
superiority, these two missions could not have been accomplished. 

Second priority was "Isolation of the Battlefield." "The disruption of 
hostile communication . . ., the destruction of supply dumps, installations, 
and the attack on hostile troops concentrations in rear areas will cause the 
enemy great damage and may decide the battle." The Allied ability to Isolate 
the battlefield was hardly less impressive than its ability to destroy the 
Luftwaffe. Through a combination of strategic and tactical bombing, the 
Allies were able to destroy most of Rommel's supplies before they reached 
Africa. These Interdiction missions eroded Rommel's ability to win the 
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OMpaign in 1943. (25i 168-9) 

Third priority vat to "coabinod aotioni with ground foroos.* "Tha 
dattruction of lalaetad objaotivat in tha battla araa in furtharanoa of tha 
coabinad air-ground affort. . . . Hastad air action on tha iaaadiata front 
will pava tha way for an advanea. Howavar, in tha zona of contact, aiitiont 
againit hoitila units ara aost difficult to control, ara aoit axpantiva, and 
ara, in ganaral, laait affactive. . . . Only at critical tiaac ara contact 
zonal profitable." CAS axpariancat in North Africa laft auch to ba dasirad ai 
far at Aaarican ground coaaandart wara ooncarnad. Howavar, no ona would argua 
that CAS had not iaprcvad by tha and of tha eaapaign. Many of tha friction! 
which kapt tha Aray and tha Air Fore« froa cocparating with aach othar had 
baan raaovad. Through a joint planning policy, air and ground coaaandart 
bagan to cooparata to provide aora ratpontiva CAS. But, tha tubtla datailt to 
product an affective air-ground teaa would have to be worked cut in tubtequent 
oaapalgnt. 

Tht lettont Itarned in TORCH had been effectively integrated into thit 
revition of UOFH 100-20. A copy of thit aanual it provided in Attachaant C 
to thit paper. Bated largely on Hontgoaery't "Notet on High Coaaand in War," 
UDFH 100-20 clearly defined the rolet and aittiont for Allied air power. It 
accurately portrayed the Allied experiencet after the Battle of Kattarine 
Patt, but it wat not truly a coaplete doctrinal ttateaant. The operational 
and tactical doctrinet required to iapleaant thete principlet of air power 
would have to be defined during the Italian Caapaign and aft«/ the Noraandy 
invttion in June 1944. It it interetting to note that the Aray Air Force 
publithed thit new aanual without the approval of the Aray Ground Forcat. 
Therefore, thit aanual tended to confira ground officert vlerf that tha Air 
Staff did not with to cooperate with ground trocpt. (3St47-9) Regardtett of 
thete attitudat, at leatt the Aray Air Force had a workable doctrinal 
ttateaant froa which to eaploy air power in future oaapalgnt. By the end of 
the war, ground coaaandart, including Lt Gen Patton, would find that the 
doctinal ttateaentt in UDFH 100-20 properly defined how air power could bett 
support ground forcet. 
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SUMMARY 

The Angio-Aaerican allies had taken the first step toward developing and 
iapleoenting an effective CAS doctrine in North Africa. Modeled on the 
British experience prior to TORCH, the new organizational arrangenent and the 
emphasis on offensive tactical air rather than defensive "air umbrellas," had 
removed many of the frictions which existed between American air and ground 
commanders.  The key lessons learned in North Africa were: 

1. Air power must be viewed from an air perspective. To attempt to define or 
to limit the application of air power principles to a subordirate role to sea 
or ground forces was to lose the two key characteristics of air power -- 
flexibility and concentration of effort. 

2. Ground commanders cannot effectively employ air power. They think of 
fronts and divide the operational theater into small areas to be attacked by 
corps, divisions, and battalions. However, the air front is indivisible. A 
nation must be able to gain control of the air over the whole theater. To 
effectively employ air power, a cocuiander must understand these key concepts. 
Only through a prolonged period of professional study can an air or ground 
commander understand those principles that guarantee success in his combat 
medium. To attempt to permit an air or ground commander to define the goals 
and objectives for his counterpart is pure folly. Air commanders must command 
the air according to those unique principles which define how to properly 
apply air power for the ultimate goal of the the Joint strategy. Likewise, 
ground commanders must control their forces. Only by close cooperation of 
both elements can both air and ground employment guarantee success for the 
commander. 

3. To effectively win a campaign, air power must win two battles, the one to 
gain air supremacy, and the other to support land and sea forces. 

4. The deeper air power strikes behind enemy lines, the wider and more 
prolonged will be the total effect on the whole campaign. Although the sight 
of friendly aircraft over ground forces can produce a tremendous boost in 
morale, air umbrellas and piecemeal use of air power restricts the full impact 
of air power. Unless available forces are unrestricted, this strategy will 
result in less than optimum results for bot), ground and air commanders. 

5. The underlying cause of ineffectiveness of air support operations in North 
Africa was our inability to concentrate our air effort on particular 
objectives. Too much aviation was available to ground forces for direct 
support missions even during periods of inactivity and not enough was 
available to attain air superiority. Three reasons -- unsound organization, 
the predominate influence of ground commanders, and equipment shortages -- 
caused the Army Air Force to Ineffectively accomplish its CAS responsibilities 
during TORCH. 

6. To effectively orchestrate air and group power toward the main theater 
objective, air and ground forces must be closely integrated. To effectively 
coordinate air power to the overall ground objective, planners must be 
collocated.  The creation of air and ground  liaislon officers with their 
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opposite service counterpart, establishnent of an G-2 air and G-3 air, and 
daily planning conferences to coordinate air and ground aissions for the next 
day's objectives was essential. After the Casablanca Conference, when these 
reforms were made, air and ground forces started to coordinate and to plan 
Bore effectively their missions. For the first time in the war, air planners 
had an established communication medium and a definition of roles and missions 
to guide how air power should be used. The abandonment of UDFH 31-35 doctrine 
and use of the British model resulted in this improved communication and 
support for Allied ground forces. 

When Tunis fell in May 19A3, most of the logistical and organizational 
impediments to an effective air-ground team and a proper CAS doctrine had been 
removed. The Allied Air Forces now had a responsive organization, had well 
define roles and missions for tactical air power, and had developed a basic 
CAS doctrine. Only further development of the operational and tactical 
doctrines needed to be defined before the Army and its Air Force could become 
an effective air-ground team. Operations in Italy and Northwest Europe after 
the Normandy landings would create these doctrines. 
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The axioaatic requireaent that victory can only be achieved by the 
attainaent of supreaacy on the land, sea and in the air has never 
been so fully proven as in this total defeat of an eneay who never 
controlled the sea, who tried to substitute strategic artillery for 
a defeat in the air, and whose araed forces were crushed and 
hoaeless over-run by the coabined power of our supreaacy in all 
these three eleaents. 

. . . General Oaar N. Bradley, at Wiesbaden, Germany 
on 15 July 1945 

Chapter Four 

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT IN OPERATION COBRA 

The combat experience gained during OPERATION TORCH helped the United 
States Army and its Air Force to develop valid basic doctrines for CAS and 
mechanized warfare, but it did not overcome the three main problems which 
continually eroded the efficiency of their forces -- lack of training, 
inadequate logistics, and poor communications between air and ground forces. 
Only through concentrated effort and close cooperation would these operational 
and tactical doctrine problems be eliminated prior to OPERATION OVERLORD, the 
invasion of France in 1944. Although WDFM 100-20 defined the new 
organizational and mission priorities for how future air power should be used, 
this manual and its doctrinal precepts needed to be taught to pilots and 
validated in combat prior to D-Day. Ninth Air Force aircrews which would 
accomplish these new CAS doctrines needed to be recruited, trained, and 
equipped prior to their use during OVERLORD. 

CREATION OF THE NINTH AIR FORCE 

The concept of a Tactical Air Force first evolved during combat 
operations in North Africa. Brig Gen Kuter continually pleaded with the Air 
Staff to abandon the Air Support Command structure and to create a flexible 
organization devoted solely to tactical air power. It would be composed of 
fighter-bomber, fighter, and light- and medium-bombers which would gain air 
superiority, isolate the battlefield, and provide close air support for 
American ground forces. The inherent flexibility of this force mixture would 
meet the challenges of the modern battlefield. After the Casablanca 
Conference, Gen Marshall and his staff began to study seriously the merits of 
Kuter's proposed organizational reform. During May 1943, Gen Marshall tasked 
the Bradley Committee to review lessons learned in North Africa, and to 
suggest organizational changes to better streamline Allied air and ground 
forces. The committee visited Allied Air Force units in the United Kingdom 
and surveyed units in North Africa. After an extensive review of Allied air 
operations. Brig Gen Follett Bradley proposed a new organizational arrangement 
be used in England.  Instead of the single air unit concept, he proposed two 
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separate units be created to support both Army Groups which would land at 
Nornandy. (41:11-2) Each command would possess light- and medium-bombers, 
fighters, and fighter-bombers. The Ninth Air Force, which evolved from this 
staff decision, would support the First United States Army (FUSA); and the 
Second Tactical Air Force would support Montgomery's 21st Army Group. 

The Ninth Air Force was created on 16 October 1943 to provide tactical 
air support for OVERLORD and subsequent continental operations. Initially, 
the command was little more than a skeleton staff organization formed from 
staff members of the Middle Eastern Air Force and Eighth Air Force. Its 
immediate mission was to create the tactical fighter crews required to support 
Allied ground forces after the invasion. Lt Gen Brereton, Commander of Ninth 
AF, and his staff had to build the bases; prepare quarters; and develop 
training curricula to transition fighter, fighter-bomber, and attack pilots 
from training to combat aircraft -- an awesome task. The recent air power 
failures, which Gen Eisenhower believed had resulted from insufficient 
training, were not going to be repeated during OVERLORD. Ninth Air Force 
crews would be completely trained in all facets of air power before they were 
committed to combat. The lack of adequate training, poor logistics support, 
and unacceptable communications procedures between air and ground forces which 
had hampered the American forces' combat effectiveness in North Africa would 
not reoccur during the invasion. 

What made the Ninth Air Force unique was its composition. It effectively 
blended proven combat leaders from North Africa, like Brig Gen Quesada and 
others, with raw pilots recently graduated from pilot training. (6:134) 
These young pilots did not receive flight training in their combat aircraft 
until they arrived in England. (6:108) Due to the fluid tactical nature of 
the war, many combat lessons had not yet been introduced into American 
stateside flying training. Brig Gen Quesada, Commander of the IX Fighter 
Command, and his staff developed a comprehensive ground and flying training 
program to acquaint these pilots to Europe, to their new aircraft, and to 
combat flying. A Ninth Air Force Training Memorandum, dated 6 November 1943, 
ordered each commander to provide needed training for each new pilot and 
called for weekly progress reports to be sent to Ninth AF Headquarters. 

New pilot instruction tended to fall into two categories, indoctrination 
and Initial training, and "in service" continuation training. During the 
first phase, pilots would receive a minimum of 44 hours of pilot qualification 
training in their new aircraft, to include night flying, and basic 
administrative in-processing. Pilot ground training included general airport 
and local field rules, English flying rules, radio procedures, safety 
instructions, and aircraft recognition. Ground units would receive immediate 
lectures in airdrome defense, basic weapons review, physical conditioning, and 
defense against chemical attacks. (41:92-4) During Phase II, pilots received 
the full benefit of combat training. Each pilot learned formation flying, 
combat techniques, and weapons familiarization on the gunnery range. Pilot 
training during this phase also included map reading, radio and homing 
procedures, additional formation flying, instrument flying, different attack 
profiles, navigation, air-to-ground strafing techniques, squadron formations, 
high altitude climbs to 30,000 feet, low altitude flying, bombing practice, 
night flying, and rendezvous procedures. (41:100-2) Ground school covered 
classes in airdrome control,  air-sea  rescue,  dinghey drill,  security 
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procedures, and prisoner of war interrogation techniques. (41:102) In short, 
Ninth Air Force air crews received a broad-based comprehensive training 
program meant to prepare them for all aspects of combat. When the initial 
qualification training was complete, Ninth Air Force pilots would fly joint 
training against the RAF and begin air-ground cooperation missions with the 
First United States Army (FUSA) ground forces. This realistic combat training 
prepared American pilots for all three phases of air combat listed in UDFH 
100-20. Occasionally, Ninth Air Force Headquarters would conduct special 
lectures in airpower for flight and squadron commanders. One such lecture 
series, conducted on 24-25 January 1944, was especially significant "not only 
because of the diversified subject natter, but also because of the imposing 
"faculty" that gave the lectures:" 

"Origins and Role of the Ninth Air Force." Lt Gen Lewis H. Brereton, 
Commander of Ninth Air Force. 

"The Principles of Air Support" Lt Col Larocque. 

"The Organization and Operation of the Air Support Command." Maj Gen 
Elwood R. Quesada, Commander of Ninth Air Support Command (later Ninth 
Tactical Air Command). 

"Functioning of Radar in Air Support." Lt Col Garland. 

"Fighter and Fighter-Bomber Operations." Col Strecker, Chief of 
Training, Ninth Air Force. 

"The Organization and Operation of Medium Bombardment." Brig Gen Samuel 
E. Anderson, Commander of Ninth Bomber Command. 

"The Organization and Operation of the Airborne Division." Mf.j Gen 
Wil Ham C. Lee. 

"The Organization and Operations of the Troop Carrier Command." Brig Gen 
B. F. Giles, Commander of Ninth Troop Carrier Command. (41:104) 

Each lecturer was a combat leader and pilot, and squadron or higher level 
commander. These lecture series taught squadron commanders and their staffs 
how to train and employ their combat forces. In short, Ninth Air Force 
commanders and pilots were fully prepared for all phases of aerial combat 
because of the unique combat training developed by Gens Brereton and Quesada. 
Their support forces would be equally prepared for their combat missions prior 
to D-Day. 

Since the Ninth Air Force would be required to move to the continent 
immediately after the invasion force established a beachhead, Gens Quesada and 
Brereton demanded that both aircrew and their support forces must be highly 
mobile. The entire concept under which all Ninth Air Force units were 
organized and trained was that flexibility and mobility were the key 
ingredients of modern warfare. North Africa proved how air power could 
flexibly strike at major targets within a theater. But if air power it to 
retain that flexibility, it must have a mobile system to build, support and 
maintain forward airfields.  It is nobility within the ground force structure 
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which permits the air elements to retain their flexibility. Therefore, 
mobility for ground units equates to the same tactical advantages for their 
air counterparts. (2:2-3) The "Ninth Air Force was organized, trained and 
equipped so that its headquarters and tactical units could move individually 
or collectively at a moments notice. All major units were organized into 
mobile streamlined components, which could contribute to the flexibility, 
speed, and striking power of the whole." (2:3) During exercises from 
November 1943 to April 1944, units moved within two hours to a new location 
and began immediate operations. 

Figure 19: Major General Elwood R. Quesada (USAF Photo) 

The mobility concepts outlined in Ninth Air Force Memorandum 50-3, dated 
26 November 1943, were practiced continually prior to the invasion. Exercise 
DUCK, a simulated invasion scenario in south Cornwall in Hay 1944, and 
Exercise FOX, a joint Army/Navy exercise, were the largest exercises, but they 
were not the only ones used to prepare support and ground personnel for their 
combat missions. (41:113-4) Numerous command post exercises prepared senior 
commanders for the rigors of command and tested their planning skills prior to 
D-Day. These exercises were meant to simulate actual combat conditions, with 
a minimum of simulation. Everything that had to be moved with the unit was 
loaded on trucks to sent to the new operating location. Only when there was a 
shortage of trucks would simulation be permitted (41:114), and then ground 
crew members would block off the ground and simulate loading the truck with 
the required equipment. Lessons learned from these mobility and command post 
exercises would pay tremendous dividends for aircrews, support personnel, and 
commanders after the D-Day landing. 

In March 1944, Ninth Air Force established an exchange program with the 
Twelfth Air Force In Italy and a joint advanced gunnery course for 
fighter-bombers with the RAF at Milfield. The Twelfth AF exchange program 
permitted Ninth Air Force pilots to fly air-to-ground combat missions in 
Italy. These officers would then return to England where they would teach the 
new CAS techniques and radio procedures to their squadron mates.   After an 
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Initial training period, these units would then attend a two week concentrated 
course in bombing at Nilfield. While there, each pilot had to fly five dive 
and five low-level boabing nissions; and each squadron flew three dive and 
three glide bombing missions as a unit. (41:104-5) With only 60 pilots per 
class, individual attention was sufficient to improve each pilot's skills. 
(41:106) Each pilot received an indepth critique after each bombing pass to 
help him perfect his bombing procedures. Instructors encouraged each pilot to 
experiment with new tactics and techniques for dive-bombing, ground strafing, 
and rocket firing attacks. Proven tactical procedures were then incorporated 
into the curriculum for pilots who attended the Mllfield Range Program. By 
mid-March, Ninth Air Force crews were ready for combat. 

OPERATION POINTBLANK;  THE ALLIED AIR FORCES GAIN AIR SUPREMACY 

Although the Ninth Air Force had been escorting Eighth Air Force bombers 
over the continent since January, the command did not truly gain a full 
measure of combat experience until April 1944. During this phase, Ninth Air 
Force fighters and fighter-bombers would escort strategic bombers assaulting 
the transportation, industrial, and petroleum networks on the continent; 
attack the German vengeance weapons, the V-l and V-2 rockets (CROSSBOW 
targets); and accomplish deep interdiction. The ultimate success of these 
three operations would be demonstrated Q\ D-Day. Allied leaders noted at the 
Casablanca Conference that a bombing campaign would be required to destroy the 
Luftwaffe and the transportation infrastructure prior to OVERLORD, POINTBLANK 
became that effort. If the Allied Expeditionary Air Forces (AEAF), commanded 
by Air Marshal Leigh-Mai lory, could not destroy the Luftwaffe and isolate the 
invasion area, OVERLORD would be doomed to fail. From March until D-Day, 
Allied tactical air power would seek out the Luftwaffe, on the ground and in 
the air, and destroy it. 

The fighter pilots, tired of bomber escort missions, wished to attack 
ground and air targets. POINTBLANK offered not only an operational release 
from the dull routine bomber escort mission, but also it became a proving 
ground for new tactics and operating procedures for both interdiction and CAS. 
Fron August 1942 until April 1944, the Luftwaffe had grown at an alarming 
rate. German bomber production had been reduced from 1760 to 1450, while 
fighter production rose from 720 to 810 per month. "If this trend was allowed 
to continue unchecked, Allied air authorities feared a German fighter strength 
of 3000 planes would be available to oppose the bombing offensive." (41:118) 
Without a long-range fighter escort, the increased size and vitality of the 
Luftwaffe threatened Allied bomber missions. If this threat were not 
destroyed, not only would the invasion be unlikely, but the whole daylight 
bombing offensive might end as well. (41:118) Allied planners decided the 
Luftwaffe must be brought to coabat and destroyed. The resulting operations 
plan was POINTBLANK. 
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Figure 20t V-l Rocket (USAF Photo) 
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Figure 21: V-2 Rocket (USAF photo) 

The prleary tactical air power aiisiona for POINTBLANK were 1) boaber 
eecort, 2) CROSSBOU/NOBALL targets (V-l and V-2 weapons In the Calais region), 
3) identified targets in the weekly target set established by AEAF (These 
would include oil, transportation networks, electrical plants, etc), 4) Geraan 
airfields, and 5) Geraan industrial targets. The overall POINTBLANK 
objectives were to destroy the Luftwaffe and Geraan aircraft production 
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facilities. Allied planners believed the Luftwaffe would oppose POINTBLANK 
with all their air assets. This commitDent of German fighters would result in 
a war of attrition which the Germans could not win. Allied fighters could 
then eradicate the Luftwaffe fighter threat to the Allied bombing offensive 
and subsequent Normandy invasion force.  (41:119) 

By the end of March 1944, enough P-51s were available in theater to 
launch a full attack on the Luftwaffe. Many Ninth Air Force pilots were tired 
of the dull routine of bomber escort. Since these missions would not be their 
primary mission after the invasion, fighter pilots questioned why they were 
not able to accomplish their more traditional fighter roles — air 
superiority, interdiction, and even CAS. During April, Allied planners 
released Ninth Air Force fighters from escort duty only, and permitted them to 
accomplish the Phase 1 and Phase II operations defined in WDFM 100-20. Under 
the new program, P-51s would engage the Luftwaffe, strafe ground targets, and 
interdict key rail networks. P-47s would still provide escort for the bomber 
formations, but they would also began to interdict the transportation system, 
key bridges, and CROSSBOW targets. P-38s would provide bomber escort, light 
interdiction support, and reconnaissance. In short. Ninth Air Force fighters 
would be free to engage the enemy and destroy his ability to assault our 
bombers or invasion force. 

Figure 22: P-3«s in Flight (USAF Photo) 
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Equally inportant, the Ninth Air Force pursued a policy of centralized 
planning, but decentralized execution of all air power missions. During this 
second phase, Quesada encouraged his pilots to experiaent with every available 
tactic and technique against every target system. Following this order, P-47s 
attacked CROSSBOW targets fron steep dive angles to low-level assault 
profiles. They used bombs, .50 caliber machine guns, and NAPALH to attack 
these targets. After each mission, pilots reviewed the success of each tactic 
against each target and developed standard mission profiles and weapon loads 
to best destroy bridges, rail networks, and the V-i rockets. This period of 
free reign experimentation created a flexible mindset within the Ninth Air 
Force which would pay dividends later during COBRA. Overall, tactical 
doctrines established during this period would become the standajrci procedures 
for later continental operations. 

Prior to D-Day, Allied air power had to gain control of the air over the 
invasion area. WDFM 100-20 gave air superiority first priority in its mission 
hierarchy. This manual stated that "This [air superiority! will be 
accomplished by attacks against aircraft in the air and on the ground, and 
attacks against those enemy installations which he requires for the 
application of air power." Allied pilots would attack German airfields, 
aircraft production and oil producing facilities during their attempt to 
destroy the Luftwaffe from January until June 1944. Through a combined 
strategic and tactical bombing program, all three major target systems would 
become impotent prior to D-Day. 

The Eighth Air Force accomplished the majority of the damage against the 
Luftwaffe. From January to Harch, its aircrews would assault major industrial 
targets intended to draw the Luftwaffe into combat. (8il75) The "Big Week" 
assault from 21 to 25 February highlight the effectiveness of this plan. 
During this offensive, the Eighth lost 137 bombers and the Fifteenth Air Force 
lost 89, while losing only 28 fighter escorts. (21»229) While the Eighth Air 
Force could afford to these losses, the Luftwaffe fighter losses became 
unmanageable. The Luftwaffe lost 292 pilots in January and 434 in February. 
(21s220) However, "Big Week" only began the process which would last until 
D-Day where the Luftwaffe fighter strength was emasculated. Table 2 reflects 
Luftwaffe fighter pilot and aircraft losses from January to Hay 1944. In this 
new attrition warfare, the Germans steadily fell further behind the Allies. 
While American air power continue to grow prior to D-Day, the full effect of 
Spaatz's attacks on fuel production, coupled with Luftwaffe fighter pilot 
losses, assured Allied air supremacy for the remainder of the war. 

The Ninth Air Force successfully destroyed the Luftwaffe and its 
airfields prior to D-Day. During April, 28 airfields, ranging from the costal 
region to Orleans and Reene, were subjected to 30 attacks. (42:31) Although 
few airfields were destroyed, standard attack profiles and weapons were 
identified for future operations, in Hay, enemy airfields were given a higher 
priority. Allied planners desired to neutralize all airfields within 130 
miles of the assault area in Normandy. From 1 Hay to 5 June, 36 airfields 
within this area warf attacked by over 30 dive-bombing and 11 strafing 
attacks. (42i32-3) Hangar areas, dispersal fields, and support facilites at 
nine key airfields suffered significant damage during these raids. Damage to 
enemy runways, landing grounds, and taxi strips would continue to increase as 
0-Day approached. Continual attacks further assured that German engineers had 
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insufficient time to repair these facilities prior to the invasion.  (42:34) 

■:. ;^^7;i^%^; J*ii 
&: 

s«^: 
Figure 23:  German airfield after a visit from IX TAC (USAF Photo) 

The assault on the Luftwaffe fighter force was equally impressive. P-51s 
gained command of the air, and later were able to destroy much of the 
increased strength of the Luftwaffe. The combination of strategic and 
tactical bombing on airfields, and the fighter sweeps to destroy enemy fighter 
aircraft resulted In total air superiority for the Allies during the invasion. 
Ün D-Day the Germans flew only 750 sorties; but only 70 singe-engine fighter 
sorties were targeted against the landing area In Normandy. (2:51) in short, 
Al Had fighters had accomplished their phase I goal: complete air superiority 
by D-Day. 

German aircraft and oil production suffered severe losses during the 
POINTBLANK campaign. Table 3 highlights the effect of Allied bombing of 
German fuel and oil production from August 1944 to February 1945. Prior to 
the war, Germany was a net oil Importer. Of the 7,500,000 tons of petroleum 
products she used in 1938, about two-thirds were Imported. When she Invaded 
Poland In 1939, Germany had only six months oil reserves available. (6:172) 
Through the capture of the Romanian oil fields and increased production of 
synthetic oil, Germany produced enough oil to meet her military needs. By 
1944, the Allies now had sufficient aircraft to attack this vital industry. 
Not only was fuel needed to fly combat aircraft, but also Allied attacks 
against oil curtailed German pilot training efforts. These new pilots were 
needed to replace the combat veterans lost to Allied fighters during the "Big 
Week" and subsequent air campaigns. By the end of war, German pilots received 
only minimal training before they were sent Into combat. When compared with 
the extensive training American pilots received, these Luftwaffe pilots were 
111 prepared for war. 
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TABLE 2t LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER PILOT LOSSES JANUARY TO NAY 1944 (21t228) 

PERCENT OF FUEL 
CAPACITY PRODUCED 

PERCENT OF AVIATION FUEL 
CAPACITY PRODUCED 

August 1944 
Septeaber 1944 
Qctobar 1944 
Novtabar 1944 
Oaoeaber 1944 
January 194S 
February 1945 

46 
48 
43 
60 
59 
51 
40 

65 
30 
37 
65 
56 
33 
5 

TABLE St GiBHAN FUBL PB00UCTI0N FOB 1944 - 1945 (21»260) 
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By February, Geraan industry was unable to produce enough fuel to support 
Luftwaffe operations. Starting in August, Hitler and the High Conaand began 
to curtail tactical air operations in France due to inadequate fuel reserves. 
Continual raids by Eighth and Ninth Air Force crews in May, June, and July had 
severely crippled the Luftwaffe and its ability to defend the Wehraacht during 
and after the invasion. (21:258-60) Albert Speer, the German Minister of 
Production, stated after the war that the oil attacks of May 1944 "brought 
about the decision of the war." (8:179) 

Figure 24: Map of Allied Interdiction of Geraan Oil Production 
Facilities.  (USAF Photos) 

The attacks on Geraan industry and oil production suppleaented the 
counter air prograa. The overall goal of all Allied air planning was to 
destroy the Luftwaffe prior to the invasion. Each coaaand atteapted to engage 
and destroy as aany aircraft as possible during POINTBLANK. The lack of 
aircraft and fuel continually haapered Luftwaffe operations during Hay and 
June 1944. On 5 June, Luftflotte 3, responsible for defending Noraandy, 
possessed 815 aircraft, but only 609 were In coaaisslon. (21:265) On D-Day, 
Luftflotte 3 launched less than 100 sorties. Including 70 single engine 
fighters. During the day, the Geraans lost 39 aircraft, had 21 daaaged, and 
lost an additional 8 aircraft to noncoabat causes. (21:265) The Allied air 
forces on D-Day flew over 14,000 aissions to support the invasion, while 
losing only 127 aircraft. By the end of the day, alaost 156,000 Allied 
troops, including over 23,000 airborne troops were safely ashore. Yet the 
Luftwaffe was hardly seen during the day. During the spring, Allied fighter 
pilots and gunners severely daaaged the Luftwaffe. 

Froa 1 February until 1 June 1944, 8445 Geraan fighters had been 
destroyed or daaaged beyond repair by the Allied air forces.  (8:178) Table 4 
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gives an order of battle for Luftwaffe assets on 30 June 1944. By 0-Day, the 
Luftwaffe could not contend with the numerical superiority of Ninth Air Force. 
In short, Allied air forces had won total air superiority prior to D-Day, and 
they would guarantee total air supremacy during the remainder of the war in 
Europe. The synergistic effect of the strategic bombing of Germany's aircraft 
and oil production industries, coupled with the concentrated air offensive to 
destroy the Luftwaffe prior to the invasion, had truly accomplished their goal 
to destroy the offensive capability of the German Air Force. Now Allied 
pilots could concentrated on Phase II operations. 

Distribution of German Fighters, End of June 1944 

Western Front 425 
Norway 40 
Defense of the Reich 370 
Eastern Front 475 
Balkans 65 

TOTAL 1375 

SOURCES  Murray, Luftwaffe, p. 269 

TABLE 4: DISTRIBUTION OF GERMAN FIGHTER AIRCRAFT (30 JUNE 1944) 

WDFM 100-20 defined Phase II operations as those attacks "to prevent the 
movement of hostile troops and supplies into the theater of operations or 
within the theater." Through attacks against the transportation system in 
France, against German airfields and gun emplacements, and against the V-l and 
V-2 weapons. Allied pilots totally isolated uf the Normandy beachhead area 
prior to D-Day. However, this interdiction campaign would also be used to 
reinforce the FORTITUDE deception plan. FORTITUDE attempted to make the 
Germans believe that the Allied invasion would occur at Calais, not Normandy. 
According to this plan, Gen Patton would lead the First United States Army 
Group (FUSAG) during the "real" invasion of the continent. To assure the 
credibility of this plan, Allied planners directed that two-thirds of the 
Allied attacks on the continent occur in the Calais area. (8:168) The 
destruction of targets in Calais not only reinforced the plan, but also 
destroyed the German's ability to reinforce their Seventh Army. The 
railroads, bridges across the Seine River, and vengeance weapons were the key 
targets assaulted in Northern France. After the Normandy invasion. Hitler 
would continue to believe that OVERLORD was a feint, and prohibited Rundstedt 
from moving units from the Fifteenth Army into the Normandy area to reinforce 
the German Seventh Army. 

Pre-invasion interdiction of railroads, bridges, and airfields had 
totally isolated the Normandy battle area. Allied fighters had completely 
sealed off the Normandy area. Every major bridge across the Seine River had 
been destroyed;   railway systems were completely demolished; and numerous 
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CROSSBOW targets were destroyed. The German ability to resuppiy and sustain 
their forces in Noraandy had definitely been diminished by these attacks. 
Continual attacks on these systems would assure the Germans were not able to 
natch the Allied buildup of men and material once the invasion was started. 
By 19 Hay, railway traffic had declined by about 30% -- to the point where 
Allied planners believed that military transportation would be affected. 
(8:156) Additionally, the German infantry was a horse drawn effort, by 
destroying the railroads, the Allies forced the Germans to walk to the front. 
This process would take time and fodder for the horses. In any regard, the 
German effort to resupply or reinforce the Western regions would be further 
impeded. The brilliant campaign to destroy the bridges over the Seine River 
was a total success. The total battle against enemy transportation systems 
totally isolated the Normandy battlefield. Anglo-American aircraft dropped 
over 76,000 tons of bombs prior to D-Day, and would drop an additional 78,000 
tons on French and German railroads during the Battle for France. (8:160) By 
mid-July, traffic would be almost at a total standstill as only 23% of 
pre-invasion rail supply would be available to Rundstedt's forces. (8:160) 
The Wehrmacht was unable to move effective reinforcements or supplies into the 
Seine-Loire triangle prior to or after the invasion. German reinforcements 
were deployed piecemeal to the Normandy area. Allied fighter-bombers forced 
units to divide into platoons after they left Paris for the front. Not only 
did these troops have to march into the combat zone, but they also had to 
avoid the deadly effects of Allied fighters which effectively isolated the 
battlefield area. Thus, the Allied Transportation Plan was an unqualified 
success as it prevented the Wehrmacht from winning the battle of the 
pose-landing build-up.  (8:160) 

Figure 25: Map of Allied interdiction before D-Day (USAF Photo) 
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The interdiction campaign offered tactical advantages for Allied tactical 
air power, as tactics and procedures were developed during these operations 
which would affect future operations. The «ost inportant advantage of these 
attacks was the confidence and combat experience gained by Allied airmen. 
During their assault on the CROSSBOW targets, P-47 pilots learned to identify 
skillfully camouflagued targets. These skills proved invaluable during COBRA 
when CAS targets needed to be destroyed. Gen Quesada believes the 
interdiction skills learned during pre-D-Day operations permitted his forces 
to provide effective CAS to the FUSA after the invasion. His crews were able 
to successfully identify, attack, and destroy enemy troop concentrations, 
armored columns, and resupply efforts during their deep interdiction missions. 
(63) With both Phase 1 and Phase 11 objectives accomplished, the Ninth Air 
Force would be free to provide CAS support for American ground forces after 
the invasion. 
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AMERICAN CAS ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES PRIOR TO D-DAY 

CAS procedures had changed tremendously since TORCH. During the Sicilian 
and Italian Campaigns, the Allies learned to plan jointly, to communicate 
effectively with ground forces, and to discriminate friendly forces from the 
enemy. The organizational and tactical doctrines established in these two 
campaigns spilled over to the Ninth Air Force from its exchange program with 
Twelfth Air Force. This exchange program permitted Quesada's pilots to 
assimilate effective ideas into their own CAS efforts and to innovatively 
propose even better tactics during future campaigns. This area truly proved 
the practical nature of IX TAC and its commander. These pilots became 
practical men who were willing to accept responsibility to improve their 
overall effectiveness. Each pilot's acceptance of corresponsibiIty for 
command and tactical development assured the decentralized control established 
during the England training period was successful when these crews got 
involved in combat. 

After the North African Campaign, American ground and air commanders 
began to create an effective organization to enhance their joint planning and 
execution of CAS support. Diagram 3 depicts the UDFM 31-35 CAS organization 
which existed in 1942 during TORCH. Diagram 4 reflects the improved CAS 
coordination organization which evolved from the Allied experiences in North 
Africa, Sicily, and Italy during 1943 and 1944. Two new positions, G-2 
(Intelligence) - Air, and G-3 (Operations) - Air, were created in the 
headquarters staff to better coordinate air and ground operations. These two 
officers worked side-by-side with their counterparts, G-2 and G-3, to provide 
effective joint planning for all ground operations. Additionally, each unit 
from company to division in the army had its assigned Air Ground Coordination 
Party (AGCP) to coordinate air support for each unit below division level. 
These officers, later renamed Tactical Air Liaison Officers (TALOs), answered 
each request for CAS. If they felt the requested support was valid and a 
higher priority than those pre-planned CAS missions, the TALO forwarded it up 
the chain of command to the division level. All division requests, after 
being consolidated, were sent to the Combined Operations Center which assigned 
either airborne aircraft or launched additional aircraft to meet the requested 
support. Located near to the Combined Operations Center, the Tactical Control 
Center (TCC) monitored and controlled all aircraft within the target area. 
Through the use of the Microwave Early Warning (HEWS) radar sets and plotting 
boards, officers in the TCC could instantaneously contact any fighter/bomber 
to redirect him to the target. Forward Director Units possessed smaller radar 
and direction finding equipment to identify and contact fighters within their 
areas of responsibility. Whereas Allied ah and ground forces were unable to 
communicate with each other in North Africa, by D-Day this elaborate system 
permitted ground commanders to request and attain CAS support within minutes. 
During the post-invasion fluid battle, American ground forces would receive 
sufficient CAS support through this new command and control system. 
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Figure 26:  Allied Radar Network (USAF Photo) 
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ORGANIZATIONAL DIAGRAM FOR CAS (1942) 
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SOURCE: WDFM 31-35, April 1942, Figure 1. 
AFSHRC Reel B 1716, Fraae 2014 
(26:41) 

DIAGRAM 3s U. S. ARMY AIR FORCES CLOSE AIR SUPPORT ORGANIZATION 
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of Third Phate Operation« in the European Theater, 4 May 1944 to 8 
May 1945," 281, Reel A1175, Fraae 0289.  (26:42) 

DIAGRAM 4t ALLIED CQNHAND AND CONTROL OF TACTICAL AIR POWER IN 
EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS 1944-45 
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To further improve communications and coordination between air and ground 
forces, the American Army created the Ground Liaison Officer (GLO) position. 
These officers were assigned to each wing and squadron within Ninth Air Force. 
Their primary mission was to gather intelligence about ground operations and 
to suggest ways to improve cooperation between the pilots and the front lines. 
As such, these officers would assure that planned air support truly met the 
needs of ground forces. Since these officers were combat veterans from the 
infantry or armor, they could best identify ways to improve and streamline 
joint operations between Allied air and ground forces. The continual cross 
flow of information between air and ground units closely tied these units into 
an effective team. The Saint Lo breakout and subsequent Third Army assault 
through Northern France resulted from this new spirit of cooperation between 
air and ground units created by the TALO/GLO programs. Much like their air 
equivalent, the TALO, the GLO became an invaluable part of the CAS system as 
he taught pilots about tank and infantry tactics. Since these pilots now 
understood the basic principles of land warfare, they could identify ways to 
better integrate their CAS efforts with Allied ground force objectives. 

The Advanced Headquarters concept implemented by Ninth Air Force assured 
CAS was properly coordinated by top air and ground commanders. When an Army 
unit moved forward, the equivalent air component moved forward with its 
equivalent ground command. For example, when First Army moved to the 
continent on D-Day, IX TAC moved to the same location. By collocating air and 
ground headquarters. Gen Bradley and Maj Gen Quesada were able to jointly plan 
air and ground operations. Each evening, air and ground commanders would meet 
to review the day's operations, and to pre-plan CAS operations for the next 
day. The meeting was attended by both commanding generals, their G-2, G-3, 
and key planners. During this meeting, a priority arrangement was made for 
CAS. Maintenance problems, weather, and overall objectives helped to Identify 
the amount of effort available and CAS targets for the next day. These 
meetings were also used to answer questions about daily CAS procedures and 
policies. The agreed upon list of CAS targets would then be sent to tactical 
units by the G-3 (Air) by 0200 each morning. These nightly planning 
conferences assured that air and ground plans were effectively integrated to 
meet theater level objectives for the campaign. 

Figure 27:  IX TAC Advanced Headquarters in France (USAF Photo) 
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Ninth Air Force developed a three tiered CAS request system. Pre-planned 
requests identified by air and ground Commanders permitted each to best 
Integrate their efforts to upcoming operations. When a ground commander 
planned a new offensive, he would request CAS support through his G-3 (Air) to 
IX TAC. Air commanders would then schedule maintenance and operations 
training around these surge periods. Ordinary requests from ground commanders 
were Identified each day. These missions would be prioritized at the evening 
planning meetings; those missions accepted by the Army Commander would then 
be scheduled for the next day's air operations. Immediate requests for aid 
were handled as they occured. When a ground commander needed Immediate CAS, 
he would request It from his AGCP to Corps. At each level, the air or ground 
commanders could deny the request. When available artillery support was 
present, senior ground commanders would direct that it be used. When a Corps 
Commander accepted the immediate CAS requests, they were then sent to the COC 
for processing. The first available aircraft would then be sent to meet the 
CAS request. The average elapsed time from acceptance of the CAS request to 
bombs on target was less than an hour, usually less than 20 minutes. Through 
the creation of an effective joint planning organization, Integrated 
communication system, and priority system to handle CAS requests, the Ninth 
Air Force proved it could quickly and efficiently meet ground commander's CAS 
needs. 

To further meet the CAS needs of ground forces, the Twelfth Air Force in 
Italy created the first modern Forward Air Controller (FAC) techniques. 
Through integration of radar into their operation, pilots and TALOs were able 
to monitor the progress of ground forces across the battlefield. They also 
were able to train ground forces how to use identification panels, smoke, and 
other systems to identify their positions, and to mark the bomb line and 
target for fighter-bomber pilots. Additionally, pilots started to use radios 
in Jeeps to direct aircraft to ground targets during CAS missions. The "Rover 
Joe" system, as this FAC program was called, truly Integrated the air-ground 
team together and Improved bombing accuracy as these pilots could Identify 
targets in a common reference for their counterparts In the air. The us» of 
key ground references, such as church .steeples and ridge lines, coupled with 
vector position and range, gave pilots a better Idea of where their targets 
were located. As the system became more sophisticated, pilots used artillery 
liaison aircraft or colored artillery smoke shells to pin-point mark targets 
for CAS pilots. These initial efforts to become an integrated air-ground CAS 
team would be further developed during OPERATION COBRA by IX TAC. 

The CAS support system developed during Allied combat In Sicily and Italy 
created the initial operational and tactical CAS doctrines which the Ninth Air 
Force would use after the Normandy invasion. However, it was the Ninth Air 
Force which Gen Elsenhower tasked to support Allied ground forces during the 
Invasion. These procedures would Initially prove to be satisfactory, but the 
fluid nature of ground combat in Northwest Europe would be different from the 
combat which existed in Italy. Ninth Air Force crews further refined these 
CAS procedures and expanded their CAS efforts into new tactical areas by 
August 1944. In sum, Quesada's crews were adequately prepared to accomplish 
their CAS missions, but they would further hone and develop better CAS 
doctrines after OVERLORD commenced. 
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AIR FORCE SUPPORT FOR OVERLORD 

On D-Day, Allied air power flew over 14,000 sorties to protect the beach 
landing areas. The IX Fighter Command, which had operational control of both 
IX and XIX Tactical Air Commands (TAC), provided 18 fighter groups to support 
the Allied ground forces. Five groups were assigned to fly beach high cover; 
two covered the convoy enroute; five struck targets in Normandy; and six 
provided CAS for ground forces on the beach. (42:70) Table 4 highlights 
Ninth Air Force efforts to support the invasion. The Luftwaffe was hardly 
seen during the D-Day invasion. Only three aircraft were seen by the American 
P-38s flying high cover on 6 June. Additionally, over the British beaches, 
only 36 enemy fighters were observed. (17:212) Jadgkorps II, the tactical 
arm of Luftflotte III, responsible for the Normandy area, had only 50 to 121 
aircraft available to meet the Allied invasion threat. It flew 250 sorties 
against the invasion force, but the majority of these missions were against 
Allied shipping, not tactical aircraft in the beach area. (23:137) Other 
Axis air efforts on D-Day were inland from the landing area. Attacks against 
bombers attacking the bridge and transportation systems drew the majority of 
Luftwaffe attention. (23:137) In sum. Allied forces in the assault area 
enjoyed total air supremacy. The efforts to destroy the Luftwaffe during the 
Allied POINTBLANK Campaign had been a total success. With air supremacy 
guaranteed, Ninth Air Force units now shifted to Phase II operations to 
isolate the battlefield and to prevent the buildup of enemy land forces 
against the beaches. Allied air support to Omaha Beach best exemplify the 
type of support given American ground forces by IX TAC. 

When V Corps became welded to the beach area by enemy fire, IX TAC 
responded by silencing five gun positions, attacking six bridges in the 
Carentan area, and strafing enemy troops approaching the beach area. On 7 
June, 467 IX TAC aircraft would fly 35 squadron strength missions against 
targets of opportunity close to the Normandy beach area. Using 1000 pound 
general purpose bombs, these pilots attacked highways, railroads, and troop 
concentrations. (42:83) Each fighter-bomber came to Normandy with enough 
fuel to loiter in the area for 30 minutes. This extra time permitted the COC 
to identify targets, and to vector flights to the target. (42:63) Ground 
commanders during D-Day reported excellent results during each air support 
mission during D-Day. (42:64) On the evening of 6 June, over 130,000 Allied 
soldiers were safely ashore in Normandy. Although the Germans had ample 
opportunities to commit thoir XXI Panzer Division, Rundstedt failed to do so. 
With these troops ashore, the "Battle of the Buildup" began. 

The two key Allied military instruments during this second phase of 
OVERLORD would be air and sea power. Through their constant attack against 
enemy highways, bridges, and troop concentrations, Allied air power permitted 
the First United States Army (FUSA) to reinforce its position and to create a 
large lodgment on the continent. By 16 June, when an unexpected hurricane hit 
Normandy, the British had landed 314,547 men, 54,000 vehicles, and 102,000 
tons of supplies; and the Americans had landed an additional 314,504 men, 
41,000 vehicles, and 116,000 tons of supplies. (22:175) Although these 
troops were ashore, the lodgment area failed to move forward from the beach 
area. By 12 June, Allied ground forces had been able to move Inland only 
fifteen to twenty miles; but all five beachhead areas had been Joined into a 
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unified lodgment. (8:197) Army requests for CAS remained quite low due to 
the nature of the front and to the communication difficulties experienced by 
the First United States Army. (8:197) Therefore, Allied tactical air power 
could concentrate on Phase 1 and Phase II operations. The unimpeded delivery 
of supplies to the beach area from Navy ships continued during this period. 
Soon, the small Allied pocket became quite crowded with men and material. 
Allied equipment and personnel lined up from the front line all the way to the 
beach -- an inviting target for the Luftwaffe. But the Luftwaffe was unable 
to attack this rich target, as Allied air power maintained tntal air supremacy 
over Allied ground troops in Normandy. 
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Figure 28: Allied Supply Dump in Southern England prior to D-Day 
(USAF Photo) 
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Medium Bombers 
Dis- 
patched 

Attack- 
ing 

Tons on 
Target 

Ai 
Mi 
in 

rcraft 
ssing 
Action 

Medium altitude 
bombing 

Pathfinders 

visual 1005 

6 

817 

6 

1,435.605 

6.00 

11 

Total 1011 623 1,441.605 11 

Fighter-Bombers 

Assault area cover 1016 976 
Troop Carrier escort 514 497 
Dive bombing escort 32 32 
Dive Bombing 577 560 386.16 

Total 2139 2065 386.16 

Troop Carrier 

Glider Tugs 
Troop Carriers 
Gliders 

104 103 
821 805 
104 104 

2 
21 
104 

Total 1029 1012 127 

Reconnaissance 

Photo Reconnaissance 80 52 
Visual Reconnaissance 89 87 
Weather Reconnaissance 14 14 
Artillery Liaison 2 2 
Photo Reconnaissance 7 7 
Escort 

Total 192 162 

Grand Total 4371 4062 1,827.765 149 

TABLE St NFNTH AIR FORCE SUPPORT FOR 0-DAY (42:6) 
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From the sixth to the thirtieth of June, Allied airmen flew 163,403 
sorties over the continent, of which 130,000 sorties directly supported the 
invasion. Luftflotte 111, on the other hand, even though reinforced from 
Luftflotte Reich with additional fighters, only flew 13,829 sorties. 
Insufficient pilot training, caused by Spaatz's attacks on German oil 
production facilites, translated into high loss rates for the Luftwaffe. "In 
France, the Luftwaffe lost 931 aircraft on operations with a further loss of 
67 noncombat losses; in Luftflotte Reich, the Germans lost an additional 250 
aircraft on operations, with 183 more aircraft destroyed due to other than 
combat causes." (21:268) By June 11, the Luftwaffe had to withdraw five 
Gruppen from France. The heavy loss rates, coupled with an inability to 
replace lost pilots, forced the Luftwaffe to remove these aircraft. (21:268) 
As noted in Table 2, German fuel production had dropped 60X, while the Ploesti 
production in Romania was reduced to 70X of its capacity as a result of Allied 
strategic bombing raids during April and May. The continual pressure placed 
on the Luftwaffe by Allied air power during June assured the Allies maintained 
total air supremacy during the force buildup period. 

Figure 29:  Destr^' .'d German Oil Cracking Facilities.  (USAF Photo) 
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Allied pilots continued their incessant pressure upon the transportation 
system within France during and after the invasion. The success of the Allied 
continuous interdiction campaign in France was heavily dependent upon accurate 
information about where targets still existed and about German railroad and 
bridge repair efforts. Without reliable information, Allied planners 
retargeted areas based upon an estimated repair time developed by the 
Operations Research staff. (8:212) From 6 June to 31 July, RAF, th, and 
Ninth Air Force pilots flew over 15,000 sorties against and drop^. J over 
35,500 tons of bombs on freight yards. (8:214) During the same period, 
Allied planes flew over 16,000 sorties and dropped over 24,500 tons of bombs 
on bridges. (8:214) During the 24 flying days in July, IX TAC alone flew 
over 150 interdiction missions, usually in group strength, against railroads, 
highways, and bridges. (8:212) Allied aircraft continually frustrated the 
Wehrmacht's attempts to rebuild bridges across the Seine River. French 
railway records during June indicate that only one train was able to cross the 
Seine interdiction line. (8:215) In short, the interdiction efforts were 
equally successful. Many historians believe air power'J most important 
contribution to the Battle in Normandy was the total isolation of the 
battlefield by Allied strategic and tactical aircraft during the build up 
phase. 

German operational reports highlight the effectiveness of the Allied 
interdiction campaign. The persistent policy of attacking locomotives caused 
particular problems for the Wehrmacht. In June, the Germans acknowledged the 
"loss of 551 locomotives . . . from bombing, strafing, and sabotage." (8:217) 
By 21 June, persistent Allied fighter-bomber attacks on trains caused the 
German High Command to issue an order restricting daylight traffic to only 
those trains absolutely required by the Seventh Army. Not only did the German 
Army have to restrict daytime railroad operations, but also high value 
equipment, such as tanks, were no longer moved by rail. Since the useful life 
of German tank treads was only 600 miles, many of these tanks arrived at the 
front requiring major maintenance before they could be used in combat, 
individual car traffic suffered the same fate. The common fighter attacks 
caused staff cars to use both forward and rear spotters to guarantee their 
safety. (8:218) Even Rommel was not exempt from these attacks. During July, 
his car was strafed by Allied fighters. Although he was not killed, Rommel's 
injurias caused him to take a leave of absence from his command. A German 
Seventh Army war diary entry best summarizes the effects of Allied 
interdiction campaigns. On June 11th, the diary noted "Troop movements and 
all supply traffic to the army and within the army sector must be considered 
as completely cut off." (8:222) In short, the German logistics support for 
the Seventh Army had been dramatically reduced. Allied planners estimated 
that only 3,000 tons of supplies reached the front, while German staff 
officers estimated that their daily needs were close to 7,000 tons.  (8:223) 

The shortage of supplies within the Seventh Army had been felt prior to 
D-Day. Restrictions had been placed on the use of ammunition and fuel. To 
combat the initial invasion, the Germans had used the majority of their fuel 
and ammunition. Yet, due to the effectiveness of the interdiction program, 
future supplies would not be quickly arriving to the front lines. Further, 
even reinforcements were slowed by the Allied interdiction efforts. 
Replacement soldiers were forced to march five days from Paris to the front; 
tanks forced to drive from Paris often arrived at the front requiring periodic 
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maintenance and replacement of their treads; and when motorized equipment was 
able to run the "gauntlet" to the front, the lack of fuel degraded their 
effectiveness. (8:221-4) Further, Allied air power inhibited German 
operations. Gen Freiherr Heinrich von Luttwitz, Commanding General of the 2d 
Panzer Division, best summarized the German dilemma: 

The Allies are waging war regardless of expense. In addition they 
have complete mastery of the air. They bomb and strafe every 
movement, even single vehicles and individuals. They reconnoiter 
our area constantly and direct their artillery fire. . . . The 
feeling of helplessness against enemy aircraft . . . has a 
paralyzing effect, and during the [bombing] barrage the effect on 
inexperienced troops is literally 'soul searching."' (8:227) 

Although the Allied interdiction was effective, it would be foolhardy to give 
full credit for the success of the Allied invasion to this campaign. It took 
a concentrated effort by air, land, and sea forces to assure that the Allied 
armies were able to land and remain on the continent. It also took a lot of 
luck! German intelligence, which was not very good during the war, assisted 
the Allies during their invasion efforts. Prior to D-Day, the Germans 
estimated the Allies had 93 divisions in Great Britain. In fact, the Allies 
only had 31. (13:311) This overestimation of the Allied order of battle 
caused German planners to believe the FORTITUDE psychological operations 
campaign that the Normandy invasion was a feint. The real invasion would be 
led by General Patton and would attack Calais. Throughout the initial 
campaign to assault the beaches and build up the lodgment. Hitler continually 
stressed that the Fifteenth Army, located in Calais, would not be moved to 
Normandy. Only after Lt Gen Patton took command of the Third United States 
Army on 1 August did the Germans begin to realize that the Normandy invasion 
would be the only assault on the continent. But by that time, it would be too 
late for the Germans to terminate the Allied threat in France. (13:314-5) By 
the end of July, the Allies had almost a million men in France, along with a 
half million tons of supplies and 177,000 vehicles. (13:320-21) The Allies 
had won the Battle of the Buildup, now they could attempt to breakout from the 
Normandy beachhead. 
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THE BATTLE OF THE HEDGEROWS 

From the Initial landing on D-Day, the advance toward Caen and Saint Lo 
had bogged down completely. Gen Eisenhower and his staff continually stressed 
OVERLORD must win three main objectives quickly after the beachhead had been 
established. The Allies had to capture the Brittany peninsula and its ports; 
had to gain space to maneuver, for administration, and for construction of air 
fields; and to engage the German Army in battle. (5:1990) But it was not 
the Germans who truly stopped the Allies, but the geography, particularily the 
tremendous Norman bocage. These large earthen walls several feet thick and 
five feet high surrounding thousands of Irregularly shaped fields continually 
slowed the Allied advance. Norman terrain certainly gave a tremendous 
advantage to the German defenders. As the Infantry advanced, they were 
assaulted by snipers from every side; German tanks used well-disguised 
locations to fire point-blank shots at American tanks and mechanized 
equipment; and German commandos used automatic rifles to hit the softer 
underbelly of American tanks which exposed their treads and bellies when 
coming over the hedgerows. Although Americans might not face as many German 
tanks due to the success of the Allied interdiction, they would be confronted 
by these tanks in the best defensive country in France. It was the hedgerows 
that negated the Allied advantages in mobility and relegated the majority of 
the fight in Normandy to Allied infantry units. In short, Norman geography 
totally supported a positional warfare reminiscent of the First World War 
trenches. The fear of being bogged down in the hedgerow country had been the 
nightmare of Allied planners; it appeared their fears had become a reality. 
(23:167) 

Figure 30:  American Infantrymen in the Norman Hedgerows  (USAF Photo) 
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American Army units were not organized properly for this type of warfare. 
The enphasis in the United States Army was on mobility. The creation of an 
excellent series of light and medium tanks attested to this proclivity. As 
Gen Eisenhower noted in a message to Gen Marshall, "None of our present 
ammunition for the 57, 75, and 76 mm guns, and 105 mm HowCltzerl, can 
penetrate the front armor of the Panther or Tiger tanks and, due to the 
restricted terrain and narrow roads in which we are fighting, we are unable 
consistently to attack these tanks from a favorable angle." (5:1973) in this 
"battle of the hedgerows," the German large tanks with excellent 88 mm guns 
had a distinct advantage. Gen Bradley and his Corps commanders would have to 
use a large infantry force to identify, attack, and destroy the German gun 
positions. But, the American Army did not possess an abundance of Infantry 
units. Bradley had pushed for each Corps to have four, instead of two or three 
infantry divisions, and one armored division. But Allied planners had 
established a force structure which reduced the infantry's role. However, Lt 
Gen HcNalr, Commander of Army Ground Forces responsible for designing and 
training American combat units, had attached tank battalions to every infantry 
division. The problem was Infantry commanders had not been trained in proper 
Infantry-tank cooperation during their pre-lnvaslon training. Just as the 
airmen had learned from their initial mistakes In North Africa that 
cooperation must be practiced if it is to be effective in combat, so American 
Infantry units would learn an invaluable lesson in doctrinal development in 
Normandy. (23:185-6) By the time American units extricated themselves from 
the bocage, a majority of its infantry would have died to learn this lesson. 

Figure 31: American Rhino Tank (USAF Photo) 

(Note the blade attached to the front of the tank. It permitted the tank to 
drive through the hedgerow in a level attitude.) 
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Yet the key problea was tank-to-tank confrontations. The American Sherman 
tank was built for nobility, not firepower. The lialtad power of the Sherman 
would become evident quickly in the bocage as its 75 mm gun was no match for 
the heavily armored rival Panthers and Tigers, which possessed an 88 
high-velocity gun. (23:185) Balancing between firepower and armor, 
weight. Army staff officers opted for mobility. They rationalized that 
their tanks were inferior to enemy tanks in firepower, the quantitative 
mobility advantages would offset this deficiency. Yet when the Shermans found 
themselves confronted with superior German tanks, which they could not 
penetrate, in the restrictive confines of the bocage, "the willingness to 
expend Shermans offered little comfort to those crews who were forced to 
expend themselves as well." (18:193) Gen Bradley would have to find a way to 
counter this threat to his forces. 
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Figure 32: German Panther Tank (USA Photo) 

To further compound the problem, American tank destroyer and antitank 
guns attached to infantry units did not possess enough high-velocity 
penetrating power to destroy the German tank threat. The only weapon system 
which provided sufficient penetration and firepower was the P-47. It would be 
air power which the infantry would rely on to solve the tank problem. 
(23:186) The infantry would truly bear the brunt of the fighting in the 
bocage.  In June and July,  infantry units would relentlessly attack German 
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fixed positions. Their attacks would result in an inordinately large 
percentage of infantry casualties during this phase of operations. Although 
infantry units were only 14% of those American forces which fought in 
Normandy, they would account for 85% of all American casualties (over 63% were 
riflemen) during June «nd July. (18:210-1) in sum, the bocage aggravated the 
inherent infantry, anti-tank weapon problems, and highlighted insufficient 
infantry training problems which would slow the Allied advance from the 
beachhead inland towards the main Allied objectives. To solve these problems, 
American ground commanders would turn to the artillery and IX TAC's aircrews. 
Two major events in June raised the air-ground cooperation which existed 
between IX TAG an FUSA. On 17 June, IX Fighter Command units began to occupy 
permanent bases in France created by Allied engineers. Also, Allied 
fighter-bombers were able for the first time to experiment with the new radar 
controlled COC operations which had been developed in England. These new 
radar procedures permitted fighter-bombei s to more successfully find and 
attack their CAS targets. (42:97) The wel1-practiced CAS procedures, honed 
by hours of gunnery practice in England and the POINTBLANK interdiction 
program, would now rescue the besieged ground forces. 

Cologne 6 Mar 

I»" 
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Figure 33:  Map of Western Europe (2:50) 
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EVOLUTION OF ARMORED COLUMN COVER TACTICS 

The combination of Aaerican artillery and air support for ground 
operation in Normandy would begin to pay dividends in July. Yet the 
breakthrough needed to unleash Allied armor into the plains of Northern France 
had not come (see map in Figure 33). British attempts to take Caen were 
blunted by German panzer counterattacks. Gen Eisenhower and his staff began 
seriously to consider the need for a seconJ invasion force to relieve pressure 
in Normandy. The lack of sufficient ports to accept supplies, coupled with 
stagnation of the ground situation, had totally bogged down shipments from 
England to the continent. Although OPERATION GOODWOOD, the British assault on 
Caen on 18 July, was not successful, it had tied down German panzer units 
North of Saint Lo where Gen Bradley planned to launch OPERATION COBRA on 24 
July. Although not planned as a major assault to breakout from Normandy, 
COBRA would become the breakout which changed the whole character of the 
European war. 

COBRA's main objectives were to capture the Brittany Peninsula and to 
surround the German Seventh Army opposite the American VIiI Corps. Gen 
Bradley planned to use strategic and tactical aircraft to blast a hole in the 
German lines. Using Saint Lo as a spring board. Gen Collins' VII Corps would 

■ead the Allied advance through this breech. Perhaps the most significant 
element of this plan was that it called for increased cooperation of air and 
ground forces to develop the breech and to cover Collins' advance. The close 
relationship which existed between Gen Bradley and Gen Quesada during COBRA 
and afterwards would be a high mark of CAS cooperation during World War 11. 
At the evening CAS conference on 20 July, Quesada and Bradley created the new 
armored column cover tactics which proved so invaluable during the upcoming 
COBRA offensive. 

Figure 34: The American Ground Commanders 
(Gens Bradley, Hodges, and Patton)  (USAF Photo) 
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Gen Bradley complained to Gen Qussada that his armor was not receiving 
enough support by P-47s used for CAS. To alleviate this problem, Gen Quesada 
recommended lhat all the armor be concentrated in one unit. He promised if 
this reorganization occured, he would put VHF radios and experienced fighter 
pilots from his units in the lead tanks of each column. (When Gen Quesada 
made this promise, he did not know if he had enough radios or pilots "willing" 
to make this close liaison work.) (63) By cycling four or eight ship 
formations, IX TAG could continually cover the entire armored force. The 
instantaneous communications between tanks and aircraft enhanced the ability 
of each system. The pilots in the lead tanks could accurately Identify enemy 
positions for the P-47 formation leaders. By using terms familiar to his 
pilot comrades, the TALOs clearly defined each target by pointing out 
geographical points readily identifiable to the pilots flying overhead. These 
pilots then used their 500 pound general purpose bombs and eight 50 caliber 
machine guns to destroy the target. The P-47s, flying at from 200 to 500 feet 
above the ground, provided an airborne reconnaissance for the tank formation. 
(31:41) From their vantage points, these pilots could tell the tank 
formations the best routes to travel, locations of enemy traps, and possible 
problems ahead of the column. Although these tactics were not practiced prior 
to their use in combat, this armored airborne or armored column cover (AGO) 
tactic was a logical expansion of the ground assault techniques developed by 
IX TAG to attack trains and CROSSBOW targets -- two target sets which could 
only be destroyed by accurate bombing. The CROSSBOW targets also were usually 
well camouflaged and hard to find. The low level attack profiles developed to 
destroy these missiles when coupled with Quesada's excellent radio system 
differed only slightly from the new ACG tactics established by IX TAG. (31:38; 
63) This tactic would prove invaluable when "protecting armored formations 
and running interference for the armored spearhead of the column by destroying 
or neutralizing ground opposition that might slow it down or stop it." 
(31:41) After the Planning Conference that evening, Quesada sent an 
operations order to each tactical fighter unit attached to IX TAG describing 
the new operational tactic approved that evening. Initially, IX TAG placed 
radios in only 15 tanks. (63) From this modest beginning, American 
commanders created an excellent air-ground team. When first used on 26 July, 
AGG tactics proved to be extremely effective during the development and 
continuation of the breakout. 

To create a narrow front for his infantry troops. Gen Bradley planned for 
tactical and strategic aircraft to blast a large hole through the German lines 
before his infantry troops would commence COBRA. To avoid unnecessary 
cratering which would slow Allied ground troops, only light bombs would be 
used. The target area would be 7000 yards wide and 2500 yards deep. To 
assure friendly troops were not hurt, infantry units would be moved 800 yards 
north of the target area. Additionally, Bradley recommended the strategic 
bombers make their approach parallel to the target. This requirement would 
assure that short bombs landed on the southside of the St Lo - Periers highway 
which separated Allied and German lines. However, pilots preferred a 
perpendicular attack profile. By limiting their exposure to enemy flak and 
antiaircraft artillery, a perpendicular attack would reduce Allied aircraft 
losses. To counter this argument, Bradley suggested Allied aircraft use the 
sun for concealment.   (14:220)  Regardless of the attack profile, the St Lo 
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highway would be an unmistikeably cieaf 'andmark for bombers. 

■»\'^*^-M 

Figure 35: American Ground Troops at St. Lo (USAF Photo) 

Although scheduled to begin on 21 July, COBRA actually started on 24 July 
when Allied air power launched a carpet bombing attack prematurely upon the 
target area. Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mai lory had set the H-Kour for COBRA as 
1300 on 24 July. However, the weather in the attack area that morning was 
overcast. Finally, after deciding the weather was too poor to conduct the 
raid, Leigh-Mai lory sent a message to England to terminate the attack, but he 
was too Ute. Approximately two minutes later the first bombs began to fall. 
In accordance with the plan, six groups of fighter bombers from IX TAC and 
three bombardaent divisions (approximately 1600 heavy bombers) from Eighth 
Air Force were already tnroute to the target. Three of the fighter-bomber 
groups received the recall message and returned to base. However, the other 
flights, ignorant of the recall, proceeded to the target area. The 
fighter-bombers came in first. They accurately hit their targets south of the 
Ct Lo highway. Since no precise radio channels had been designated for 
emergency communications, no means existed to reach the bomber aircraft within 
the target area. The first formation of 500 bombers arrived to find that 
visibility in the target area was too poor to continue the attack, they then 
proceeded to secondary targets. The second formation found weather conditions 
to be so bad that only 35 bombers were able to identify the target. These 
aircraft proceeded to drop their bombs. Between the second and third 
formations, the weather conditions improved slightly. This formation of about 
300 bombers dropped over 550 tons of high explosive and 135 tons of 
fragmentation bombs before they received the recall message. (14:228-9) Soae 
of these bombs landed north of the Saint Lo - Periers Road killing 25 and 
wounding 131 men in the 30th Infantry Division. (14:229) The 24 Ju'y bombing 
also alerted the German Seventh Army of the impending invasion. 

On 25 July, Allied air and ground forces again commenced COBRA. For the 
second COPRA bombardment several alterations were made in the air plan.  Those 
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six targets north of the Saint Lo highway were assigned to indigenous 
artillery units. Also, a special weather reconnaissance aircraft was sent to 
obtain the current weather conditions before the bomber force approached the 
target area. Third, the bomber formations were asked to fly as low as 
possible and to attempt to bomb their targets using visual techniques. With 
these minor changes, the Allied air armada approached the target a secord 
tints. 

As had occured on 24 July, combina 
bombers would assault the target area parall 
1500 heavy bombers, flying in groups of twel 
bombs; over 380 medium bombers dropped 
explosive and fragmentation bembs; whi 
fighter-bombers dropped 200 tons of bombs an 
target area. (14:234) The Mghter-bomb 
attacking their targets Just in front of the 
the Germans. The medium bombers followed se 
The last group, the Ieavy bombers began tha 
their bombs south of the highway directly on 
prevailing wind from the south, began to dri 
over the Saint Lo road. Not only were the i 
this haze, but the bomber crews could no 
12,000 feet and under pressure of enemy ant 
succeeding wave approached closer to friendl 
111 American troops were dead and an add 
(14:235-6) Lt Gen McNair, who had come 
killed by this attack. Although Allied trou 
pushed then forward to assault German positi 
Inauspiciously, COBRA had finally begun. 

tions of fighter-bombers and heavy 
el to the Saint Lo highway. Over 
ve,  dropped over 3300 tons of 
an additional 650 tons of high 
le four groups of over 550 
d large amounts of napalm on the 
ers  led the parade by accurately 
Jrif&ntry troops waiting to attack 

cor.ci, they also hit their targets. 
ir attack.  The first wave dropped 
top cf the Germans. However, the 

ft the smoke from previous bombing 
nfantry's marker panels lost in 
longer see the highway. Flying at 
iaircraft artillery and flak, each 
y lines. When the smoke cleared, 
itionai 490 soldiers were wounded, 
forward co watch the bombing, was 
ps were stunned, their commanders 
ons on the other side of the road. 

Figure 36:  General McNair and his Family (Photo from Kuter Papers) 
(General McNair is standing on the left side of the fireplace) 
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Yet there are certain lessons which can be drawn from these two short 
bomb episodes. American planners placer! too much faith in the success of the 
bombing effort. Reminiscent of North Africa, Allied ground commanders 
overestimated the power of air power. They felt every German position would 
be totally destroyed. When infantry units engaged the Germans, they found a 
worthy adversary ready to protect the. bombed area. Allied planners also 
mistakenly believed strategic bombers could match the accuracy of the IX TAC 
fighter-bomber crews. This assumption was totally incorrect. Strategic 
bomber crews had not, been trained in CAS procedures, nor had they previously 
been used in such a tight corridor to provide CAS for ground forces. The 
errors which caused the needless deaths and injury to American soldiers should 
have been foreseen. Finally, the lack of sufficient planning was evident. 
Not only had the bomber crews not been given an emergency frequency to contact 
ground forces in the COBRA assault area, but also Leigh-Mai lory had not 
developed an adequate recall procedure to terminate the mission. His 
vacillation and indecisiveness directly led to the casualties suffered on 24 
July.  Yet the bombing campaign had been a success. 

On the other side of the hill, German troops were unprepared for the 
invasion. The aborted assault on 24 July had been interpreted by German 
comnanders as a successful defense by German troops. This interpretation 
nourished German confidence. As such, the first bombing p.ttack had the effect 
of a perfect ruse. (14:238) Believing the threat had subside^, Generalmajor 
Fritz Beyerlein, Commander of the Panzer Lehr, thinned his outpost north of 
the highway and moved these troops directly into the area scheduled for 
saturation bombing. For two hours and forty five minutes Allied aircraft 
attacked these German positions, Bayerlein reported to Gen Kluge, who had 
replaced Rundstedt as Commander in Chief in the West, 

The planes keep coming, as if on a conveyor belt . . . My flak has 
hardly opened its mouth when the batteries received direct hits 
which knocked out half the guns and silenced the rest. After an 
hour 1 had no communication with anybody, even by radio. By noon 
nothing was visible but dust and smoke. My front lines looked like 
the face of the moon and at least 70 percent of my troops were out 
cf action -- dead, wounded, crazed, or numbed.  (13:334) 

Dazed German troops pulled themselves from the rubble to meet the American 
troops as they advanced across the cratered area. Miraculously some German 
guns survived the assault. American troops, dazed by two days of bombing by 
their own air forces, cautiously attacked the German positions. With memories 
of the bocage sniper attacks, infantry units timidly crept forward. By 
sunset, Lt Gen Collins* Corps had failed to reach its objective, yet American 
commanders began to ponder the strength of the German positions. Had 
Bayerlein been able to evacuate his forces prior to the second bombing attack? 
Were the Germans prepared to launch a counter attack after the American 
overextended themselves? These questions weighed on Collins' mind that night. 
Believing the Germans were not ready, Collins decided to commit his armor 
through the breech the next day. As future events would show, the Panzer Lehr 
Division had been totally destroyed, only a shallow facade opposed Collins' 
July 26 attack. 
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Figur« 37:  Field Marshal von Rundstedt  (USAF Photo) 

From 26 to 31 July, IX TAC continually assaulted German post 
Coutances. The IX AF Daily Summary Report documents that IX TAC 
9185 sorties, dropped 2281.15 tons of bombs, confirmed destr 
enemy aircraft received credit for probable kills on an additional 
from 25 to 31 July. (51:5) Commencing on 26 July, the new ACC 
first used in combat. Table 5 summarizes those ground targets des 
TAC during the first week of OPERATION COBRA. The high number of 
motor transports destroyed directly reflects the success of the 
armed reconnaissance tactics employed by Quesada's crews. 
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SUMMARY OF IX FIGHTEB COMMAND GROUND CLAIMS FROM 25 TO 31 JULY 1944 

CATEGORY TOTAL VEHICLES DESTROYED 

Tanks 384-38-379 
Motorized Transport 2287-47-527 
Railroad and Highway Bridges 37-7-37 
Railroad Lines cut 46 
Railroad Cars 194-12-155 
LocoDotives 14-12-1 
Road Junctions Damaged 65 
Horsedrawn Vehicles 125-0-65 
Troop Concentrations Successfully Attacked 38 
Gun Emplaceaents Successfully Attacked 71 
Artillery 71-0-33 
Military Occupied Buildings 45-6-46 
Supply Dumps 12-0-3 

NOTE: First figure denotes vehicles confirmed destroyed; second figure 
reflects vehicles probably destroyed; and third figure reflects 
unconfirmed vehicles destroyed. 

SOURCE: Dally Operations Summary, IX TAC (51:6) 

TABLE 6t NINTH AIR FORCE GROUND CLAIMS DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF OPEQATION 
COBRA. 
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Starting with the comoenceBent of COBRA, IX TAC devoted the majority of 
its fighter bombers to close support for FUSA. Seventy-nine percent of its 
missions on 26 July; 54* on 27 July; 43X on 28 July; 51» on 29 July; 36» on 30 
July; and 59X on 31 July were CAS missions flown to support FUSA. (46:--) 
During operations on 26 July, IX TAC units flew seventy-two squadron strength 
missions to provide column cover for Bradley's tank forces; this support rate 
would continue at this level or higher during the critical period until 31 
July. (8:240) The character of the conversations between tank and air crews 
on 26 July highlight the effect of this new tactic. In one instance a tank 
commander asked a flight of P-47s "is the road safe for us to proceed?" The 
fighter-bomber leader replied, "Standby and we'll find out." In their sweep 
forward, the four P-47s spotted and destroyed four German tanks on the road 
ahead. Returning to the air over the column, the planes radioed: "All clear. 
Proceed at Will." (8:240) In another conversation, a single Sherman tank was 
surrounded by German panzers, but the covering fighter-bombers noted his 
plight and managed to disperse the menace. This type of cooperation became 
characteristic of the new air-ground CAS procedures employed by IX TAC during 
July. By August, German tankers would often evacuate their equipment, leaving 
the engine running, to avoid the deadly firepower of the P-47s flying patrol 
over the Allied tank columns. 

Figure 38:  German vehicles destroyed by Allied aircraft in 
the Roncey Pocket  (USAF Photo) 
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ACC was only one mission used by the IX TAC to destroy the enemy's armor 
and fighting ability. A second mission was armed reconnaissance. 
Fighter-bombers were fragged to fly ACC for 30 minutes. At the end of this 
watch, another flight would replace the first. If the first flight had not 
used its weapons, it proceeded forward of the armored column to hit targets of 
opportunity in the area. The ranging of aircraft along roads often uncovered 
enemy truck and armor concentrations. On 29 July, a flight of P-47s found an 
unusual sight, a long enemy convoy near Roncey. This long line of armor was a 
fighter pilots paradise! The first flight to attack the column radioed the 
controller at the Tactical Control Center (TCC) about this large formation. 
Employing withhe'd fighter-bombers used to answer immediate CAS requests, the 
TCC vectored aircraft to this area for the remainder of the day. From 1510 to 
2140 hours. Thunderbolt flights attacked, returned to base, refueled and 
rearmed, and took off again to hit this target. By sunset, 66 tanks, 204 
vehicles, and 11 guns were destroyed; an additional 56 tanks and 55 vehicles 
were damaged by this attack. Even the infantry got involved in this affair. 
One infantry general shouted into his tank radio: "Go to it! Get one for me!" 
(8:242) Two days later. Allied armored units found the roads impassable 
because of the carnage created by the fighter-bomber activity in the Roncey 
pocket. Using bull dozers, engineers pushed the debris aside so the Allied 
tank columns could pass. As Allied soldiers remained free from German air 
attack and daily saw the effects of their own close air support from the 
fighter-bombers, their morale soared. In the future, ground forces grew 
accustomed to seeing these unusual "calling cards" left by IX TAC units 
performing armored column cover and armed reconnaissance missions for the 
First Army. 
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SUMMARY 

The Ninth Air Foroe created an unusually effective CAS doctrine during 
its short existence. The very idea of an air coramand working directly to 
support a ground unit was more than a novelty, it was almost unheard of within 
the annals of military history. For the United States Army Air Force to 
create such a force, given its experiences in North Africa and its earlier 
doctrinal roots, would have been highly unlikely. Yet it was from the combat 
experience in North Africa that Lt Gen Brereton and Brig Gen (later Maj Gen) 
Quesada learned that improvements could be made to assure better CAS for 
American ground forces. The entire training program from October to April in 
England had been spent to develop, to train, and to hone a fighter force well 
schooled in tactical air power. The combat support for POINTBLANK, during the 
interdiction of the transportation system and CROSSBOW targets, gave an 
unusual confidence and aggressiveness to Quesada*s young pilots which 
encouraged them to innovate with new tactics and procedures to improve their 
interdiction and CAS missions. From this spirit, rose the new armored column 
cover tactics that guaranteed American success during and after COBRA. 
Although American airmen now had an effective operational and tactical CAS 
doctrine, XIX TAC, created on 1 August to support Patton's Third Army, would 
further extend and perfect new definitions for CAS doctrine as they became an 
unusually successful air-ground team during the Battle for France which 
resulted after the COBRA breakout. 

In many ways. Ninth Fighter Command was a mirror image of its commander, 
Maj Gen Quesada. Although only 40 years old, Quesada was an American air 
power pioneer. He had been involved in the first air refueling mission, the 
flights to South America, and the initial units to deploy to North Africa. An 
unusually practical man. Gen Quesada did not attempt to apologize for errors, 
but strove to fix problems. When some of his units were tasked to provide 
reconnaissance for naval units in North Africa, he temporarily assigned then 
to Admiral Cunningham. The evolution of armored column cover tactics 
reflected the same practical nature. Throughout his career, he continually 
demonstrated he was a risk taker. From his leadership style, pilots in the 
Ninth Air Force developed a similiar approach to operational problems. Their 
experimentation with different tactics to destroy CROSSBOW targets is just one 
example of how these men learned to take responsibility for creating better 
tactical doctrines. Yet this practical approach to combat, coupled with an 
indepth training program which insured each pilot was ready for combat, 
permitted Allied air and ground forces to develop a superb CAS doctrine during 
the Second World War. Through Quesada's encouragement. Ninth Air Force pilots 
felt comfortable taking responsibility for the development of new tactical 
doctrines for CAS. Without Gen Quesada and his unusual commitment to tactical 
air powc?, it is doubtful American airmen would have developed such an 
intimate relationship with their ground counterparts. 
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Ev«rythlBf depends on air supraney, «varything •!•• Mist 
taks saeond plaoa. Tha supraaaay of tha aaa is enly an 
appaadaga of air supraaaoy. Look at tha davalopaant in tha 
Eurapaan war and tha davalapaanta in tha situattan in tha 
Paoifie araa. Evan tha strongast flaat is af no valua if 
tha anasy has air sqftrsaaey. it ean no long*' iaava ita 
port or daas so only to ho dastroyad. 

Tha country that has air supraaaoy and vigorously 
strangthana its air poaar ovar all othar faraa af araaaant 
to aaintain its supraaaoy» will rula tha lards and tha saaa. 
Mill rula tha world. Tha propar oonelusioas with raapaet ta 
laadarship and planning af araaaant auat ha drawa fraa thia 
faot. A strong and indapandant Air Foroo ooaaand, hut far 
abova tha othors» ar an Air Foroo ooaaand on a^ual footing 
with tho ooaaand of tho rast of tho Araad Faroas. 

. . . Lt Caa Karl Kallar, Chief of tho Goraan Air Staff 
(1945) to tha Unlttd Stats* Stratagic Boabing Survay 
(Interviaw 19) 

Chapter Five 

CLOSE All SUPPOiT AFTBi OPEEATION CQUA 

Pros D-Oay until COBRA'i breakthrough, Allied forcee were unable to 
expand their beachhead. Although Eisenhower and his p!anneri aaiuaed allied 
troops would quickly expand the beachhead inland, the bocage country in 
Moraandy restricted aoveaent of ground forces. The bocage, an area aarked by 
saall fields bordered with deep drainage ditches and stout, inpenetratable 
hedges, was excellent for a defensive stand. Each hedge had becoae a fortress 
froa which Geraan troops sniped at and aabushed Aaerlcan soldiers and tanks} 
each field becaae a dangerous open space across which eneay fire was brought 
to heart and each road becaae an obstacle to iapede Allied advances. By 
aid-July the situation in Noraandy was far froa satisfactory. Although 
Aaerlcan troops had been able to widen the beachhead to the weet and to 
capture Cherbourg, the Allied advance had stalled a were 20 alles froa the 
Atlantic Ocean. (49tl-2) Effectively, Aaerlcan troops were daaaed up behind 
the hedgerows. Despite their ability to wove soldiers and aounds of eaterial 
to the continent, their advance stalled prior to COBRA. After the Saint Lo 
breakout, the logjaa broke. Tho creation of tho Third Aray, coaaanded by Lt 
Gen George S. Patton, Jr., and XIX TAC, coaaanded by Brig Gen Otto P. Ueyland, 
created an air-ground teaa which would exploit the COBRA breakthrough and turn 
it into a breakout which destroyed the Geraan Aray in Uestern France. The 
tactical problea then was siaple -- to break out this aass of Allied ailitary 
power, to roll up the Goraan defenders, and to continue the offensive into the 
plains of Franco where unliaited aaneuver was possible. <49i2) Gen Bradley 
assigned these aissions to the Third Aray and XIX TAC. 
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Gen Patton, an experienced cavalry officer, believed Allied commanders 
were too timid during their advance from the Normandy beachhead. All too 
often, he thought, infantry officers failed to show the boldness and 
aggressiveness required to successfully push forward from the bocage. Their 
slow, deliberate advances were too predictable and too cautious. To overcome 
this problem, Patton demanded that his newly created Third Army exploit its 
major advantage -- its mobility. His plan called for his army to advance 
through the Saint Lo area, turn east, and advance into the heartland of 
Germany. This strategy reflected the American way of war, a war based upon 
total destruction of the enemy's capability to make war. Ever since the 
American Civil War, Army officers continually studied Grant's strategy of 
annihilation and believed that his strategy was the only sure route to success 
in war. Patton was no different from his predecessors in the United States 
Army. But his means to pursue this strategy was unique. It was a adroit 
blending of history, geography, and his assessment of America's tactical 
strengths -- mobile, medium armor and air power. Patton's philosophy of war 
required his troops to advance as quickly and as deeply as possible. His 
columns must not be concerned with geographical locations, but must focus 
continually upon the German center of gravity -- the heartland of Germany. 
Take the war to the German people, destroy their army, and punish the German 
leadership. These were Patton's true objectives during his war in Europe. 
His intentions were to destroy the cohesiveness of German commanders, and 
their lines of communication and supply. There were no "strong points" for 
his troops to capture, except for the Brittany ports at Brest and Lorient. 
All other pockets of resistance would be left for the infantry. 

Figure 39: The Third Army Team:  Patton and Weyland 
(USAF Photo) 
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One problem did exist in Patton's plan. Whe"-. his armor came upon 
concentrated enemy armor formations, how would they destroy the larger, 
heavier German tanks? To accomplish this feat, Patton needed a force which 
could maintain an equally rapid ability to advance and to destroy the enemy. 
Artillery normally fulfilled this role; however, it was too slow and 
cumbersome for Patton's tanks. To rely upon artillery would slow his advance 
and permit the German commanders to accomplish a skillful retreat. Instead, 
Patton coupled his tanks to Weyland's aircraft and pilots. The immediate 
firepower and shock created by flights of P-47s might even permit Patton to 
more quickly accomplish his objectives. These aircraft could provide 
invaluable reconnaissance and protect Patton's armored columns. The valuable 
information gained from P-47s flying armored column cover and armed 
reconnaissance missions permitted the Third Army to exploit immediate 
opportunities to destroy German armor and supply convoys in the Roncey, 
Falaise, and Mons pockets. Therefore, XIX TAG became Patton's airborne 
artillery force. Married to the XIX TAG, the Third Army requested Weyland's 
pilots to fly continuous ACC and armed reconnaissance missions to search out 
and to destroy enemy armor. Through their joint effort, Patton's rapid 
advance through France was assured. Following the breakout from St Lo, the 
paralysis of the hedgerows ended abruptly and the war of movement began. The 
Third Army, assisted by XIX TAG, would smash out of the beachhead through v.he 
Seventh Army. Goupling speed with boldness, Patton's army liberated France 
and Belgium, and reached the West Uall before the Germans could regroup. 

When XIX TAG became operational, its pilots had already been in combat 
for over five months. Some of its crews had been involved with bomber escort 
and POINTBLANK operations since January. These crews had been part of IX TAG 
during its pre-OVERLORD campaigns and during GOBRA. Their successful attacks 
against bridges, railroads, and troop concentrations proved these pilots were 
qualified to accomplish any tactical mission which Patton's forces demanded. 
During their post-invasion activities, many tactical fighter units developed a 
rapport with their supported armor units which further cemented the 
communications and tactical ties between these air and ground units. Since 
these fighter units would remain married to the same armor units, Patton 
inherited a well-organized, cooperative force structure which would permit him 
to fully exploit the mobility of his armor vnile receiving fire support and 
reconnaissance from his tactical air crews above each armored column. 
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Figure 40: American P-47 aircraft (USAF Photo) 

The P-47 was the primary weapon system used to provide CAS for the Third 
Army. A rugged, reliable aircraft, the P-47 carried two 500 pound general 
purpose bombs, and over 4500 rounds for its eight .50 caliber machine guns. 
It had a cruising speed of 250 knots and a radius of action of 300 miles. It 
truly proved itself as the perfect machine for CAS. Employing a low-angle, on 
the deck, attack profile, P-47 aircraft would skip bombs or ricochet bullets 
into enemy armor. From their experience against the CROSSBOW targets. 
Thunderbolt pilots learned how to find even cleverly camouflaged enemy tanks 
and troops. In one instance, a P-47 pilot even discovered and destroyed two 
artillery guns hidden in two large hay stacks. By the end of the month, enemy 
tank crews and convoy drivers would abandon their equipment when they heard 
P-47s in their area. It became common for advance elements of Patton's 
armored forces to find enemy tanks with their engines running. German troops 
soon referred to P-47 pilots as the "Jabo," a shortened reference to the 
"jaegerbombers," or hunter or dive bombers. From their perspective, without 
air support from the Luftwaffe, German troops were the hunted prey of Allied 
P-47s. 

Three major problems restricted the Third Army and XIX TAC during their 
August offensive -- logistics, communication problems, and Inadequate numbers 
of airfields for XIX TAC. After Allied armies landed in Normandy, supplies 
continued to arrive on the beachhead. From D-Day to 25 July when COBRA 
commenced, supplies continued to arrive on the Normandy beachhead in Normandy. 
Since the Allied armies were unable to advance, mounds of munitions and other 
supplies accumulated on the beaches. In June and July, Bradley had enough 
trucks to move these supplies from the beaches to the front lines. The short 
distances these trucks had to drive did not strain the logistics system. 
However, in August, the situation changed radically as the Third Army started 
its advance from Saint Lo first southward,  then towards the east.  The truck 
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convoys which according to the original plan were to move munitions and fuel 
to within 40 miles of the front lines, found they did not have enough motor 
transport to accomplish this mission. Often trucks had to move fuel and 
supplies over 175 miles to the front. Given the finite number of trucks 
available, these trucks drove round the clock to provide supplies for the 
First and Third Armies. By late August, these truck convoys consumed about 
300,000 gallons of fuel each day, fuel the Third Army needed if it were to 
continue its advance. (49:18) So as Patton moved forward, Allied 
logisticians were less able to meet his supply needs. 

Fuel was also a major logistical problem in 1944. The hurricane which 
hit Normandy in mid-June disrupted the tanker delivery schedule. Aviation 
gasoline was the hardest hit by this storm. In June and July, IX TAG used an 
average of 100,000 gallons per day; by August, when IX and XIX TAG conducted 
operations, this figure swelled to over 200,000 gallons per day. (49:18) 
During the pre-OVERLORD planning, Allied logisticians prepared to build 
numerous pipelines from the beachhead area to the front lines. The Army's 
inability to quickly isolate and to pacify German military units within the 
Saint Lo - Mortain - Vire area impeded the construction of a major »uel 
pipeline to forward air fields being constructed in August. While engineers 
worked to build the pipeline, Patton's Third Army moved forward toward Paris. 
During this interim period, overburdened truck transport carried sufficient 
quantities of fuel to XIX TAG and the Third Army. The speed of Patton's 
advance assured these engineers would never catch up with the fluid 
battlefield created by Patton's rapid advance through Northern France. 
Insufficient ctorage of adequate fuel supplies on the continent during the 
beachhead buildup prior to GOBRA further exacerbated the fuel shortage during 
operations in the Fall Of 1944. Prior to GOBRA, American units' most critical 
need was munitions. Over 80X of all supplies flown to the continent during 
that phase were different types of ammunition. (49:19) To provide sufficient 
munitions to the Army, logisiticans removed fuel and other supplies from their 
ships and aircraft. This crucial decision assured fuel shortages during the 
post-GOBRA period. Perhaps if the G-4 had been brought more directly into the 
planning for GOBRA and subsequent offensives this fuel crunch could have been 
solved. Regardless of the cause, during their advance through France and 
towards Germany, the Third Army and XIX TAG experienced numerous fuel 
shortages which restricted their operations. 
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HEWS Aziauth R»d«r 

HEWS Height Finding Radar 

Figur« 41i HEWS radar network.  (USAF Fhoto) 
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While Ninth Air Force trained in England, it had deve'oped an intricate 
system of radar and communications centers to assist its fighter forces. Two 
of the five microwave early warning (MEW) radars were operational on the 
continent when COBRA commenced. These units could scan enemy airspace and 
identify fighter units which might threaten Allied air and ground forces. 
Through the Tactical Control Center, fighters or fighter-bombers were vsctoied 
to airfields and fighter formations before they could attack our forces. Each 
MEW radar possessed a range of 150 miles under favorable conditions. These 
radars were the best offensive device available to Ninth Air Force to guide 
its fighters to enemy formations and to reduce the possibility of 
fighter-bomber aircraft being surprised by enemy aircraft. (49:16) Using "Y" 
service (radio transmission intercepts) with MEWS, Allied controllers gained 
an accurate picture of Luftwaffe operations. By 20 August, "Y" InforiEation 
discerned that enemy fighters operated large formations three times daily at 
regular intervals from airfields and satellite fields northeast of Paris. 
Using this information, IX TAC directed fighter sweeps to take advantage of 
the Luftwaffe's predictability. On 25 August, Allied attacks against enemy 
bases around St. Quentin resulted in claims of 20 enemy aircraft destroyed, 3 
damaged, and 6 probables at a cost of 6 aircraft. A second raid in the 
Tergnies-Laon area resulted in additional claims of 21 enemy aircraft 
destroyed, 3 damaged, and 16 probables at a cost of another 11 aircraft. 
(49:17) These fighter sweeps assured that the Luftwaffe was unable to 
challenge our fighter-bomber crews or Bradley's ground forces during the 
Battle for France. Yet as Patton's formations sprinted forward, the radar 
coverage became less reliable. Until the MEWS radars were prepositioned 
closer to the front, XIX TAC aircrews and the Third Army armored columns could 
be threatened by enemy fightsr operations. Allied engineers could not lay land 
lines quick enough to maintain communications with TUSA. Unable to 
communicate with TALOs and division headquarters, to identify the front line, 
and to monitor CAS along the bomb line, radar controllers relied on returning 
pilots to identify TUSA's location. The Ground Liaison Officers (GLO), 
attached to XIX TAC fighter units, attended pilot intelligence debriefs and 
sent hourly reports to tell Bradley and his staff where Patton was currently 
fighting. 
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Figure 42; American Engineers Building a Runway for XIX TAC. 
(USAF Photo) 

While Patton's array rolled eastward, Weyland's XIX TAC remained tied to 
airfields in Normandy. From D-Day until 27 August, IX Engineer Command 
constructed 76 airfields for IX and XIX TAC. (49:13) These airfields, 
constructed of hessian mat or metal sheets, were 5000 feet long. But before 
engineers could construct an airfield, infantry units had to pacify the area. 
In Patton's wake, while the infantry attempted to eliminate German resistance, 
engineers continued to build advanced landing grounds (ALG) for XIX TAC. 
Although they tried, airdrome squadrons were woefully short of matting and 
materials to construct ALGs quickly erough to meet XIX TAC's tactical needs. 
From 1 to 6 August, Patton's forces moved over 130 miles. Two of the three 
fighter-bomber groups in XIX TAC were assigned to i'ly armored column cover for 
the 4th and 6th Armored Divisions which Patton sent southward toward Avranches 
on 1 August. The further Patton advanced, the more limited became the loiter 
time available for XIX TAC crews flying ACC for Patton's advancing armored 
columns. Ths rapid refueling and rearming of ACC aircraft created a severe 
strain on XIX TAC. To assist Weyland, Haj Gen Quesada assigned IX TAC units 
temporarily to XIX TAC. The five "loaned" units provided enough aircraft to 
provide adequate cover for each armored column. Also, Ninth Air Force removed 
the requirement for fighters to cover ACC fighter-bombers early in August -- a 
true testament to the air supremacy assured by Allied air power for Its ground 
forces. Ninth Air Force dally operational reports note only fnur instances of 
German aircraft attacking Allied ground troops during August. Further, these 
attacks were made by two-ship formations which were quickly scattered or 
destroyed by Allied aircraft flying ACC or armed reconnaissance mission. This 
move truly demonstrated the fleitibility of air power to meet Bradley'«? CAS 

eds and enhanced the striking power of Patton's advance. 
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Flgurt 43t P-47 Landing on a Hassian Hat Runway.  (USAF Photo) 

Ths fluid natura of the battlefield aada it hard for XIX TAC to properly 
identify current battle lines. Through use of VHP radios, colored panels, and 
other identifioation aarkings, TUSA kept the P-47s aware of their position. 
The closely integrated coaaunioation network assisted XIX TAC pilots to assure 
they did not attack friendly forces. But as tankers and pilots beoaae acre 
coafortable with their tactical relationship, boab lines ceased to exist. 
Ninth Air Force pilots had proven they could accurately deliver any type of 
aunltion close to any ground force. The skills developed during the CROSSBOW 
and bridge Interdictions, and cartful identification of targets, aada Patton 
and his ground forces confident MX TAC aircrews would not hit their 
positions. Eaploylng tactical reconnaissance aircraft as forward air 
controllers, XIX TAC aircrews were able to drop their boabs within 300 yards 
of TUSA foreations. During the Battle of the Bulge, these crews used 
speolaily equipped fighters, directed by HEWS radars, to provide CAS in low 
visibility and poor weather. As a result. Third Aray units ceased to identify 
the boab line, but directed their pilots accurately to eneay positions. 
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XIX TAC MISSIONS TO SUPPORT THIRD ARMY 

When Gen Patton took command of the Third Army, a new operational 
approach to combat in France began. Since Patton was a cavalry man, he viewed 
war differently from the infantry commanders who had directed American troops 
before i August. He saw war as a mobile environment where his tanks, the 
modern cavalry, could exploit their mobility and quantitative advantage over 
the Wehrmacht. Through deep penetrations into the German rear areas, the 
Third Army could envelop the Seventh Array, destroy its lines of supply, and 
permit the Allies to quickly win the Battle for France. But Patten's 
operational assessments could come true only if Weyland's XIX TAG could 
maintain air supremacy. Patton had no doubts this precondition would be met. 
In sum, Patton unleashed a war of annihilation upon the German Seventh Army. 
Whereas infantry leaders timidly advanced through the bocage and became tied 
down at every cross roads, Patton's forces would advance quickly toward only 
one goal -- the heartland of Germany. They would leave every strong point for 
the infantry to handle. 

Gen Patton's advance through France turned the interdiction role of 
aircraft inside out. XIX TAG had been created to provide CAS for Patton's 
Third Army; yet the nature of Patton's drive though France would redefine the 
CAS mission. Boldness and speed were Patton's formula for success. In order 
for his plan to be successful, XIX TAG must be as mobile as his tanks. 
Quesada's emphasis on mobility after Ninth Air Force's creation assured XIX 
TAG and its support units were mobile enough to cover Patton's rapid advance 
through France. The creation of armored column cover and armed reconnaissance 
tactics provided the basic tactical doctrines and communications mediums 
required to effectively integrate Patton's forces with Weyland's aircraft. 
And the innovative attitude inculcated in Ninth Air Force operations since 
April, gave the aircrews the confidence and discipline to assure ACC and armed 
reconnaissance tactics were successful. This attitude also helped XIX TAC 
pilots to adjust to the fluid battlefield environment present during the 
Campaign for France. In short, the close cooperation which existed between 
XIX TAC and the Third Army was the culmination of Quesada's entire concept of 
air power and how it could effectively be used to support ground forces. The 
successful assault of Patton's armor through France would vindicate Quesada's 
foresight and practical approach to war. 

Patton's advance through France created new roles and missions for 
Weyland's aircrews. While its aircrews fie» predominantly armored column 
cover tactics and armed reconnaissance missions, Patton wanted the 
fighter-bombers to prevent the movement from, not to, the battle area. (56:5) 
In this fashion, the Third Army would be able to cut off the German Seventh 
Army from its retreat from Normandy. Using his armor's speed and 
maneuverability, Patton wanted to avoid major resistance areas and to create 
havoc in the enemy rear areas. His advance after COBRA would employ five 
major spearheads to encircle the Seventh Army and drive for the Siegfried Line 
in Germany. Daily these five columns would be covered by Weylard's P-A7s. 
Continually, these pilot would destroy enemy strong points, provide 
roconnaissance for armoi „ columns, and protect Patton's flank from Elster't 
Army south of Patton's position. These aircraft would also be used to block 
Rundstedt's retreat route from Normandy. 
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Figure 44:  Bridge Destroyed by XIX TAG.  (USAF Photo) 

During August, Patton's tank columns averaged over 20 miles a day. Given 
the fluid nature of the battlefield, Weyland and his pilots found it 
impossible to preplan any CAS for the Third Army. Instead, XIX TAG relied on 
its pilots to keep radar controllers and Bradley's Twelfth Army Group staff 
appraised of Patton's position. When returning from each mission, pilots 
reported to the Forward Director Units and GLOs where the front line was 
currently located. In this fast moving, fluid battlefield, ground forces used 
colored panels to identify their positions for Allied aircrews, and smoke to 
identify enemy targets they desired the fighter-bombers to attack. Unable tu 
preplan any operations, Ueyland ordered his pilots not to attack any target 
unless they had visually identified it. As pilots approached the target area, 
they contacted the TALOs in each tank column for a briefing. During these 
communications, pilots learned where the friendly troops were and about 
problems in the area. Pilots used this information to plan their actions, and 
prepare themselves for armed reconnaissance, which usually followed their ACC 
watch. 
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Figure 45: Fighter Operations Control. (USAF Photo) 

The majority of XIX TAC's missions were close air support missions, 
particularily ACC. Between 10 and 14 tanks in each armored division carried 
VHF radios, identical to those used by fighter-bombers. Flying In four and 
eight-ship formations, XIX TAG flights loitered overhead of each armored 
column as it advanced. These aircraft were ready to attack enemy tanks, to 
eliminate delaying forces, and to scout ahead of each column. Every 30 
minutes a new flight would replace the first, releasing it to conduct armed 
reconnaissance ahead of the flight. Any targets of opportunity found by these 
dvancing aircraft were quickly destroyed. With this aircraft cover always 

present, obstacles which would have taken the armor hours to destroy were 
eliminated in minutes by XIX TAC's crews. (56:7-6) Enemy forces cane to fear 
the fighter-bombers and their accurate, unrelenting attacks. Often ACC 
aircraft would not have an opportunity to use their weapons. After being 
relieved by their replacements, these flights would fly ahead of the column to 
conduct armed reconnaissance. Patton's tanks became accustomed to the 
"calling cards" -- destroyed armor, trucks, and buildings -- left by these 
attacks. The new mobility created by this air-ground teamwork permitted 
Patton's rapid advance through France. 

Armed reconnaissance missions were also assigned to XIX TAC units during 
this campaign. Of wen these crews would hit bridges 40-50 miles behind 
Patton's advance. With these structures destroyed, German troops could be 
funntltd into optn areas more conducive to tank operations. These aircraft 
were also used to protect key bridges which Patton had Identified as crucial 
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to his high speed advance. When enemy engineers attempted tr detonate these 
bridges, P-47s would sweep down and disperse them. Armed reconnaissance was 
also used to protect Patton's flanks from German counterattack. When Gen 
Elster tried to consolidate and mass his forces, aircraft from XIX TAG would 
destroy the massed formations. Through such actions, Patton's lines of supply 
and communication to Bradley were secure despite his rapid advance. After 
weeks of constant attack by XIX TAG, on 14 September, Gen Botho Elster agreed 
to surrender his 20,000 troops south of the Loire River. "Keep the 'JABG' off 
my men," he said, "and they will march north to the BEAUGERCY Bridge and 
surrender." (45:54) In recognition of XIX TAC's success protectinß Patton's 
southern flank, Gen Elster asked Brig Gen Ueyland, jointly with Lt Gen Patton, 
to accept the surrender of his besieged army.  (45:54) 

After the 14th of Au 
became armed reconnaissance 
airborne cover flights of 
columns,  then assaulted the 
battle area. These sorties s 
of the war. Although these a 
were reported as Phase II 
kept by the units. When asse 
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Figure 46:  "Galling Gards" of XIX TAG.  (USAF Photo) 
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XIX TAC OPERATIONS DURING AUGUST 

During August these pilots fleu every imaginable tactical air power 
mission -- long-range bomber escort, interdiction of rail and transportation 
systems, armored column cover, and armed reconnaissance. Yet it was these 
latter two missions which would occupy XIX TAC crews. During the month, XIX 
TAC flew 12,292 bomber sorties to support Third Ai-my advances. In these 
campaigns, XIX TAC destroyed 4,058 motor vehicles, 466 tanks and other armored 
vehicles, 598 horse-drawn vehicles, 246 locomotives, 2,956 railroad cars, 155 
barges and other river craft, 18 merchant vessels, and 8 naval vessels. 
(44:Al) Further, XIX TAC crews cut 122 railroad lines and destroyed 222 gun 
positions, 39 marshalling yards, 11 ammunition dumps, 13 fuel and supply 
dumps, 3 radar installations, 17 airfields, 7 headquarters, 44 troop 
concentrations, and 58 barracks and enemy buildings. (44:Al-2) Yet it is not 
these accomplishments which made the XIX TAC unique. 

During the month, 
guarding Patton's Lo 
reconnaissance, provid 
assisting in siege ope 
Cezembre. In each ins 
Patton and his subo 
limited communication 
themselves to be super 
which demonstrates t 
Army. 

XIX TAC took on five separate major assignments: 
ire flank, neutralizing enemy air power, flying armed 
ing close cooperation for Allied ground forces, and 
rations against Brest, Lorient, St. Malo, and the lie de 
tance Weyland's crews provided superb assistance to 
rdinate commanders. Despite Patton's rapid advance, 
s,  and  logistical  problems,  XIX TAC crews proved 
b members of Patton's air-ground team. One campaign 
this fact was the attempted encirclement of the Seventh 

After the COBRA breakout. Hitler ordered his ground troops in the West to 
stand fast and to counterattack against Bradley's forces at Mortain. Their 
objective was to drive through the American lines to Avranches. If Hitler 
could attain this objective, he would be able to disect American ground forces 
in Normandy. The overwhelming Allied air supremacy, coupled with ULTRA 
information, doomed Hitler's counteroffensive. American P-47s pulverized 
German units advancing toward Mortain and caused severe logistics problems for 
German operations after COBRA. The exposed German position, however, gave 
Bradley an opportunity to encircle the German Seventh Army. If Patton's 
forces could link up with the Canadian Army at Falaise, Allied troops would 
control the only escape route available to Rundstedt's Army Group B. Patton 
redirected XV Corps from the Loire to Argentuan. While covering this force, 
XIX TAC sought targets of opportunity within the German pocket. Although the 
Allies were unable to close the pocket. Ninth Air Force crews from IX and XIX 
TAC destroyed a majority of the Germans equipment. Of the 70 tanks which 
began the initial attack against XXX Corps at Mortain on 8 August, IX Fighter 
Command destroyed 40 the first day. By the morning the 9th, German Seventh 
Army reports indicated that only 25 tanks were still operational. (14:479) 
On 13 August, 37 Thunderbolt pilots from the 36th Fighter Group found between 
800 to 1000 German vehicles of all types milling around in the pocket west of 
Argentuan. Within an hour, P-47s had blown up or burned out between 400 and 
500 enemy vehicles. The fighter bombers continued their attacks until they ran 
out of bombs and ammunition. One pilot, with empty guns and bomb shackles, 
dropped his belly tank on 12 trucks and left them all in flames. (52:29-30) 
By the end of the battle, 7 German armored divisions had managed to got only 
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1300 ■•!>, 24 tanks, and 60 artlllary piaoas acroit tha Saina 
foroaa had killad 10,000 and oapturad ovar 50,000 Garaana. 
air and ground forcaa had daitroyad 220 tanki, 160 assault 
artlllary placas, 130 antiaircraft guns, 130 half tracks, 5000 
and 2000 wagons during tha Battla in tha Falaisa gap. (23t315 
caapaign had baan a tactical succass. Yat if Bradlay and 
cooparatad battar, tha who la Garaan Savanth Aray would hava 
Of tha 24 Garaan division coaaandars, 20 had aanagad to 
anothar battla. 

Rivar. Al Had 
(161455) Al Had 
guns, 700 towad 
othar vahiolas, 

) In short, tha 
Hontgoaary had 
baan dastroyad. 
ascapa to fight 

Figura 47« Rundstadt's Haadquartars Aftar a Visit Proa XIX TAG. 
(USAF Photo) 

Patton attaaptad a saconc ancirclaaant of tha routad Garaana at Hons. 
During tha battla for tha Hons pockat, tha 3rd Araorad Division took batwaan 
7500 and 9000 prisonars on 3 Saptaabar. Ninth TAG claiaad it dastroyad 651 
aotor vahiolas) 50 araorad vahiolas, 652 horsa-drawn vahiolas, and took 485 
prisonars. In thraa days. Patten's aralas had takan an additional 25,000 
prisonars, raanants of tha 20 dlsorganlzad Savanth Aray divisions. Thosa 
alaaants of tha Garaan Fiftaanth Aray Hitlar ssnt to Falaisa to assist 
Rundstadt's ratraat wara caught in tha Hons pockat. Although Patton and 
Wayland dastroyad aost of thtir tquipaant, onca again, tha Garaans wara abla 
to withdraw bsfora Patton could olosa tha pockat. Yat tha Third Aray would 
saa thass troops again during tha Battla of tha Bulga in Dacaabar. 

By aid-August, Garaan soldiars wara totally daaoralizad, avarywhara thay 
lookad thay saw Al Had fightar-boabars. An 18-year old prisonar, oapturad 
froa Falaisa, inforaad hit Al Had intarrogators that ha and his coapany had no 
food for four days aftar tha fightar boabars saashad thair fiald kitchan. 
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Another prisoner, a junior officer in the 363rd Infantry Division, said," You 
have boebed and strafed all the roads, cauaing coaplete congestion and heavy 
traffic jaas. You have also destroyed aost of our gasoline and oil duaps, so 
there is no future in continuing to fight." (56t20) On August 14, over 400 
eneay soldiers waved a vhite flag when Thunderbolts fro« the 405th Group 
circled over head. These troops began lining up and aarching in an orderly 
fashion toward Allied lines. (52:31) During their attack on the Falaise 
pocket. Allied soldiers killed two Geraans for every one which survived. The 
Geraan Seventh Aray, and part of the Fifteenth Aray which had coae to assist 
it, had been annihilated. Gen Eisenhower stated in his diary thati 

The battlefield at Falaise was "unquestionably one of the greatest 
killing grounds of any war." . . . Roads, highways, and fields were 
so choked with destroyed equipaent and with dead aen and aniaals 
that passage through the area was extreaely difficult. Forty-eight 
hours after the closing of the gap I was conducted through it on 
foot, to encounter scenes that could be described only by Dante. It 
was literally possible to walk for hundreds of yards at a tiae, 
stepping on nothing but dead and decaying flesh." (10t279) 

Figure 48i Destroyed Geraan Vehicles in the Falaise Pocket.  (USAF Photo) 
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SUMHARY 

After their assault on tha Falaise and Mons pockets, the TUSA/XIX TAC 
tea« devoted their attention to liberation of the reaainder of France. During 
their operations, XIX TAC continued to provide laaediate close support for 
every TUSA araored coluan and to guarantee coaplete air supreaacy. Although 
logistics slowed their advance outside Netz in late Septeabar, Patton's 
effective air-ground teaa had aaassed an unequalled record for Joint CAS 
operations. During August and Septeaber, they had liberated France and 
advanced Into Belglua. XIX TAC had flown 23,306 sorties to support Patton's 
Third Arayj dropped 3670 tons of boabs} and destroyed 6180 aotor transport 
vehicles, 662 tanks, 522 locoaotlves, 3778 railroad oars, 21 bridges, 432 gun 
eaplaceaents, 909 horse-drawn vehicles, 198 eneay aircraft In aerial ooabat, 
and 100 aircraft on the ground. Additionally, these crews attacked 69 
aarshalling yards and 45 supply duapsi cut 375 rail lines; strafed 76 troop 
concentrations and 23 airfields) and boabed 392 factories and buildings. 
(52:--) These awesoae tactical aoooapllshaents deaonstrate the effectiveness 
of the aircrews who flew with XIX TAC. 

Yet it was tha tactical CAS procedures developed by XIX TAC as it 
supported Patton's Third Aray which bast epitoalze how Integrated air and 
ground forces had becoaa. Tha constant advances of Patton's araored coluans 
aay have strained Way land's aircrews and aalntenance support forces, but they 
also deaonstrated how the flexibility of air power noted In UDFH 100-20 could 
be eaployed. Throughout the whole oaapalgn, XIX TAC's aircraft flaw 
continuous air cover over eaoh of Patton's araored coluans and refined new CAS 
procedures to assure each coluan could advance unrestrained by eneay aabushes 
and attacks. The ACC aissions, developed by Quasada in July, deaonstrated 
that air and ground ooaaanders oould operate in a cooperative, rather than an 
adversarial aanner. Truly, Aaarlcan air and ground forces had COM along way 
sinoe their disastrous CAS efforts in North Africa. The extensive Ninth Air 
Foroe aircrew training, honed by interdiction aissions againat CROSSBOW and 
transportation targets, assured that IX Fighter Ccaaand, IX and XIX TAC ware 
fully prepared to support their ground counterparts after D-Day. Credit aust 
be given to Gens Quasada and Wayland for their foresight and courage to 
develop CAS doctrines and orewa to lapleaent such a strategy. Perhaps Gen 
Patton suaaarixed how far Aaarlcan air and ground forces had coaa in the 
citation to Gen Wayland's Bronxe Star Nadal. 

The superior effiolenoy and oooperation afforded this aray by tha 
forces under your ccaaand ir tha bast exaaple of the coabined use of 
air and ground foroes I have ever witnessed. Due to the tireless 
efforts of your flyers, large nuabers of hostile vehicles and troop 
oonoentrations ahead of our advancing coluans have been harassed or 
obliterated. The Inforaation passed directly to tha head of tha 
coluans has saved tiae and lives. I aa voicing tho opinion of all 
tha officers and aen in this aray whan I express to you our 
adairation and appreciation of your aagnifleant efforts. 
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MONTHLY DIVISION IN FIGHTER BOMBER COOPERATION 

ARMY 
FIRST US ARMY 
THIRD US ARMY 
NINTH US ARMY 
TOTAL 

SORTIES 
114,44* 
«4.364 
31.S23 

212.731 

PERCENTAGE 

53.»% 
31.3% 
14.9% 

1000% 

LEGEND 

RRST ARMY 

THIRD ARMY 

NIN1H ARMY 

25,072 SORTIES 

23.179 SORTIES 

24.225 SORTIES 

OCT. 
1*44 

NOV. 
1*44 

DEC. 
1»44 <*4il »«»• 50RTIES 

IAN. 
I »45 ^ ^ 11.343 SORTIES 

Fit. 
1»4J ^v       H 15.M1 SORTIES 

(TWi diiiiion fctlwttn ■rmi» •( actual flf lh*r komktr coeptrallm torliti It kaittf an tacalian ef largcli allatkad and It 
btliavad  la   ka  (tnarallr accurala.  kalng  lha  ratvll al a ilwdf of Ninth Air fart« Dailr Summariai c4 Optra'ioni ) 

Figure 49:    Fighter Boaber Support  for Twelfth Army Group  (31:26) 
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Ther« is no doubt that joint planning has aada tha atforts of ground 
and air nor« sffactiva. At tha Aray-TAC lavelf at laast, insofar as 
it appliad to Ninth U. S. Aray and XXIX Taotioal Air Coaaand. it is 
fait that tha Joint planning was entiraly satisfactory. Littla was 
laft to be dasirad. This stateaant doas not aaan that parfaetion 
has bean reached. It is expected that iaprovaaent can and will be 
aade during future operations. 

. . . Lt Gen Uilliaa H. Siapson, Coaaander of the 
Ninth U. S. Aray (1945) 

EPILOGUE 

Gen Simpson's statement effectively suaaarizes the close air support 
aission; by its very nature, CAS is a joint mission. Yet, as noted, during 
tha interwar period, the American Army and Its Air Corps failed to cooperate 
with each other, to effectively train their crews and ground forces In CAS 
procedures, and to develop a clear, precise CAS doctrine. Plagued by 
institutional indifference, budget constraints, and evolution of the strategic 
boabardment mission, the American Aray did not devote sufficient attention to 
its CAS aission. The defeat at Kasserine Pass in 1943 became the turning 
point for CAS. After that battle. Allied leaders began to solve the three 
major CAS problems: Inexperienced pilots and ground forces, lack of 
communications procedures, and inadequate doctrine to integrate their forces 
into an effective air-ground CAS team. During and after COBRA, IX and XIX TAC 
established the crucial communications linkages with their ground units. By 
using Aray Air Force VHF radios in lead tanks, Qussada and hie crews 
effectively integrated the firepower of their aircraft to support directly and 
to shape the battlef-^ld for Gens Patton and Hodges. The coaplete integration 
of this air-ground teaa assured Aaerlcan soldiers could exploit their 
mobility, destroy their German counterpart, and avoid high casualty rates. By 
dally providing CAS support for the FUSA and TUSA, Ninth Air Force crews and 
their supported ground soldiers gained confidence in the ability of and 
advantages of close air support. Only through continual use of these CAS 
doctrines did the full synergisa of this new Integrated air-ground teaa 
evolved into an effective fighting force which permitted Gen Bradley to defeat 
the Germans in France during 1944. 

THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF CAS 

Although the United States Aray had not properly developed the force 
structure, doctrine, and procedures to conduct close air support aissions 
prior to the Second World War, North Africa provided ample opportunities for 
the Aaerlcan Air Force and Aray to develop a CAS doctrine. The initial Allied 
failures in North Africa caae from three main areas: poor training, 
Inexperience, and bad communications. Each of these problems should have been 
solved during peacetime exercises. But there was not enough money or interest 
in the Aray until 1940 to provide realistic wartiae exercises to permit the 
Aaerlcan military to develop an effective air-grcund team prior to North 
Africa.  The British, also, were slow to develop a elitär CAS doctrine, but by 
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the time America entered the war, they had assiisilated enough combat 
experience to derive the basic principles of modern airpowe;, The close 
association of Montgomery and Coninghara permitted the British military to 
solidify these precepts into a basic doctrine. These basic concepts became 
Allied CAS doctrine after the Casablanca Conference in 1943. Now Allied 
airmen had a mission priority by which to plan and control the air war. They 
would gain air superiority first, then isolate the battlefield, and finally, 
assist the ground forces to attain their campaign objectives. It was this 
basic doctrine which guided Allied air leaders for the remainder of the war. 

The training and combat experience Ninth Air Force pilots gained in 
England prior to D-Day gave them the operational and tactical CAS doctrines 
they needed to support Bradley's armies after the invasion. Coupling the 
basic doctrine with new equipment and tactics, these crew members developed 
the armored column cover and armed raconnaissance tactics which so effectively 
integrated air power with land power during and after OPERATION COBRA. By the 
end of the war, the united States military had a well-defined, 
wel1-coordinated CAS doctrine. During the euphoria which characterized the 
post-war period, many of these CAS doctrines atrophied. Eight years later, 
when the United States became involved in Korea, the American Arny and Air 
Force had to relearn these lessons again in combat. Our Vietnam experience 
again demonstrated the American military was unprepared to conduct CAS. In 
short, after each war in this century, those CAS skills and doctrines proven 
successful in combat have to be relearned after the war commences. If this 
trend holds true for the next war, then the current Army AirLand Battle 
Doctrine is doomed to fail. 

Although history does not repeat itself, there are certain lessons which 
can be learned from past wars which can improve American warfighting ability; 
the CAS doctrines used by Ninth Air Force fall into this category. The United 
States cannot expect to have total air supremacy in the next war, or should 
not plan for such a scenario. The abundance of equipment present in the Army 
Air Force during the Second World War will also probably not be available. 
Therefore, It is these doctrinal precepts from America's World War II 
experience which offer the best lessons about how to fight and win a 
coordinated air-ground campaign. It is these combat lessons dealing with 
communications, tactical doctrine, and cooperation which demand our further 
study. 

The most important characteristic of the air-ground team developed by 
Patton's Third Army and XIX TAC was a solid communications program. Patton 
and Weyland thoroughly integrated their staffs at every level. The exchange 
of officers to serve as TALOs and GLOs provided an invaluable linkage to both 
land and air forces during the wai. They also held dally conferences to 
coordinate their priorities and to define the "commander's intent" for the 
next day and the remainder of the campaign. Both the pilot and the tank 
commander leading each armored spearhead knew their mission was to advance 
deep behind German lines and to attack the German homeland as soon as they 
could. Also, each pilot knew what his counterpart in the tank expected each 
aircraft to do during their ACC and armed reconnaissance missions. As such 
each ground officer and pilot understood and accepted their missions to 
support the objectives set forth by the ground commander. It was this unity 
of command which made Patton's air-ground team unusually effective and 
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successful.   Without this characteristic, the Third Army could not have made 
its rapid advance through France in August and September 1944. 

Electronic combat now creates communications problems for the air-ground 
team in contemporary warfare. It is unlikely that aircraft and tanks will be 
able to freely use the radio to coordinate their CAS efforts. The new jammer« 
and radars permit ground forces to quickly identify and locate any force which 
relies heavily upon the radio. Through the use of their jammers, these men 
can destroy the close communications between the modern CAS team. They can 
also fix the position of any ground force so foolish as to rely upon radio 
contact between their aircraft and ground forces. In short, radio 
communication will not only not be available, but can either tip the enemy off 
to current operations or make our ground forces vulnerable to enemy air and 
artillery assaults. Neither situation would permit our ground forces to 
effectively integrate air and ground forces into an effective team or to 
destroy the front elements of an enemy assault. To overcome these weaknesses, 
the American military must now develop communications-out CAS procedures. 

Employing modern technology, either raicroburst radio transmissions or 
laser technology, offers a unique opportunity for our forces to develop new 
quick communication and target identification procedures that efficiently 
integrate our air and ground forces into a modern CAS team. To fix your 
position, the enemy must bs able to listen to at least ten seconds of radio 
communications. Employing a short message format which quickly permits the 
pilot to identify his front lines, microburst radio contacts would not give 
away friendly ground positions. When coupled with low power lasers, Allied 
ground forces could quickly identify enemy targets and avoid fratricide caused 
by improper identification in the battle area. Laser designation by ground 
forces could also reduce the vulnerability of aircraft operating along the 
front lines. Perhaps a stand off conventional cruise missile, with a range of 
350 miles, or a drone could be used to fulfill lower priority CAS requests. 
Aircraft could then be used to hit only those targets which require immediate 
attention by air or ground fire support directed by the ground commander. 
These procedures need to be developed and practiced by every squadron and 
ground unit at either RED FLAG or the Military Training Center before the war 
begins.  Only then will the AirLand Battle Doctrine have a chance to succeed. 

The American military does not like to conduct joint operations. But if 
CAS by its very nature is a joint operation, then joint tactical CAS doctrines 
must be developed. Currently, the Air Force and the Army continue to use 
those tactical doctrines developed during World War 11. It is time for pilots 
and grcjnd officers to jointly develop a new tactical doctrine for the 
electronic battlefield which could effectively integrate our limited CAS 
resources. These officers should be encouraged to experiment with these 
tactics and procedures and to practice them in a realistic modern battlefield. 
Through indepth critique of each exercise, the American military can hone and 
perfect new CAS techniques which will work on the contemporary electronic 
battlefield. Also, these crew members should be encouraged to define ways to 
effectively disguise our CAS efforts. These new tactical doctrines would 
permit our ground commanders to more efficiently integrate air and land assets 
to conduct a successful AirLand Battle. 

If these doctrines are to be successful,  they must be practiced not just 
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by company level units, but also by corps iev^i units. Only then will each 
pilot and gunner know his mission, have confidence in his tactical doctrines 
and equipment, and understand how they integrate into the combined fire 
support plan developed by the ground commander. When gunners and pilots have 
assimilated these new tactics, then chemical warfare training should be 
incorporated into future war exercise scenarios to prepare our ground forces 
and air crews for this contemporary threat as well. The complex nature of the 
modern battlefield demands that these doctrines be practiced prior to their 
use in combat. If exercises are not conducted, then the American military 
will risk repeating the disastrous North African Campaign. But this time, 
those irreplaceable air and ground assets will be destroyed and the war might 
be lost. 

In short, if the Army expects to effectively employ its AirLand Battle 
Doctrine, it must practice those communications procedures, tactical 
doctrines, and CAS methods which it expects to use in battle. Through 
realistic joint exercises and critiques, the major problems present when 
conducting CAS can be eliminated. History has shown both the Air Force and the 
Army must pay more attention to CAS and its role on the modern battlefield. 
It may not be a glamorous mission, but it is essential to the modern AirLand 
Battle Doctrine. 
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CAS AND THE AIRLAND BATTLE 

Tactical air power missions have not changed since WDFM 100-20 was 
published in July 1943, but the battle field and American doctrine have. The 
modern battlefield is a fast moving, fluid area where multi-echeloned forces 
are deployed in non-linear formations. Arrayed throughout this battlefield 
are artillery, electronic jammers, and surface-to-air missiles to intercept 
and destroy modern aircraft. This complexity differentiates the modern 
battlefield from the combat of the Second World War. 

The Ninth Air Force had two major advantages in 1944 over the Germans -- 
total air supremacy, and unlimited resupply from a fully mobilized industrial 
base. It is highly unlikely either of these two advantageous factors will be 
present during the next war. With its air supremacy, IX and XIX TAG were able 
to maintain close radio contact with their ground forces. Further, American 
ground forces never had to spread out their resupply efforts or advancing 
armor columns to avoid enemy air attack. Yet, by comparing the two 
battlefields, officers can identify unique characteristics of the modern 
battlefield which will impede our CAS efforts during the next war. 

Modern warfare is extremely mobile. Employing his modern tanks and 
mechanized forces, a modern general can iramsdiate'y use his artillery and 
tanks to threaten his adversary and to destroy his will. This increased 
timing and tempo of the modern battlefield makes war very unpredictable. To 
disguise his efforts, the modern commander must not predeploy his forces, but 
must permit them to combine at the battlefield simultaneously to destroy an 
area or enemy threat. Once this mission is accomplished, these forces must 
quickly disperse to avoid the effects of enemy CAS and artillery. These 
forces also must be very flexible to meet any enemy counterattack. Modern 
aircraft and tanks are more technologically sophisticated than their World War 
11 counterparts. Although aircraft can attain higher sortie rates, their 
systems are less reliable, less rugged, and incapable of duplicating the close 
intimacy of CAS forces which existed during the Second World War. 

The increasing threat and mobile firepower in Soviet tank divisions 
causes a problem for the modern commander. Allied commanders must be able to 
impede the movement of these tanks into the battle area. These modern ground 
commanders must think about how to delay, disrupt, and destroy the second and 
follow on echelons of tanks before they can be effectively integrated into the 
enemy order of battle. Employing air power and his indigenous artillery 
fires, a ground commander will attempt to force their adversaries to deploy 
their forces early. This tactic will slow the enemy force, cause 
communications and coordination problems, and decrease the threat of this 
force upon current land operations. To pursue this strategy, the range of CAS 
aircraft and areas where CAS will be performed is deeper behind enemy lines 
than it was during the Second World War. Communications procedures and 
tactical doctrines must be developed, practiced, and perfected to assure the 
modern commander can effective integrate all his support elements -- aircraft 
and artillery -- to effectively support his ground campaign. 

Modern battles are no longer isolated events, but result from continuous 
operations along the forward edge of  the battle area (FEBA).  During the 
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Second World War, there were periods when a ground commander could rest his 
troops behind well defined geographical lines. The fluid nature of the 
AirLand Battle Doctrine where units now intermingle along the front lines 
almost assures these soldiers will be continually in contact with the enemy. 
On this battlefield, little pockets of friendly and enemy ground forces will 
intermingle throughout the whole theater in a haphazard fashion. The modern 
commander must be able to identify his forces, protect them from fratricidal 
fires, and destroy the enemy which threatens his forward infantry units. In 
an environment where his adversary is jamming his communications, attacking 
his headquarters, employing chemical and biological agents to degrade his 
capability, and destroying his supply depots, this commander may have a hard 
time maintaining control of his forces. Even if he can accurately pinpoint 
his adversary and direct aircraft to the area, how will these aircraft 
communicate with the ground forces and assure they are attacking the proper 
ground target? 

The modern battlefield htiS a diverse array of high priority, high value 
assets deployed from the FEBA to the fire support control line (FSCL) (see 
Figure 50). Modern commanders must be able to prioritize these abundant CAS 
targets. They must also implement procedures to assure his limited CAS 
aircraft are not shot down by friendly artillery or ground forces. Clear 
precise procedures to integrate these air and ground fires into an effective 
air-ground team must be developed now. The complexity of the modern 
battlefield and capability of tactical equipment have made coordination and 
cooperation between all CAS forces more imperative. The modern commander who 
best integrates these fires will win the campaign. The decreasing of friendly 
vulnerability to fratricide and immediate ability to respond to battlefield 
opportunities should be the goal of each member of the air-ground CAS team. 
By identifying modern CAS tactics, practicing then in realistic exercises, and 
integrating friendly artillery and air power upon CAS targets, the AirLand 
Battle can be won. It should be towards this goal that future joint 
operations should be directed. 

FEBA FSCL 
 f- 

FLOT 

Figure 50: The Modern Battlefield 

Finally, the non-linear nature of the battlefield causes problems for 
planners and support personnel. Where are we going to mass our efforts? On 
the counter air program? For CAS? Since forces move so quickly, haw will we 
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be able to identify our forces? Can we assure al! our fires are integrated 
into a cohesive program to destroy the enemy? These questions continually 
perplex the modern soldier and airman. It is these questions which must be 
resolved if modern CAS is to be effectively integrated into the ground 
campaign. 
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A RECONSIDERATION OF WORLD WAR TWO CAS DOCTRINE 

Three crucial items assured the Ninth Air Force developed its CAS 
doctrine: superb leadership, thorough training, and innovative tactics. The 
use of these procedures after the Normandy invasion paid tremendous dividends 
for the American Army. From 6 June 1944 until 8 May 1945, Ninth Air Force 
crews flew 212,731 missions, 09,326 of these or 32.6X were close air support 
missions. In addition, these crews flew 94,770 missions to isolate the 
battlefield. To give the impression that air power won the war would be 
incorrect. However, the crucial support provided by the Ninth Air Force for 
Allied ground forces assured the ultimate victory. Only through the 
integrated effort of air, land, and sea forces was that victory attained. 

Much of the credit for the Allied air victory goes to Maj Gen Elwood R. 
"Pete" Quesada. He developed the aircrews, trained them, and effectively 
integrated his pilots into the air-ground team. At a time when most airmen 
were avoiding contact with Army units, Gen Quesada used his practical approach 
to war to develop the armored column cover tactics and to employ them during 
COBRA. Yet his lasting contribution to tactical air power was more subtle. 
He encouraged his subordinates and pilots to experiment with new tactics and 
procedures to destroy ground targets during the POINTBLANK and COBRA 
campaigns. This new crew force who learned their combat skills during the 
rugged Ninth Air Force training program and the interdiction campaigns was 
ready to accept their combat responsibilities. They assimilated the practical 
nature of their commander. Throughout the war, these pilots continually 
accepted joint responsibility for creating and executing new tactical 
doctrines. This same spirit continued in American tactical air forces after 
the war. It was this professionalism, a trademark of Gen Quesada, which 
became the legacy of tactical air power after the Second World War. G^n Omar 
Bradley best described Quesada and his contribution to air power in a letter 
to Gen Hap Arnold on 25 September 1944. He wrote: 

1 cannot say too much for the very close cooperation we have had 
between Air and Ground. In spite of the fact that we had no time 
for training together in England, it did not take long to work out a 
system of cooperation. Quesada was a peach to work with, because he 
was not only willing to try everything that would help us, but he 
inspired his whole command witr. this dc^is to help to such an 
extent that these youngsters now do almoFf. the impossible whenever 
they think we need help. In my opirion, our close cooperation is 
better than the Germans ever had in their best days.  (60:2) 

If the American military is to develop new CAS procedures required to win 
the AirLand Battle, current military leaders in the Air Force and Army must 
show the same dedication to effective joint training and doctrine development. 
Only then will air and ground forces effectively and efficiently accomplish 
the goals of current Army doctrine. 
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APPENDIX A: GENERAL ARNOLD'S FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF AIR POWER 

The following is extracted from Gen Arnold's Global Hissions, pp. 290-1. 

Throughout the war,  I tried to have the Air Force operate under certain 
fundamental principles: 

1. The main job of the Air Force is bombardment: large formations of 
bombardment planes must hit the enemy before the enemy hits us. In short, the 
best defense is attack. 

2. Our planes must be able to function under all climatic conditions 
from the North Pole to the South Pole. 

3. Daylight operations, including daylight bombing, are essential to 
success, for it is the only way to get precision bombing. We must operate 
with a precision bombslght--and by daylight—realizing full well that we will 
have to come to a decisive combat with the enemy Air Force. 

4. We must have highly developed, highly trained crews working together 
as a team--on the ground for maintenance and in the air for combat. 

5. In order to bring the war home to Germany and Japan, and deprive them 
of the things that are essential for their war operations, we must carry our 
strategic precision bombing to key targets, deep in the enemy territory, such 
as airplane factories, oil refineries, steel mills, aluminum plants, submarine 
pens. Navy yards, etc. 

6. In addition to our strategic bombing, we must carry out tactical 
operations ;n cooperation with ground troops. For that purpose we must have 
fighters, dive bombers, and light bombers for attacking enemy airfields, 
communications centers, motor convoys, and troops. 

7. All types of bombing operations must be protected by fighter 
airplanes. This was proved to be essential in the Battle of Britain and 
prior to that our own exercises with bombers and fighters indicated that 
bombers alone could not elude modern pursuit, no matter how fast the bombers 
traveled. 

6. Our Air Force must be ready for combined operations with ground 
forces, and with the Navy. 

9. We must maintain our research and development programs In order to 
have the latest equipment it was possible to get, as soon as it was possible 
to get it. 

10. Air power is not made up of airplanes alone. Air power is a 
composite of airplanes, air crews, maintenance crews, air bases, air supply, 
and sufficient replacements in both planes and crews to maintain a constant 
fighting strength, regardless of what losses may be Inflicted by the enemy. 
In addition to that, we must have the backing of a large aircraft industry in 
the United States to provide all kinds of equipment, and a large training 
establishment that can furnish the personnel when called upon. 
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APPENDIX B: 

Lord Tedder's Ten Principles of Air Power (19A2) 

SOURCE: "Notes on Air Operations Against Rommel in Egypt and Libya." 
Command Informational Intelligence Series No. 43-7. Dated 

6 May 1943. Washington: Office of the Assistant Chief of 
Air Staff for Intelligence, pp. 1-6. 
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APPENDIX B: LORD TEDDER'S PRINCIPLES OF AIR WARFARE 

In June 1942 after the British victory at El Alamein, Air Marshal Lord Tedder 
enunciated ten inviolable rules of air power. These principles became the 
foundation upon which Allied tactical air doctrine would evolve at the 
Casablanca Conference in January 1943. These ten principles were; 

1. Air power must be independent of land and sea forces. 

2. The Army Headquarters in the field and the Air Headquarters must be 
adjacent to each other. This close proximity will facilitate 
communication and cooperation between the two services. 

3. Every night the air and ground commanders must hold a joint staff 
meeting to hash over problems and decide tomorrow's program. The close 
air support and air interdiction campaigns can then be integrated into 
the ground commander's overall concept of operations. 

4. Radar is very important to air and land forces. It should be located 
on airfields so that fighters will not be caught on the ground and 
destroyed by a surprise enemy attack. 

5. The fighter plane is the basic weapon of an air force. It should be 
used for the following missions in this priority: 

a. Fighter sweeps to clear the enemy out of the sky 
b. Escort for light and medium bombers 
c. Interception of enemy aircraft 
d. As a fighter bomber to provide CAS for ground forces 

6. Always assure quick communications between the Air Headquarters and 
the Unit Commander. Air power is based on being at the right spot at the 
proper time to destroy the enemy air and land forces. Quick 
communications are essential to this flexible response by aircraft. 

7. The entire air force should be commanded from an Advanced 
Headquarters located close to the front lines. 

6. Air power must have a simplified chain of command. Commanders should 
restrict the number of people who report to them. These men should be 
directly responsible for air operations. During the North African 
campaigns, Lord Tedder had only six men report directly to him. This way 
his mind was not bothered by trivial matters. These responsibilities he 
delegated to his key staff members. 

9. Intelligence is very important to an air or ground campaign. He had 
to have the information coming in constantly, right where he could see 
it. His Intelligence and Operations officers sat at adjoining desks and 
shared phone lines to the units. Since the A-2 and A-3 sat side by side. 
Lord Tedder could walk in and get any information he wanted, right on the 
spot. 

10. Mobility is the key to successful air operations. He believed units 
should be broken down, even to the squadron level, in a 50/50 ratio -- 
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each divided into two parts, with each part self-naintaining in all 
departments. If independent operations were needed, he employed a leap 
frog technique. The first element would deploy to the front; when the 
next deployment occured the second unit would leap frog past the first 
unit to the front lines. The most forward element would then become the 
command element to control the battle. He also believed that units 
should be able to move within four hours and should deploy to support its 
operations in isolation for three to four days. 

These principles were incorporated into the training and doctrine of each 
Ninth Air Force unit by Gens Brereton and Quesada. The British Army and Royal 
Air Force also incorporated these ideas into their doctrine after El Alamein 
in 1942. Much of the Allied tactical air force success sprang from Lord 
Tedder's ten crucial air power principles. 
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FIELD SERVICE REGULATIONS 
COMMAND AND EMPLOYMENT OE AIE POWER 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL 

ParaRraph.i 
SECTION I; Doctrine of command  and employment       1-3 

II. Military  aviation        4-5 
III. Organization       6-7 

SECTION I 

DOCTRINE OP COMMAND AND EMPLOYMENT 

■ 1. RELATIONSHIP OF FORCES.—LAND POWER AND AIR 
POWER ARE CO-EQUAL AND INTERDEPENDENT 
FORCES; NEITHER IS AN AUXILIARY OF THE OTHER. 
■ 2. DOCTRINE OF EMPLOYMENT—THE GAINING OP 
AIR SUPERIORITY IS THE FIRST REQUIREMENT FOR 
THE SUCCESS OF ANY MAJOR LAND OPERATION. AIR 
FORCES MAY BE PROPERLY AND PROFITABLY EM- 
PLOYED AGAINST ENEMY SEA POWER. LAND POWER, 
AND AIR POWER. HOWEVER. LAND FORCES OPER- 
ATING WITHOUT AIR SUPERIORITY MUST TAKE SUCH 
EXTENSIVE SECURITY MEASURES AGAINST HOSTILE 
AIR ATTACK THAT THEIR MOBILITY AND ABILITY 
TO DEFEAT THE ENEMY LAND PORCEES ARE GREATLY 
REDUCED. THEREFORE. AIR FORCES MUST BE EM- 
PLOYED PRIMARILY AGAINST THE ENEMY'S AIR 
FORCES UNTIL AIR SUPERIORITY IS OBTAINED. IN 
THIS WAY ONLY CAN DESTRUCTIVE AND DEMORAL- 
IZING AIR ATTACKS AGAINST LAND FORCES BE MINI- 
MIZED AND THE INHERENT MOBILITY OP MODERN 
LAND AND AIR FORCES BE EXPLOITED TO THE 
FULLEST. 

626303*—45 1 
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3-4 FIELD   SERVICE  REGULATIONS 

M 3. COMMAND OF AIR POWER.—THE INHERENT FLEXI- 
BILITY OP AIR POWER, IS ITS GREATEST ASSET. 
THIS FLEXIBILITY MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO EMPLOY 
THE WHOLE WEIGHT OF THE AVAILABLE AIR POWER 
AGAINST SELECTED AREAS IN TURN; SUCH CONCEN- 
TRATED USE OF THE AIR STRIKING FORCE IS A BAT- 
TLE WINNING FACTOR OF THE FIRST IMPORTANCE. 
CONTROL OP AVAILABLE AIR POWER MUST BE CEN- 
TRALIZED AND COMMAND MUST BE EXERCISED 
THROUGH THE AIR FORCE COMMANDER IF THIS IN- 
HERENT FLEXIBILITY AND ABILITY TO DELIVER A 
DECISIVE BLOW ARE TO BE FULLY EXPLOITED. 
THEREFORE, THE COMMAND OF AIR AND GROUND 
FORCES IN A THEATER OF OPERATIONS WILL BE 
VESTED IN THE SUPERIOR COMMANDER CHARGED 
WITH THE ACTUAL CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS IN THE 
THEATER, WHO WILL EXERCISE COMMAND OP AIR 
FORCES THROUGH THE AIR FORCE COMMANDER AND 
COMMAND OF GROUND FORCES THROUGH THE 
GROUND FORCE COMMANDER. . THE SUPERIOR COM- 
MANDER WILL NOT ATTACH ARMY AIR FORCES TO 
UNITS OP THE GROUND FORCES UNDER HIS COMMAND 
EXCEPT WHEN SUCH GROUND FORCE UNITS ARE 
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OR ARE ISOLATED BY 
DISTANCE OR LACK OF COMMUNICATION. 

SECTION II 

MILITARY AVIATION 

■ 4. GENERAL CATEGORIES.—Aviation of the United States 
Army, referred to herein as military aviation, falls into two 
general categories as follows: 

a. Aviation directly under command and control of the 
Commanding General, Army Air Forces. Included in this 
category are— 

(1) All nontactical elements of the Army Air Forces such 
as those used for training, research, development, test, pro- 
curement, storage, issue, maintenance, and transport. 

(2) All tactical units of the Army Air Forces not assigned 
to a theater or task force Commander. 
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b. Aviation directly under command and control of other 
commanders. (The Commanding General, Army Air Forces, 
has such technical command of this aviation as is necessary 
for the control and supervision of training and the supply 
and maintenance of equipment peculiar to the Army Air 
Forces.) This category consists of air forces assigned to 
theater or task force commanders. 

■ 5. TYPES OF TACTICAI, AVIATION.—In accordance with the 
purpose for which various types of aircraft are ordinarily 
employed, tactical aviation is organized, trained, and 
equipped to engage in offensive and defensive air operations. 
Corresponding to the means with which equipped, tactical 
aviation is divided into bombardment, fighter, reconnais- 
sance, photographic, and troop-carrier aviation. 

o. Bombardment aviation is the term applied to all air- 
craft designed for the air attack of surface objectives, and 
the organizations equipped with such aircraft. 

b. Fighter aviation is the term applied to all aircraft 
designed for offensive air fighting, and the organizations 
equipped with such aircraft. (Fighter-bomber aircraft are 
fighters modified so that they may attack surface objectives.) 

c. Reconnaissance aviation is the term applied to air units 
which perform the service of information for military com- 
mands. The function of reconnaissance aviation is to secure 
information by visual and photographic means and to return 
this Information for exploitation. 

d. Photographic aviation is the term applied to air units 
which perform photographic reconnaissance missions be- 
yond the responsibilities or capabilities of reconnaissance 
aviation and special photogrammetric mapping missions for 
engineer topographic troops. 

e. Troop carrier (including gliders) is the term applied to 
air units which carry parachute troops, airborne troops, and 
cargo. 

/. The tactics and technique of performing the functions 
of air attack, air fighting, and air reconnaissance are set 
forth in PM1-10, 1-15, and 1-20. Communication procedure 
essential to air force operations Is contained in FM 31-35 
and FM 1-45. 

3 
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SECTION III 

ORGANIZATION 

■ 6. IN A THEATER OF OPERATIONS.—In a theater of opera- 
tions, there will"normally be one air force. This air force 
will be organized in accordance with the task it is required 
to perform in any particular theater and, therefore, no set 
organization of an air force can be prescribed. However, 
the normal composition of an air force includes a strategic 
air force, a tactical air force, an air defense command, and 
an air service command. An air force may also include troop 
carrier and photographic aviation. 
■ 7. OF AVIATION UNITS.—a. Tactical air units of the Army 
Air Forces from the smallest to the largest are designated 
flight, squadron, group, wing, division, command, and air 
force. The method of assignment and employment of the 
air forces necessitates a highly flexible organization within 
tactical units. 

b. (1) The flight is the basic tactical grouping or unit 
of the Army Air Forces and consists of two or more airplanes. 

(2) The squadron is the basic administrative and tactical 
unit and consists of three or four flights, depending upon 
the type of aviation. 

(3) The group, composed of three or more squadrons, is 
both tactical and administrative; it contains all the elements 
essential for its air operations. 

(4) The wing is the next higher unit of the Army Air. 
Forces and its functions are primarily tactical. 

(5) Two or more wings may be combined to form an air 
division. 

(6) An "air command" may include divisions, wings, 
groups, service and auxiliary units, and is both tactical and 
administrative. 

(7) The air force is the largest tactical unit of the Army 
Air Forces. It may contain a strategic air force, a tactical 
air force, an air defense command, and an air service com- 
mand. It requires aviation engineer units for the construc- 
tion and maintenance of air bases. 
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c. Units are designated according to their primary func- 
tions; for example, reconnaissance squadron, fighter group, 
bomber wing, air service command. 

d. Ordinarily the group is the largest unit of the Army 
Air Forces that will operate in the air as a tactical entity 
under the command of one individual. Many air operations 
are conducted by smaller units. Reconnaissance and photo- 
graphic missions, and less frequently bombardment missions, 
may be carried out by single airplanes with the required 
fighter cover. 

e. In addiiton to tactical units, units are organized for 
the purpose of maintenance and supply and for facilitating 
air operations. These units comprise personnel of the Army 
Air Forces and Army Service Forces who are trained for 
rendering service for the Army Air Forces. The maintenance 
and service units, serving an air force are collectively desig- 
nated the air service command. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AIR OPERATIONS 
Paragraphs 

SBCTION 1. General       a_10 
H. Strategic air force 11-13 

EH. Tactical air force 1*-18 
IV. Air defense command 17-19 
V. Air service command 30-23 

SECTION I 

GENERAL 

■ 8. BASIC TASKS.;—The combat operations In which air force 
units are engaged are directed toward the accomplishment 
of the following basic tasks: 

a. Destroy hostile air forces. This will be accomplished 
by attacks against aircraft in the air and on the ground, 
.and against those enemy installations which he requires for 
the application of air power. 

b. Deny the establishment and destroy existing hostile 
bases from which an enemy can conduct operations on land, 
sea, or in the air. 

c. Operate against hostile land or sea forces, the location 
and strength of which are such as to threaten the vital 
interests of the United States or its Allies. 

d. Wage offensive air warfare against the sources of 
strength, military and economic, of the enemies of the United 
States and its Allies, in the furtherance of approved war 
policies. 

e. Operate as a part of the task forces in the conduct of 
military operations. 

/. Operate in conjunction with or in lieu of naval forces. 

■ 9. BASIC DOCTRZNB or EMPLOYMENT.—a. A knowledge of the 
powers and limitations of military aviation is a prerequisite 
to sound employment. Air operations almost invariably 
precede the contact of surface forces. The orderly mobiliza- 
tion and strategic concentration of the field forces and their 
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ability to advance from their concentration areas in ac- 
cordance with the strategical plan of operations depend in 
large measure on the success of these early air operations. 

b. Air operations in joint Army and Navy operations are 
undertaken in furtherance of the strategical and tactical 
plan. They include the air operations for which the Army 
is responsible under special regulations governing joint 
action of the Army and the Navy. The success oi such air 
operations can be assmed only by adequate joint training 
and careful joint planning. 

c. Complete control of the air can be gained and main- 
tained only by total destruction of the enemy's aviation. 
Since this is seldom practicable, counter air force operations 
in the theater must be carried on continuously and inten- 
sively to gain and maintain air supremacy and to provide 
security from hostile air operations. 

d. The impracticability of gaining complete control of the 
air necessitates the constant maintenance of air defenses to 
limit the effectiveness of enemy air operations. 

e. In order to obtain flexibility, the operations of the con- 
stituent units of a large air force must be closely coordinated. 
Flexibility enables air power to be switched quickly from 
one objective to another in the theater of operations. Con- 
trol of available air power in the theater must be centralized 
and command must be exercised through the air force 
commander. 

/. Experience in combat theaters has proved the require- 
ment for centralized control, by the air commander, of 
reconnaissance aviation as well as other types of aviation. 
Reconnaissance missions must be closely coordinated with 
our own fighter activities and are directly influenced by 
hostile fighter action. The attachment of a reconnaissance 
unit to the corps or smaller ground unit would deprive that 
reconnaissance unit of essential operating information and 
fighter protection which are readily available to the air 
commander only. The information of hostile air activities 
gained by the aircraft warning service will be furnished by 
the air commander to missions prior to take-off: and when 
urgent, to the reconnaissance unit in the air.   This central- 
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ized control improves operating efficiency of reconnaissance 
aviation and limits reconnaissance losses. The Army Air 
Forces is responsible for providing the reconnaissance and 
photographic missions essential to the success of the ground 
forces in each theater of operations. The absence of recon- 
naissance units specially trained and equipped for the per- 
formance of such missions does not alter this responsibility. 

g. When task forces are formed because of isolation by 
distance or lack of communication, the doctrine of command 
still applies (sec. I, ch. 1). The task force commander will 
command his ground forces through a ground force com- 
mander and his air force through an air commander. 

■ 10. AIR BASES.—Air bases, suitably located, are essential 
for the sustained operation of military aviation. 

o. Much of the equipment pertaining to aircraft is of a 
complex and highly technical nature; its operation requires 
highly trained air crews; its maintenance and repair require 
mechanics with specialized skill. All aircraft need regular 
and frequent care and maintenance. They are vulnerable 
to air attack both in flight and on the ground. The fatigue 
of air crews and the repair and reservicing of equipment 
and material require all aviation units to operate from air 
bases where the necessary facilities are provided for security, 
rest, replacement, maintenance, and repair. 

b. The essential requirements for base facilities are land- 
ing areas, facilities for tactical control and planning, admin- 
istration, maintenance, repair and supply, and provisions for 
the security of personnel and equipment on the ground. 
Aviation engineers are essential for the construction and 
maintenance of air bases. Adequate communications for the 
control and direction of air operations and for liaison are 
required. 

SECTION II 

STRATEGIC AIR FORCE 

■ 11. GENERAL.—Strategic air force operations are under- 
taken in furtherance of the strategic plans prepared by the 
War Department General Staff.   The selection of strategic 
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objectives Is a responsibility of the theater commander. Or- 
dinarily, the theater commander will control these air opera- 
tions by the assignment of a broad general mission to the 
air force commander. The air force commander executes 
the assignment by means of a directive to the strategic air 
force commander and general supervision of his forces. 

■ 12. MISSIONS.—Generally, the aim of the strategic air force 
is the defeat of the enemy nation. Missions are selected 
which make a maximum contribution to this aim. Objectives 
may be found in the vital centers in the enemy's lines of com- 
munication and important establishments in the economic 
system of the hostile country. Objectives are selected in ac- 
cordance with the ultimate purpose of the strategic plan. 
Counter air force operations necessary to neutralize or limit 
the power of the enemy's air forces are of continuing im- 
portance. Although normally employed against objectives 
listed above, when the action is vital and decisive, the 
strategic air force may be joined with the tactical air force 
and assigned tactical air force objectives. 

■ 13. COMPOSITION.—The strategic air force is normally com- 
prised of htavy bombardment, fighter, and photographic 
aviation. Heavy bombardment aviation is the backbone of 
the strategic air force. This class of aviation is character- 
ized by its ability to carry heavy loads of destructive agents 
for great distances. It is also capable of conducting long- 
range strategic reconnaissance over land and sea. It relies 
upon speed, altitude, defensive fire power, and armor for secu- 
rity. Accompanying fighter aviation, where its radius of 
action permits, is also used to increase security. Fighter avi- 
ation furnishes air defense for bombardment bases. Photo- 
graphic aviation performs long range high altitude photo- 
graphic missions for the theater, air force, and strategic air 
force commanders. 

SECTION HI 

TACTICAL /TR FORCE 

■ 14. GENERAL.—a. In a theater of operations where ground 
forces are operating, normally there will be a tactical air 
force.   Modern battle strategy and tactics derive success to 
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the degree that air power, sustained and in mass, is employed 
properly by the theater or task force commander. 

b. The decision to launch a combined operation and to 
wage subsequent offensives is strongly influenced by the quan- 
tity and quality of air strength available. 

c. Forces must be developed and committed to battle with 
overwhelming air components opposing estimated enemy air 
capabilities. 

d. Tactical air force operations and ground force opera- 
tions in the theater or task force will be coordinated by means 
of timely planning conferences of pertinent commanders and 
staffs, and through the exchange of liaison officers. Air and 
ground liaison officers will be officers who are well versed in 
air and ground tactics. 

e. In modern battle operations, the fighting of land ele- 
ments and the general air effort in the theater must be 
closely coordinated. The air battle should be won first 
whenever other considerations permit (par. 2). 

■ 15. COMPOSITION.—a. The tactical air force may contain 
the following: reconnaissance aviation, light and medium 
bombardment units, fighter aviation and an aircraft warn- 
ing service. This force does not serve the ground forces 
only; it serves the theater. Aviation units must not be 
parceled out as the advantage of massed air action and 
flexibility will be lost. 

b. In a particularly opportune situation (offensive) or a 
critical situation (defensive), a part or a whole of the stra- 
tegic air force may be diverted to tactical air force missions. 

■ 16. MISSIONS.—a. The mission of the tactical air force 
consists of three phases of operations in the following order 
of priority: 

(1) First priority.—To gain the necessary degree of air 
superiority. This will be accomplished by attacks against 
aircraft in the air and on the ground, and against those 
enemy installations which he requires for the application 
of air power. 

(2) Second priority.—To prevent the movement of hostile 
troops and supplies into the theater of operations or within 
the theater. 

10 
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(3) Third priority.—To participate in a combined effort 
of the air and ground forces, ip. the battle area, to gain ob- 
jectives on the immediate front of the ground forces. 

b. (1) First priority.—The primary aim of the tactical 
air force is to obtain and maintain air superiority In the 
theater. The first prerequisite for the attainment of air 
supremacy is the establishment of a fighter defense and 
offense, including RDP (radio direction finder), GCI (ground 
control interception), and other types of radar equipment 
essential for the detection of enemy aircraft and control of 
pur own. While our air superiority is maintained, both the 
ground forces and the air force can fight the battle with 
little interference by the enemy air. Without this air su- 
premacy, the initiative passes to the enemy. Air superiority 
is best obtained by the attack on hostile airdromes, the de- 
struction of aircraft at rest, and by fighter action in the air. 
This is much more effective than any attempt to furnish an 
umbrella of fighter aviation over our own troops. At most 
an air umbrella is prohibitively expensive and could be 
provided only over a small area for a brief period of time. 

(2) Second priority.—The disruption of hostile lines of 
communication (and at times lines of signal communication), 
the destruction of supply dumps, installations, and the attack 
on hostile troop concentrations in rear areas will cause the 
enemy great damage and may decide the battle. This ac- 
complishes the "isolation of the battlefield." If the hostile 
force is denied food, ammunition, and reenforcements, ag- 
gressive action on the part of our ground forces will cause 
him to retire and the immediate objective will be gained. 
Massed air action on these targets with well-timed exploita- 
tion by ground forces should turn the retirement into rout. 

(3) Third priority.—The destruction of selected objectives 
in the battle area in furtherance of the combined air-ground 
effort, teamwork, mutual understanding, and cooperation are 
essential for the success of the combined effort in the battle 
area. In order to obtain the necessary close teamwork the 
command posts of the Tactical Air Force and of the ground 
force concerned should be adjacent or common, at least dur- 
ing this phase of operations.   Air and ground commanders 
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16-18 FIELD  SERVICE  REGULATIONS 

profit greatly from the other's successes. Airplanes de- 
stroyed on an enemy airdrome and in the air can never 
attack our troops. The advance of ground troops often 
makes available new airdromes needed by the air force. 
Massed air action on the immediate front will pave the way 
for an advance. However, in the zone of contact, missions 
against hostile units are most difficult to control, are most 
expensive, and are, in general, least effective. Targets are 
small, well-dispersed, and difficult to locate. In addition, 
there is always a considerable chance of striking friendly 
forces due to errors in target designation, errors in naviga- 
tion, or to the fluidity of the situation. Such missions must 
be against targets readily identified from the air, and must 
be controlled by phase lines, or bomb safety lines which are 
set up and rigidly adhered to by both ground and air units. 
Only at critical times are contact zone missions profitable. 

SECTION IV 

AIR DEFENSE COMMAND 

■ 17. GENERAL.—a. Air defense is the direct defense against 
hostile air operations as distinguished from the indirect de- 
fense afforded by counter air force operations. Air defense 
comprises all other methods designed to prevent, to interfere 
with, or to reduce the effectiveness of hostile air action. 

b. Air defense is divided into active air defense and passive 
air defense. 

(1) Active air defense comprises all measures aimed to 
destroy or to threaten destruction of hostile aircraft and 
their crews in the air. Active air defense is provided by 
fighter aircraft, antiaircraft artillery, and small arms fire; 
and by obstacles, principally barrage balloons 

(2) Passive air defense is provided by dispersion, camou- 
flage, blackouts, and other measures which minimize the 
effect of hostile air attack. 

■ 18. COMPOSITION.—a. The active air defense means for 
any area may include fighter aviation, antiaircraft artillery, 
searchlights, barrage balloons and aircraft warning service. 
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Areas of responsibility for active air defense will be pre- 
scribed by the air force commander. Normally, the tactical 
air force will be responsible for the active air defense of the 
battle area utilizing fighter aircraft and the mobile aircraft 
warning service. This mobile aircraft warning service will 
include RDP (radio direction finder), GCI (ground control 
interception), and other types of radio equipment and warn- 
ing facilities essential for the interception of enemy aircraft. 

b. When antiaircraft artillery, searchlights, and barrage 
balloons operate in the air defense of the same area with 
aviation, the efficient exploitation of the special capabilities 
of each, and the avoidance of unnecessary losses to friendly 
aviation, demand that all be placed under the command of 
the air commander responsible for the area. This must be 
done. 

c. Antiaircraft artillery attached or assigned to ground 
forces combat units remain under the command of the ground 
force imit commander, as distinguished from the antiaircraft 
units assigned to an air commander for the air defense of an 
area. 

■ 19. TACTICS AND TECHNIQUE.—Tactics and technique of air 
operations in air defense are covered in FM 1-15. 

SECTION V 

AIR SERVICE COMMAND 

■ 20. GENERAL.—The air service command in a theater pro- 
vides the logistical framework of the air force. Its func- 
tions comprise such activities as procurement, supply, repair, 
reclamation, construction, transportation, salvage, and 
other services required by the tactical units of an air force. 
The air service command provides all repair and mainte- 
nance of equipment beyond the responsibility of first and 
second echelons of maintenance. 

S 21. ORGANIZATION.—a. All air iorce service organizations 
and installations are under the air service commander's di- 
rect control. These organizations and installations include 
air quartermaster, ordnance, signal, chemical, medical, and 
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engineer depots, and service centers. Where ground force 
depots supplying material common to both ground and air 
forces are adequate, suitably located, and can be used, such 
material should not be handled by an air force depot. Ma- 
terial peculiar to the Army Air Forces will normally be 
handled only by the Army Air Forces and not by ground or 
service force agencies. 

b. The service center is a mobile organization provided to 
establish and operate the necessary third echelon mainte- 
nance, reclamation, and supply points within close support- 
ing distance of the combat units. Service centers normally 
are set up on the basis of one for each two combat groups. 

B 22. REFERENCE.—The details of organization, functions, 
and method of operation of an air service command are con- 
tained in Army Air Forces Regulations 65-1. 

o 
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ORGANIZATION   AND   PERSONNEL 

The Besdqusrterc and Headquarter» Squadron, ninth Air fcrca, «as a redeslgnetlon effected on 8 Iprll 

1942, at New Orleane, Louialana, of the organization acti?ated at Bowoan field, Kentucky, on 2 September 

1941 a« the V Air Support Caaund. The eatabllehnient of th« Klnth Air ?ore« a« an operational air force, 

under the comand of Major General (later lieutenant Genen»!} Lewis H. Brereton, was acooapllabad at Cairo 

on 12 Hovenher 1942, bj  the asalgmunt to it of all the D. S. Aroy Air Faroe» unit» In the Middle JS«at that 

had been known since 28 June 1942 as the Middle East Air force.  This air force, under Major General Brere- 

ton, had cooperated with the British Eighth Aroy In turning back the Afrika Korps at £1 Alaasln sad in the 

pursuit that ended on 15 May 1943, when all Africa was freed fro» Axis domination.  The operations in the 

Middle East (tabulated on page 19) included attacka on Italian slrdroaesi on the cosnt of Sicily prepara- 

tory to, and during, the Invasion of that island on 9 July, and attacks preceding and during the Invasion 

of the Italian mainland on 23 July. They alao included the famous, coatly, but succeesful raid on the 
Plceetl oil fields by B-24's on 1 August 1943. 

On 7 September 1943 it was decided in Washington to aove the headquartere of the linth Air farce, II 

Bomber Coaaaad, IZ fighter Comsand, and II Air Serrlce Comand from the Middle East to Britain. All tao- 

"Ical units with the ninth Air force in Africa were transferred to the Twelfth Air force for further ser- 
vice in the Italian campaign. 

On 16 October 1943, Major Oaneral Brereton formally assumed coan.ind of the Risth Air force In the 

Dnited Kingdom, with Brigadier Seneral Victor U. Strahm, who had occupied the same post in Africa, as 

Chief of Staff. In addition to the ooaaand headquarters that had been brought from the Kiddle East, or 

were enroute, th« air force had under It at that time the conands and units that bad been transferred to 

It from the Eighth Air Force—the Till Air Support Command, the 3rd and 44th Bombardmect Wings, the 322nd, 

323rd, 386th, and 387th Bombardment Groups (M), the 434th Troop Carrier Group, the 67th Reconnaissance 

Group, the 21 et Weather Squadron and the 40th Mobile Comunlcatlons Squadron. As the nucleus of a service 
organisation there was the VIII Tactical Air Service conunand with six air depot groups.  The assigned 

strength of the air force w«s 38,457 on 31 October. 

The IX Bomber Comand, commanded by Colonel (later Brigadier and Major General) Samuel Z. Anderson, 

to which were assigned the four operational medlus bombardment groups, continued to carry out attacka on 

enemy installations on the Continent. As new groups received from the U. S. reached the stage of training 

where they could be declared operational, there was a gradually accelerated effort, a large part of which 

was directed, beginning in January 1944, «.gainst flying bomb sites en the Continent. 

On 12 Xovember 1943, the 3rd and 44th Bombardment Wings were ^designated the 98th and 99th Combat 

Bombardment Wlnga, and shortly thereafter the 97th Combat Bombardment Wing was activated. When the air 

force attained full strength, the 98th and 99th each had four me.'lum bomber and the 97th three light 

bomber groups. 

The IX fighter Comand, commanded by Brigadier General (later Kajor General) Elwood 8. Quessda, was, 

according to the original plan for a tactical air force, to have two air support divisions under it. How- 

ever, theso were activated cot as divisions but ss eoasands, the II Air Support Command on 4 December 1943 

(actually a redeelgnatlon of the VIII Air Support Comm&nd which was already operational under Brigadier 

General Quesada), and the XiX Air Support Command on 4 January 1944.  The III Air Support Command became 

operational on 18 April, under Brigadier General (later Xajor General) 0. P. Weyland, and on the ease day 

the commaads were redesigns ted the II and III Tactical Air Coanande. Personnel of the IX fighter Comand 

were used to augment the strength of the two commands.  I'hlle the XI fighter Comand continued until after 

C Say to huve acme operational and training responsibility tor  the tactical air oomands, they were mors 

or less Independent, and after the move to the Continent the IX fighter Command, to all intents and pur- 

poses, went out of exle'ence as an operating unit. 

Curing the winter and jpring, five fighter wings nere assigned from the Eighth Air force or arrived 

from the U. S., and fighter groups were arriving and being trained until, by D Day, 18 fighter groups 

«ere operational. During the preceding months groups, as taey became operational, had been used In 

fighter escort of Eighth Air force heavy bombere, and in fighter-bombing »lesions on the Continent, prin- 

cipally as a pre-invaalon campaign to destroy the enemy sir potential by concentrated attacks against 

enemy airflelda and aircraft in northern france. 

The IX and III Tactical Air Commands moved with their groups to the Continent shortly after the 

invasion, end, st the beginning of the second phaee of tr.e campaign in france with the breakthrough at 
St. 14, received their mission» of cooperation with the first and Third Armies, respectively. With the 
arrival of the linth Army, the XXIX Tactical Air Comand (Provisional) was organised (13 September 1944), 
using the T/O's of the 84th and 303rd fighter »rings, under the comand of Brigadier General Richard E. 

Bugent, the XIIX Tactical Air Comand (Provisional) provided air cooperation for the Hlnth Army. 
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ORGANIZATION   AND   PERSONNEL 

(CONTINUED) 

The IX ilr Serrlce Cooiand, commanded by Kajor General Henry J. F. Killer, was redealgnated IX Air 

Farce Service Cosaand in January 1944. The VIII Air Serrlce Area Comiaiid had been redealgnated II Air 
Force Advanced Air Depot Area Comand on 17 Kovember 194). and a aecond Advanced Air Depot Area Coiaand 
• • activated on 4 January 1944. Under theae t«o comanda 1) air depot groupa «ere divided aacng eiz 
provlaional tactical air depota. The Baae Air Depot Area waa aet up on 2 December 194} and waa under the 
Blnth Air Force until 15 May 1944, when it went under the comaand of 0. S. Strategic Air Forcea in Europe. 
In Bay 1944 Brigadier General Kyron C. foot  succeeded Major General Miller aa coonandlng general. 

The growth of the II Air Force Service Coonand kept pace with the increaaed neede of the air force, 

ita aaaigaed personnel Just before D Day numbering 96,212. The conacand changed its organization aa moves 
«ere made to the Continent, the tactical air depota being gradually diacontinued and the air depot groups 
operating separately, directly under the advanced air depot areas. At naiimum operating strength on 31 
July 1944, the II Air Force Service Command had 14 air depot groups and 23 service groups. 

The II Engineer Comand «aa activated on 30 March 1944 under Brigadier General J. B. Newman.  On D Day 

It had four regiments of aviation engineers and three airborne engineer battalions. Beginning «itb the 

emergency landing strip at Fouppevllle, which «as operational at 2115 hours on D Day, these units had nine 
airfields operational, moat of them «1th 5000-foot runways, by 0+24 (30 June 1944), and another seven under 
construction. 

Toe II feSgisser Csüsand «aa relieved from ita asaignaent to the Ninth Air Force and assigned to U. S. 
Strategic Air Forces In Europe on 20 February 1945.  After 7-E Day the command reverted to the control of 
the Ninth Air Force. 

The IX Air Defense Conmiand «as activated on 30 k'arch 1944, under Brigadier General w, L. Richardson, 

and «aa assigned t«o antiaircraft artillery brigades, «hich by D Day had 11 attached battalions. After 

D Day, two night fighter squadrons and the 71st Fighter sing «ere assigned to this command, «hlle the 
majority of the antiaircraft artillery units «ere relieved from attached In order to work directly with 
the armies in the early stages of the invasion.  These units «ere later reattacbed to IX Air Defenae Com- 

aand, and many additional units «ere also attached for the defense of Antwerp and Ltkge against flying 

bombs, and Ninth Air Force forward airfields against enemy aircraft.  With the decrease in enemy air 

offensive action by late summer, the night fighter squadrons and the fighter «ing had been reassigned 

to the tactical air commands, and had changed from a defensive to an offensivs role. After V-B Day 

the antiaircraft artillery units in the IX Air Defenae Command «ere changed from attached to assigned 

status. 

Ths II Troop Carrier Command had been activated on 16 October 1943 under the command of Brigadier 

General Benjamin ?, Giles. Under Brigadier General (later i'-ajor General) Paul I.  Williams, »ho succeeded 
Brigadier General Giles on 25 February 1944, the comand «as built up to a strength of 14 groups, «1th 

ths 50th, 52nd, and 53rd Troop Oarriar VTlng».  On 24 August 1944 the II Troop Carrier Command (with its 
ssrvics organiiatlons from II Air Force Service Command) »as transferred to the First Allied Airborne 
Army. Lieutenant General Brereton had already relinquished commnnd of the Ninth Air Force on 7 August 

to become conBanding«general of that army. 

The n»« commanding general of the Ninth Air Force, Major General (lat*r Lieutenant General) Hoyt 3. 
Tandenberg, assumed command on 8 August 1944.  He had previously bssn deputy commanding general of the 
Allied Kipeditlonary Air Force.  The air force remained under his command until shortly after V-E Day, 
when Uajor General leylknd assumed command. 

The assigned strength of the Ninth Air .ores had grown s«iftly during the bulM-up period, increas- 

ing from 5-,724 on 6 December 1943 to an all-time high on 31 July 1944 of 179,851, by the following 
Increment!)—December 1943, n,752| January 1944, 30,845f February, 16,177i March, 26,793! April, 20,794; 
May, 1,051| June, 2,868 und July, 4,847.  There «ere also attached personnel, chiefly in the antiaircraft 
artillery battalions of the II Air Defense Comaand, »hich brought the operating strength of the air force 

in the early summer of 1944 to over 200,000. 

*ith he division of effort in Europe between the Sixth and Twelfth Army Groups, the Ninth Air Force 
took over Ir cooperation with the latter, and the First Tactical Air Force (Provlaional) »as organized 

to cooper ■! with the former.  On 12 October 1944 the XII Tactical Air Command of the Twelfth Air Force 
was asai£ i by U. S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe to the administrative control of the Ninth Air Force, 

and on 15 ivember this oomnand, together with the 7l8t Fighter ling, the 50th, 358th and J71st Fighter 
Croups, t 86th Air Depot Group and the 63rd and 312th Service Groups »ere assigned to the First Tactical 

Air Force 'roTlslonal).  With the cessation of hostllttiem-the First Tactical Air Force (Provisional) »as 

disbanded id ita units »ere assigned to the Ninth Air Force. 
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31 Jumnry li1-1- 1525 11215 101*12 101532 8*909 mw 99321 

29 Febrjarjr 118? ITO33 12629 10»67l* 10286» 121707 115^« 

11 H.rch MB m^ 17129 130793 125162 11*851*1 1U2291 

50  iprll 3565 19979 20587 li*76si 150U98 167660 171015 

n liu 103" 21016 2161.1 1501.77 1501*93 173512 17213« 

30 Jun« 151*5 212l*l 22101 151333 152903 nw 175001* 

31 July ItjtC SUtl 21036 151601 156815 n^tk 179851 

11 Auxuat 21.10 1-715 15350 II8319 12^75 153051' 139925 

TO S«pt«attr 3192 2876 lU-jSl 159U? 118203 12U516 132781* lltO^S« 

n CctGb«r 89 ?5 • 251 1783 11*799 15717 118173 123211* 132972 138931 

30 Ko»faber 87''7 8852 lUcb! 151*26 115675 U90W 1303U3 13UU78 

31 Eecrabtr Wl litlc lW*3l 10771*7 uoiro 121363 121^01 

31 Junu.ry 1'il.K ■a^ 11815      i    1«970 IO8813 110697 122668 125667 

?8 ffSrunry ^90 11S97     |   11*901 98121 97379 112020 112280 

li  Kurch h^ li9<i     j   15012 99375 101 ■'IS U310J 1161*1*8 

O April yy-i 1M11      i    1-751 li0?9' lill7c' 11*6.101* li*7958 

n S,y [       •iUfc'- 16023 20-*^         ?1'>9 15795^ 155909 178052 177568 
1 

MUK!;;     KJtf .-'oru 1. ■ 
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AIRCRAFT   AND   COMBAT    CREWS 

Tbe  Ilnth Air Fore« acquired on its arrival  in England in October  1943 four under-atrength nediun 

bonbardaent groupa fro« VIII Air Support Connand and  one  troop carrier Rroup.     From  then until June  1944 

there waa a gradually accelerated build-up until on D Cay,  the air force achieTed its all-time maximum 

»trengtto of eight aediun and  three light bonbardment groups, 18 fighter groups,  14  troop carrier groupa 

(lost  in August to First Allied Airborne Army),   and   two reconnaissance groupa consisting of four photo 

■nd four tactical reconnaissance  squadrons.     Aircraft numbered 7800,   consisting of 4546 tactical,   2679 

gliders and 575 utility typesi  and thsre were 5337 combat crews,  including 990 bomber crews,  ZÖ32 fight- 

er crews,  214 reconnaissance and 2101 troop carrier and glider crews.    The overages of 663 tactical air- 

craft and the  small overage in combat crews were  quickly reduced when extensive operations were started. 

Combat losses iaasdiately wiped out the excess fighter and reoonnaieuance aircraft,   and insufficient  re- 

placements cheated a critical shortage which existed until ¥-B Day despite  the  fact that some groupa were 

converted to aircraft models which had a larger replacement flow.    An average  of bombers waa maintained 

throughout the period of operations, however, mainly due to the  flow of A-26 aircraft for  the conversion 

of B-26 and A-20 groups.    The air fores aircraft authorization per group was increased in November 1944 

to counteract the delayed deliveries from distant United Kingdom ports to airstrips.     Combat crews created 

no problem as there «as very generally an overage In all units. 

On the completion of the combat mission of the air force,   the aircraft authorization was decreased 

to unit equipment, with authority to retain all excess in the air force for the present. 

COMBAT   AIRCRAFT    GAINS   AND    LOSSES 
20   OCTOBER   1943   THRU   8   MAY   1945 

INV9I- 
TORI 
20 001 
1*3 

GAINS LOSSES 

unn«- 
TORT 
8 MAI 
1945 

ORB 
DKIT 
tlfltt 

BPL 
rat 
can* 

0TH3B 
aim 

7 

TOTAL 
OASIS 

1211 

MIA 
CAT S 

»ai-cp 
3AL- 
TA&E 

TO 
2ID 
uta 

TRANS 
TO 

omat 
AT OTHa 

TOTAL 

B-ab 292 & »8 305 25fc 239 10« 4 908 595 

A-9 15 192 W3 2 «17 78 78 79 7 2/3 8 523 109 

A-* i*> 183 31 534 55 25 28 11 1 WO 454 

TOM. BOCBStS J07 US 5» 1551. W) 2J«2 US 357 3U 7 390 13 1531 U58 

1-3« as l»71 33 72» 301 77 158 22 57 £ «01 128 

P-W »75 75 27« U< 3922 U03 249 «53 91 53» 12 2747 1175 

Ml 1 1» 130 Coo 24*. U«k 2<2 1» 110 8 501 55 955 210 

I-<1 » 3« 8 «8 5 » 10 » 3 5« 52 

TOTAL nOBBS 1 13» 2» 38 M Ul 5883 1771 354 »31 121 108« 76 4559 1545 

r-3 10 25 6 a 8 8 5 2 23 18 

r-i 80 Vli 2 1»! 1» 2 53 10 4» 113 78 

r-i 81 Ä 121 75 351 <7 18 51 5 31 3 173 158 

WtALBBM 171 5fc 255 83 5*3 % 28 89 15 80 5 509 254 

C-Kl/i) 82 814 581 t an U 4 29 13«0 1441 40 

GUOBS 17»2 »5 2t»7 528 18 130 2020 1 2«97 

CURD TOTAL 590 fc5» S» TIM 538 12»0I, 395» 
1 ■—VK 

»1 1525 141 4956 95 _ 10517 2977 

SamCB:   math AT torn HO-A 
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AIRCRAFT   AND   CREW   STATUS 
MONTHLY AVERAGES 

AIRCRAFT COMBAT CREWS 
BOMBERS 

ATg. 
Author!lad On Hani Operational AuthoriMd ATalUbU 

  In In In 
Gps. In AT In Tact Taot * Far Taot x Iffaot 

4.05 

ParJIt 

85 

Total 

544 

A.F. Jfclit. Unlta Opar. 0t_ Total J*s*- Units MQ atr. 

Oatdbtr     19l»3 292 292 230 78.8 Ootobar       1943        96 589 575 257 68,9 225 
RmidMr i..00 85 540 257 257 205 79.8 Xonnber 1      96 584 565 240 66.1 205 
DioMtor 1«00 85 540 249 249 250 92.4 Dacaoter 96 564 559 277 81.7 224 
Juuaiy     19W, 4.00 85 540 555 245 206 65.6 Januaiy       1944 96 584 585 261 66.1 221 
F*blu*l7 4-50 85 583 412 265 227 79.6 Wsbruaiy 96 432 510 506 60.0 227 1 
«arch 7.00 85 595 692 454 558 82,5 March 96 672 725 420 57.9 546; 
iprll 9.00 85 765 93 6% 460 76.2 April 96 864 835 505 60.5 425 
*» 11.00 85 955 1096 828 589 71.1 Kay 96 1056 948 672 70.9 545 
Jim* 1   .00 85 955 1105 869 689 79.5 Juna 96 1056 1000 744 74,4 620 
July 1  .00 85 955 1120 874 710 81,2 July 96 1056 995 709 71.4 617 
August 1  .00 85 955 1095 758 682 92.4 Auguat 96 1056 1014 764 75.5 6l0 1 
3*l>t«tttr 11.00 85 955 1111 841 754 87.5 Sapt eater 96 1056 1067 845 79.0 665 
Ooteter 11.00 85 95« 907 759 626 84.7 Ootobar 96 1056 1216 910 74,8 615! 
Honabar 1  .00 88 962 975 754 617 84.1 NOTaabar 96 1056 1245 922 74.1 578; 
Oeoecter 1  .00 88 968 967 725 583 80,6 Oaoaabar 96 1056 197 940 78.5 572 i 
Juuu?     191»5 11.00 88 968 1010 727 585 80.5 January       1945 96 1056 1195 961 82.2 5841 
Äkru«>y 11.00 88 968 1039 710 545 76.5 Fabroaiy 96 1056 1274 991 77.8 555 : 

)Urob 1  .00 88 968 1009 724 565 77.8 Varoh 9« 1056 1400 1105 76.9 561 1 
April 1  .00 88 968 067 749 617 82.4 April 96 1056 555 1097 81,1 592 I 
■tor 11.70 64 734 1116 749 657 85.0 

'"' 
96 

- - 
1123 590 IO69 76.9 606 i 

Avg. 

FIGHT ERS 
Authorliod Or HanJ Operational Authorlaad ArallabU 

In In ^n 
Gpa. In IT In T»ot taot * Par Taot % Iff act 

.ItO 

JM98 

9« 

rIetai jyt- .-Mi, Jlnltl 

62 

O^ar. 

95.9 Daoaabar       945 106 

JeSaL A»gd. Units J^-A] Str. 

OmAcr   1%) 58 66 66 45 255 104 40,6 50 
J«nuu7     IJW» .00 96 96 144 92 62 67.4 January       1944 106 1     106 610 86 14.1 58 
Frtmuiy 5.20 96 507 465 261 184 70.5 Bibxuary 106 346 621 251 40.4 162 
Itoreh 6.20 96 595 760 526 571 70.5 March 106 670 3l6 596 48.6 520 
April 8.90 96 854 428 661 546 80.2 April 108 961 295 562 45.4 487 
Itay 17.00 96 1556 686 549 995 73.8 May 108 1776 1603 215 75.7 955 
JttlM 18.00 96 16« 591 385 1129 81.5 Jun« 106 1898 1925 595 62.9 1009 
Juljr 18.60 96 1728 462 218 906 74.4 July 108 1998 2057 645 9.9 912 
AufWt 18.67 96 1718 524 189 955 80.2 Auguat 1GB 1987 2130 585 74.4 942 
Saptaator 17.67 96 1668 1502 190 968 81.5 Saptaabar 106 2064 2322 681 72.4 947 
OoteMr 10.70 96 1755 515 1199 9«5 30.5 Ootobar 106 2250 2564 729 75.1 952 
MonolMr 15.17 100 1475 551 996 850 85.5 Kenabar 126 1665 2147 1594 74.2 822 
Dnocflfatr 11..67 100 1456 515 958 782 83.4 tooaabar 126 1796 967 1499 6,2 780 

3m»Tj     1945 11..67 IX 1436 129 821 665 83.4 January       1945 126 1796 680 1405 74.7 685 
Fabruur 15.17 100 1424 207 922 785 s.-,.i Hbruaiy 126 1856 1955 1J91 74.9 761 I 
Hut* 15.67 100 1536 420 066 969 8?.2 March 126 1922 2060 1468 72.2 960 
April 15.67 100 1536 505 157 1027 90.5 April 126 1922 2106 1575 4.7 1026 

MT 17.67 75 1341 694 1306 1150 88.1 May 126 2156 
.__     2365 852 77.5 1144 

REC0NNA1 SSAf ̂ CE 

Avj. 
Authcrliad On Hand Oparational Authorliad Avallabl* ' In "Ii" "I In 
f^6 In Taot Taot *      1 F-6 Taot f «ffaol 

EML*»- Total A.?. Unlta Bnit^ -9m.-' Par S^ Total iH'L Unlta Anil. Str. 

OM>A*r   19W *      .16 2} 4 SO 44 59 88.6 1 OacaAar   1945 w - 
68 49 72,1 6 

J«nu»«y     15W. .".00 23 46 02 77 56 72.7 Januaiy     1944 25 46 95 59 41,1 30 
Psbnurr 2.00 25 4£ 104 78 60 76.9 AbJuajy 25 46 117 49 41.9 49 
lUroh 3.00 25 61 154 91 65 69.2 March 25 67 159 52 57.4 46 I 

April 5. JO 23 119 129 88 41 46,6 iprtl 25 112 195 42 21,« 55 
Itoy /.50 25 142 211 150 105 70.0 May 25 161 140 106 74.5 95 
Sa»» 8.00 25 186 202 170 161 94.7 Juna 25 189 3,5 184     75.7 157 
July 9.00 a. Ml 192 178 151 84.8 July 25 192 255 185 72.5 147 
Aujiut 9.W 21, 201 195 179 156 87.2 Auguat 25 192 510 216 70.J 1S( 
Saptaabar 13.00 24 273 217 201 178 88.6 Saptaabar 25 261 551 261 78.6 176 
Ootobar 15.70 a 289 250 226 191 83.8 Ootobar J3 276 366 295     76.0 '79 i 
MoMAar 1   .00 24 242 222 179 15* 87.2 Nondbar 25;    217 351 S»4    85.6 149 1 

Oaoaabar 1  .00 50 }(,'< 292 204 165 79.9 1 Daoeabar 23 1     217 315 251     80.2 162 
January     t9l.5 1  .00 30 290 290 212 170 80.2 | Januajy     1945 25!     217 3l6 244     77.2 168 
Fabnjary 12.Ov 2L 266 238 218 185 83.9 february 25 i     258 524 248     76,5 181 
March CM) 21. :v.- 27M 2» 196 S6.0 j tarch 23 j    247 556 2591    72.8 192 
April 1J.30 24 ?>7 270 225 195 86.7 1 Ai.rU 23 |     286 ,06 527'   60,5 195 
HMJ 1 .■* 18 :73 »2 255 211 82.7 1 Hay ^5 1    356 

1 
485 586 i   79.6 309 

1- .  i 

OC»r(;i;:     l.intl ^ yam I'.O-A              »tola:    1 er ^.roup or squadron kutnoriaatlona ahoan au of l*at d»y of »nth. 
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BOMBER   AIRCRAFT   AND   CREW   STATUS 

OCTOBER  1943   THRU   MAY  1945 
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FIGHTER  AIRCRAFT AND CREW STATUS 
DECEMBER   1943 THRU MAY 1945 
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RECONNAISSANCE   AIRCRAFT   AND CREW  STATUS 

DECEMBER   1943 THRU   MAY 1945 
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EFFORT 
Iffort praTiou« to 0 Car, although aiteable. aaountlog to about 75.000 aortlea, wae still ouXj  17.5 

paroant of tha total «ffort fron 16 October 194} through T-S Day. It waa aufflclent, howcTer, to attain 

tha objaotlvaa of aoftening up the northern coaat of France, conducting iaportant pra-invaalon reconnala- 

unea oparatlona, running dlveralonarjr raida to keep the eneaj gueaslng where the big bio» waa about to 

fall, and aaaurln« air auperlorlty during and after the Invaalon of the Continent. With the inraalon the 

air foroa waa therefore prepared to enter phaae two of operatlona—laolatlon of the battlefield. On 

S Day toabera hit their all-tlae peak for one day with 1011 aortlea, while flgbtera attained their hlgh- 

aat amber of aortlea on D+1, with 2576, of which 1095 were aaaault area oover, 960 diva, glide and aKip 

boabiag, J81 troop carrier eeoort and 140 other eacort. Proa 0 Day through 0+9, with one day (9 June, 

DO) ooaplatcly aoa-operatlonal, 6094 boaber and 14,444 fighter aortlea were flown, and the eneay waa al- 

ready beginning to ahow algna of the dlaruptlon of hla coaaunlcationa and the inability to bring up rein- 

foreaaanta ^hat reached a cliaax after the St. L6 breakthrough on 25 July. Feaka in effort occurred 

thereafter «fcanaTer the ground altuatlon becane fluid, particularly during the battle of the Falaiae Sap, 

tta parault aaroaa France, the Matt offenalTe, the Ardennes couater-offenalTe, the aiege of Aachen, and 

tha battle« waat of the Hhlne. 1 record ten-day effort waa attained during the period 17 - 26 larob, 

at the eroaalng of the Rhine, «ben 6754 boaber, 16,257 fighter and 2391 recoonalaaance aortiaa were flown, 

leather waa the great Halting factor In effort. Boaber« operated at group atrength or better on 

545 out of the 571 daya (60 percent) between 16 October 1945 and 8 Hay 1945, fighter« on 597 out of 525 

lay« (76 percent) froa 1 Daceaber 1945 through 8 Hay 1945. The laproreaent of blind boabing equlpaent 

pcraitted boaber« to operate a higher proportion of the daya during later aontha. Froa 1 October 1944 

through 8 lay 1945 boabera operated on 159 daya, on 56 of which only blind boabing technique« «are u««d. 

NINTH AIR FORCE OPERATIONS 
16 OCTOBER 1943-8 MAY 1945 

AIR FORCE TOTAL 

EFFORT NON-EfFECTIve EFFORT BOMBING LOSSES AIR CLAIM 

Pr»b. 

18     -i 
Credit ■ffeot. Jtlton IM.. Ite. No. *>. TDM OB Oat. • 

Isertiee fcrtiei fcrtie. ■t. •ea. Few. Mesh. Other Tenet KU I letal •tte Seat. Out. Duk 

«Maker 1M3 «* 59 270 «.!► 4« 2 1« 27 427.050 5 2 « 1 
\9» \%i •77 44.1 474 U »5 10 1571.(50 « ( 4.5 10 5 ; 

*II*IT »JO 294 19« 4B.S »57 (4 L,5 138 1474.980 » 5 14 ( 1 » t 15 

j       Mall*} M« W» aAJ 90.2 1»00 7» 20« 274 5475.280 15 5 2D 4.8 22 » 9 

JaoMuvmfc «71 m» 1UD J4.« (10 55 »< 12 15U.000 7 J 0 5 5 48 20 ^ 1 
(O'.k JW» UM 9.7 ijoi 14» 258 811 33«8.X» 50 « ;* 4.4 7V 10 «. 

Ihnfe *n 7>1l 7J1II 1*.7 842 17« 371 1« 52i».oeo U 11 17 7.2 S> » 9 
«tall 157»» 10(7 15011 17.S 18»7 HI J>5 131 i 10213.180 83 18 101 «» »• w «2 

»r JM!» 19! I «»T) 15.1 22»« »1« 13*1 10S: i 17»05.120 19 a lA 54 £ :i 3 
Joaa yun MAX V18B1 10.« «741 17« 882 11» 2J09».020 853 » »11 »3 51 7J 

ttar 5»* U«7 }iw:i 12.2 «540 120 7>» 1:1«i 15574.57;i 250 58 98 85 m » 10,1 
JB>( J7221 3421) 10.» 1»«5 117 713 1381 15737.7JO 97 M 543 ».8 93 J* 81 

II«II*II turi *S*3 9721 15.5 iti) (2 421 44. 9<05.4W 112 4! 157 « 1 114 VI 40 
MrtaT 22M »1» lajff' 14.8 «805 70 44!) 43 7580.22! 150 4' 1/7 84 172 1« 84 

IM(7 1M<0 an 1«.J »054 72 4» «a: »538.0«!! 155 U 1/5 ».3 (2 8 * 
1IIII>I ■ »t»» 957* 211.7« 15.0 1«01 102 43« 1482 13795.747 2U •5 39 13 8 405 (2 1»5 

»tallMfc 312117 mwt 2U1(1 14.« «591 1784 «754 8817 153532.8»» 228» 485 «734 10 4 17«* «57 8»| 

'•aaa^lMS IHK 15S80 I««» 11.6 71» 80 337 788 »455.461 112 $7 1«» 10 8 U 3 12 
m* *kt 99 i «.7 «1» 1(2 533 48' «7K.81 11J «1 211 7» 4« '1 " 

Pfcfwa $17(0 Mai U10! 5.0 lOVS tu 895 U> 3S«1.7Sl «( 8« 22 5.3 1<7 »1 71 
«pall JSJ<7 »5U 5«J!i 77 l«9 *l 545 *A( I(«t4.$1« 114 X K3 4.7 51» 80 111 
»r »7 97« aot 12.2 au « 47 10 2»«. 575 7 5 10 4.2 9 1 2J 

i«ta tM5 IJJOO 1J0J(» ia<»5 7.0 4287 481 9J7 2212 79803.145 572 252 824 *3 J»7 55 «3] 

8*^1 •etal          j] 42004« 402074 3«89» | 12.3 94« 295 »97 10703 «1«(0».3a 97« 7V» 3*1»]   >.o|      23^ 31» 111« 

eB5U 

«U laaa ntee «re aalaalate« ea the baala of 1000 «mtlt naH&m. 
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STRENGTH   AND EFFORT 
DAILY   AVERAGE EFFECTIVE  STRENGTH. SORTIES 8 EFFECTIVE  SORTIES 

16 OCTOBER   1943  THRU 8 MAY 1945 
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I. 

NINTH  AIR FORCE OPERATIONS 

( CONTINUED) 

|               EFFORT NON-EFFECTiVE  EFFORT BOMBING LOSSES AIR CLAIMS 

Cndit ■TfMt. *R» to. Bo. to. to. SHM OB 
1 

o.t. 1 , Prat. 
Sntiw torti« Sortlei *t. to*. P«t». tooh Ottor Taurgst KU I     |lbtaX|IUt« B-t. D-t. a«. 

TOTAL   BOMBERS 

MMtor IM a». 52» zro ((.4 489 2 16 27 427.050 ) 2 ( 
Waimbtr 13« 134( 877 44.0 474 13 95 10J 1571.650 « ( 4.5 10 5 « 
*"*■* 20(7 1909 911 55.9 923 (1 44 128 1474.580 2 5 7 3.7 . 

Irt»!»« r  VU» 3m 2058 55.( 188( 7( 155 2(4 3473.280 8 5 13 3.4 13 7 12 

Jtmrntf t%l> 1711 IMS 1041 59.2 584 32 49 5 154«.000 3 3 ( 4.2 ( 2 
Mknur 3M1 3555 25« 40.0 1255 142 104 it 3368.900 14 « s» 5.« 1 3 
■uak Ii0<7 3012 301S1 25.9 (781    1(( W 111 511«.330 10 I 18 (.0 10 
Ifttl 73** (5(0 52(3 28.4 1(91 92 2(1 7! 91«1.525 30 12 42 «.4 2 
*V 11*7 110(7 8520 28.7 2000 4<5 351 «11 14«(4.450 43 27 70 6.3 1 
Jmm 11(67 105(2 8893 23.S 1792 131 23: (38 15)00.775 44 20 «« 6.2 1 2 
Jolr 8001 711A 5821 27.3 1)22 (8 172 «25 9718.715 32 23 55 7.7 3 5 
latam* 9W 856( ((02 28.2 1321 83 21« 970 10459.995 39 38 77 9.0 2 
««»»■>» 5W1 51)3 3379 37.8 1734 39 82 197 5595.125 13 12 25 4.9 
Ottrt«r 3<72 3028 1799 51.0 15(5 % 

(1 1« 5112.125 1( 15 
$ I;! 1 

■OT«*«r 517 i wai^ 3224 U.I 134» io; 4«7 55)4.425 17 13 
DMoter (U2 5(57 453( 32.5 ((1 (2 14« 1217 7)64.)25 55 44 99 17.5 23 18 31 

IBtal i%k 785W 70108 54318 31.0 1J907 13(7 1878 5170 90720.490 31» 221 539 7.7 42 30- 5« 

JtamirMKi 3*7 3382 2748 50.4 355 48 133 («3 '>558.125 18 3( 54 15.7 
Nbraujr BIJ^ 781 ( 7074 1).2 235 131 30' 40; 11881.(75 4( 40 % 11.0 1 1 4 
aurah 15551 15230 14)2( 7.9 283 92 5> 325 23903.146 35 45 80 5.3 9 5 11 
ipdl ejo» 7812 717( 15.( 555 57 189 332 12376.888 20 13 33 4.2 2 2 ( 
■» 20) 184 142 32.1 58 ,        7 2 253.575 

t«t»l 1»W 3(1(7 3MA )14(( 13.0 i4a( 326 11(0 1727 53473.409 119 133 252 7.3 12 8 21 

•nMT^aO. 11»1*< 10t3t(|    877U 2(«4 19279 1771 3193 71(1 147««7.179 445 3tO 805 7.4 «7 45 •9 

TOTAL  FIGHTERS 

SMM*r 1»J M5 3(1 3«1 13.0 3 1 40 10 7 7 » 1 13 

JMMT t)M 370 325 325 12.2 1 99 5 4 4 '.».3 42 14 42 
Ntawiy 1»6: 1780 1778 9.( 7 150 31 1( 1( 9.0 ** 9 (0 
»r* 5010 4(2;' 4(11 8.9 110 8 15! 80 10I.7J0 * 3 39 8.4 9» 9 18 
«frtl 79li. 7(91 73<J (.9 151 37 yy Si 1051.855 53 ( » 7.1 * 10 (0 

■v 210rj> 2017V 19473 7.( 217 39 92: 41« 3240. «70 7« 21 99 4.3' 
1» 

• 31 
MM 2W* 29l8i: 2819S (.0 737 37 to. 421 7758.245 2(1 34 as 10.1 30 (7 
JUr 2kT73 242111 2311C (.7 «71 41 50< 451 5855.S60 18( 52 218 9.0 1(7 3« 98 
teaart 2(037 2S5«r■ »775 4.8 429 23 43! 3«7 5297.7S5 aU 25 271 10.« 283 35 79 
i»i>ii*iii 1897!I 181C: 1721C 8.8 1132 22 304 211 4012.315 91 52 12) t.« 114 11 39 
Ottator 1«»> 1598;' 1509( 8.7 891 18 3)i 20; 48«8.10O 107 50 1)7 8.« 1« K 80 
lumaii 12B2> 1247!i 12035 (.9 302 29 28: 181 y»i.()7 109 26 1)7 11.C 57 i 24 
BwM>»r 15»53 15(18 15289 4.2 20) 24 225 212 (421.422 j 175 37 212 13.« 3(5 41 157 

fw«l 1M4 181W5 175715 1(9289 (.7 4843 28( 

17 

4)53 2«34 42(12.409 13(2 248 1(10 9.2 1(9* 221 755 

Jumir IM 103»« 1029J 9990 3.9 143 ISV 89 4875.35« 90 15 10S 10.2 41 t 10 
«Amur 1(070 159?' 1J(7! 2.5 127 27 18« 5; 7b35.142 91 27 118 7.4 •A 8 52 
torch 518*3 3171 309(! 2.8 4(9 38 28? 100 9758.(0« 1)8 » in 5.« 141 10 52 
Afrtl 22280 2192' 21225 4.7 (41       31 Jfti 10) 3817.(36 95 22 117 5.J M 15 99 
ihr                  j 1(H i(07 1519 10.3 13( 

151( 

2 32 5 43.000 •> 3 7 4.4 15 1 

T*U1 1H5 82m 81455 79)78 3.5 115 938 352 26329.734 418 10( 524 (.4 4M 35 214 

Of«« total 2(41« 257531 249026 5.7 (3(2|    40! 1   5331J   299( 48942.143 17» 1 354J2141 8.3 219* 258 962 

TOT AL  TROOP  CARRI ER   
1  

Jmm 1M 217k 2118 2091 3.8 83 59 1 5)0 245.9 
toiwt 37 37, 37 

Om« t>tal 2211 2155 2128 3.8 83 5» 1 5)0 245.9 1 

■nob   WMFM» >U 

1                  * 411   IM» f*tM u« «laulitsi on t»w b«.U of IOUO mr-il Borti««. 
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NINTH  AIR FORCE  OPERATIONS 

(CONTINUED) 

1 |              EFFORT 

■ffaot 

1       NON-EFFECTIVc EFFORT BOMBING i            LOSSES AIR CLAIMS 

iCndlt «*w|   Ito. Ho. ■0. Mo. Ton» On Cot. Pnb. 
| SartlM|asrtiu Sortie« Iff. *.. Fon. Hook. Othor TMJOt xu 1 Total B»U Bnt. DHt. Ite. 

TOTAL RECONNAISSANCE 

n J>U iiu 1          ** » 24 2».2 u 2 U 

1   1  JaotuylJU 90 54 54 40.0 2« 6 2 
NbrmTf H7 1» 1)5 27.8 4« 4 2 
«»nk )» n» 27» 20.7 54 2 1« 1 
A»rtl JO» U9 )7» 25.5 95 2 3) 
«V 11J1 1112 971 14.1 75 12 47 2« 5 5 4.5 

ym 2M0 2705 10.4 212 8 a 4» 17 20 6.7 7 4 
"** »5 2497 2072 18.« )47 11 b, 4» 12 15 «.0 2 
«WW* 31» )111 nr. 10.5 215 11 91 44 12 15    4.8 8 1 
»pMtar Uff 2M 21)i! 17.0 5*7 1 >. )5 8 » 3.5 

1   j  VMHW 21)1 210» 1<»J 8>.« )4» ) 5i » 7 » K.I 4 
1      Rprc^ar 1*t 1K7 14«! 2«.2 408 5 Ti )7 7 8 4.1 5 1 

SMator »» 2J01 185) 20.) ))7 1« «5 5) 12 14 

95 

«.1 17 3 

total 1** 1»<1 

IM 

IMM 

«J» 

1«S2t 

1()0 

17.2 

7«.2~ 
25)1 

214 

71 
r- -- - 

15 

50) ))0 SO 15 4.9 4) « 17 

jMMir IM 51 )« 4 10 5.2 1 1 
1      WwTBWiy MM 2BX 250! 11.9 t(7 4 4« 2!! « T t.: 1 

»rob VK'I 4J4V )9or 10.4 Mi         12 711 41 U 15 ).! 17 5 
*»rti V7>l 4»; 4254 11.) 42» 8 7« )' i 4 1) 2.T «» 3 14 
■V t* 95 541 10.4 St 8 } i ) 5.1 8 1 1 

|   {      toUl 1»S M57 t44»0 12841 10.» 1285 » 25» 13) 35 

. 115 

1J * ).) 9« 10 26 

28]   14)1   4.2 |   j  OnurffaUl ikSU )U)72 29»1 15.0 5827 112 77) 4«)| 13» K 45 

BY  TYPE  ANC > MODEL  AIRCRAFT 

(motor IM it 12 5 58.) ( 
r 

1 2.550 
•ara**r '' 100.0 7 
»«^•r I 

fetol IM 1» 12 5 7).7 1) 1 2.550 

JuMiy IM 
ViHnuqr 
»n* »7       1U 142 42.! to 40 1* 135.500 1 i 14J 
»mi a*> DJ? 850 42.1 »01 54 4ii 41 8J1.2JO 7 1 «.( 
■w J»i tau 1»«; 40.; 7« 155 »1 )1V 1924.750 14 2! 8.( 1 
lOM Ml 2501 »X «.« «85 52 8:1 15! JO13.750 1« 22 7.« 
J«lT ««1 2W ift* )2.8 515 H 4! «811 180«.750 (1 1« 7.1 
liogMt JMl- 2704 201! )0.J 58) 1» 5! 2i; 2)02.750 9 21 7.( 

*-W|S!S?r 147; 1 1420 884 40.0 480 7 11' 83' 11)4.500 » « 9.i 
IO. »! 52; 57.« 5»C )l 11 71 7)1.500 ! 10 10.1 

'HinMhti 114'' »44 TM )i.3 214 1        » 11 120 1021.«» ) e e.!i 
D*M**r %» S}t «54 )i.l 180 i       5 21 8» 

1281 

777.750 

1)470.125 

5 14 1(.8 

i*ui »u u  «j« lil« litt» X.0 4574 408 401 77 1)8 8.5 ■A 
Ju»iy IM «57 (4) 547 1«.7 «i 4 '        1) 27 «54.750 4 11 15.« 
MkniUT 11511 1111 10S1 ».0 51 t 1        21 2! 1255.«25 2 r «.; 
■vn* 1611 IM 1(80 7.« 11 5 1       7!i «8 21)9.050 t 10 5.5 
«fdl 8)5 .7» 7t; l)-4 45 * <        51. 982.)75 1 : 3.- 
»» 1 1 100.0 1        1 

«»ui IM U(7 4)41 4a>i 10.4 17) i     22 115;     15« 5011.800 1) 17 30 «.» „ ,  1  

M.I 47'.o '    430 517 1437 1 SÄ 475" 90 1» 1«» 872 
  z-   

ftrwi IttUl   { awt   »5M 15855 

»pt^tr IM 77,         75 7) 5.2 )[         1 1)3.375 
lOMotar 1 

liiiMlm 1«        1)5 71 47.4 5« j            ■         «1         i 94.<25 1 :    1 7.5 
lB>«*>r 7)5        5B1 4)3 41.1 52  !       12            J*j      210 «43.750 5 !       ) 5.2 

j            |    TtUl 19U ' »7        7» 577 J9.! i    108         12 ;        J7i     »15 871.750 4 U-j-4- 5.1 

* M 'IM>nurT 
«M        «?? 'M 14.B !      »4 I       6 1       17]       59 1017.500 7 11!   18 28.7 

15X       1*74 un 10.4 24 1      1) i        761       41- 2350.375 r « '] 8.6 
1           ,ll>rgh Wt»      )»»» »95 4.5 64 j      15 ,       471       a «352.101 1; 10 V 5.« 7 1 5 

!*»rtl 30)8      »» 2M1 12.4 198 |      17         107!       5! U 54.832 4 1 5; i.r 
(«W *V       17» 141 )0.» 55             ;        7         1 253.375 j - . 

~\ j    t»«»i I»} j »i,»».,    »»ao 6£Z4 10.1 375 I      51  j      2Sti     166 1U26.173 31 » 5»i   «.4 _J__ 5 

i            |Sru« ItoMl 101AI|    1000J 
1          !            '           1            '            1 

9JUl| 11.9 1     UJ  ,      ii,      ml      401 1    I5i.99.92j 35 

»ortt« 

»j    «)]   «.) ,7 1 5 
|    SODIEIt    SSU» Ibim 3< a « 41 U 1MS 1 r.tes ■ n mlo uUtoU m th» MOlO Ol r 1000 oroilt 10. 
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NINTH   AIR FORCE   OPERATIONS 

(CONTINUED) 

1 EFFORT NON-EFFECTIVE  EFFORT BOMBING 

Ton* On 

LOS sr AIR CLAIMS        1   1 

Credit Sffect. SiNon No. Mo. Ho. Ho. Oat. Prob. 
SortiM Sorties 1 Sorties Eff. »•>. Per.. Hoch. Othar Target «TA I Totiij     ^t* Daat. Daat. Dan. j   { 

BY TYPE AND MODEL AIRCRAFT (CONTINUED) 

Ltob»r 19W 792 517 265 66.5 483 2 15           27 W4.500 1 3 2 6 
Roraber 15«1 13^ 877 1.3.8 467 13 95 109 1571.650 6 4.5 10 5 6 
UMuter 20S7 1909 911 55.9 923 61 44 128 1474.580 5 7 3.7 

ToUl 191.3 

dmiay 191* 1711 

3772 

1U0 

2053 

10.1 

53.6 

yi.t 

1873 76 154 264 3470.7)0 

1546.000 

5 13 3J. 13 7 12 

584 32 49 1       5 J 6 4.2 « « 2       1 
nbruaz^ 3881 3555 2329 WJ.O 1255 142 104 52 33«. 900 14 6 20 5.7 2 1 3 
tkrch 38» 2873 2870 2I«9 618 126 95 111 4980.830 7 16 5.11 2 10 
brtl 5857 5235 U.13 21^7 1150 38 218          3« 8)40.075 23 10 33 6.; 2 

N» «w 8199 6557 21,2 1Z34 310 253 294 12739.700 29 18 47 5.7 2 
JUM 8282 7«0 6463 22.0 HOT 79 150 tf) 12287.025 30 14 44 5.7 2 1 2 
iliiV 5«23 5107 W19 25.0 80]' 32 127 438 7911.965 24 1    15 39 7.« 3 J 5 

.3irt»«ber 
«307 58(2 i.587 27.3 IX 64 161        757 81J7.245 30 26 5« 9.6 2 
3881 3«38 21.22 37.6 1254 32 64         109 4325.250 4 8 12 3.; 

B-26 iO<rtob»r 21.38 2033 1276 1.7.7 J75 18 43 126 2380.625 11 10 21 10.;; 1 
llem*«r 3891. 3307 23<7 59.2 1074 » 79 34ii Mrt.17;i 13 8 21 6.4 
i*o-b.r 1.738 MW. 321.9 31.1. 429 45 97 918 5942.8Z5 47 35 82 19.3 23 18 31 

teUl 19U. 59080 53150 1.1792 29.3 11225 947 1440 367« 76176.615 2)7 1«0 397 7.5 |        W 2» 56 

1 Imtrr \%* 20.3 2112 lS50 37.6 ?75 38 103 577 2905.375 7 18 25 11.8 
;           i»»l)ni«i7 »55 5229 1A.7 IWI 160 ill 202 335 8275.675 37 29 (6 12.« 1 1 ^ 
i           **roh 9«« 9W9 0751 9.5 18« 72 406 24! 1 15411.995 16 51 47 5.0 2 4 6 

i*j>rtl «.3« W89 3792 1IH5 31i! 34 76 at'. 72)».<9 15 10 25 «. 2 2 6 

1            ** 1. 

2220« 208«3 

1 75.0 3 .200 

fcui ms 18841 15.2 938 255 789 1383 33633.43« 75 86 163 7.8 5 7 16 

Oruri TtoUl 8570« 77?95 62686 26.9 14036 1278 238} 532J 11)462.761 320 25) 573 7.4 «0 4) 84      I 
1 
,«prtl     19W» 1»!       1.1 W 8A 1 12 
Xojr 30% 2901 2750 11. i 12 206 ia> 146.500 t:i 11 2k 8.3 1 1 1 

JllM Ml» M.55 1.36:1 5.V 9V U 120 >i 1884.790 41. 52 11.'' a* 11 ^ 
»uly 3700 3565 »50 6.11 V 1! 106 7i 1293.250 )* 11 47 13.2 21 13 JJ 
U-wt 3S51 3851 373:i 5.5 51 ? 88 7» 1390.2» 64 10 A 19.2 'S* 15 J5 
»I>t<riwr 3133 3082 2660 a.;1 

IS' t 67 41 790.600 20 n 8.9 16 7 1J> 
2331 2271 2200 S.ii 45 4 67 *! ««2.10(1 2!i 29 12.8 14 5 27 

bnriMr 2315 222. 2069 9.n (! e 8} 71. 78M50 2!> 26 12.6 11 1 > 

P-M 

OUMbW »3k 27W 2661 6.1 J7 8 «X 75 1264.500 4) 46 17.5 «7   1   11 44 

fcUl 19M. AIM 

1511 

25170 

HAS 

2UW 

1M2 

7.3 

5.9 

46» 
r-'l 

611 52S 

16 

6197.070 

588.600 

2«7 " 3» 13.1 2M (4 171      1 

JMU.IT 1*5 "i      * 5 10.1 

MbniUT 1808 178J i7v:i 3.1' 1 11 35 111 10)6.350 1«     :> 25 14.0 4 1 8 
fcn* 3015 2971. 29M) 2.5 « e 40 : 7«5.0OO 1:' 3 4.4 5 3 7 
tortl I1A0 MM 1395 3.' : 4 J5 :• 411.550 8 {      4 2 8.« 5 t 2 

jjbWl ists 

pnni ToUl 

lit. 111. lU 

7611. 

1.7 2 

'i4r 41 »03.500 

3 

7690 779 3.5 57 52 5o|    15 «5 6.4 17 « if] 

3W38 32926 31862 (.V 5U 110 »57 5<3 11000.570 317 77 394 12.0 2« TO 186 

l^bruuy 191*; U55 1096 Ifl9< 5.8 1 56 6 5 5 4.« 5 1 1  1 
jlUrok 395?       3*94 36» 6.6 96 4 123 4 77.00( (. : 7 1.' 9 1 ) 
'torll 5&)5 5W5 530" 5.; 109 23 150 li »02.10! U 1 I» 5.1 18 2 13 
toyr 15S53 15079 U£l( 6.6 iao 23 574 25 »A-SWI' 44 1 52 3.4 5 1 2  1 

1   '           'jMm               I 221.96 ?19% 21211 ;.:■ 52! 19 4X6 31" 51(8.890 16« 24 210 9.5 U4 u 30   { 

1           \3uX* 17957 17591. 1£63< 7.1. 6ul 20 348 35: 4579.410 134 20 154 8.( 97 11 39 
1             lAmut 19QW jjüaa 18 IM !..( 330 16 J07 251 3897.910 141 t 1*1 8.1 U5l 1) 30 
{                   'S*!!««*» U331 DHI     12997 9.: 971 14 167 16; 31(3.340 <: 25 :o 6.5 62 4 23 

Ostobar yj« 1X23 12058 9.1 BOS U 21) 171 40«5.750 6! 2. !2 7.2 107 8 42 
»water 9<31 91.31 9«: 5.2 23i 20 145 10, 3062.48: 74 18 12 9,8 39 4 18 
n»o«*«r 

fct»l t9W, 

Jinitry 131,5 

U1V0 

1)56» 

12507 12273 3.7 173 U 144 U4 5118.422 138 2« 154 U.) 272 27 uo 

1)21 W. 127167 6.1. 

3.4 

40)0 

114 

1(6 

7 

2«7 

109 

1622 

7 

330O».85» 8% l(t 105« 7.8 90 ilLj 
87» I     8<)3 ;     6W6 1 4264.15« 77 1J »0 10,4 J» 2 10   j 

sz* 135931    <1518i   132» i 2.3 125 1! 131 )< ««94.7<1 (6 V1 85   «.: ))       7 42 
2f«»;    3Mi)     »50' 3.11 444 * 194 *. 8942.558 111' * 1»     (.0 «4   1     7 * 

t   '            ^>rtl 1«92(l    lttl.1 !   16057 5.2 570 26 19) 8|i 3347.70) 73 1    17 »0    5J. IK      11 «0   1 

^ •Ji?1      laMi     1200 12.2 ;    1)5 2   1      26 
... 1 

4 43.000 4 ;     < 6 ,4.7 

421 [«.5 

12   1 '    1 
^ t»Ul 1*5 L   tHv,l    »5*7^ 6)203 3.7     1)88 1      76   .   655 

_ -      1           i            1 
290 23312.179 I5*]   ".. ^-j 

r -- 
\CnM Itoui. 

1              '■              1          1            ,.-■-.- 
reiSU' 197191 i I9UI.K     5.5     5I.18       2U  { 3322       2112 56322.0)6 j 1206 j  na 1457T 7.4 112HI117 458 ] 

aOUKt:    l'3**f ftora '■'ji 

« 411 la» S-MM «ro mlouUt»« as «M UBII of 1000 endit wrtlta. 
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NINTH   AIR  FORCE   OPERATIONS 

(CONTINUED) 

|i               EFFORT NON-EFFECTIVE   EFFORT BOMBING 

Tona on 

LOSSES AIR   CLAIMS        |   i 

Cradlt BTfoct. iJNon No. HO.     ! Ho. No. Cat. T Prob. 
           __   JiSorti« Sortiaa Sortie« «ff. ■oa. Pen. | lieoh. Other Target UU I Total! »to* Deat. Dart. OH. 

BV TYPE AND MODEL   AIRCRAFT (CONTINUED 

Itooerixr 1*; 415 3<1 361 13.0 3 1 40 I       10 

39           51 

7 

4 

7 19.4 9 2 15 

Juuwy   19W 370 325 325 12.2 4 12.} 42 14 42' 
jMnvuT i        803 682 682 15.1 6 92 23 11 11 16.1 64 a 1 
jlUrah 1123 933 933 16.9 14 4 152 40 25.750 3) 2 52 5.4 41 15. 
!April 2155 2052 1921 10.9 42 13 139 40 149.750 59 1 40 19.5 80 47 
"V 23Z7 2194 2111 9.5 35 5 141 35 117.615 21 1! 2;i 10.Ü 79i 21 
Jun« 2863 2733 2614 8.7 111 5 67 66 704.605 51 2 3:1 12.1 52 23 
JiOy 3025 297J 2944 2.7 21 2 35 23 23.000 16 1 17 •>.' 49 2> 
AHCIMt 1      2754 2691 2640 4.1 48 26 40 9.625 52 '> 55 15.0 83 'J 
SaptadMT 1        858 832 826 5.7 2 241        6 58.575 6 6 7.2 5« 2 

_  ..   Ootobw 1        560 538 506 9.6 36 3 a:     1 140.250 10 1 1' 20.4 24 2 9 
'-SI i!to«äb.r 1        601 55« 555 7.7        5 1 54;        6 158.000 12 4 16 28.8 4 1 2 

Otaeri»r                   41 
11 

38 38 7.3 5 18.500 1 1 26.3 5 

Totti 1%4i     17480 16547 16095 7 9 302 42   j     756 j     285 1405.480 213 16 229 13.8 556 62 266| 

J«nu«ty 1945 il 
Fobnurr 491 479 474 3.51 1 15           1 96.750 7 / 14.6 7 2 
Maroh 3W1 3J91 335;;    1.2 1 40           1 13.000 12  \       1 15 3.8 66 10 
April 3573 3544 3460 5.2 65 1 34 1       13 49.375 14 1 15 4.2 110 2 37 
y»j                     186 

iy»Ul 1945 i      7651 

183 1 3 5 2 3_; . 1 1 5.5 

7597 7476 2 5 65 3 92 '5 159.625 35 3 36 4.7 183 2 49 
^ '       ' 

6.5 i    570        46 1565.105 255 19 

.. 
STMri Total   ;     25546 24505 23932 868 1     510 

1 
272 ;ii.i 750 66 328     i 

JiUjr       19H            91 84 80 12.11              i              !        11  ! 

Augu»t                         281. 277 266 6.5! 1      18 1 1 1 3.6 6 1 1 
S*Ft>*«r                557 537 5Z7 5.4 i        4 26 
0ct6b*r                   303 285 263 6.6      ;. 15 1        2 5 2         5 17.5 3 1 
Ncmäbar                 282 261 258 8.51       4 20 ' 1 1 3.7 3 1 

■              I*<»rt>er                  358 333 36 
l  

6.5 3        1                                   :                    16     |                        3 

14  i            !     106 i        5 

3 L    6X..l 
27.0 2} 3 3 

Totti 1944 ;      1855 1784 1730 6.7 8 a i   16 9.0 35 5 i     j 

' P-61 JMUMJT 1945 i        142 141 130 8 5 11    1 !   10, 2.6 «J 1 2 
»•biwry                  178 177 172 JJ. 1 :      1    5 5.2«> 1 1    1 5.6 

{              lUreh                       373 377 365 4.0 1          1              11  ;           3 38.050 1 i          1      1 2.7 i 1 
!              April                       341 334 3 8 6.8:        3   I            !       18           2 8.5* ! 7 

}Uf                                 25 24 22 J.i2UU 1 1 1 

Totti 1945 ;      1064 1053 1005 5.5!       6 2   i       45 6 54.430 1 1 2 1.9 15 1 j 

I   
2837 ?755 6.3 

J  
Om* Total 2919 20   I        2   I      151          11 54.430 9  I     9  i    18 6.6 50 5 6     1 

KAU Ootebar 1944 70 70 49 JC.ol       8 15 '      2     1 
Juna 1944 16(2 1(06 1581 4.9l i       81 45 1  i    46   28.6 

C-47 AU(lWt L    "         371         " !          ;         -- ■ 

Total 1944 1699 1643         1618 
1 

4.8 81 45 |      1  |    4«   27.1 1 

SLID   JUM 19U> 512 512 50 4 2 434             ! 484   945.3 

'jUM 1»IA A 24 15 37 5 4 p. 3 1  I 1     41.7 
jul^ 66 64 :i7 43 9 15 6            7 1        1 1 1   ;  15.6 
tue»* 14 14 10 33 3 3          1 

1              Stpt.rfwr 64 64 60 63 1 2 1 1  !      1         2 51.3 
lOatobw iS 2» 5 48 3 : 10 1 1 1    1 54.5 
.Hcnmbir 62 !• .12 484 5 3            21 1 1          i     1 16.9 

1 Onmfcar 109 10» 69 347 7 14           15 

2} '     to 

4   !     1  i     1  1   9.2   

r-i 
Total 1944 36« Jii *     238 35 3 35 12 4 13 17 19.3 

f 
Jamal? 1945 67 66 :* 52 2 12 t   1        10 5 1      4 4 6.1 
Vabruaqr :o 70 :t 50 0 12 3 ;     17 3 
Marc* 12« 111 69 45.2 10 « 1     2» 10 ', ■ 8.5 
April 10 10 7 30 0 1 1  !      1 1 ' 100.0 
itor 

?73 35 

70 

t 

20   !       57 18 22.7 

  
Total 1945 264 145 47 6 

1,0 6 

--- 1 5 6 

641 627 581 45   1     1*7 j      50 jOr.nd Total 5 8 15 20 7 

scma:  astir Mm 3 U 

• til Is» ntM •!« o>lou!*t*d on th» teal» of 1000 or»dlt ■oi-tl». 
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NINTH   AIR FORCE  OPERATIONS 

(CONTINUED) 

1             EFFORT NON-EFFECTIVE  EFFORT' BOMBING LOSSES AIR CLAIM   
Prob. 

S 

Credit ■ffact. «Won No. ■s. *..       ISO. ten» On C»t. 
n 

1   1 ISoitiMlSOTtl«» fcrtinlXff. 1  *». ttn. Ilaoh. 1 Othw IUE«t KU 1 Sl>t»l Rat«' n»»t. DMt.| Dn. 

aY TYPE AND MODEL  AIRCRAFT ( CONTINUED) 

I«iiu«ty U 1 1 1 
luch W 36 36 10.0 1 3 
•»ill 170 1<5 123 27.6 31 2 14 
fcj 303 292 213 29.7 54 3 25 « 4 13.7 
Tun* 611 586 430 29.6 111 5 38 27 3 5.1 
Tolf 574 554. 360 37.3 161 4 28 21 2 2 7.2 
Wot !      702 696 521 25.« 139 9 20 13 3 4.3 
SipMriMr ;     ft» 599 M3 29.7 '53, 14 12 1 1.7 
Oetebw IM *65 326 30.0 118 1 17 4 1 2.2 
!tow*.r 361 3<1 218 39.6 135 4 4 
IkaM**r          !|        S30 530 393 25.9 109 11 17 4 

.          '■' 

'.i 1 ]_ 
F-6 

TeMl 19W. ^o t2B3 3044 30.2 1012 24 174 106 18 2 ;    20 1    4.7 1 i 

TuauyJ»; W)2 V30 321 20.1 61 1 « 13 2 1      2 '    5.0 
NbKMiy 5» 592 468 21.2 112 1 11 2 
»rah 921 927 767 17.3 128 3 21 9 1 i 
irrti utOi     11» 955 17.7 146 3 36 20 4 4       3.5 1 1 
•w 86 a« 69 1 19.8 14 2 1 ,      2 i      2 23.3 

tot»l 1%S 3170 3l6fc 2580 18.6 t£l 8 7« 45 8 
t 

!   8 2.5 1 

| 
 L 

7530 7IA7 5624 25.3 1473 32 250 151 26 2 ;    28 1    3.8 2 i 

OiaHtorU US 2k 24 50.0 11 2 11 ! 
TUUUT U.                 90 % 54 40.0 26 '         8 2 I i 

1            hbiwsT          i         18t 13V 134 2B.0 46 1         41         2 ! j 
threh              I        312 »3 243 22.1;      53 21       13           1 1 

Ufrtl              :        33» 306 256 24.5;      64 1       19 j 1         1 I 
Pv                            Ml 820 758 8.5!      21 9!       22!       18 1 1       1.2 
iwm                       238} 2370 2K0 5.2      »7 31         6 i       19 13 3       16       6.8 7 4 
Jill»                  1        190» 1871 1675 12.1:      171 11       31 i      27 9 1       10      5.5 2 

Is^t«*«- 
233» 233« 2196 6.1,      76 2 i       35!      30 9 3      12 i    5.1 8 1 2 
1771 1753 1517 14.3'    213 11       181      22 6 6 j    3.4 1 

Mtotar 15111 1M3 1234 18.8    m 2!      29       at 5 11      6 |    4.0 4 5 
r_«   Itin^nr 13»:! mo 1045 24.9     2« 2:      451      32 6 1        7 |    5.1 $ 2 2 

S><M**r 1511<     iWf 1218 19.4i    221 2         38         32 8 1  1      9 |    6.0 16 5 

i 
t 

»ot»l IJMk 1W77!    U2S7 12590 13.6J   1484 24       268       211 57 10 j    67 1    4.7 ■a 17 

I           Jwuy M   . I3»i     1322      1132 14.5 140 ;          6         30        IS 1 2         3 i    2.3 1 1 2 
19«. 1961 1315 8.5 143 1            i       12        14 ( 1 7      3.5 1 2 

Cwh 30X 303< 2801 7.6 165 1          21          22 12 2 14 1    4.6 17 9 
Cwtl 331»; i 3331 3018 9.7 27« 4        32        11 5 3 8       2.4 6« 2       14 
«V L ^ 

V59 43.'/ »•1 3« 5          2 

100      (5 

1 ll±l 8 1 .       1 

Ibt.1 1*5 1015» 101J1 919» 9.4 784 11 25 8 33 j    3.3 93 »j     26 
1 

100 

' 
Onai tota 2wai, 21.412 

|_ . - 
21613 12.0 2279 37!     379j     276 82 18 4.1 135 15      45 

4utuat W> «5 «5 65 
1 ■         j 

■ir*M**r 13il 152 132 
»«Msr 1111 IK 117 ,1 i                    1 1 1 ;  8.s 
krmtor 1<7 167 167 

i 

IHII^II 17V 173 173 .6 1 

1 

I 
3 

  1 - 
Wtal 1JW. 

h_.'1 
153 
20& 

655 

151 
191 

145 
191 

.3 1 

5 
6 

1 

1 

1 1.5 

P-SI 1 

2:1 1 1 6.6 1 

1 

P««1« 27r 27! 270 2.5 7 

P^11 m 271 274 3.9 4 V 2 1 

r" 1*         fcO 1        3» 2.5 1 

i            1   *iUl IJW 955        931 91» 3.8J        5 26 5 1  i 1 1.1 2 1 

1*11       1586 1573 "   2^~$ 
-   - - 

27 6 
  

ana« TOUI 2 1 2 1.3 2 1 

■nai   caiur Mm 3U 

Ul 1MS nu« *rt «miaul..teil an th» bMl« of 10*0 arsdlt sortiu. 
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MIDDLE  EAST OPERATIONS 
JUNE 1942 THRt   SEPTEMBER  1943 

B-24 B-25 

sartiss 1     TONS   W 
{      TAROR LOST 

1            CUJVS 

1                                           i 
1     TCII3   OH 

TAROBT LOST 

1            OLAMB 

1 
mar. IFUDB. jo«. aw. MDB. 

SBU. 
OH. 

jun«   1%2 !      70 1      114.500 1 i    i 1    0 I     " Jum 1942 
July M J56.500 July 
«UgMt m 361.000 0 i 0 Aunut 71 69.0CO 6 

217 411.250 i 0 3 3«pt«rt>«r 73 !        70.500 
OetoUr 280 W4.250 8 4 2 October 253 297.11i5 2 0 . 2 0 
tftrmbtr 2W> |      352.900 3 2 5 NoTonber          1     149 147.500 
Vomtmr 21) 307.250 3 1 0 DKwbw         j      42 26.875 
Jwuuqr 1%3 J01 611.750 1     9 J 5 J»mi«nr 1943 110 100.187 2 2 0 1 
r>bni«i7 206 371.900 9 7 2 rabnua? 70 1        59.750 
Umh U} 275.750 * 1 1     2 »roh 325 1      472.790 2 0 8 10 
April (►71 801.330 19 8 6 «JWI J83 596.900 4 
Ibv «07 1083.410 17 14 6 ■w 279 350. MO 4 0 11 0 
Jun» 470 1159.370 44 1 32 a Jam J63 425.450 
July uao 2936.920 13 80 14 16 July               j   1223 1678.370 13 0 0 2 
toCiut a« 1165.680 61 185 18 :a ADgiut             1   1222 1436.570 6 
Sept«*«r ?o» 925.090 100 17 1     4 3»ntM*er       | 

TOMLS 5:«J 1155B.au 112 485 122 [la TOTALS             |   4609 5781.177 39 2 a I) 

P-40 TOTALS 

1 SORTIES mis m 
TAM3R 

A/S 
MSI 

CLAUS 
aoRTOs 

TONS   W 
TAHOK LOST oesr FRCB. 041.1 mr 1 HWB. BfH. 

am. „  OBST. 

JUM 1%2 Jtm« 1942 70 114.900 1 il 0 0 

July July 166 356.500 3 

AlVW« 4 1 AUglUt 255 430.000 8 0 1 0 

3er.ta>b«r 2« 0 i 2 Sortcrrixr 576 481.750 i 1 2 
Oeteb«r 940 90.000 27 5 14 Oetobtr 1519 771.375 9 " 11 16 

NnniMr 889 44.500 18 2 U NorariMr 12B2 544.500 7 21 4 1» 
Deoaub« 6» 73.7JO 12 10 J " 0HMb«r 905 407.875 W ^ 4 I) 
JMWUT 1») SJJ 39.980 10 2 7 Juwiy 1943 1250 751.517 12 a 5 W 
fibnuqr 120 S.WO 1 0 0 f«bruary 396 4)6.260 7 10 7 2 
Moroh 15« 5 96.870 13 6 4 10 Hureh              J   2033 805.370 " 12 X) 22 

April J058 168.860 25 96 4 37 April               1 3912 1567.090 "M U7 12 kl 
Itojr 24£9 241.780 8 0 0 Hay 3355 1675.090 15 » 25 4 

Jims 1201 23.790 29 3 4 Juna                  l 20)4 1606.570 2 W 35 16 

July ia2J 212.280 19 17 7 5 July 4226 4727.570 45 w a 2) 

te«u«t       1 «a. 488.790 U 5 6 1 Auau»t 4572 3141.000 78! 190 24 22 

«•pt^MT       1 S«pt«*«r 509 925.650 7 100   | 17 4 

TOIttS          1 U908 14O5.1J0 1 101 229 37 ^los] TOTAJJ            I 27088 »8744.317 252 7U 100 197 

A CTIVITY BY  1 FY PE  MISSION 
16 OCTOBER 19« THRU 8 MAY I94S 

CMDIT jSOFTOT ifnuTivi TOM LOST Looanna 
nw   ISTUKM wiras   1 SCRUS trnxt aowu» CMTAKST *0«1 1 looo a m 

«■Bai urn nmaaaaao 

i 
rtl Iliad Borti» 

88528 

27U9 

79608 

25)87 

73.90 

23.44 

62686 

21961 

108107.668 

38626.561 

606 

1») 

7.61 

■JBOMMOI 
IMtaaU 
MtftaivlMMag 453 444 .41 412 469.625 
Main« U*«l Mfht Bgribu« 273 254 .2) 2)5 245.125 1 
■»w ll lUn 32 » .03 31 41.879 
utT mum 16 16 .01 19 1).625 
n** ■MM Iwiln« 10 10 .01 9 18.750 

TOrU, UUP MMHK 27955 26143 ».13 2266} 39413.561 194 7.42 

ona 
tlaknfiraKi^ 2129 2048 ■,i,a» 1910 137.990 1 
bnfto« Onwta« 481 

* 
U5 

)6 
.43 446 ) 
.03 2) 7.000 

1 .01 8 1.000 1 
01M« lM*rl - Uadiua dmhm 5 .01 3 
»«M UttlUiy UJustaMt 2 1 
ArtiUwy MUuatM« 1 

TOTAL Oim 266} 2565 2.37 2)9) 145.950 5 1.95 

TOTAL aooau 119146    1 108316 100.00 87742 147667.179 8C5 1      7.4) 
KinCli    USAAT »Dm IU 

1  tcnnrr ir tin »nmou nii/nTtem eoxrmvtt t* 'tu n J 
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CUMULATIVE    CREDIT   SORTIES   BY TYPE   MISSION 

16   OCTOBER 1^43 THRU 8 MAY 1945 

CREorr 
SORTIES 

190,000 
B0M3ERS 

% Or TOT. EFFORT 

MAY 

»0,000 

410,000 

30,000 

10,000 

10,000 

REC0NNAI88ANCC 

jvtyjisssj *K%smmm'///y///y//////y7/// 
AM «    MAY JUN 

1(44 
AIM KF OCT        NOV OCC «N Fit MAR        APR MAY 

IMS 

# CUMULATED 19 OerO»£* t$4S  TH*U 30 AMHL  (9*4. 

«OOROr SROUF OFRtFt 
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CUMULATIVE   CREDIT  SORTIES   BY TYPE   MISSION 

16 OCTOBER 1943 THRU 8 MAY 1945 

FIGHTERS 

*■ CUMULATED  16   OCTOBER 1943   THRU 30  APRIL   /944 

soomrt SROOP OPREPS 

m 

bKÄe«»öö§^3&w^^ 



ACTIVITY BY TYPE MISSION 

«CONTINUED) 

% 0T Wf tmottn Tats Met LOSS RT FB 
TSPi   lUSSK« scums aoHus tFKXS aOKIZ3 en TAsax 4CA2K 1000 CR 3CB | 

nt^THj 

7J12J TIM 27.81 69200 77468.267 771 
a» aoaUag 5U77 52926 M.55 50474 26926.684 539 
ATM Ooordiwtlon 51Ö5 5061J 19.65 4»107 12090.713 422 
Itodiw Uml Kadir aabü« 21,81 2466 .9« 2437 1413.606 7 
iMkat Projtotlag >nd Borttef IflOt 1779 .69 1772 628.410 25 
IHght Inad ReaoanalHuiM W 43 .02 42 8.000 1 
LMrI«nl Bartdi« 100 100 .04 »» 75.000 4 ,. 
Snap iMot BOBMJ« n 19 .01 19 10.000 '| 
bdu-BnMi« K 35 15 11,250 2 
n«bt n.v« BoAU« 4 4 4 2.000 

Tora - BCMBDB 183lr(K 179571 69.73 1731*» 68633.9J0 1771 9.86 I 
01M* iMnrt - Pl«i*.r iMiin 17W1 16662 6.55 ]£44» 168.750 22 
C]M« iMari - Uadiw Bantu« 23041 22061 8.57 21555 12.200 93 
CIOM iMort - limy nm\m 1JU05 13166 5.U 12550 102 
Clam IMort - Tnop Cunlv vm 1*70 .65    '       16U 15.350 4 
CI«M (Mart - LUht Cirt iw *s» 1678 .65 1594 10.000 3 
CloM iMsrt - Photo Mew 15 15 15 

57653 55404 21.51 5384» 206.300 224 4.04 

An* Pttml mac 11J0O 4.3» 13097 62.313 54 
H^iUraMi. 5017 8782 3.41 8530 30.290 73 
ftatkar RMonulauBa* 885 872 .34 865 5.000 4 
LMf l«t nrapplag »1 57» .22 553 1.000 10 
latnwFtlan 33« 329 .13 3» 
OMHatntloB Patrol 190 18» .07 152 1 
nrlj« Beab Interception 117 uo .04 106 
Sadie nuj 86 86 .03 8« 1 
n«l>* An* Patrol 64 64 .03 43 
RUM Intnid*r 56 55              .02 52 2.850 1 
»»kt ngHt«r 9iMp 50 49 .02 47 
Pfaoto Reaoonaiuaiia* 49 23 .01 22 
aarpir nreppiaf 45 23 .01 23 2 
m*ht iBtaroaptisn 40 40 .02 40 .500 
lll«ht «nttur RaaanalaujM* 32 1» .01 16 

V 19 .01 19 
■OvCUlbimU« 7 7 7 
rkn SrnppiJig n>r ArttUoy 6 6 6 

4 *> 4 
WIAL- otna 230*0 22556     |     8.76 23010 101.913 146 6.47 

TOTAL noaaa 26411} 257531     |   100.00 2W028      {     «8942.143 2141      1         3.31 

wporoxaiaa | 
ticncAi ncoouissAi« j 

IMtw Ural TaoUod R«.:   nnaiaaaln* 12149 U927 35.01 10756 "•J 
42» 4164 12.22 3703 28    ; 

Law laral TaoUoal flawawdaaaa*» »49 2039 5.96 1841 10       | 
BUk loral Tketlaal «a—iattaawia 16 U .05 12 

10436 1BU6           53.26 16312 81      i         4.46 
i 

1 
tww (KdiuiaaiicB | 1 

l%*to Moaanaiaaaa« 4232 4093      ,    12.01 2662 a 
m«h I«nl Ptoto MaaudaMMM 3066 3077            9.03 2*,5 6 

2586 257»            7.57 2807 6 
««M UM** iMonnala*««* 571 365      |      1.07 aoe 9 

>49 347      i      1.02 295 4 
TCIAL • iwro w;crnaj:3SMei 10624 10461          30.70            810) 46 4.42 

ORflS ; t 

•wtlwr iMOEBilaatno* 3085 3059 8.»8     \      3030       i 1 
Aitlllwy MJoatMBt 2330 2317 6.80            18*5 10 
ftxll* tmUf 1» 19 .06     |         19 
turnt* lMMB*lMaM» \       u 16 .05               16 

^ 14 .04 U        1 
in*Fatnl 12 12 .04 12 

1           11 
I            4 

U .03 8 1   ' 
i. T. f. aiwA .01 2 
C1M* IMort - U«ht BoriMr* 4 .01 4 
Mght fkatbar Re *«ialaaaa*a 4 .01 4 
Oourlar 3 .01 1 r. 

TOTAL - OTHffl 5504 5465 16.04            4970        ! j   1'      _, 
TOTAL V    aiNA133Aie» 1   ks« 34072 100.00      |    »J91        i 14}        1         4.20 

'   402074     '                T 568289        ' 5»«!-M22 OUND 'R   «L                                     1 L.««42- L,>iS   -J-     J--00,-   ^ 
KOa.    OS«? form JU 
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BOMBING 

Brabers dropped about 2$ percent of their total tonnage on target* (147.667 ton«) before S Daft hav- 

ing as their ««In targets airfield«, aarahalling jrarda, V-we«pon «It«« and ■llltary Inatallatlon« la nor- 

thern france, with some raid» being aade on target* In Belglua. fighter*, ho««T*r, dropped only «iz per- 

cent of their total tonnage on target« (66,942 ton*) before S Say, and did not hit their boablng rtrld« 

until they were running close tactical coordination alasion* In Roraandy. Boabsr* aTeraged 451 too* p«r 

day operated at group strength or better throughout the entire period and fighter* averaged 174 ton«. 

Both boater* and flghtero reached their boablng peak In Harsh 1945, wlwn boaUr* dropped 23,905 ton» and 

fighter* 9759 ton* for an average per day operated of 854 ton* for boaber* and 575 ton« for fighter*. 

The «eight of fighter «otlvlty devoted to cloae tactical coordination 1* *hoan by tb« fact that 

about 40 percent of their tonnage fell on troops, armor and aotor tranaport. karahaUlBg yarda and rail 

cutting were their seooad and third objectives. The aaln targets for boabers wars aarshalliag yard« (IB 

percent), bridgea (16 percent), and troop«, araor and aotor tranaport (15 percent). 

Boab types eonsuaed nuabercd 19 high exploelv* type*, 15 fragaentation type« «ad 17 InoMdlary tgrp**t 

the tonnage percentage« being 92 percent high exploilv«, five percent fragaentation and thr*« p«ro«at la- 

oeadlary. »Ighters expended i4,056 rockets, 9) percent of then in the last «iz aoath« of operatloaa. 

BOMBING   EFFORT BY TYPE TARGET 
16   OCTOBER 1943 THRU 8 MAY 1945 

TYPE OF  TARGET 
BOMBERS FI6HTERS TOTAL             1 

»11 M TiMK ?ne«r TMt 01 (4M* raoat •ui oi tmm 

a.N treeM. 4ner sad Meter treaiper* »)i91.»i 15. »3 17001, KT 3).n ^»9*^ 
Nanhalll« Tarda «6651.733 11.05 10765.0U 15.6« 37*H.7lA «.30 

Bruces »3JIS.M1' 15.75 5*90,9)0 7.X »«07 >7* »3.30 

te«t aai l«lUla(i •5*. IkJ 5.TI 5016.6» 7.«» 135«. 7t3 «.JO 

lallreal OsUlac .3»».0»5 «»3 »JS7.160 13» l»«56.H9 5.N 

UifteUe »«t.jlj 6.6* a6».075 3.M ll»70.)»k 5.90 

T.fe^ea 111« ii»ro.>«6i 7.t3 »*».«J • J» U5M.)3l 5.30 

MUtarr IsitalleUeae »•n.ioj 6.6» »5»5.9»» M» 11306.101 ».JO 

teMUtea »Hps utt.tti <n U»3.63T ».*3 mo.sot J.«o 
raalBwape 51TJ.M6 3.51 «»0.|>.3 .»o 9100.169 «.TO 

•mU*m* swa.iji y* 6)0.799 uoo 97H.930 ».TO 

Oaa reattleai mKui l.«5 JMt.l6* *.» 57«0.i)3 (.60 

Osaaaateatlea Osatere IWlS.Wi» 3.»» 55.000 .0« •«7».*»» (.10 

üads ••Tl.»?! ».76 3«. 34 .53 Wt*5.»»1 ».u 
Fett 4r*M »36.557 1.53 933.TW .77 3350.»)« 1.60 

lataitrtal tanett *n.x6« .3« »90.»3» ••o 77«.OOl .J» 
TraUe *51.35l .66 y».39» .■ 
»alv« ead ledts *f»« 35*.05T .tk ww .07 *0O.57O .11 

Twr MattM« M6.5r5 .0) •.»» .01 13553» .06 

Banse «6.0)6 .11 U6.09« •o» 
»eeeUeaeeaa M.J3T .01 17.010 .03 35. »*7 .0« 

ntiLt UTttJ.lT» ioo!90 6»J*».l>i3 100.00 »16609.3(1 100.«    1 

mmOii   USMT Mm >a 
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PERCENT 
100 r- 

BOMBING    ACCURACY 
I MAY 1944 THRU   30 APRIL 1945 

PERCENT   OF   ASSESSED    BOMBS 

12-MONTH    AVERAGE    WITHIN    500  FEET-BY   GROUP 
JS to iO *o to to TO to to 100% 

BOMB GROUP 

4I0TH 

397 TH 

3« ST 

4I6TH 

322 NO 

3MTH 

344-fH 

3BTTH 

409TH 

S2SM) 

sasTH 

to to IO        to to       «b« 

aOUMC: OHNATIOMM.   mtUMCM   KCTION.tTM  MNt  ON 

178 
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BOMB AND AMMUNITION  EXPENDITURES 
16 OCTOBER 1943 THRU 8 MAY 1945 

HIGH EXPLOSIVE 
2000 GP T~ 1600 GP 1      IIOOGP TllOODEMoT 1000 GP        J 000 COMP B I        1000 SAP     I 

!     NO 1       T 3TNS       ]NO] 

J1.000   98     • 
?«.000 

TON«. [NO r TONS NO TONS    J NO TONS         | NO    | TONS NO TONS        j 

0Blki««t 
J«tt A UU 

219J1 
87« 

219 
3 

8.400 359 
34 

197.450' 
lB.700 

72 39.60oT 97988 
3»0. 

101188 

48994.000 
1600.000 

2048 
114 

1024.000  | 2698| 
57.000         58 

1349.000   | 
2J.0OO 

ToUl             I i   22807 1 2sao7.ooc 1981   78.0)0 393 216.150 72 39.600 | 50594.0OO 1 2162 { 1081.000  j 27561 1378.000  1 

600 GP        | 500 GP T 500 COMP B       | 500 SAP ll        300 CP       i 250 GP             | 

NO 1     TONS      ] NO. |       TONS I   NO TONS        1    NO    j    TONS |   NO 1    TONS      | NO    _J TONS          j 

OiTarftt 
J*tt A teat 

^1355 
1      55 

406.500 
10.500 

373373 
16404 

1   93343.250 
j      4101.000 

1 12670 
1     396 

3167.500   [2476"j  6l9.O0oT4Ä)5 
99.000   j      25-j      6.250 j    184 

690.750 
27.600 

161593   I 
4734  1 

20174.125 1 
591.750 | 

Tatal 1J90 M7.000 389777 97444.250 115066 3266.500   |  2501  |  625.49C 1 4789 [ 718.350  f 166127  |    20765.875 | 

i 

290 DEMO I       200 GP       || 150 GP             1 100 GP 100 DEMO [       100 0/A     1 
NO TTONS I N0 I TONS      1 10      1 TONS         [     NO        1       TONS       J NO TONS [ NO TONS      ] 

GKlUltt 
J«tt * LMt 

M2 52.750 T 73T I     7  i 
7.300     I   12995 T 

.700              238 
974.625     |105368 1     5268.403 T 

17.850    1      3985 |       199.2J0    [ 
686 34.300       56 

5 
!    i.aoa   | 
1    'a*0 

Total W2 52.750 I   * 8.000     1    13233   j 992.475     |   109353  1     »67.650     j 616 34.300    [ 61 j   3.090   j 

FRAGMENTATION                                                                  1 
1          500         1 500 CL     ]| 400        1 360 290      {I 269 1       260         r 290       | 

NO   1 TONS     1 XO   I   T 3NS    J NO j roNS_ 1 

•5.600 
3.200 24 

TONS     [N ol   TONS   |NC j   TONS 1   NO     1     TONS         INO]   TONS     1 

tetu«** 
J*tt * IM« 

J168 
11 

792.000 
27.7JO 

3951   9 
4 

3.790 I 
1.000 1 

128    i 
16    . 

8.280    »    2.800 \v 
4.3» 11        4 ^ 

9.625     62201     7775.218    89    11.125 
.500      2537      317.220         j 

»>tal »79 1 819.750 J 399 |   9 9.790 1 144_L «.800   1 70 12.*» [20{   2.800 [si |   10.125 |64738|   8092.438   |89|   '1.125 | 

!           120 I          * 5X20         I 100 90 

s    IN 
80 T     60 T       20 

INO TONS FNO TONS        [ NO      i TONS        1   NO TTON OlTONS [NO TONS 1 N0   1 TONS        | 

OnTuc«t 
J«tt * U«t 

?131 
1    708 

537. U.9 
M.595 

96.550   f 
4.300 

12775] 
1023  | 

638.750   ITO» 
51.150     |      ( 

1  31.680 | 
.270 

ä|   .320 
18 

1.620 
.540 

1296« 
149« 

129.660 
14.980 

Total Ne» 578.7U 1  2017 100.890   | 1379«  | 689.900    j 71C 1  31.5!» | j|   .320 72 2.160 1  ,wA 144.640    | 

INCENDIARY 
1       MOO F8     1 1000 F 1 i    750 FB 500 FB      T 500 IC 1       900 IB        1 $00 WP JMO FBJ 

NO TONS     h» OITONS [NO |    TON 5    1 NO I     TONS       1 N 9   |    TONS [   NO TONS      |N 3J TONS [NO JONSJ 

JtM * lei* 1  ,,0 
I302.»50|a 

71.500 
fcj 12.0< 560 

»I SB« 

1  210. 

I 219. 

X)0|4669 
fSOi   154 

«0[4fl2J 

1:1 

1 ,! 
67.250 hi 
38.500      1 

«1  2291.250 
14        81.500 

[ 10512 
266 

2628.000 j IS 
71.500 

1| 30.250 20 
1 

3.900^ 
.1791 

M*l 24»] 157fc.4SO   i D,\ 12.« 05.750 j 93 IT»] 2319.7JO [ia7»B 2699.5M | 1: ir50-2» 21 3.67$ 

1   SOOWP SOO F8 | 260 F8 ,25018 250 Tl 1  129 WP 100 V»P 1     100 16 JioowJ 

8 

TOWS 

1.200 14 

TONS    i 

4.650 j 
2.100 

NO [TONS^ 

14)     20.0» 
23       3.220 

CJTONS 

2    .290 

[NO 

TIT M  22.375 

JNO|TON$] 

20    1.2J0 

NO    M ONS 1 N0 1 TONS [NO TONS J 

1 0BTkr«it 
J«** A to«* ^P i2:g USMI 

1 ,M 
326.40) 

9.100 
35 1.790 

j     fctal [TD 10.500 «I 6.7» 1 ■66 |   2}.9W> 21 .250 117! »1  22.375 I 2o|   1.290 1295 1 S2.750 [679D| 337.500 \yi 1.7Jo| 

TOT NOON TGT ««0014 »0 jeTT» LOSTj J72TtJ6ll TOT   »TTJSjjroT TONS ON TGT 2»«0* Mt TOTTOÄJCTTAIOST ojei •»T.TtOlGR TOT 224*4T0*t 

AMMUNITION   AND  MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURES 
TYPE ROC«T ROCK TOTAL 50CAL 90 GAL 90CAL 10 MM tO MM tO MM LEAF PHOTO 1 

AIRCRAFT 0NT6T JETT ROCKETS 1 EXP — OP LOST TOT EXP EXP-W LOST TOT-EXP •OMM F •OMUJ 
|    A-IO 1969» 219994 377888 

4-26 268162 10)000 373182 
»-26 2122510 149449B 3<1«9«0 2(1» 

1   r-* 322542« 409037 3*144(3 4»n30 44233 $41X3 214 
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BOMB   AND  AMMUM1TION   EXPENDITURE 
16 OCTOBER 1943  THRU 8 MAY 1949 

BY   TYPE   AIRCRAFT   AND  TYPE   BOMB 

A-20 P-50 TOTAL  BOMBERS 

TONS JX* 

Ami 
rat 

JOB. 

300» 
ISO v 
1» OP 
»o Stf 
500 fl 
2«) n 
soo RCl 
»X IB 

roT»L 

NO. ON 

72767 
17 m 
2V 

»8 
5» 

61 
»5 
118 

7SIS4 

NO AT    TO«   OK 

1973 

10 

V 
4 

20« 

18151.7» 
2.550 

90.500 
1.800 

132.000 
1)0.0» 

7.425 
«.750 
29.500 

14.475 

TOMS JKT 
JUäSL. 

6.SOU 

.500 
1.000 
l.OUO 

80C.OO0 

A-26 
ffO.   OH 
I£2I 

NO J3I 
aJffi 

251. 
ili 
1.99 

9« 
191 
uo 
109 

2 
ÄH» 

56 
IS 

TOT«.     «4242     I»»     15499 »2S 

TO«   cn 

7037.500 
2609.500 
1091.375 
291.525 
531.250 

1001,. 000 
1021.500 

27.000 
1.77.750 

75.523 
362.500 
920.SOO 

« war 
127.000 
53.500 
62.375 

7.200 
9.550 

55.00J 
27-250 
1.000 

25.750 
3.291. 
k.soo 
9.50U 

MS tl« 

TO« 

JflSL 

2000 Ct 
looo OP 
500 ffl' 
1000 SAP 
noo n 
900 n 
jso re 
750 n 
500 i> 
260 m 
100 IK 

TOT*l. 

MO. (K 
IttS. 

57 
13660 
10618 

1239 
1147 
478 

20 
6 

182 

1S3 

tT»Ot 

NO Jit 

1 
1045 
815 

11 
55 
»7 

1 

1 
12 
48 

tOM 

TONS    OK Mrs JKT 

jum. 
57.006 

6830.000 
2654.500 
•19-900 
630.890 

2.250 
45.500 

7.650 

noovvsro 

1.000 
522.500 
q03.7SO 

5.500 
JO.250 
U.750 

.175 

.250 
1.560 
2.1,00 

TT».IJI 

p-4r 

B-2S 

~m~MSL 
-mr 
2000» 
UOD cr 
uooor 
uoo sr 
600 or 
soocr 
300 » 
290 or 
190 9 
UO OF 
1000 01 
SCO 01 
looo au 
uoo a 
236 OH 
100 OM 
soon 
KO IR 
120 It 
100« 
«■»*• 
900 a 
100 II 
uo * 
290 Tt 
UO Afe 
)O0 I 01 

K. CM 

M874 
98 

359 
61160 

1341 
U6213 

4523 
141778 

9084 
9U68 

40 
3872 
1145 

7J 
422 
«86 
24 

33032 
Hit 
3417 
1900 

«9ft 
24 

17» 
5« 

875 

34 
1338 

JJ 
3331 

184 
3954 

142 
3793 

4 
32 

9 

980 
«3 
»3 
8« 

4959     U) 
182 

TOTAL     SltHT IMtS    lli«M.ril 

■ramt 

21874.000 
78.400 

197.490 
30580.000 

402.300 
26553.250 

«78.490 
18597,290 

«81.300 
4733.400 

20.000 
968.000 
S72.J00 
39.600 
52.750 
34.300 
tooo 

412ff.»<0 
213.49« 
170.850 
95.000 

li39.7S9 
3^.400 

'.200 
»2.379 
2.800 

uu.ooo 

■raRnw 
turn 
875.000 

18.700 
669.000 

9.900 
832.750 

27.600 
494.290 

10.«90 
189.690 

2.000 
8.000 
4.900 

122.540 
15.440 
U.150 
4.300 

17.250 
9.100 

.250 
17.0« 

»4S.0M 

r_?sr mrm "TWT-Äll 
saa ItaOR » uisr TARGR 4 WST 

uoo a? t    896? 563 4493.500 2»i.S0O 1 
6oo cr 14 2 4.209 .600 
soo o- 167981 9430 41995.290 8407.900 
3oo a> (5 9.7» 
250 or 2268 US 283.SCO 20.625 
208 W 73 7 7.»0 .700 
100 (7 75 1 3.790 .0» 
5WCB 4712 2SS 1178.000 «J.790 
Uoo SMP 260 * 130.000 18.000 
500 s» 1840 15 460.000 J.790 
soo n 2624 m «96.000 17.790 
400 m 121 u 25.600 3.200 
360 nt u 24 8.380 4.JX 
280 n 20 2.800 
265 n T7 4 ».«2» .900 
26o n 2446' UB1 30)8.4)8 1(0.120 
250 n 8» U.U$ 
i2a nt Uli »9 248.130 22.8(1 
6s20 n 3. 1.5» 
loo n 92011 771 4i(O.190 58.6U0 
90 1« 70, 6 S1.680 .270 
80?* 1 .320 
60 |R 5 14 l.UO .940 
ao ra U06 '498 U0.680 u.9ao 
900 a 3724 '52 911.000 38.000 
500 10 63 8 lS*.79e 2.000 
uoo n I»1 74 «U.990 40.700 1 
looo n 2 Lt.700 
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son 141 23 19.74Ü 3.2» 
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loo m 1221 U (1.090 .500 
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| UO 91 " 1.79S 

[ TOTAL a«tt4 ittll M»4 0M smmj 
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10 
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U( 

TOTAL    MIS8S l»470   («TMT.lTt    4tM.B4t 

TONS  ar 

21874.000 
78.400 

197.450 
37a7.500 

40£.-300 
47304.500 
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974.625 
5264.69) 
1024. OOO 
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52,750 
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2131.500 
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138Q.750 
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56).li3 

17.850 
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57.000 
35.290 
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2.500 

1.000 
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10.150 
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32.790 
9.100 

.230 

26.500 

TOTAL  FIGHTERS 

mm 

P-61 

P-SI 
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»It 
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ar 
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1' 
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2 
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2 

TOTAL        ITS 
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).»» 
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14 
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7S 
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77 
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2) 
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BOMB  EXPENDITURES 

\ 
16 OCTOBER  1943 THRU  6 NiAY 1945 

1              \ 

11943     OCTOBER        1 

1               *                                                                     W^ 
1            NOVEMBER     ■ 

1           DECEMBER     1 ^0t^0mmEACH BOMB REPRESENTS MOO TONS 

!;j44     JANUARY         1 y 
1                     FEBRUARY      If 

MARCH            ■   i 

APRIL              V nni 
MAY                If   < 
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APRIL              V ' mum 
MAY                 1 
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AIRCRAFT   AND CREW LOSSES 

The air fore« loat 2347  tacticul aircrkft,  and  742 war« «ritten off u a result of battle damage  (Cate- 

gory E) In the  full period of operatlona.    Of ayery 1000 aircraft entering enemy territory, 7.7 were loat or 

recelTed  damage  resulting In salvage.    Of every 100 aircraft losses or write-offs for battle damage,  47 were 

charged  to flak,   13 to enemy aircraft and  40 to crash landlnga,  accidents the result of enemy action,  combin- 

ations of flak and enemy aircraft or losses with reason unknown.    Bombers had a slightly lower, reconnaissance 

a considerably lower,  and fighters a slightly higher loss rate than the air force  average. 

?or every aircraft lost or salvaged for battle damage,  sir received battle damage requiring major or 

minor repairs or replacements.    The ratio of flak loss to flak damage was one  to 12. 

The trend of loss rates,  charted on the following page,  show« a decided peak for both bombers and fight- 

ers In December 1944 and January 1945.  reculting from the enemy's abortive attempt to regain air superiority 

in the Ardennes.    Only in December was a considerable proportion of bomber losses due directly to enemy air- 

craft action.     Loss rates for bombers and fighters declined  steadily from January 1945 to V-E Day,  and were 

below the 20-month average in March 1945 through Kay for bombers and In February through Hay for fighters. 

Air crew initial casualties  totaled 5383.  of whom 622 were  originally reported killed in action,   3713 

missing in action,  400 seriously wounded and 646 slightly wounded. 

AIRCRAFT   LOST AND    DAMAGED 
16 00  0B£R   1943   THRU   8 MAY 1945 

3ATTLE     LOSSES 

TOl JJJMUn 

FLAK ENEMY AIRCRAFT OTHER TOTAL                    i 

U)ST CAT» TOTAL 

J2 
JO 

320 

npra 
1000 CD 
SORTES LOST CAT i TOTAL 

RT FD 
UK» 01 
aORTDH ion CAT 1 TOTAL 

RT MB 
WOO CD 
scums LOST CAT 4 TOTAL 

arm 1 
1000 CS 
3CBTIM 

8.2 
6.3 
7.4 

A-ao 
A-2< 
B-2< 

5< 
20 

JOi. 

3« 
10 

U6 

4.4 
3.0 
4.1 

2 
47 

2 

13 
4 

60 
0.4 
0.8 

34 
13 
6» 

43 
16 

124 

77 
29 

193 

3.8 
2.9 
2.5 

90 
35 

320 

79 
28 

253 

169 
63 

573 

TOTAL BOOnS a» 1£2 U,2 4.0 49 1? <* 0.6 116 1«J 299 2.8 445 }60 80} 7.4 

^-36 
M.7 
F-51 
Ml 

U5 
61? 

76 
2 

.11 
7 
2 

1*7 
A3 
83 

V 

4.5 
3.8 
J.4 
1.4 

81 
176 
41 

6 

1» 

2 

87 
«5 
41 

2 

2.6 
UO 
1.7 
0.7 

121 
420 
13« 

7 

3» 
9» 
12 

5 

160 
519 
148 

12 

4.9 
2.6 
6.0 
4.2 

317 
1208 

253 
9 

77 
249 

19 
9 

394 
1457 
272 

18 

12.0 
7.4 

11.1 
«.3 

TOTAL RSHmS 805 172 »77 3.8 298 27 325 1.3 684 155 839 3.2 1787 354 2141 8.3  1 

Ml Mm 

2 
32 

1 
1 
6 

1 
3 

3» 
0.4 
1.6 

4 
15 

4 
15 

0.5 
0.6 

5 
20 
35 

2 

7 
1 

12 

12 
21 
47 

2 

l?.l 
2.8 
1.9 
1.3 

5 
26 
82 

2 

8 
2 

18 

13 
28 
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3.7 
4.1 
1.3 

» e U 1.2 1» V 0.6 62 » 82 2.4 115 26 »V ,    V» J 
auxs TOTAL mj 3W ua J-7 J" U 408 1.0 862 »a 1220 J.0 W hi im. 7-7 1 

BATTLE DAMAGE 

A-2< 
Mt 

FLAK ENEMY AIRCRAFT OTHER TOTAL                 1 
fcAIA^ 

2317 
608 

8505 

CAi «;[CAIB tOIAL CAT A CAT1C OAIB mj. OAT 4 OAT ia CATS TOTAI CAT A CAT AC CAIB TOTAL] 
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64 
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15« 
113 
51 

2722 
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9198 77 

2 

22 

2 

2 

4 
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24 
14 
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6 
2 

4} 

IB 
13 
10 

48 

29 
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2341 
(22 
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66 

»7 
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<3 

2771. 
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»452 

TOTAL aaans U430 j   955 ?» 12705 77 24 4 u? «8 ?1 a 230 11645 103C 3*5 1304o| 

1*47 
Ml 

590 j     9* 
3130   1653 

212       52 
7         2 

20 
81 
U 

1 

706 
4864 

275 
10 

13 
50 
11 

15 
110 

8 
1 

2 
7 
1 

30 
U7 » 

1 

42 
17» 
U 
( 

22 
195 

17 
4 

7 
21 
4 
2 

71 
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32 
12 

«45 
3359 
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13 

133 
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77 
7 

2» 
10» 
U 

3 

807 1 
542* 

327 
23 

TOTAL FIOHTAS 39» 1803 113 5855 74 IX 10 218 MB 238 34 510 4251 2175 157 658J 

M 
*5 
r-4 
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8 
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5 
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1 
1 

3 
14 
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1 
3 3 2 

1 
8 8 

1 
1 

1 

4 

1 
1 

13 

3 
» 

82 57 

1 
1 
7 

4 U 
1U 

L-«I ^J 2 142 4 3 I 9 8 2 5 15 »4 63 > IM| 

«im TOTAL &?1- ̂ r 435 VfKa_ _1«J 161 U " 332 » 291 80 r^ 1S»»0 3268 531 19789! 
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LOSSES  PER IOOO CREDIT SORTIES BY CAUSE 
(INCLUDING  MIA a GATE) 

OCTOBER  1944 THRU MAY 1945 
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AIRCRAFT  AND CREW ATTRITION 

OPERATIONAL AND NON-OPERATIONAL LOSSES 
AS  PERCENT OF UNIT EQUIPMENT 

Total Totll Total 
A-20   j   A-26 »-26 touibera i~38 1-47 1^51 P-6l Ptn r-i P-5 P-6 Ren 

Oototer uu 
Nsnabcr 5.9 5.9 
OM»d>er 2.7 2.7 1 30.0 30.0 
jMUMy ISU. 3.9 3.9 8.0 8.0 
hbroniy 

1 
9.0 9.0 9.3 17.8 12.5 3.5 3.5 

Muroh 3.4 5.1 4.9 6.3 28.0 15.3 
«»m 10.S 9.1 9.4 86.7 7.6 34.0 15.3 3.7 1.7 2.3 
iur 1V.Ä 11.1 12.1 16.7 9.3 31.3 13.1 16.0 7.3 
JOM K.7 | 10.9 12.5 27.6 25.0 26.7 25.1 6.3 20.8 14.0 
Juljr 10.9 ! 10.4 10.5 24.0 24.9 22.7 24.3 6.3 6.5 16.7 11.2 
ftwurt 14.6 , 14.5 14.5 41.8 24.2 24.0 26.7 7.8 15.3 10.5 
»pttibar 5.2 6.6 6.3 18.2 12.2 17.3 13.3 12.5 4.7 5.6 5.8 
Oototor 10.9 | 5.5 7.0 18.3 17.8 21.5 16.7 18.1 6.3 1.6 7.3 5.5 
■»«■tar 12.7        1.7 8.4 8.7 20.0 24.2 30.9 7.1 23.2 6.5 10.8 11.5 12.9 
Draper 37.5        4.7 22.0 20.3 26.P 28.1 35.7 28.6 12.5 8.3 11.5 10.8 
Jumry 1»5 18.8 i     11.7 8.2 9.8 11.5 18.1 10.7 16,5 37.5 12.5 7.4 11.6 
Mbruaiv i     17.2       10.4 16.0 14.9 18.1 14.1 42.1 a.j 15.6 3.1 11.1 7.4 
Ikroh 1     21.9 13.0 12.1 13.2 12.3 21.8 12.5 4.2 19.5 18.8 12.5 14.8 14.4 
Ajall Uni Ibgr 12.5 8.5 8.9 9.1 27.7 14.9 20.0 8.3 16.3 25.0 14.1 11.7 15.8 

Anng* 13.6 9.3 9.8 10.3 "a^a" 18.5 a.5 10.0 19.6 12.5 8.6 9.7 9.5 

aoreiBE: Kinth Kf form 110-4 

INITIAL   COMBAT PERSONNEL  CASUALTIES 
BOMBER GROUPS |           FIGHTER GROUPS RECONNAISSANCE GROUPS 

HI* » s» UM 

5 

1 

Total 

8 

_rik JIXA_ 9U J u Total KA JOA., S»A ^WA^ Total^ 

Ootober 1»J 3 

Itewpber 39 2 16 57 

Oi««d»r 14 3 22 3> 7 7 

jMiwiy 1M> 7 19 2 9 57 5 6 

MbiwTjr 2 87 J 16 108 2 16 19 

Murah 10 62 J 13 96 20 20 15 15 

Afrtl 17 155 12 Jl 255 5 34 40 2 19 1 22 

«V Ik 214 41 (1 540 4 54 2 (( 18 1 If 

*a« 4» 157 37 53 2* 17 187 220 1 50 1 t 54 

rtj. » Hi 22 57 aU 19 147 10 20 206 Jl 1 1 25 

iugiat Jl 18« St 54 27J 1» 177 11 1( 223 8 11 2 21 

•»ptKitar 17 51 8 10 86 15 (5 89 7 7 

Oototar 1» «0 7 23 119 9 86 106 2 5 1 ( 
»ffmtmT • n <l 7 15 106 > »1 107 5 8 11 

BM-ter » 310 25 43 413 16 1(4 10 19 209 2 11 * 2 1 K 

JtMiiy IM 3» «5 34 » 1« i 75 24 114 5 4 2 9 

fc»l»MT 45 1» 25 41 577 i 14 99 5 1 ( 
MUW sa 150 V 20 151 10 111 156 4 12 2 IS 

«iri: it »3 17 14 15» ( 81 98 5 5 

»W 1 1 i 2 4 1 1 t 

! W7 n% J00 SO» 5400 1(2 1395 •-«7 127 176» 23 1   1(8 15 10 214 

MOu« ml\j Sutlan, HtntK tf 
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AIRCRAFT   USAGE 

Th* nuatnr of sorties per month per unit equipment aircraft is computed on the basis of authorized or 

attained unit equipment, whichever Is less, «1th the figure tor attained unit equipment being arrived at as 

follows: 

Authorised Group Cnlt Equipment 
 ■ ——  x Total A/0 on Hsjid in Air ?orc» - D/E Attained 
Authorized per Croup Strength In Air Force 

As the air force «as usually under strength In all models of fighter aircraft during the period of opera- 

tions on the Continent, thslr usage rates were generally computed on the basis of attained equipment. 

Bombers had an average usag* rate for the entire period of 11.5 sorties per aircraft, A-aO's leading 

«Itb 15.1| fighters averaged 18,4, P-47's leading «1th 18.9| and reconnalasscce aircraft attained IS.2, 

P-51 «esther rseess leading «1th 21.7, followed closely by T-6't  «itb 19.4. 

Usag« rates «er« naturally highly Influenced by «eather, as «ill be noted from the chart on the oppo- 

site pags, «here the correlation between the usage rate and the nuartur of operational days', as ««11 as 

days opsrated*. Is very strong. Bombers had only five fully operational days in October 1944, lowest of 

any month of full scale operations, and their usage rats reached its lowest point of 5.5. Fighters had 

six fully operational «nd 11 partially operational daya In January, their lowest month, when the usag« rate 

dropped to its lowest point of 12.4. Usage rates were also affected by the tactical situation, and ros« as 

operations became more Intense, climbing steadily from January 1945 «nd reaching their highest peaks in 

Maroh, with 22.1 sorties per aircraft for bombers, 30.2 for fighters and 21.6 for recoimalssane«. 

SORTIES PER UNIT EQUIPMENT  AIRCRAFT 
OCTOBER I94S THRU APRIL-MAY 1945 

A-» A-* t-Jt 
TOTAL 

P-J8 *->7 . *-5i.... P-61 
TOtAfc 

.   ►■i w f^« 
»-51 
ft». 

TOlAt 

Oetdber 1%3 ki U3 

a*n*er 80 0.0 

Deomter 11 1 11.1 13 8 13.8 20,0 20.0 

Jemsaiy ifck «7 «.7 k.» k.) 3.5 3.1 

Nbnaiy 13 5 13.5 7.8 8) 8.2 i.2 t.2 

Hush 5.3 5.8 M 12.« 7.5 10.» 2.7 10.4 ».5 

April H.i 12.3 12.8 10 3 11.1 lUk 11.» «.3 7.» 7.« 

HT 17.2 1*5 17.0 15 3 17.3 15.5 it.5 (.1 13.8 ».» 
J'tas 17.7 K.I 1(.< »5 ».8 20.« 24.3 k.O 13.3 33.1 «H« 

July 1IA 11 0 11.A 22 t 22.3 23.8 7« 22.3 (« 11.7 H.i 1»Jk 

fcWist 1J.0 11.3 13.1 15.8 23.» 22.4 11 8 22.8 1.0 14,0 33.4 Ö.3 

fcpMber 7.7 7.« 7.7 18.2 18.0 ll.k 253 17,7 k.( 12.0 1».0 1S.T 

QsWbsr (A 5.1 5.5 13.2 1k,7 7.» 12« lk.1 2.1 8,8 13.* n.J 

tomker M 2.) 7.» 7.7 11.8 13.1 10.» 10.8 12.( k.8 8,8 17.5 i3.» 

IBso-bsr 1U8 6.4 M ».» 15.« 17.0 Ik. 7 «.7 7.3 11.3 13.8 it.« 

Jnmtj IKS 10.3 5.1 5.5 5.8 10.2 13.0 7.1 12.k 5.2 8,4 12.5 10.» 10.8 

Mraaiy 18.0 10.0 11 8 12.0 U.2 1».1 12.» 8.1 17.» 5.0 ».3 18.4 15.4 ik.3 

Ikrdi 1  ».k 21.2 tl.t 22.1 24.1. 30.8 32.1 18.0 30.2 8.k 14.5 «.3 3k.t 11.« 

Apll-Wy 13.1 13.8 11.0 11.8 18.7 ll.k at.» 17 4 20.2 .7 1».8 33.8 3«.1 84.0 

| 13.1        12.k      11.0   |   11.5  | 17.3        18.»  I |   1«.l AW, «uimm K.8 13.«      I8.k 4.« 11.3 1).k 21.7 

Jsss latthsr Definitions, pags 48. 
'Says opertted' refers to operations of ooa group mission or better and la computed from operatlou 
reports «Ithout reference to «eather conditions. 

aOUKii   »nth 4P Ml* UO-A Mid USMP Mra 34A 
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OPERATIONAL   DAYS AND  SORTIES  PER AIRCRAFT 

OPER DAYS | PART OPEH                           NON-OPER 
-,,r,,,rrr,rrrr7-rrrrmm,mmmmmmmmm^m—*-r 

OATS  OPERATED SORTIES PER AVC FER «« 
'r\. 

i V////.  ■///yy>y////^^^^^^^^m.: ij* 

BOMBERS 

•MY im JÜL       "     AU8 SEP OCt NOV- DEC JAN FEI MÄR APR 

FIGHTERS 

RECONNAISSANCE 

SOORCC      «NOUP OPREPS,   A/C STATUS REPORTS   AND  STVr  WEATHER OrFICtR,NINTH Ar 
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EFFORT   RELATED   TO   WEATHER   DURING  SIX   CAMPAIGNS» 

Of the 3)7 days ca>;red In this itudy, bombers had fully operational flying weather on 142 and fighters an 

161. During soae ceiipalgns, notably for bombers In the Hormandy campaign and for fighters In the lortharn Francs 

campaign. It o&a necessary to put up considerable effort on non-operational days. lor the orer-all total from 

D Say to V-E Day the effort put forth on fully operational days accounted for 75.7 percent of the total bomber, 

73.} percent of the total fighter, and 73.9 percent of the total reconnaissance effort. Effort on non-opera- 

tional days accounted for 10.2 percent of total bomber, 7.1 percent of total fighter and 6.9 percent of total 

reconnaissance effort; and the balance was accounted for by operations on days when the weather minima prsTsllsd 

only partially throughout the air force. Sorties per group per fully operational day were at their highest In 

tbs West of Rhine campaign, with secondary peaks during the Hormandy and Ardennes eampalpia. 

BOMBERS 
1    lOMAHIX 1. FlAKI SI». UB AUHHt «. tun eat  mm. m. * AM. 1 

rally Operstlsaal tare* 
'«rtlslly Operatleaal Deri 
lea-eperetlessl Da/i 

!   * 7 

3« 
«3 

I 
112 

26 
2* 
62 

»3 
J 

It 
«3 7 

22 
1 

15 

1%      1 
65 

1JO 

(OliL »miS (iU SATS) 
Sertlee, Ml/ Op. Daye 
Sertlet, Farttallr Op. Sayt 
SerUee, lea-op. Sayi 

liOJl 
10H5 

«5 
I«1J 

99M 
222 
7t* 

11512 
10556 
•«5 
3131 

61«) 
".«7 
lSE2 

19617 
2255 

22 

10IT9 
•957 

9» 

HHTO 
S37TI 

fncm vniT (AU DAIS) 
Fereeat Vfirt. Mly Op. Bare 
Fsreent Iffort, fartlally Op. Btf 
Fereeat Vfsrt, •»«-op. Say« 

100.0 
61.2 

100.0 
91.0 
2.1 
M 

100.0 
5T.I 
26.0 
16.» 

100.0 
6W.6 
21.6 
6.S 

100.0 
•9.6 
W.J 

.1 

100.0 
it. 3 
16.1 

.9 

100.0 

10.1 

Anrege Snupi Operetleaal 
Sertlet per Oroup per Fally Op. Say 
Oroap Nleits» per «reap per Folly Op. Bay 

11.00 

i.oi 

11.00 
37.70 

».OS 

11.00 
3Ml 
1.03 

11.00 
US.f» 
1.1s 

11.00 
^.53 

u.oo 
J7.01 
».oj 

u.oo 

1.13   1 

FIGHTERS 
mmtm 1.  FlAJK« si», un Atsans «. mn eat M. m. • A». | 

TOTAL BAIS 
Fally Opentleul Baya 
Fartlally Operettosal Oaye 
lea-eptratSeae) Bays 

50 
2» 
9 

12 

112 

s 
27 

"3 
U 
15 
17 

95 
M 
15 
11 

10 
6 

m 1 
71 

ICTAl KBIIS (AU BATS) 
Strttee, Fally Op. »eye 
Serttee, Fartlally Op. Says 
Sertlet, lea-ep. Baya 

5MIT 
5«)1 i2| 

5799* 
JJiOl 
2050» 

3»9» 

i«33« 
10109 
6I«1 
IT61 1 

30S3S 
t6kI7 

J1A7 
T6t 

86M2 

19919 

tmm «FOB (AU BATS) 
Feraeet «fert, Fally Op. Bays                  \ 
Ferceat Iffer«. Fartlally Op. Bays           { 
Ftreeat Wfert, lea-ep. Bayt 

100.0 
75.« 
12.1 
U.k 

100.0 

Ik. 2 

100.0 
5«.7 
JJ.» 
5.7 

ioe.0 
55.1 

IfS.O 
«J.J 

V, 
190.0 
•6.J 
U.t 
1.5 

100.0 
73.3 
19.6 
7.1 

A>tr^e Omvt Operetleaal 
Sertlee par Sremp per tally Op. Bay 
»revp Mlttleat per On« per Fully Op. Bay 1.35 

11.67 
50.5* 
1.13 

IT.OT 

l.JO 1.70 

».6T 16.63 
61.70 

DAY RECONNAISSANCE* 
i    MWAIR 1. FlAKI siM. un AIBUBS v. mn eat mm. KT. • AN. { 

»TAL SOnilS (AU BATS) 
Sertlee, Fally Op. Bays 
Sertlee, Fartlally Op. Bayt 
Sertlee, lea-ep, Beya 

1     *M 

970 
I2 
mo 
kit 

16» 
U5« 
3» 

iSlOJ 
1013 

»55 

6306 
5*07 

77« 
»IT» 

FOteVT BfFDIT (AU DATS) 
Fereeat Vfert, Fally Op. Bayt 
Fereeat Wftrt, Fartlally Op. Baye 
Ftreeat Bffert, lea-ep. Bayt 

100.0 
76.9 
U.l 
12.0 

100.0 

".3 

100.0 loo.r 

5T.t 
10.3 

100.0 
».6 
16.2 
t.t 

»00.0 
12.5 
U.j 
5.1 

100.0 
73.9 

ATtrMie S^aaAreat Optratleaal 
Sertlet per St«a per tally Op. Bay 
Sela Mlttteat per S«ln per Fally Op. Bay 

1.00 
15.66 

1    l.» 

1.22 
15.30 
1.11 

U.U 

":5 
10.00 
1».T9 
1.25 

11.02 
»6.53 

1.3« 
l"i.50 
i.n 

»«•39 
1J.J7 

U'e pe(e 39 fer taelatlft Atlee ef eM^atgae. 
1        " 1 page kf fer aeatker «eflaltleae.    ■Oparetlsaal fer Uta« benblH* *aye fer beakert taelaAt« U fally er partially tfierattaaal aa wpre- 

flateA ea teat eperatteaal Aay kreaMeaa at fer flgktere. prlate, 

SDUieii    USAAF ten 5)>A eaA Staff «eatkor Offlaer, llaU AT 
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12 

8 

4 

0 

SORTIES   PER   GROUP  PER   OPERATIONAL  DAY 

DURING  SIX CAMPAIGNS 

6  JUNE  1944 THRU  B  MAY  1945 

BOMBERS 

NORMANDY NOR.  FRANCE 
m 

SEGfRIED LINE ARDENNES WEST OF RHINE CENTRAL EUROPE 

FIGHTERS 

I   GROUP  MISSION 

x or 

DAY  RECONNAISSANCE 
I   SQUADRON   MISSION 

i E r^ B a i 
SMNCI: »WUr  OMIEPt • WCATHCR  MOTION   »TH *F 
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CLAIMS   AGAINST  ENEMY   AIRCRAFT 
16 OCTOBER     1943 THRU   8   MAY 1945 

AIR   CLAIMS 

ENEMY A/C A-20 A-Z6 a-26 TOT   BOMBERSJ 

55-26-29 

50-17-55 
2-2-lt 
0-0-1 

n 190 
M 200 
Ju 52 
Nf 109 
NI 262 
NlH U/I 

0-1-0 6-l-U 

1-0-1 

29-2>*-25 

29-17-51« 
2-2-11 
O-O-l 

TOUL 0-1-0 7-1-5 b0-"ij-»lt 67-"t5-«9        | 

ENEMY A« P-M P-47 p-» P-61 F-S F-6 
RCN ORANO TOTAL"    | 

war t-1-0 Wl-j 5-0-0 1-0-0 12-2-3 
r»iA 1-0-0 1-0-0 
fw56 1-0-0 1-0-0 
n 190 liv-H-llt ^J-51-193 271 2/3-19-Uf 3-0-0 1-0-0 55-7-19 0-1-0 1006 2/J.150-»7* 
«aoo • 0-0-2* 
n 111 Vi-« H-O-l 1«>-1 3-0-2 ltl-1-* 
U 126 1-0-0 1-0-0 
u 129 3-0-0 3-0-0 
"177 1-0-0 1-0-0 
U 2(0 1-0-0 1-04 
A. V 3-0-1 5-0-0 2-0-0 1-0-0 11-0-1 
J««7 0-1-0 2-0-0 3-0-0 Ik-l-O 19-2-0 
Ja M 7-0-0 5-1-1« 9-2-1 VO-1 26-3-l>l               ! 
Ja IM 1-0-0 12-2-1 1-0-0 lll-2-l 
Jn 2ft 1-0-0 1-0-0 
W 101 6-0-0 6-0-0 
n 109 112-2li-<9 5flV-6l-2J5 371» 5/6-29-129 1-0-0 110.5-16 1-0-0 uto 1/3-136-500 

64-10-1« HI 110 2-0^ f-1-5 '«♦-«-3* 7-1-3 3-0-2 
111209 2-1-2 2-1-» 
Ml 210 1-0-0 1-0-0 2-lM> 0-0-1 it-k-i 
III 2(2 0-0-5 Jir 7-2-12 0-2-2 If-Mj 
«"tie 22-1-20 1-0-0 27-i-a 
M* 1-0-0 1-0-0 
a 25k 0-0-1 0-0-1 
ftonk 2-0-0 2-0-0 2-0-0 6-04 
e» »-iiT 1-0-0 1-0-0 2-*-0 
C^lhH 1-0-0 1-0-0 
N1M D/I 1-0-0 5-9-1 l-O* 5-0-2 124-11 

fWÄ 266-70-lfi ii^t-uMsi 750-66-321 50-5-* 2-04 135-15-^ 2-1-0 »»9»-3»»-ui6      1 

"Ineludtt tot»l» fro« 'Totnl lubin* tutulattoi. 
GROUND   CLAIMS 

ENEMY A/5 P-M P-4T P-» «MNO ENEMY A/C P-3» P-47 P-91 WAND TOTAL | 

B> 20 3-04 3-04 NI 163 *** 64-t (4-t            1 
»• IIT 5-0-1 K-MJ 14-1 50-i-»7 «I «09 04^ 04.« 
»56 3-0-0 3-04 Ml 210 O-O-k ^2-1-37 54< kMJll 
n 91 ' 0-0-1 04-1 «262 144 

>«7->-3J 
14-1 3»-}40 

n K? 0-0-1 04-1 HI IllO 2-1-3 »4-ll Sl-lO-lll 
n 1(9 VO-* 5-0.ll tf 129 

il 196 
«4-3 *4.3 

»«190 20-0-2*1 2(7-12-179 JT4-26 Jjj-l«-«» 144 144 
r«20o U-0.2 1-0-3 yo-5 funk 64-1 144 74-1 
H V J64.>l T0-»-5l v& 102-2-}( 0« 2l»2 74.ll 74JI 
*• r 5VJ-5» a* JU. 04-1 044 
J» ft 5T-0-W. «TT-«»*« >»-M6 5?S-e7-3« 0»»li. »-H7 144 144 
J«90 144 144 O^t. Hurrtetn 24-2 «-0-* 
J« iff 2t-l-17 144 «3-l-U f/i*/e 54-11 sts M4^t 
'«35« >4-0 244 !Me 5-0.ll. ***■* 

U 111 f-l-JO 177-1VU)5 3T44I m-16-155 k/ive 0-14 •">-• 
niij 14-0 144 trwiftrt 144 tt; 64-10 

ISIS O-J-l 0-1-1 nt«*r (44 (4-19 lk4.U 
0-0-1 14>l 144 24-t U«iM> VO^ »44 

U 129 lt| 044 »-0-» n<k«kMk «4^ »4-» 
««X77 5-i-J t-l-J 11-7-1« Trtl»r »H*^ 14-J 15.1-10 
01(9 144 144 »/t i/e 14-1 IM-lWUk 1^1^« 1J(-1VM 
1012(0 >4J» yoA ll»lM* «4-3 »^•5 
u \m 124-U 

kj-WT 
U4-U 

90k-j6^6» 6-N10 
\ a 110 2-0.l1 J-X-« JT-V59 wmt »33-5-1J» ifn^jvi^k «5T-MJ1 «nt-ikT-i(9k  1 

(•Ui    nt*l« iwlat* 144 ft 190, (44 Ml 109. 144 HI 110 ud 144 D/I i/O, »» '-i'*. 

(sneii  uutf »«i» 3114 
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CLAIMS  AGAINST  MISCELLANEOUS GROUND   TARGETS 
DURING   SIX     CAMPAIGNS 

S    JUNE  1944 THRU 8 MAY 1945 

CAMPAIGNS 
/ NORMANDY 

JT NORTHERN   FRANCE 
IE SIEGFRIED   LINE 
ST ARDENNES 
JT MfSr OF RHINE 

ST CENTRAL   EUROPE 

S JUN - 25 JUL 
S6 JUL-26 AUG 
27 AUG- 16 DEC 
17 DEC-28 JAN 
29 JAN-24 MAR 
25 MARS MAY 

r-!--—-> 

MOTOR TRANSPORTS 

CAM I S m m X B 

ta 1*4« tm> ntt nwt» t>m am 

OMI in an »ti MOt ma .« 

TOTAL  DES- S3BII      TOTAL DAM- 22946 

*i 
DUMPS 

CAM I a at St z m 
Ml 4 i« M I» 149 1*0 

MM 1 5 U IT IM «• 

TOTAL   OES-MB        TOTAL    DAM-320 

ARMOBED   VEHICLES   ft TANKS 

CAM I II m n X K 

on IM 1030 •M 1141 »to m 
BM •4 •n 4M «M m •7» 

TOTAL 0£S- 4S09       TOTAL  DAM- 3791 

«T 
HANGARS 

CAM I    1   s m B T B 

MS • M it it Tt 

»AM i tt * 1» «1 

TOTAL   0ES-I39 TOTAL   DAM-MS 

LOCOMOTIVES 

CAM I a S ■ T n 

go 1*4 m JIM in IIM IM«   | 

MM ■H •» m IS TI« m  | 

TOTAL   DES-8753     TOTAL DAM-8877 

FACTORIES A  MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS 

CAM I a ■ a t S 

MS 4> M IK» im 4»T» w» 

.« 1« * NT 1ST »TI IM 

TOTAL   OeS-IIOTS    TOTAL  DAM-6J4I 

Ml 
RAILROAD CARS 

CAM I B V W X n 

on HIT lit) TtSt 44U ■MM no« 

OW »44» MM MW 4»W ■to «MS 

TOTAL   DCS-ASSIT     TOTAL DAM-91269 

TB& 

RAILROADS CUT 
CAM I It n K X ■B. 

CIS «T 4» IOM •M MM IM 

TOTAL CUT- 6072 

BRIOOCS 

CAM I I ■ s X « 
en ■ *• n M IM it   | 

OMI « IT IM »1 ■a •  | 

TOTAL DCS-360       TOTAL   DAM-321 

VESSELS • BARGES 

CAM I > m n X B 

oc« ) 1»T w» •0 HO «S 

»Ml 4 HO )M 1 IT) !•»     | 

TOTAL DCS-770 TOTAL   DAM-959   | 

OUN     EMPLACCMCNTS 

CAM I ■ S B X X 

M* M M« II« SM «n «a 

OAM 1 to to ISO »T» »4 

TOTAL DCS-3361      TOTAL OAM-1649 

.mm 
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CUMULATIVE   ENEMY AIRCRAFT CLAIMS,   AIR   a    GROUND 
(DESTROYED   AND  PROBABLY     DESTROYED) 

16  OCTOBER   1949 THRU 8 MAY 1949 
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CUMULATIVE   COMBAT   LOSSES OF AIRCRAFT  BY  CAUSE 
(INCLUDES   MIA  ft   CATEGORY   E) 

16  OCTOBER   1943   THRU • MAY 1945 
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NON-EFFECTIVE    SORTIES 
Out of every 100Ü aorties flown froo 16 October  19*5 through 8 May 1945,   124 were nun-effective,   71  du« 

to »either,  five  tc  personnel  failure,   2}  to mechanlcul  failures und   25 to other  reasons.     Bumbers exceeded 

these figures,  flying ;464 non-effective  sorties out of every 1000,  of which 61   percent were caused by wea- 

ther.     The trend oiart on the opposite page shows how  the  weather non-effective   rate was brought down in the 

Booths «hen a substantial  part of boober activity was devoted to blind botbing.     Fichters had  the lowest non- 

effective rates,  going above 10 percent only  In the  first two aonths and in the final nonth of operations, 

and averaging 5.7 percent.    Reconnaiasßnce non-effectives varied widely between different models,  and aver- 

aged 15.0 percent, sore than half due  to weather.    All non-effective rates were high in the early nonth» of 

operations, moderated during the  sunnier aonths of  1944, climbed  during Septenbei* and October (and Sovember 

for reconnaissance),   and then declined steadily to reach all-tine  lows in March   1945. 

Mechanical ncn-effective-j,  in order of number uf occurrences  (apart fror the miscellaneous claaalfloa- 

tlon), were eauseil primarily in hoabers by failure  of engine,  aroaaient,  navigational or electrical «qulpmtnt, 

fuel and oils  In fighters by failure of engine,  fuel,  radio,  oil,  electrical or hydraulic «ijulpment,  and pro- 

pelleri  and in resonnainsance by frilure  of radio,   engine,   camera and  navigational equipment. 

NON-EFFECTIVE   SORTIE   ANALYSIS 
16 OCTOBER 1943 THRU 8 MAY 1945 

[ TOTAL ■" ' TOTAL Ml TOTAL oum ) 
A-at' A-2« 8-2« na. F-38 P-U 

25546 £919 

IKAB^ 

70 264119 

P-3 

75.» 

«4«- 
34784   16U 34566 

TWAt 

a» ties 2!»» lowa 8S7D6 11»W 3M38 »1546 641 417831 
Sttietlv» aartles xsas; 920] «2686 8771.2 31862 190450 23932 2755 49 249021 W 5624 2ui: w: M391 366U1 
Vsta MflNMUTC 71U mo 2JO20 JIM» 2176 11396 1CU 134 21 i:*)9: 26) IKt, 2971 V 5175 51670 

treather Nsa-lfr. (,7*0 483 UOX 1927» 5fc6 5W3 570 20 8 636; 70 U71 227] 5 J8J7 29468 
IxiMBal Msa-lfr. I.X> a 1278 1771 110 2W> 46 2 ut. 4!' 3!' 31 1U 2385 
«««hudaal Mso-lff. nv 2« 238! 3193 »sv 3322 380 151 13 553 IV 25( 37! 2' 773 9297 
Other Naa'irrMtiv« W7 1,01 5323 7161 5*3 2112 3» 11 2996 30 151 276 6 463 10(20 

»tal Jt Ma-VtatlT* Jl-1 11.» 26.J 26.1, 6.1, 5.5 6.3 6.3 30.0 5.7 40.6 25.3 U.0 2.4 15.0 12.4 
UNHHtrr. «sathar ».r fc^ a.k 16.2 1.6 2.7 1.4 .7 11.4 2.1, 10.! »».(. ».a .J U.I 7.1 t m**tt. nn. i.» .6 1.5 1,5 .'. .1 .2 .1 .! i.v .4 .] .3 •' ü msuMf. ■•*. Z.i! 2.3 2.6 2.7 i.t 1.6 3.5 5.2 18.6 2.0 is.; 3.J 1.5 I.] 2.2 2.2 
f.tmrm. feher 6.2 3.8 6.2 6.0 1.7 1.0 1.2 .4 1.1 4.7 2.0 1.1 .4 1.5 2.5 

MECHANICAL    NON-EFFECTIVES 
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PERCENT    OF    SORTIES    NON-EFFECTIVE 
OCTOBER   1943   THRU   MAY   1945 
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FLYING  TIME  AND GASOLINE CONSUMPTION 
16  OCTOBER 1943 THRU 31 MAY 1945 

OPERATIONAL HOURS 
I  

TOTAL 1         '        ! TOTAL TOTAL CA7 CÜANO 
A-20 A-26 B-26 BOO. P-38 | IM,?   ^ P-51   ■ P-61 BUI) TOS. J:?. P-5  j J^L, P-51S RSCON (V. TOTAL J 

1836 Get 12 182k 1336 T      1      '■ 
No* 3725 3725 

!             s«i| 
3725  1 

DM 5«9 5689 
-" 

961 —   39 39 6689  | 

OT 1JW 12 1123S 11250 t           "1     961 i 39 ?? 12250 

Jan UK 4616 i             i   1333 j U33 86 36 «035 1 
PBb 1      «1 10000 10061 |    3538       >'5J 1 5891 3 319 327 16279 
liar 571 1199« 12567 9399       4- 7 ' 13716 87 ill  ! 493 26781 

Apr 3670 16320 20190 1Z84 |  14150  I    7   1 i          I 22555 340 588  ! 923 43673 
Uf 8790 3tM6 3263« 6324 I 44961  j    7 -9 ' 58404 430 1623 j 2053 93295  1 
JOB 

110027 

25U5 33894 12442     52119       f J2            ' 73363 83 365 2761 3709 12997 12396} 
3030} Jul 175» 24525 9801     3674«          .58 ■   202 ! 53207 176 1087 IJIU 2573 

iug 21081 3U08 8944    42711        326     586 i 58767 58 1538 4784 1U> 6500 148 96523 
9*P 53»1 535 13308 19034 6621     39497      3102 :1200 52420 15« 12a 27W 351 4468 75922 
Oat J519 7792 11311 5703 1 3U81  |    1533 1   667 12a 39325 56 790 3.71 272. 3589 54225   | 
No* 3281» 552 urn 15530 5408 1 19792      1367 •  512 i 2707» 104 551 2116 319 3090 45699 
Sw 2695 20» 14438 19217 6048 25753         89 ,   792 | 32682 

438742 

179 

772 

711 

7646 

2403 2d0 3578 

13145 

55477 

718175 tot i»a \W* a»1 177950 234689 64575 319847   1 50120 ' 3979 i 221 21617 1362 31399 

j» »33 2153 7808 11994 3482 17765  1           1   266| 21513 105 562 2245 238 3148 36655 
Ml 3096 4999 18142 26239 3492 27730  !   1344 I   329 I 32895 96 887 357U 5*2 4915 64049 
lUr 5<05 13032 33<42 52279 7826 53286  i   8785    920 70817 297 1367 5840 495 7999 131095 
*»r JIW 11550 19146 33874 2863 52043  1 10651 1  857 66634 12 2174 8442 695 11321 111329 
UV 3 628 15 846 32J 4361   |     546 {    60 | 5312 

506 

671 2973 194 13638   9996 

WTlStP 13917 325S2 78?5^ 125:32 1800« il55205  121526 i a32 I 1?7171 5661 23070 1982 31221 355624 j 

m TOM, j 67917 I 35513 1267941 I 371371 182561 1475052  I 72609 | 61.11 12211 636874 11260 113309  144726  IL;344 |62659   I 13'45 11084049 

NON -OPERATIONAL HOURS 
j Ml 0-47 1 auni 

A-20 4-26 »-26 P-)8 1-47 Ml P-61 SAU »-3 r-i «      . /53 Ir4     * I/-5     i ÜI3C TOTAL   1 

2(48 Oot 33 97) 22 683 380 ;    557 1 
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DM 232 »14 

\..    ... 
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 i J  
170 j       |     430« 
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712 1763 328 )17) 1224 233 517                7848 248 1    23« 15U 1775« 
7» Jtot 74» 5402 U» I 23« 438 :     6605 150 1    310 44» 80094 
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4063 87)7 3)07 14154 174) 54 : u» 594 2050 50 A) «84!  1654 ill««) 9992» 
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I, 

AIRCRAFT   ACCIDENTS 
I 

RATES  PER   1000   FLYING     HOURS 

MARCH   1944  THRU   MAY 1945 

TOTAL AIR   FORCE TOTAL BOMBERS 

1     ovBuax vmuxiom. mm-cem. OWUSi onunauL NOM». 
HO. M. NO. YD. M. NO. 
J00. «6. 2411 iPO. MX. BATS AOC. un toe. RAH 

Kur 1944 91 1.94 24 .90 67 3.34 )tap1944 14 .82 .64 6 1.33 
Aft 132 1.08 43 .98 8» 1.13 Jpr 17 .57 .45 8 .81 
UßJ 14fi .77 62 .66 86 .86 K*r 23 .50 .43 9 .70 
Jan 148 .80 93 .75 55 .89 Jun 27 .64 .50 10 1.10 
jttl 122 .80 74 .91 48 .67 Jal » .76 .61 9 i.a 
tat 134 .73 78 .81 36 .64 AUi 21 .47 .48 6 .2 
s* 136 

15« 
1.26 80 1.05 56 1.75 at 19 .62 .52 9 .78 

Oat 1.89 70 1.30 8« 3.02 Oat 27 1.31 10 .88 17 2.90 
Nav 164 2.34 8« 1.88 78 3.18 Nor 44 1.69 24 1.55 20 1.»1 
DM 158 2.10 88 1.59 70 3.55 DM 60 2.28 3< 1.87 24 3.37 

3m 1945 214 4.04 118 3.22 96 5.89 Ju> 1945 84 4.40 60 5.00 24 3.3» 
IM 176 2.02 94 1.47 82 3.36 Mb 52 1.57 3» 1.49 IS 1.89 
lUr 207 1.1» 133 1.01 74 1.72 Ktr 56 .84 JT •71 19 1.31 
«pr 195 1.11 109 .97 86 1-34 *|>r 42 .70 JO .89 12 .46 
HKT 166 1.2« 24 1.68 142 1.21 KW 30 .76 2 1.71 m .7» 

TDtAL 2347 1.27 1176 1.12 1171 1.48 TOW, 540 1.01 326 .94 214 1.14 

TOTAL   FIGHTERS TOTAL    RECONNAISSANCE 

OTOULL wauncMAL mm-ogm. |     OVBALL oraunaux. NOKM. 
NO. m. NO. 1     m' NO. NO. 
IX. Bin ^Jfltu_ .Itflt— 1      «JO. -ML. ata JCO. IAS 

Hw 1944 63 2.99 15 1.14 48 6.54 KM 1944 1 .85 2.01 .00 
*»' 90 1.9* 34 1.51 56 2.40 tgr 2 .75 .00 ; 1.16 
*W 92 1.18 48 .82 44 2.28 K*7 1 .21 .00 1 .37 
JOB 90 1.10 70 .97 20 2.01 Jan - .00 .00 - .00 
Jul 77 1.25 5» 1.12 18 2.07 Jul 1 .1' .00 .87 
tat 85 1.27 60 1.02 23 3.04 tm 4 •^ .46 .64 
•« 92 1.48 65 1.23 S7 2.92 <S* 8 1.64 1.21 3.97 
*A 93 2.01 5< 1.42 37 5.39 lot 7 1.51 l.tl 2.86 
Rar 82 2.46 56 2.04 26 4.35 Rar 13 3.67 2.17 ».04 
DM 75 1.93 47 1.43 28 4.81 DM 10 

22 

2.27 1.32 4.53 

Jin 1945 82 3.21 M 2.07 37 9.63 J« 1943 6.06 13 4.47 12.48 
Nb »1 2.» 43 1.35 4« 6.» Hb 15 2.75 10 2.20 5.53 
Kur 113 1.40 8} 1.16 30 3.1» Kir 13 1.46 13 1.73 0.00 
*»r 100 1.27 66 .99 34 2.83 Kr 19 1.44 13 1.15 3.» 
»V 92 1.76 15 1.75 77 1.77 K«J 17 1.5» 1.53 10 1.(1 

Witt 1317 1.62 7(4 1.21 533 3.07 mu. 133 1.54 80 i.a 5J 1.1» 

TOTAL   NON-TACTICAL 19 MONTH   AV6 RATES BY TY »E A/C 

OVWALL ommoutf MM-am. OVBULL omuncwL mham. 
m. HO. DO. m. NO. NO. 

ina ***■ MSi MTI tnn Itfl 

K»1944 13 1.73 13 1.73 4-20 131 1.26 70 1.03 61 1.(8 
«vr 23 .52 23 .3» 4-26 76 1.00 38 1.07 * .»3 
K*7 32 .4» 32 .4» »-26 333 .»4 218 .»0 11! 1.03 
Jim 31 .56 6 .46 23 .60 P-38 219 2.17 123 1.4» »6 3.17 
Jul 20 .37 20 .57 P-47 »12 1.4» 534 1.17 35« 2.9» 
tm 24 .38 24 .38 P-31 «0 1.76 67 .»» ii 4.M 
»t 17 1.64 17 1.64 P.6l »    2.59 20 3.09 14 2.10 
0«t 29 2.64 2» 2.64 r-i 10 2.27 S 3.91 i 1.(0 
Mrr 25 3.43 »5 3.43 9-i 38 1.77 16 1.1» 22 1.80 
DM 13 2.28 13 2.28 85 

3» 
I.U 
6.56 

3» 1.» 16 
a 

i.»3 
6.3( 

JUI 194} 2« $.»5 86 3.33 Ir5           1       103 1.15 - - 103 1.15 
W» IB 2.28 18 2.» 0-47/» 69 .25 ( .46 63 .14 
Kw 25 1.43 25 1.43 IS 2.03 - - 1« 2.03 
w 34 1.41 34 1.41 
■V 27 .»1 J7 .91 

mu. 357 .87 6 .46 351 .88 Wttt "2347 1.27 117« 1.12 1171 1.48 

•*»iiM to tnor <»r»l« aptimtloM. 
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OPERATIONS   DEFINITIONS 

Sortie: A sortie 1B an aircraft airborne on a aladoo against the eneay (aynonyaous with 

terns "aircraft dispatched", "aircraft airborne", and "aircraft talcing off", preTlously used). 

Aircraft Credit Sortie; An aircraft credit sortie is deemed to hare taksn place when an air- 

plane, ordered on an operational mission and in the performance of that mission, has entered an 

area where enemy anti-aircraft fire may be effectlre, or where usual enemy fighter patrols occur, 

or when the airplane is in any way subjected to enemy attack. (Oaflnltion prtTiously used for 

■sortie" In the £10.) 

Hon-Sffective Sortie: A non-effectlTS sortie Is a sortie which for say reason falls to carry 

out the purpose of the mission. (Synonymous with the term "abortiTS*.) 

Daauiti:   U. S. aircraft damaged are classified as follows: 

(a) Category "A" describes aircraft repairable by th« nearest coaTtnient combat unit. 

(b) Category "AC" describes aircraft repairable on site by on Air Service Command unit 

or equivalent. 

(c) Category "B" describes aircraft to be collected by a salvage organization and dis- 

patched for repair to an Air Service Command unit or equivalent. 

(d) Category "E" describes aircraft damaged beyond •conomioal repair. Aircraft which 

crash In friendly territory are conaidered to be damaged Category "E", 

not lost, as defined below. 

Lost; 0. S. aircraft will be considered lost when (a) assn to crash or land in enemy terri- 

tory or at sea, (b) pilot and entire crew seen to bail out over enemy territory or at saa. (o) «saa 

to disintegrate or be enveloped in flames, or (d) failing to return from a mission after a reason- 

able length of time and not known to have landed in friendly territory. 

faemv Aircraft Casualties: (a) Pestroyed in the Air — Aircraft in flight shall be considered 

destroyed when (1) seen to crash, (2) seen to disintegrate in th« air or be enveloped in flames, 

(3) seen to descend on friendly territory and be captured, or U) pilot and entire orsw seen to 

ball out. 

(b) Destroyed on the ground — Aircraft not in flight shall be considered destroyed when 

(1) seen or confirmed by photographs to have been blown apart or burned out, (2) seen by strike 

photograph to have been within unobstructed lethal radius of a fragasntation bomb, (1) seen to 

sink In deep water, or (4) known to have been aboard carrier or other abip at time of eonflraed 

■inking. 

(o) Probably Destroyed ~ Aircraft shall be considered probably destroyed when (1) while 

in flight seen to be so badly damaged as to have leas than an even chance of reaching its own terri- 

tory safely, or (2) seen to be so damaged by bombing or strafing as to havs lass than an even chance 

of being repaired. 

(d) Dammed -- Aircraft shall be considered damaged when (1) aeen while In flight to be 

so damaged aa to require repair before beginning another mission, but having a better than even 

ehanes of reaching Ite own territory safely, or (2) seen to be so damaged by bombing or strafing 

aa to rsqulre repair befoie becoming operational. 

SOOaCJd Hath Air loroe Memo 55-9, 24 April 1945 
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WEATHER    DEFINITIONS 
1. Oparatloa»! Day. The following weather alnlaa have been considered: 

a. Bombers. 

(1) Base«. 

(a) Take ott. 

1.. Visibility greater than 1 1/4 alles. 

2. Celling greater than 1Ü00 feet. 

}.    how  cloud leas than 1000 feet thick unless amount of low cloud is 8/10 or less. 

(b) Landing. 

|. Visibility greater than 2 1/2 «lies. 

2. Ceiling greater than 1000 feet. 

(2) largsta. 

(a) Boute. 

2. So aharp fronta. 

g.     Visibility greater than 2 1/2 miles. 

j. lo icing. 

(b) Visual target. 

1.. Visibility greater than 2 1/2 alles. 

2. Total cloud at lo« and asdlua level less than 6/10, cloud at aedlua level less 

than 4/10. 

(o) Blind target. 

1.. Greater than 6/10 total low and aedlua cloud, leaa than 4/10 asdlua cloud. 

£. If blind boablng alaslons are successfully carried out, the day is listed as 

operational for blind boablng. 

b. flrtters. 

(1) Baass. Aa for boabers. 

(2) Targsts. 

(a) Haute. Aa for boabers. 

(b) Targst. 

1, Visibility greater than 2 1/2 ailea. 

2. Calling greater than 5000 feat. 

2. Son-operational Pay. 

a. Bomber|. when «sathsr alnlaa aa liatsd above do not exist at any boaber bast, or «ben no groups 

have targets neoUng the alnlaa for targeta, or when both situations prevailj or any ooablnation resulting la 

oonditlons below tbe oiniaa for sltbsr basea or targets «taleh affset all groups. 

b. ?i«ht«rs. vhsn weather alnlaa aa liatsd above do not exist at any fighter base, or when no groups 

have targsts aseting the tlnlaa for targets, or when both situations prevail) or any ooablnation resulting la 

conditions below the alnlaa tor olther bases or targets which affect all groupa. 

S. Partially Operational &£. (fcoatrra and fighters to be ooasidersd separately, aa above.) 

a. At laaat one bass opsrational, and rlth ths group at that bass baviag operational targsts. 

b. Subject to the above oonditioa, a day la partially opsrational If aaa or acre groups havs non- 

epsratloaal targsts, althongh all groupa aay be at bases «here oparitioaal condltiona pravall. 

4. - ägäESgl Sl Inforaation. leather suaaaries aubaitted by staff weather officers, daily A-2 aissloa 

reports and hourly syaoptio charts. 

SOOSOb Staff Weather Offloei, MlBth AT. 
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Coonandlag Qanarkl 
Chief of Staff 
Osputjr CtaUf of Staff 
Secretary, Ganeral Staff 
Asalatant Chief of Staff, A-1 
Aaslatant Chief of Staff, A-2 
Aaalatant Chief of Staff, A-3 
Aaalatant Chief of Staff, A-4 
Aaalatant Chief of Staff, A-5 
Adjutant General 
Chaplain 
leconnalaaance and Photographic Officer 

leather Offleer 

Air Inapector 

Hiatorlcal Officer 

Public Relatlona Officer 

Ordnance Officer 

Surgeon 

Cbealcal Warfare Officer 
Flaoal Officer 
Judge Adroeate Oenaral 
FroToat Marahal 
Special Service Officer 
Inforaatlon and Education Officer 
flak Officer 
3rd Central Medical Eatabllahaent 
Conandlng General.  9th Air Dlrialon,  APO 140 (Statlatleal Section) 

IX Tactical Air CoaiaDd, APO $9$ (Statlatleal Section) 
III Tactical Air Coaaand, APO 374 (Statistical Section) 
ZUX Tactical Air Coaaand,  APO 151  (Statlatleal Section) 
IZ Engineer Coaaand, APO 126 
IZ Air Dafenae Coaaand, APO 638 
IZ Air Poroa Sarrlee Coaaand,  APO 149 (Statletica • P * 0) 
lat Air Dlvlalon, APO 557 
0. 8.  Strategic Boabing Sumy, APO 633 
0. 3. Strategie Air Poroaa in Europe, APO 633 
U. S. Strategie Air Poroaa in Europe,  APO 633 (Statlatleal Control Offiee) 
D. S. Poreea, European Theater, APO 757 
0. S. Group Control Council, Air Dlrlalon, APO 742 (Statiatlea Branch) 
Coaa X, 0.  S. Poreea, European Theater, APO 887 (War loon) 

Prlaa Ulalater'a Statlatleal Branch, Officea of the tar Cabinet 
Air Mlalatry, AI3 (USA) 
Air HiBlatry, far loon, Statlatleal Section 
Air force traluation Beard, APO 757 
Conandlng General, txmf Air foreea, laahlngton, 25, D.O.  (Statlatleal Control DlTialon) 
Conuidlng General. Bighth Air Porea, APO 634  (Slat Statlatleal Control Unit) 
Coaaaadaat, AAfSAI,  AAfTAC, QrUado, florida (Staff and Special Training) 
Coaaanding Gaaaral, Haditarranean Allied Air foreea (S.  C. 0. I.) 
Conandlng Oaaeral, Any Air Poreea, Paeifte Ooaaa Araaa, APO 953, a/o PH., San Praneiaeo 
Conandlng Oaaaral. fifteenth Air Porea. APO 520 (28th Statistical Control Unit) 
Coaaanding Oanaral, 9th Air DlTialon. APO 140 (for tinga. Groupa, It Separate Squadrona) 
Conandlng General, IZ Taetieal Air Conaad, APO 595 (for ffinga, Groupa, * Separate Squadroaa) 
Coaaanding Oaaaral, UI Taetieal Air Conaad, APO 374 (for lings, Groupa, * Separate Squadrons) 
Conandlng Oanaral, ZZIZ Tactical Air Conaad, APO 151  (for finga, Groupa, k Separate Sijuadrona) 
Conandlng General,  IZ Air force Service Conud,  APO 149 (for Air Depot Groups, Transport Groupa, 
and latranait Depot) ,, 
26th Statlatleal Control Dnit 

Coaaandlag General, 
Coaaanding General, 
Conandlng General, 
Coaaanding General, 
Conandlng Oaaaral, 
Coaaanding Geaaral, 
Coaaanding General. 
Conandlng General. 
Coaaanding General, 
Coaaanding Oaaaral, 
Coaaanding Oanaral, 
Coaaanding General, 
Coaaanding Oaaaral, 
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